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TRANSACTIONS

OF THE

AMERICAN PHILOLOGICAL ASSOCIATION.

I9O2.

I. Studies in Sophcc'.cs's Trachinians.

BY PROFESSOR MORTIMER LAMSON EARLE,
COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY.

I. The TracJiinians and the Alcestis.

IN studying the resemblances between Greek plays we
have to observe, besides the more general and comprehensive
resemblances of plots, as in the CJioephoroe and the Electros,

certain other kinds of similarity of less extent and compass.
These may be grouped under three heads: (i) resemblances

of motives, (2) resemblances of scenic situations, (3) verbal

parallels. Of these it appears that the first and third have

received more attention from students of the Greek drama

than has the second, though it is impossible to deal ade-

quately with resemblances of motives without taking account

incidentally of resemblances of scenic situations. In his

excellent Schlafscenen aitf der attischen Biihne (R/iein. Mus.

46 [1891], pp. 25-46) Dr. Dieterich has dealt with both the

latter and the former and has considered verbal parallels as

well. As a further example of the way in which the several

sorts of resemblances are bound up together, and also of the

way in which they may be complicated besides by derivation

from several sources in the same passage, I may cite here the

opening of the Philoctetes. The first two lines are remi-

niscent of the opening of the Prometheus, a play the influence

of which on subsequent Greek drama has never, I think, been

S



6 Mortimer Lamson Earle, [1902

adequately estimated. We have here not merely a verbal

parallel, but also a resemblance of motive. In the Prometheus

the hero of the play is brought to a desolate place to suffer

alone ;
in the Philoctetes the speaker of the prologue tells, on

coming to the place where the hero of the play was left to

suffer alone, of the circumstances of that abandonment, of

which he had been, like the speaker of the prologue of the

Prometheus, the chief agent. But the resemblance of scenic

situation in this passage is not primarily between the Prome-

theus and the PJiiloctetes, but between the Ajax and the Phi-

loctetes. In both the Ajax and the Philoctetes Odysseus is

discovered at the doorway of an enemy in both cases a

man that he has wronged and desirous of learning whether

that enemy is within, but fearing to enter and, in the sequel,

getting his information at second hand from a companion.

Furthermore, the prologue of the Philoctetes is reminiscent

of the Trachinians, to which play it is a sort of sequel and in

the lost close of which Philoctetes may well have figured, at

least in an ayye\i/cr} prja-is. Thus TTOTOV icprjvalov (21) seems

to be an echo of Kfnfvafau TTOTOV in the prologue of the Tra-

chinians (14), and ftofov lv<ov (n), as we should doubtless

read with F instead of /3o<uz/ a-revd^wv, is repeated from Trach.

787, where the words are used of the suffering hero of that

play. But we are not at present to discuss in detail the

likenesses of the Philoctetes and the Trachinians, but of

the Alcestis and the Trachinians ; and I now proceed to

the examination of a remarkable composite parallel between

those two plays that had not, to the best of my knowledge,
been noted by any one.

In Trach. 322-328, after Deianira's question to lole, instead

of the latter answering, Lichas says :

Ou rapa. (i.e. eav
177-771)

TOH ys TrpoaOev ovSkv e to

XpoVoH Sioio-u yA.w<rcrav, TJITIS

7rpo*<r/vv OUTC /i'o
dAA.' auv ouSi'vovcra <n>

Saxpvppoci SUCTTTJVOS e OTOU irdrpav

v XeXotTTCv
'

T/
8e rot

rj fjifv avrrjt y dAAa
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In reading these verses with a class, I was suddenly struck

by their verbal likenesses to a familiar passage in the Alcestis,

vv. 136-140, where at the close of the parodus the coryphaeus

says :

'AAA* 178 oiraBwv in 86p.<av TIS cp^trou

Scucpuppoova-a rLva. TVX1!" aKowrofuu \

Ylt.v6f.lv /xe'v, i TI Sco-TToraiori Tvy^am,
<rvyyvwo-T<Sv i S' IT* eoriv 'AS/xj^rou

J

yvn)
CIT' ovv oAwAcv eiScVai (3ov\oifj.i&' av.

Here we have three rather noticeable words in the tormer

passage matched by three words in the latter that are the

same in the first two instances and cognate in the third, and

those words within the same compass and in the same order.

That this verbal parallel is not accidental can be proved by
an examination of the situation in the two passages. In both

places a woman slave from whom some one is anxious to learn

something weeps in silence. In the Trachinians that woman

slave is a captive of Heracles, and her silence is due sceni-

cally to the lack of a fourth actor. At the close of the Alecs-

tis (i 131-1 146) one that is nominally a woman slave obtained

by Heracles as a prize of victory is silent when questioned,

for the scenic reason that there is no third actor. The scene

was a striking one on the stage, and we should not forget

a point to which I shall revert that Sophocles had wit-

nessed the first performance of the Alcestis and beaten

Euripides in the competition at that time. Is it not now

patent that in writing the passage in the Trachinians that we

are considering Sophocles, in a curious fashion but one that

is quite intelligible psychologically,
2 fused two passages of the

Alcestis that were scenically striking to the eye and that had

elements in common ? That Sophocles would have written

this conflate reminiscence of the Alcestis had he not seen

that play acted and appreciated the power of its scenic situa-

tions may well be doubted ;
but it will also, I think, appear

1 fffnv 'AS^rov Lenting : Iffrlv tfuf>v\o* codd.

2 For the psychology of such "associated reminiscences" see Mr. A. R

interesting and suggestive article Class. Rev. XV (1901), 33^345-

acknowledge the impetus which Mr. Cook's paper has given to my studies.
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probable in what follows that preparatory to writing the

Trachinians he had deliberately refreshed his memory by a

reading of the Alcestis. But of this more later. 1

With the passage in the Trachinians that has just been

discussed may be associated another in which again, unless

I am mistaken, the Alcestis is imitated. In v. 1181 Heracles

asks Hyllus to give him his right hand in confirmation of a

pledge ("E/z/3a\Ae X ^Pa &|taz> irpwrriard /*ot). Hyllus is

reluctant, but upon Heracles fiercely urging him he stretches

out his hand with the words : '18ov Trporeivco, KovSev avTeipij-

aerai (v. 1184). At Ale. Hi8, after Heracles, on the ground
that he trusts Admetus's right hand alone (v. 1115), has urged
the latter to give his hand to the veiled woman (v. 1117),

Admetus does stretch out his hand with the words : Kal &?)

irporeivo). The fact that this half verse occurs in a scene that

we have found Sophocles imitating elsewhere, added to the

fact that the scenic situation is a very striking one, makes it

pretty certain that Track. 1 184 is a reminiscence of Ale. 1 1 18.

It is to be noted that Sophocles substituted for Euripides's
Kal 8rj the synonymous IBov. It is possible that another

Euripidean situation in which the scenic business must have

been decidedly good viz. the scene where Medea makes

Aegeus take oath may have been likewise before Sopho-
cles's mind in writing Track. 1181 sqq. But it is not certain.

Before taking up the reminiscences of the Alcestis that are

to be found pretty plentifully in Track. 896-946 I may note

that there is perhaps more in the resemblance of Track. 869
to Ale. 777 than has hitherto been observed. In the passage
in the Alcestis Heracles describes a servant receiving him

cTvyvoii 77y>ocra>7r&>i Kal crvvaH^pvwpevo*; (as we should surely

read, with Nauck, for o-vi/ax^/Juca/ieWi). In the passage in

the Trachinians the coryphaeus describes a servant coming
out of the house to make an announcement ar)6rj<s (according
to the Mss.) Kal cvvaxfrpv (ap^evrj. Now this is the announce-

ment of the entrance of the old woman servant that is to

1 It may be added here that the parallel in the Trachinians is a proof of the

unsoundness of M. Henri Weil's efryvuffrov in Ale. 139 (on which see also Hay-
ley's note).
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deliver a speech (vv. 899-946) reminiscent of the speech
delivered by the woman servant in Ale, 153-198; we might,

therefore, justly expect to find here a reminiscence of Ale.

136 sq. :

'AAA* 178' orraSoiv IK &ofj.>v TIS lp\trai.

Sa.Kpvppoov<ra
'

TWO. rv^-qv aKOwrofwi ;

That there is any link between the two passages does not,

at first sight, appear; but Mr. Blaydes has suggested that

the certainly corrupt arfiift in Track. 869, which has been

changed by several scholars into d?/8fy?, was originally

and we find at Med. IOI2 Tt
77 Karrj<f>e<; (Cobet :

codd.) oft/xa Kal Sa/cpvppods. May not, then, Track. 868-870
contain a conflation of Ale. 777 and Mcd. 1012 referred to a

scenic situation similar to that of Ale. \ 36 sq. by reason of

the occurrence of the verb Batcpvppoelv in both Ale. 137 and

Med. 1012, and should we not accept /car?;^? in Track. 869?*
That Sophocles had Ale. 77-136 in his mind at this place

in the Trachinians is pretty certain, not merely from the

reminiscences of Ale. 153-198 in Track. 899-946, but also

from the use of hemichoria in vv. 863-867 to perform in a

much shorter compass the function of the hemichoria in Ale.

77-136. It is also to be observed that Track. 871-898 take

the place of vv. 141-151 in the Alcestis and that Track. 896 sq.

|U.aAAov S', et Trapovcra TrXrjo'ia.

lA.vao-s of ISpao-e Kapr' av <2tKTi<ras.

are reminiscent of Ale. 157

a S' V SO/AOIS Z&pacre Oaujfuioyi KAwov.

1 A very pretty example of a conflate reference to Homer by Sophocles may be

cited here as illustrating the tendency of his mind. In Track. 144-6 To -ydp

vedfrv tv roiotffSf /36(r/cerai | x^P is W (a^roO Kal vtv) ov 0d\iroj Otov
\

ovd'

6/j.fipos ov6 -irvevf^druv ovStv K\ovei, it was seen and noted by Schneidewin that

there is a reference to Horn, e 478 sqq., where it is said of the two 06.fi.ixH : rodt

fdv &p' otfr' dvt/j.uv didi] fjiti>os vypbv dtvruv, \

oSre WOT ^Aios (j>aM)uv dicrtffif

fpa\\ei>, |

oijT fyi/3pos irepdaffKe dtanirepts, but it has not been noted that vvtv-

ndruv ovdtv K\oveT is not to be explained from the passage just cited but from

another, a little farther on in the Phaeacian Episode, which was naturally, owing

to both its proximity and its similarity to the former, running in Sophocles's mind

at the same time. This is the famous description of Olympus (f 43~5) Mi ***

Oeuv ?5oj d<r<pa.\ts aid
| fHfievai o6r dvti*oi<ri Tivdfffferat, ofoe TOT' 6p0pw \

Cre x^av tirnrl\va.Tai, KT.
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The words in the Alcestis are part of the prooemium of the

servant's py/o-t? itself; those in the TracJiinians part of the

external introduction to the servant's pr/vis.
1

We come now to the most obvious likenesses between the

TracJiinians and the Alcestis. They are as follows (in addi-

tion to that just cited):

Track. 900 7Tct yap rJXfle (Schaefer : TraprjXde. codd.)

Ale. 157 eiret yap rjitrOcd' KTC.

Track. 904 (3<i>fJ.oi(ri TrpooTriVvovcr'

Ale. 170 sq.

TraVras 8e y3 to
/A o u s .

irpoa-fjXOe

Track. 908 sq.

ct TOV <i'Xov (Naber : <f>iXwv codd.)

l/cXaiev

^4/<r. 192 TraVres 8' 1/cXaiov otKerai 2

Track. 913 TOV 'HpaxAetov 6a.Xap.ov f.i<Topp,<i)fj.vr]v

Ale. 175 0aA.a/xov c (TTreo-oucra xai Ae^os
3

Track. 915-922
opoi oe T^V ywaiKa Se/avtbis

rots 'HpaKXttois OTpwra ftdXXovcrav (f>dprj.

"OTTWS 8' ereAecre TOVT', tirtvOopovcr' avw

KaOf^r' lv /xeVotcriv evvariyptbts

Kai 8a.Kpvu>v prf^acra Oep/jia va.fJia.Ta.

!A.eev
' *O

Xe'^iy re Kai vvfjL<f>eT e/ta,

TO XOITTOV
778*7 xatpeO', a>s t/u.'

ou TTOTC

&ef.<T0' CT' e'v /cotVaicri raurS' eivarptav.

^/<r. 175-184 (omisso tamquam spurio vsu. 178)

6dXa.p.ov fcnrecrovcra KOI Ae'^os,

a 8/7 'SaKpvcrf. Kal Xe'yei raSe '

*Ii XfKTpov ev9a irapOtvu c.Xv(T eyw,

ov yap e^^atpo) cr'
'

aTroaXecras 8e
/u,c

1 Zielinski's notion {Philologus 55 [1896], 593
16

) that the K0fj.fj.6s originally

began immediately after Track. 870 is refuted by Ale. 141-151, as shewn above.

Zielinski's Excurse zu den Trachinierinnen, Phil. 55, 491-540, 577-633, contains

some valuable matter. For the most part, the writer's perversity is only equalled

by his prolixity. .

8 Noted also by Zielinski p. 593".
8 Noted also by Zielinski p. 593

17
.
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fjioi'ov
' *

TrpoSovrai yap <T OKi/ovo-a KCU Troatv

6vr}tcrKta
'

cr 8* aAAij TIS yvv*)

cru><^>/9U)v p.v OVK av /xaAAov, turves 8*

Kwei 8c Trpoo-TriVvoixra,

6<f>Oa\fj.aTfyKTtoi Several

Track. 938 d/iA<#>i7riTvwv (Wecklein : d

y4/<T. 403 TTOTl <TOlCn 7TITVWV <7T 6fJ.a(T IV

(This and the two following are noticeable as being derived

from two other places in the Alcestis. The reason in the case

of the first and third of these passages is obvious : the descrip-

tion of the son of Deianira mourning over his dead mother is

naturally assimilated to the mourning of Alcestis's son over

his dead mother. The scenic situation was a striking and

highly emotional one in the case of the Alcestis? The asso-

ciation of ideas that led to the dovetailing in of a suggestion

of Admetus's speech is the easier to understand if we remem-

ber that Admetus's words are part of a command that he says

he will give to the children.)

Track. 938 sq.

irX.evp60f.v

ir\e.vpav Trape

Ale. 366 sq.

TrXcvpa T' CKTtivai

Tr\vpoi(ri rots <TOIS

Track. 942 aip <j>avi(r /ic'vos /8iov (Wakefield : fttov codd.)

Ale. 396 sq.
8' ap.ov ft LOV

(Sophocles construed A/iov ftiov with

Track. 943 Toiavra raVSov

Ale. 196 Toiavr* ev oticois ecrriv 'A8/x.i;Tov

Before seeking to draw certain conclusions from the resem-

blances of the Trachinians to the Alcestis it may not be out

1 Blomfield for jui^ (see Hayley ad loc.).

2 The application of Ale. 396 sq. and 403 to Hyllus seems to make it certain

that Ale. 393-403 and 407-415 are to be assigned to the lx>y (Eumelus), not

divided between the girl (393-403) and the boy (407-415) M Anting thought

(Epistola Critica in Eur. Ale. p. 65 sq.).

8 Noted also by Zielinski p. 594".
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of place to remark on an odd turn of phrase in the Trachi-

nians which has not been well understood and seems to have

been derived from a particular passage in Euripides. In

Track. 914 sq. the old woman servant is made to say :

*cdyo) XaQpaiov ofj.fi f7rt(TKia<Tp.tvr}

<f>povpow, opG> Sk KTC.

If we will compare Ale. 34 sq. (a rather striking passage)

vvv 8' CTTI rJiS au

where we should construe x^Pa ^povpelt ('keepest thy hand

on guard ') rogijpr) oTrXtVa? (
=

ro'^coi oTrXttra?), we shall see

that we are to connect o/zft' directly with <f>povpovv ('was

keeping my eye on guard' : cf. o/xftaro? | (f>povpa(v) 224 sq.).

Following out the interlocked order, we shall further connect

\a0palos (\adpalov an easy scribe's slip before oft/*')
eVe-

<TKiaa-/j,VT). Not merely the striking use of (frpovpeiv but the

interlocked order of words is common to the place in the

Trachinians with that in the Alcestis. That the former is

derived from the latter seems reasonably probable when we

compare Phil. 1 5 1 <j>povpeiv o/i/u,' eVt O-&M fidXiara /caipwt, where

(frpovpelv op/A suggests the Trachinians, the construction of

eVl c. dat. with the phrase suggests the Alcestis.

Whether the view just explained of the origin of the idiom

in Trach. 914 sq. be right or not, we may, I think, draw this

conclusion incidentally from our examination. of the idiom,

that Trach. 914 and 915 are not to be separated by the inser-

tion of v. 903 (with fjLavrr)v for eavrqv). Mollweide (as

quoted by Nauck) is more likely right in treating v. 903,

which cannot stand where it does, as due to a scholion on

\aOpalov ofjifji 7T(TKta(r/jievr). Its case would thus be some-

what like that of the notorious Ant. 24.*

The thesis, which with others quite as perverse Dr. Zielin-

ski defends in the writing that has been cited already, that

1 1 add here what seems like an isolated reminiscence of the Alcestis in the

Trachinians. Trach. 1044 sq. (Coryphaeus) KXtfowr 0/>ia rdffSe <rv/j.((>opds,

</\at, |
AvaxTos, ofau oTos v Aatfverat. Ale. 144 (Coryphaeus apostrophizing

suffering &va.) *Q r\TJfMv, otas ofos S>v d/xaprdrei*.
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the Trachinians is earlier than the Alcestis and that Euripides
in his play borrowed (and not very cleverly) from Sophocles,
is completely refuted by the first of the parallels that I have
cited between the two plays. Another thesis, proposed by
the now distinguished Leyden Hellenist Professor J. van

Leeuwen in his Cominentatio de Ajacis Sop/weld antlientia tt

integritate (Utrecht, 1881), that the first part of the Trachi-

nians (1-875) was written about 430 B.C. under the influence

of the Alcestis and the Medea, the rest, which is less strict

in metrical form, at a much later period, seems to be quite
as convincingly refuted by the fact that the reminiscences of

the Alcestis are carried pretty well through the Trachinians,

as was shown above. The view taken by Dr. van Leeuwen
and discussed by him at considerable length in the book just

cited, that Sophocles was constantly touching up his plays,

as modern poets change the text of successive editions of

their works, can hardly be true, it should seem, to any great

extent. Were it so, it would make the dating of many Greek

plays a far worse puzzle than it is. This is not the place to

discuss the metrical questions involved in the thesis further

than to say that Dr. van Leeuwen in his Commcntatio dis-

regarded, as have most, the influence of emotional exaltation

on the part of the fictitious speaker on the form of the Greek

tragic trimeter. I have touched upon the matter in the

metrical appendix to my edition of the Oedipus Tyrannns.

It has been shown that Sophocles borrowed freely from

Euripicles's Alcestis in the Trachinians, and it is a priori

reasonable to infer that other marked likenesses between the

Trachinians and other plays of Euripides are due to borrow-

ing by the "Attic Bee." Especially is this likely to be the

case in a play the Euripidean character of which is so notice-

able, as has often been remarked by scholars. We need not

then wait until we have discussed the likenesses between the

Medea and the Trachinians before we take the next step

toward the approximate dating of our play, but may with

reasonable confidence regard Track. 416 A^V, ef n XPV&*'
xal yap ov 0-47*7 \o<? el. as a reminiscence of Eur. Suffl.

567 AeV, e* n ftovXei' xal ybp ov 0-1777X05 el. with an
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improvement in one word. 1 We shall go further, also, and

follow Dr. Dieterich's excellent confirmation of Professor

von Wilamowitz-MoellendorfF s view of the relations of the

Hercules Furens and the Trachinians. Dr. Dieterich's dis-

cussion in his Schlafscenen auf der attischen Btihne I have

already referred to, and it is unnecessary to do more here

than refer to his tentative dating of the Trachinians 419 B.C.

(op. cit. p. 43). Surely it would seem that 419-410 B.C. is

as large a latitude as we can allow in dating the Trachinians.

But we must return now to the relations of the Trachinians

and the Alcestis.

To say, as Professor Jebb does in his introduction to the

Trachinians (p. xxii), that the Hercules Furens and the Trachi-

nians are the only two "experiments" in Greek literature of

taking
" the legend of Heracles as the basis of a tragedy

"

"of which we have any clear or definite knowledge" is true

only in the narrowest sense of the words. It should be

added that, if the legend of Heracles is not the basis of the

Alcestis, yet that play is perhaps, as I have ventured to

suggest in my introduction to it, the first attempt to bring
Heracles as a tragic character or, at least, a semi-tragic

character before a Greek audience. If we assume that the

Alcestis was indeed a sort of dramatic exaltation of Heracles,

we shall find that this tallies perfectly with a view of the

relations of the Trachinians on the one hand and the Alcestis

and the Hercules Furens on the other to which our discussion

has been gradually leading us. Let us see what this view is.

It may be put in a definite form somewhat as follows :

Sophocles, much impressed by Euripides's Hercules Furens,

determines to write a tragedy on a portion of the legend of

Heracles. To this end he not only studies the Hercules

Furens and adopts from it what serves his purpose, but also

reads carefully what is probably the other Attic tragedy, or

quasi-tragedy, that deals with Heracles, a play strong in

emotion and scenically striking, which he has witnessed

and defeated some twenty or more years earlier, the Alces-

1 Cf. Track. 1184 and Ale. 1118.
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tis. He writes thus under the spell of Euripides and pays
his rival the sincerest compliment, that of imitation.

It would have been well for the worshippers of Sophocles

and, at the same time, detractors of Euripides had they better

understood their idol's state of mind towards some of Euri-

pides's work. But to return to our subject. We shall not

be surprised, when we have learned to see why and how

Sophocles came thus to imitate two of Euripides's plays, if

he furthermore drew for more than individual lines and brief

suggestions upon another strong play of Euripides, a play

that had the first place among Euripides's four in the tragic

contest of 431 B.C., when Sophocles was second and Euri-

pides third, the Medea. But this is to encroach upon the

next chapter.

II.

The Trachinians and the Medea.

The Euripidean character of the prologue of the Trachi-

nians has been more than once commented upon. Hermann

Schiitz in his SopJiokleische Stndicn (Potsdam, 1890) puts

the matter briefly and well when he writes (p. 390) :

" Der

Prolog des Dramas erinnert an die Euripideische Manier,

durch einen langeren Monolog den Zuschauer in die Verhalt-

nisse einzufiihren
;
denn auf ihn, nicht auf die alte, mit allem

genau bekannte Dienerin ist die ganze Rede der Deianira

berechnet." But the prologue of the- Trachinians does not

resemble that of the Alcestis ;
such reminiscence of that

passage as is to be found, if at all, in the Trachinians is

rather to be traced in v'v. 248 sqq., where Heracles's year-

long servitude and its cause are narrated. 1 On the other

hand, the prologue of the Trachinians is more nearly than

has been observed hitherto like that prologue among those

of Euripides that are extant which is generally thought the

best dramatically the prologue of the Medea. About this

the (somewhat Wilamowitzian) remarks of Dr. Zielinski

1 Cf. especially run \6-ywt (as it seerAs that we should read for roO X^ou) 8*

ov XP*> <t>0l)vov, |
ytvcu, vpofftlvai Zei>s STOV vpdicTup <paviji. (Track. 250 sq.) with

the less formal apology Zei>j y&p Karajcrds ira5a rbv ift&v atnos (Ale. 3).
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(P/iilol. 55, p. 522
6
)
are so apt as to deserve quotation here.

They are as follows :

" Interessant ist, dass auch Euripides

einmal den Versuch gemacht hat, den Prolog psychologisch

zu motivieren das ist der Prolog der Amme in der ' Medea '

;

damit man es ihm glaube, hat er der Amme die Motivierung
ausdriicklich in den Mund gelegt 56 ff. ey< jap ei? roOr'

K/3e/3TjK a\jT)S6vo<;. waff 'ipepds p vTrijXde 777 re Kovpavw \egai

fioXova-Tj Seupo SecrTroiVTjs Tv%a?. Geglaubt hat es ihm aber

doch niemand ; wenigstens hat er den Versuch nicht wieder-

holt." Is it going too far to conjecture that even if we had

the complete works of Euripides we should find this prologue

nearly, if not quite, unique, and that Sophocles exercised

very deliberate choice in selecting it for imitation ? But let

us look further into the relations of the two prologues.

In studying carefully the prologue of the Medea before I

had begun the examination of the TracJiinians the results of

which I am now presenting I found myself brought to the

conclusion that not only had the excisions proposed or put
in practice by various scholars been erroneously suggested
and made, but that there are no spurious verses in the pro-

logue of the Medea as handed down to us. The details of

the prologue of the Medea I shall discuss elsewhere ; suffice

it here to point out in passing that, if vv. 4043 be condemned,
vv. 38 and 39 and vv. 44 and 45 must keep them company.
This clean sweep of eight verses where there is no apparent
reason for their insertion may well stagger the boldest hewer

of texts and drawer of squared hooks. As for the prologue
of the Trachinians, repeated study of it has convinced me
that it too contains no spurious verses. To me, as to Pro-

fessor Campbell, vs. 465 is a sufficient defence of vs. 25.
1

Now this prologue of the TracJiinians has likewise forty-eight

verses. But is this equality in length of the two prologues

anything more than a coincidence ? Is there any likeness

in the situations and the persons at the openings of the two

plays ?

1 Schutz {Soph. Studien, p. 391) would keep the vs., but with some change.
I would ask the candid reader whether n$ j>i r6 /j.t\\ov 4X705 ticQvoi TTOT is much
of an improvement on Sophocles's verse.
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It has been noted by Dr. Dieterich (op. cit. p. 43) as part of
the general Euripidean character of the Trachinians that a

Tpo<j>o<; is introduced. It may be said in passing that the
term rpoifxk or ' nurse

'

is a convenient designation for such

personages as the old woman-servant (the ira\aiov oitcuv

KTf)(j,a of the Medea and the ypala of the Trachinians\ but
that the designation Tpo<f>d<t is demonstrably correct only for
the Hippolytus. However, that is a detail

; Dr. Dietcrich's
observation is just. But we may go further. In the Medea
it is the T/J000? (to use the stock name) that speaks the

prologue, describing the misery of the heroine as a deserted
wife. In the Trachinians there is a decided gain from the

point of view of the action of the play in making the heroine
as deserted wife deliver the prologue and describe her mis-
eries to the rpocjxk. And let it not be objected that the
desertion of Deianira is different from that of Medea : Hera-
cles has practically done what Jason had, as we find out in

the sequel. The words \icrp(ov d\\a j3a<ri\ia Kpi<r<ra>v

Sopoiaiv eVe'crra (Med. 443-5) describe Deianira's state quite
as well as they do Medea's.

So much for the prologues : let us examine the other par-
allels between the Trachinians and the Medea. In both plays
the heroine makes use of a poisoned garment. In the Medea
the injured wife uses a poisoned garment (together with a

poisoned diadem) to kill her rival : in the Trachinians the

injured wife uses a poisoned garment to recover her hus-

band's affection. In the Medea the injured wife uses "evil

arts" wittingly: in the Trachinians the injured wife seeks

to avoid the use of "evil arts," but does so unwittingly, sup-

posing that what she is employing is but a philtre. The

parallels just cited involve differences and contrasts in the

conduct of the two heroines. To these contrasts may be

added others. Thus, in the Medea the injured wife is a bar-

barian : in the Trachinians she is a Greek. The injured wife

in the Medea exhibits barbarian manners: the injured wife

in the Trachinians exhibits Greek manners. In the Medea

the poisoned articles of dress are handled rather carelessly :

in the Trachinians the poisoned shirt is handled with great
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caution. In the Medea the heroine is a sorceress, and the

element of magic is prominent : in the Trachinians the hero-

ine is not a sorceress, and the element of magic is hardly

present. Some of the points that have been set forth above

call for discussion.

In Track. 582-6 Deianira says to the chorus, after she has

described the preparation of the shirt for Heracles :

Ka/cas ye (ego : 8e codd.) Terras (Blaydes : rdX/xas codd.)

lvt]T eTn(rTaip.Y]V eyw

fj.ijr' fK/jidOoLfjiL Tas TC roX/xwcras crrvyut
'

<t AT/DOIS 8' fdv TTWS TT^VO" vTrcp/Ja.A.ai/u.e^a,

fj./j.r)^a.vrjTa.L rovpyw ei TL
fjirj

SOKUJ

Trpacrcrav /xaratov
'

ci Se ^77,

Does not this read like a tacit criticism or, perhaps better

said, a covert criticism of Euripides's heroine ? Is not the

gentle and patient Deianira meant to be a foil to Euripides's

fiery-souled Colchian ? Indeed, do we not read in the Medea,
in a speech of Jason's that must represent, to a certain extent,

the Greek point of view, this criticism of Medea's murder of

her children : OUK ecrriviJTis TOUT' av'}LX\r)vls jvvrj
|

T\rj Trod'

(Med. 1339 sq.)? Surely the conjecture may be hazarded

that Sophocles desired to depict in his Deianira the humaner

spirit of the Greek wife, as contrasted with the unrestrained

passion of the barbarian. The latter character did not suit

the genius of him that was ever eu/coXo?.

I have noted above the careless manner in which the

poisoned articles of dress appear to be handled in the Medea?

1 I have omitted v. 585 (TTJV TraiSa Kal 0\KTpoi<n. rots ^0' 'Hpa/cXet) with

Wunder (followed by Nauck) as spurious. It seems to belong to a familiar type

of interpolation.
2 It seems reasonable to suppose that at Med. 956-8 the magic articles of

dress are brought out openly, not in a box, and so entrusted to the children that

one takes the dress, the other the diadem. The poison will work only on the

bride. It may be noted here that Seneca, or whoever wrote the Hercules Oetaeus,

not only in other respects (see Here. Oct. 500 sqq.) made a much more reasona-

ble account of the adventure at the Evenus (Sophocles managed it pretty badly,

as was anciently noted: see Schneidewin-Nauck on Track. 568), but also took

much better care of the poison there than Sophocles had done; for he makes

Nessus give it to Deianira enclosed in one of his hooves, which he had hap-
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Their magic quality is treated as a matter of course, and but
little regard seems to be had by the poet to the element of

verisimilitude in the working of their poison. This careless-

ness must, I think, have struck other students of the Medea,
as it had me even before I thought to compare the caution

employed by Deianira in the Trachinians, The great pains
taken by Sophocles in his play to lend a certain air of veri-

similitude to the working of the poison pains which have

prompted Dr. Zielinski to make of Sophocles an accomplished

physician and toxicologist these are, I venture to think,

but the attempt of Sophocles to improve on -his rival's treat-

ment. Whether the poisoned garment was originally a part

of the legend of Medea as employed by Euripides or was

imported into it by him is a question that lies beyond the

bounds of our present enquiry.

It may not be out of place here to note a certain resem-

blance between Euripides's Medea and Clytaemnestra as she

is drawn by Aeschylus in the Agamemnon. Dr. Zielinski

thinks (pp. cit. p. 5i6
n)

) that Euripides in his Electra

vv. 1032 sqq. imitated Track, 536 sqq. a matter that we

should like to be clearer about, inasmuch as it would aid us

to a more exact dating of the Trachinians. The two passages

are as follows :

Track. 536 sqq.

Koprjv yap OI/JML 8* OVKC'T' dAA' f^evy/ie'vTiv

\(a(3r)Tbv eyu.7roA.77/xa rrjs ffif)<; c^pevos 538

Tra/oecrSe'Sey/ttcu, <f>6prov ware vauriAos
'

537

KCK VVV 8lf OVOTU fJ.lfJLVOfl.fV /XlaS V7TO

Eur. EL 1032 sqq. (Clytaemnestra loquitur)

dAA' rjKff (sc. Agamemnon) lyuv /LUX /mivaS' ivOt

AcKT/oots T* firei(T(f>pr)Kf Kal vvfJL<f>a ovo

ev roiaiv avrois 8aj/x,a(rii/ Kartl\ 6/xou.

pened to wrench off with his hand and split (v. 522, quam forte saeva sciJtrat

avolsam manu) !

1 The transposition of w. 537 and 538 seems to me to be pretty clearly de-

manded by the sense of the sentence.
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We might draw up the following brief scheme of comparison :

1. Clytaemnestra and Cassandra {Agamemnon and Eur. El. I.e.).

2. Medea and Glauce.

3. Deianira and lole.

i and 3. Clytaemnestra and Deianira kill husband.

1 and 2. Clytaemnestra and Medea kill rival.

2 and 3. Medea and Deianira use poisoned garment.
1

1 and 3. Rival brought into house.

2 and 3. Rival a second wife (or practically so in 3).

i and 3. Rival taken in the sack of a city.

This comparison has, I venture to think, a certain value for

the study of the developement of tragic motives.

Enough has been said already, I venture to think, to prove
that in writing the Trachinians Sophocles -had the Medea
before him, and that in the case of this play, too, he paid

Euripides the compliment of imitation. But I would further

call attention to two passages in the Trachinians in which

Sophocles seems to have been influenced in details by the

Medea. In Track. 602 Deianira describes the poisoned shirt

to Lichas as rdvSe ravav(f>f] (Wunder's certain correction : see

Jebb ad loc. } TrerrXov. The fact that ravaix^rj is glossed by
the Greek lexicographers by \7rTov<f>f) and the inappro-

priateness of the term TrerrXo? to describe the garment in

question (see on both points Jebb ad loc.} make it almost

certain that Sophocles was thinking of the XeTrroV Tren-Xov

of Med. 786 and was improving on the adjective. Again,
Heracles /coo-pat re xaipcov /cat a-roXrji, (Track. 764) resembles,
as has been noted (see Jebb ad loc.}, Glauce Sw/aot?

pova-a (Med. 1165). Even the phrase KOfffiwi re ical

is more appropriate to Medea's double gift than to Deianira's

single one.

1 A garment, but not a poisoned one, is an important part of the apparatus of

the murder in the Agamemnon.
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III.

Cicero's Translation of Track. 1046-1102.

A more careful comparison than has yet, so far as I am
aware, been made of the translation of Track. 1046-1102
which Cicero inserted in the Tusculanae Dispittationes, 2.

8, 20 9, 22, will prove of value, not only for our knowledge
of the text of this portion of the Trachinians, but also for

our knowledge of Cicero's acquaintance with Greek and his

manner of translating it. I have deemed it the clearest and

simplest method of pursuing this comparison to place side

by side the translation and the original and then to append
thereto certain critical and explanatory notes. The text of

Cicero is based on Baiter-Kayser and Mueller, that of Sopho-
cles on Jebb. The two passages are numbered continuously

to facilitate reference. I shall use L. I, 2, etc., in referring

to the Latin
;
G. i, 2, etc., in referring to the Greek. The

italics are intended to mark those words and phrases in which

Cicero most closely Graeca expressit.
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O multa dictu gravid, perpessu aspera,

quae c&rpore txanclata atque animo pertuli ;

nee mihi lunonis terror implacabilis

nee tantitm invexit tristis Eurystheus mali,

5 quantum una raecers Oeneo patre edita.

Haec me inretivit veste furiali inseium

quae laferi inhafrens morsu laccrat viscera

vrgurnsquz graviter pulmonum haurit spiritus ;

fam decvlorem sanguinem omnern exsorbuit :

10 sic cerpus cbtle horribili abeumptum txtabuit,

ipse inligatus peste interimor textili.

Hos > hostilis dexrra, ^/ /Srrrw

fi'//y Giganfum, non biformato i

Centaurus ictus corpori inflixit meor

15 i> Grata ris, mm barbara ulla jmmanifas

mm saeva *-rr7> gens rdegata uhimis

quas peragrans undique oronem ftfrritafem txpuli,

sed/rmiuof rir feminea iafrrimermaxui.

O naff, vere hoc nomen usurpa patri ;

ne me occidentem matris suprref caritas.

Hoc adripe ad me manibus abstractam piis ;

iam ftmam merit an illam potiorem puffs.

Ptrge, audf, naff, inlacrima patris pesribus,

mtserrre: gentes nostras flebunt misfrias.

25 Heu, rirginalem jne ore ploratum fdere

quern ritfit memo ulK tngemiscrntem mala.

Effeminata virtus adflicta occidit.

Accede, nate, adsistt, miserandom aspicc

evisceratum corpus laceratum patris.

30 Vidrte, cirncti ; tuque, caelestum safer,

iact, obsecro, in me -rim coruscam fuiminis.

Nunc, mtnc dolarum anxiferi torquent rfrticcs,

nunc strpit anfor. O ante victrices manus,
o pfctora, o tfrga, o lecertorum tori,

35 vestrone pressu quondam Nemearus leo

frendens efflavit graviter extremum halitum?

Haec dextra Ltrnam taetra mactata excetra

pacavit ? Haec bicorporem adflixit manum ?

Erymanthiam haec vastificam abiecit beluamt

40 Haec e Tartarea tenebrica abstractum plaga
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1046 Q iroAAa or) KOI OipfJua. K.QV Adywt KO.KO.

KOI \f-pcn. KOI vuTotcri p.o^>7O'as cyw
KOU ir<a TOWVTOV ovr* axoiT(9 rj Aio;

TrpovuTfKev ov6 o crrtryvos Eupvtrdci)? cpx>t,
I05 otOV ToS"

Tf SdAwTTlS OtVU>? ICO/:

ITEV topxx? rots

yap

/Je'/3pa>K

I055

TO Tray a< mcrrait

Kal Tavra A.oy^; TreStas ou^" 6

orparos Fiyavrtuv oi/re (tr)pt(o$ ftia.

01^* 'EAAa; OUT' ayAaxro-o? ov^* otnyv tyai

yalav icaftupwv tKO^iyy eSpaxre wa> '

^ Sc ^^Avs owra KOUK dVopo? ^ixrtK'f'

S^ Ka#tA.e c^aayavou Si'xa-

Q TTaZ, yevov pxx wats trrfrvftos yeyt>5

"5 KOI p,^ ro p-i/rpos ovopa. irpeo-fievoTriK; TT\COV.

Ad; P.CK ^epoiv cratv avro9 ef o"/cor Aa/3av

et rovfjuov dAysis paAAov y KeiVr/s, opatv.

[^Aa))877Tov cJSos ev BIKTJI >caKOup,vovJ

*J^^ JJ T6KV3V, ToAp-J/O-OV OLKTlpW TC pf

TroAAotcriv otKTpdv, oans OKTTC irap^evos

fteftpv^fo, K\ai<av ical ToS" ouS" av els TTOTC

TovS" aV5ja ^aii/ Trpovff iSav SeSpaxdra,

dAA* atrro^ucTOS alcv et^opii/v

I075 vOv 8* CK TotOLTOv ^Ais r/vpr)fjuai raAa?.

Kai KUV TrptxreA^wv trrfjOi TrXvjaiav

CTKOJ/JLt

n-eirovOa
'

Sa^ei) yap rciS* C

ISou QzaffOt, TrdVrcs, o^Aiov Scpas
'

1080
opoYe TOV Sixm/vw o>s oucTp-is e;(-

'Aiai, a TaAas, aiu '

ar7/5 cnra(rp,os
' "

COLKCV rj
roAaiva &a/Sdpos VOJTOS-

Io85 *QVo *A t
(Sj/, Sc^ai p.'

'

4
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tricipitem eduxit hydra generation canem ?

Haec interemit tortu multiplicabili

draconem auriferam obtutu adservantem arboremt

Multa alia victrix nostra gustavit manus,

45 nee quisquam e nostris spolia cepit laudibus.

L. i bears witness to the fact (as has been noted : see

Jebb ad loc.} that Cicero's text of Sophocles was the same as

ours in the words KCU \oya)i, for which Bothe's KOU Xdywi is

generally (and rightly) accepted, as above. It seems proba-

ble that the corruption Kal for KOV was universal in the texts

of Sophocles in Cicero's time, and that it is one of the very

early blunders in Sophocles's text, like the confusion of the

negatives at the beginning of the Antigone. (I hold arrjs

arep in Ant. 4 to be original : see Classical Review XIII,

386.) It may be added that Wunder and van Hervverden

thought that the error in Sophocles's text lay, not in /cat, but

in the following words. The latter of these scholars writes

in his Exercitationes Criticae, p. 127: Quod reponendum

suspicabar : /cat \6ywv irepa, iamdudum ante me proposuisse
Wunderum nunc video. Certa est, si qua alia, emendatio.

In L. 2 (where, by the way, it seems very likely that Cicero

wrote exanclavi, not exanclata) it has been supposed that

Cicero's animo bears witness to a text different from the

traditional one. The truth seems to be, as Dr. Zielinski

appears to hint(" Excurse zu den Trachinierinnen," Philologus

55 [1896], 625), that Cicero crossed, or conflated, his transla-

tion of Sophocles with a reminiscence of Eur. Ale. 837, where

Heracles cries: *fl Tro\\a rXacra tcapSia /cat %elp efjiij. This

is the more probable from the fact that we have a certain

case below of a passage in which Sophocles and Euripides
are conflated by Cicero in his translation. It may be noted

in passing that the Greek does not warrant Cicero's treating
7To\\a /ca/ca as a vocative, or rather in translating as if the

Greek had been something like : *H TroXXa Srj . . . /ca/ca, a ...

/jLoxOrja-as ex60 - But this is a mere detail. In L. 4 sq. tan-

turn quantum may indicate that Cicero read roa-ovrov

oa-ov in G. 3 and 5. He could just as well have written tale
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to> AlOS OKTt's, TTtUO-OV.

TroYep, Kfpavvov
'

Sii'wTai yap av iraAiv,

I09 t3 VUJTO. Kai crept/', w <t'

v/x.ei5 Sc Ktivot 89 Ko.6iaTa.tf o? Trore

Ne/ne'a? eVotKov, /JovKoAtov aAdoropa,
A.eoi'T

, a;rAaTov Opt/i/Mi KaTrpocr-qyopov,

/8wu KarripydvaaOc Aepvaiav d* u8pav
I0

?o fa**- T
'

tt/u.i/CTOv I7r7roy8a/iova orparov

ii/Spicrrryv dvo/iov V7Tpo^ov /9t'av

^tov re 0}pa TOV ^' UTTO x^o^o?
"AiSou rpi.Kpa.vov <TKi'\aK

d.Tpd(r/Lia^ov rc'pa;,

Setv^s 'E^t'Si'7/s ^pe'/i/xa TO? T xpvo-twv
I
^ Spaxovra p.^Xcoi' <^uAaK* CTT* ea^arois TOTrotj.

AAAwv re
fj.6)(0(av fjivpitav eyev<rd;jir)v,

KovSzis rpOTral' laTrfcrt. raiv e/niv

qitale, so far as the verse is concerned. But this is uncer-

tain. L. 5 (in which I have substituted Bentley's Oeneo

patre for the traditional Oenei partu, on which phrase see

Sorof ad loc.) is interesting, furthermore, as indicating either

how Cicero's Greek text was pointed or how he thought it

should be pointed. He seems to have made a full stop after

Koprj (G. 5) and to have missed the construction of olov ro'S*

. . . KaOrj-^-ev. This criticism, if just, does not speak well for

Cicero's knowledge of Greek. But we shall find other things

quite as bad. It may be noted here that vaecors is no trans-

lation of SoXeuTTt?. The me inscium of L. 6, where we should

expect a translation of the vfyavrov of G. 7, looks as though
Cicero had read afyainov (sc. /AC); but, when we come to his

translation of G. 12 in L. 11, we find textili answering to

acfrpdo-Twt. Had Cicero's text afypaarov in the place of vfav-

rbv, and vfyavrSu in the place of typderm ? or did he deliber-

ately shift those words in his translation to suit a whim ? A
hard question that to answer. In L. 7 viscera seems clearly

to be a translation of eV^a'ra? o-ap/ca? (G. 8 sq.). The ur-

guens of L. 8 looks as though Cicero had had before him

something other than %VVOIKOVV of G. 10 (e.g. vvipyov) ;
but
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I venture to think that we are not justified in assuming that

such is the case. When we remember how constantly crvvoi-

iceiv is used of wedlock, and how Horace (Carm. I. 5, 2) uses

urguere in about the sense of amplecti of a lover's embrace,

have we not, perhaps, the explanation of Cicero's urguens
here ? In L. 9 decolorent is, of course, a bad, though in form

a very literal, translation of ^wpov. It is plain here that

Cicero did not understand his Greek. From corpus extabuit

in L. 10 it is reasonably certain that Cicero's text had not

Si(f)8apfiat Se/ia?, the prevailing reading in G. 1 1, but Ste-

(f>daprai Se/ia?, which (auctore Jebb) is the reading of B

(= cod. Parisin. 2787, saec. xiv). Cicero's Greek text here

departs from the current of the tradition that has come down
to us, but in a minor point. L. 13 moles. Cicero might,
as we see by comparing L. 38 with G. 50, have rendered more

exactly by manus. The fact that in L. 13 sq. Or/peios fiia of

G. 14 is answered by biformato impetu Centaurus warrants

the question whether Cicero read dripeios and not cfujpeio^

Kevravpeios, Centaureus. It may fairly be queried whether

Sophocles himself may not have written <f>ripeios here and

below (G. 51) <j>r)pS>v, where we now read Orjpwv. Homer's

reference to the Centaurs (A 268) as (frrjpcrlv opea-tca>ioi(n

would be very familiar to Cicero. But it is of even greater

interest to observe how Cicero misunderstood and mistrans-

lated /3ta (G. 14). The words ovre Orjpeios (or (frrfpetos ?) /Sta
|

ovd' 'EXXa? (sc. 717) OVT tryXaxro-o? (= /Sa/3/9a/30?, sc. 777) he

took as = ovre Or/peios (c^peto? ?) /3ia ovff 'EXXa? (ftia) our'

ay\coa-(70<f (ySia), and, besides that, he thought that ftta,

instead of being part of a periphrasis, had its most literal

force. His impetu, vis, and immanitas demonstrate this most

clearly. This is certainly staggering ;
but we must accept

it. In L. 17 it may be noted that peragrans represents

iKOfjirjv and undique omnem ecferitatem expuli tcaffatpav in

G. 16. Cicero translated pretty freely at this point and gets

the terris relegata tiltimis of L. 16 partly out of the yalav of

G. 16 and partly out of the notion of extent suggested in the

oa-rjv of G. 15. L. 18 (where feminae for the traditional

feminea seems to have been suggested by Bentley first)
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condenses into one verse G. 17 and 18, and Cicero comes
out almost even in number of verses with the first well-marked

division of the Greek. Unfortunately, his Latin gives us no

light on the original reading of the surely corrupt G. 17.

Mudge's conjecture tfrjXu? KOVK eyovd avSp&t (f>v<nv seems

pretty satisfactory and could easily have given rise to the

traditional text. It is certainly 'elegans coniectura,' as Her-

mann says. In L. 21 pits would presumably mean 'dutiful,'

as acting in accordance with a father's command. 6ut the

word answers to nothing in the Greek, and it is just possible

that Cicero wrote tuis (= a-alv G. 21). From L. 22 it is

quite clear that G. 24 was not in Cicero's text. Here Cicero's

text was different from that which has come down to us in

lacking an interpolation. The interpolation, as Nauck rightly

judged it to be, is due to some one, of a time later than

Cicero's (in all probability), that failed to understand op&v in

Track. 1068. It goes with et'So> o-a^a 'that I may know

surely by the witness of my own eyes (op&v} whether it is for

me that you feel the more or for her
'

, but our interpolator

understood ' that I may know surely whether it is for me
that you feel the more or for her when you see

'

and so

wanted an object for 6p&v. Surely the case is a plain one.

I add that Cicero's rendering of elBw o-dfya opfav by cernam

is one of his best touches', really a lucky hit. The expan-

sion of TroXXotcrty olfcrpov in G. 31 into gcntes nostras flebunt

miserias (L. 24) reads like a reminiscence of the mourning
of the nations with Prometheus in Aesch. Prom. 406-413,

a passage that was doubtless very familiar to Cicero. He
translates from the Prom. Vinct. in Tusc. 3. 31, 76; and here

within a few lines he begins his translation from the Prome-

theus Solutus. In L. 28-33 (med.) Cicero, who in the first

division of the speech had kept pace very closely in number

of verses with his Greek original and who up to this point

has 27 verses against 29, begins to grow sketchier in his

treatment, as though he were growing weary of his task.

He omits the greater part of Gr. 33 (8ei<u yap . . /ca\u/*/to-

TO>V), and renders what remains of Gr. 32 sq. with great free-

dom. Of G. 34-36 only 'ISou 0eao-0e, Trdines, is rendered.
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He omits, also, to translate G. 40 sq. and G. 43 sq. from

Batwrai to ej;(bpfjir)Kev. What remains of G. 37-43 he renders

pretty loosely and with a very free arrangement. Thus :

nunc serpit ardor (L. 33) is made out of G. 37 (ardor from

eda\\lrv}', mine, mine dolorum . . . vertices (L. 32) is made

out of G. 38 sq. ;
and tuque . . . fulminis (L. 30 sq.) is from

G. 42 sq. (^'Evaeurov . . . Kepavvov). Sir Richard Jebb's re-

mark in defence of Track. 1069, that " Cicero wholly ignores

vv. 108*5 ff- : ne ignores vv. 1080-1084 also, except in so far

as their general sense is blended with his version of 1088 f.,

Saivvrai . . . e^(opfj,rjKv," may be compared with this. The
substance merely of G. 47-49 (med.) is given in L. 35 sq.,

and L. 36 is practically all Cicero. It is curious to note

that in L. 37 excetra represents vSpav of G. 49, whereas in

L. 41 hydra is used to represent 'E^/Bvgs of G. 54, which

Cicero evidently took for a common noun. Cicero probably
connected excetra and %i8va etymologically : he therefore

reversed vSpav and e%iSvr)<; (as he understood it) in his

translation. This lends colour to the supposition that he

reversed the adjectives in G. 7 and 12. In rendering G. 51

and 53 Cicero omits, as in the case of G. 48, the somewhat

trailing descriptive epithets of Sophocles. We come now
to what is in some ways the most interesting point of the

whole translation. Cicero expresses G. 54 sq. rov re %pv-
(recov

| Spduovra /j,r^\Q)v <f>v\aic ITT ecr^arot? ToVot? (where, by
the way, Nauck was probably right in thinking TO'THW a gloss ;

his %0ov6<i may well be what Sophocles wrote) by : Haec in-

teremit tortu multiplicabili |

draconem auriferam obtutu ad-

servantem arborem. Here draconem represents Spdicovra,

auriferam arborem fairly well reproduces xpvaewv /t^Xcov, and

adservantem (though hardly obtutu adservantem^) gives the

thought of <f>v\aK. But where does the rest come from ?

Plainly out of Euripides's Medea or Ennius's version of it
;

for in Med. 480-482 we read : Bpd/covrd #' 6?

afj.7re%Q)v Sepos | <77reijOat5 eacoi^e TroXuTrXoVot? avrrvo*; cov

vao-' avea-j^ov O-QL <ao? <ra)Tijpiov. Here we have the original

of tortu multiplicabili (o-Tretpat? TroXi/TrXo'/coi?) and also the

original of obtutu adservantem (eVan^e aWz>o<? wv). This
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proves for the text of Cicero that the conjecture observantem

is without foundation. It looks, too, as if /eretWo-' were the

original of intcrcmit. If that be so, we have evidence as

early as Cicero's time (and perhaps as early as Ennius's) for

KTCIVCKT', for which the clever suggestion Koipaxr' has been

made. If Kot^wa is what Euripides wrote, the corruption

is probably an early one. In L. 44 it is perfectly plain that

gustavit (representing ^eucrd^v) is what Cicero wrote, not

lustravit, which is the reading of the Mss. Any intelligent

scribe staggered by the unfamiliar metaphor would have been

likely to substitute the familiar lustravit for the strange

gustavit.

In conclusion it may be remarked that the study of this

translation enables us to estimate with greater justice the

degree of literalness with which we are to take Cicero's

reference to the Roman plays that were doubtless his models

as " fabellas Latinas ad verbum e Graecis expressas
"
(de fin.

I. 2, 4) ;
and we can understand, too, from the kind of knowl-

edge or ignorance of classic Greek that he displays how

he could quote with apparent satisfaction (ad fam. 7, 6)

Ennius's murdering of Eur. Med. 214 sqq. (See PAPA. 1900

[Special Session], xxviii sq.)
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II. Remarks on the Water Supply of Ancient Rome.

BY PROFESSOR M. H. MORGAN,

HARVARD UNIVERSITY.

THE Commissioner of Water Supply of the City of New
York, in his report for the year 1900, remarked that the ques-

tion of "public water supply transcends every other subject

and object of municipal government in importance and in

immediate effect on every human being of whatever condi-

tion of life." Whether the Commissioner was aware that he

was merely amplifying the Pindaric apio-rov fiev vScap may be

matter for doubt
;
not so the truth which he expressed, for

with it everybody will agree. What is true now of the life

of a modern municipality in so fundamental a concern must

in great part have been true of the life of an ancient munici-

pality, and therefore it behooves all students of ancient

Roman life to consider what can be learned of the water sup-

ply of ancient Rome. Not to go into this subject in details,

I shall at present confine myself to the consideration of the

amount of public water supply available in Rome down to the

end of the first century A.D.

Our authority on this point is of course that honest and

painstaking official, Frontinus, who became water commis-

sioner in the year 97 A.D., and who was, to judge from his

own writings, the model of what a public official ought to be.

Justly, therefore, he has been compared to the late Colonel

Waring by Professor Bennett, in a recent excursion from the

somewhat arid, though still, I think, potential plains of syntax
into the definiteness of an article in the Atlantic. But Pro-

fessor Bennett is not the only American who has written on

Frontinus. Mr. Clemens Herschel, a well-known hydraulic

engineer, published two years ago a volume invaluable for

our topic. It contains a facsimile of the manuscript of

Frontinus on the Aqueducts of Rome (here published for the

first time), an excellent English translation, and an explana-
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tory commentary written from the point of view of the mod-
ern engineer. Both classical scholars and practical engineers
owe a debt of gratitude to Mr. Herschel, who is, I believe,
the only one of his fraternity who has shown during the last

hundred years an intelligent interest in the ancient history
of his profession.

In the course of his book Mr. Herschel endeavors to make
a conservative estimate of the amount of water supplied

daily to the Romans by the nine aqueducts, the last of which
was completed in 52 A.D. It would indeed be very inter-

esting if we could learn this amount, so that we could com-

pare the water supply of ancient Rome with that of our own

great cities. But unfortunately it is, I think, impossible to

arrive at any figures which shall even approximate to exact-

ness. This statement is entirely at odds with those which

are to be found in modern handbooks on antiquities. For

example, in Smith's Dictionary of Greek and Roman An-

tiquities (I, p. 150), we are told that the supply amounted to

332 million gallons a day ;
in Middleton's Remains of Ancient

Rome (II, p. 349), to about 340 million; in Lanciani's Ruins

and Excavations of Rome (p. 58), to about 423 million
;
and

these are fair samples of the figures which are given in the

French and German books. Now, what would such supplies

amount to per capita (to use the term of modern water re-

ports) of the population ? We cannot be certain about the

number of inhabitants of ancient Rome; but if we accept

the estimate of a million for the time of Augustus, we should

have from about 330 to 420 gallons a day as the per capita

rate
; or, if we suppose that the population had grown to a

million and a half by Vespasian's time,
1 we should have a per

capita rate of from 220 to 280 gallons a day. As either of

these estimates gives a much greater allowance than that

made by any modern system of water supply, the books reg-

ularly go on to explain that this large allowance was made

necessary by the constantly running public fountains, the

1 For the various theories and estimates, with references to the literature of

the subject, see Friedlaender, Sittengeschichte Roms, I6 , pp. 58-70.
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private fountains, the great public pools and baths, the pro-

vision for sham naval fights, etc. But I am inclined to

think, on a priori grounds, that the requirements of ancient

Rome were not greater than those of a modern metropolis

perhaps even not so great. Consider, for instance, our hotels

and apartment houses, great and small in how many differ-

ent public rooms, including lavatories and latrinae, is water

constantly running. And -so in the great business blocks

and public buildings. The running water in all these is to

be compared with that in the public fountains of Rome
;
for

our public fountains are still comparatively few, although the

number is larger now than formerly. Consider also the water

used for street sprinkling, for mechanical and manufacturing

purposes, by railroad, gas, and electric light companies,
breweries and sugar refineries, etc. Many new industries

unknown to Rome are gathered in our cities, and the old in-

dustries are still going on under higher developments. I

find, therefore, no defence in the supposed larger require-

ments of ancient Rome for the enormous per capita rate

which the statements in the handbooks imply. And so on

this ground alone I should doubt these statements.

Mr. Herschel also doubts them, but on other grounds. He
points out that they must necessarily be based on the figures

found in Frontinus, who gives the water supply of each aque-
duct in quinariae. But the quinaria is a variable unit and

therefore absolutely unscientific. It shows us nothing about

the volume, for it is merely the measure of the area of a

cross section of water in a pipe of a certain arbitrary size

(known to us, but not necessary to specify here). As Mr.

Herschel remarks, the volume cannot thus be measured
;
for

it depends not only on the size of the pipe but on the veloc-

ity of the current moving in it
;
and this in turn on the

answer to the question whether the water is discharged into

free air, into still water, or into flowing water. It depends
also upon the "head," that is, upon the depth of the basin

from which it is drawn, and likewise upon the length of the

pipe itself and its declivity. Now all these are points which

Frontinus altogether ignores, if indeed in his day he could
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have had any but the vaguest ideas about the causes and ef-

fects of the velocity of a stream in a pipe. And further, he
uses his unit quinaria of the same pipe both at its intake

and its delivery, although the velocity was presumably not

the same at these two points. Obviously it is impossible to

reach any exact figures about volume from such data as he

gives.

Whence come then the figures given in our handbooks ?

They appear to be based, as Mr. Herschel remarks, upon a

calculation put forth very cautiously by a French savant,

De Prony, in iSi/.
1 He tried to find the value of the

quinaria by comparing it with the unit employed in Rome
in his own day, and reached the conclusion that it was about

56 cubic metres, or 15,000 gallons (American) in 24 hours.

Now as the total number of qninariae delivered every day by
the nine aqueducts was, according to Frontinus, 14,018, this

would give about 200 million gallons as the daily supply of

ancient Rome. But De Prony deliberately based his esti-

mate on two assumptions : first, assuming that the head

acting on the quinaria was equal to its length ; secondly,

assuming that the quinaria was discharging into free air.

But neither of these assumptions have we the right to

make certainly not the latter, for the qninariae did not

discharge into free air, but out of the delivery tanks into

the pipes that ran to buildings, fountains, etc. Still, De

Prony 's principle has been adopted and his figures in details

amplified until we get in our books the vast number which

I have cited.

Observing these fallacies, Mr. Herschel has tried to get a

better idea of the amount of Roman water supply from some

more recent investigations made by Colonel Blumenstihl, an

engineer.
2 His method was as follows : he measured the

actual velocity of the Aqua Marcia at the present time at a

point near its intake, and found it to be 3^ feet per second.

1 Mem. de rinstitut: Acad. des Sciences, Math., et Phys., II, p. 417.

2 Brevi Nolizie sull1

Acqua Pia : 1872. Lanciani himself approved the method

of these investigations in his large Italian work on the aqueducts, / Commenlarii

di Frontino, p. 362.
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At about this point Frontinus says that it had 4690 qui-

nariae. The proper calculation readily shows that a qninaria

pipe running at this rate per second was discharging about

9250 gallons. But the term qninaria was, as we have seen, used

by Frontinus of the amount of water at other points in the

aqueduct, at its point of discharge for instance. The term,

therefore, was employed of water flowing with less velocity

for example, at the rate of two feet or even of one foot per

second. In other words, as Mr. Herschel remarks, the value

of a quinaria might range from about 9000 gallons in 24

hours to about 2500 gallons. Taking a liberal average (say

6000 gallons), he calculates that the total of 14,018 qninariae

delivered daily by the nine aqueducts may have amounted

to about 84 million gallons a day. And this amount was,

according to Mr. Herschel, the maximum of Roman water

supply. He goes on, however, to observe that, according to

Frontinus, a good deal of water was either wasted by leakage

along the route or diverted by being drawn off illegally by
individuals before it reached the distributing points in Rome.

But the figures given by Frontinus are exclusive of such

wastes and thefts. This is a fact which Mr. Herschel seems

not to have observed when he proceeds to reduce his 84
million gallons by more than one-half in order to find the

actual supply minus these thefts and leakages.

If, now, we accept the estimate of 84 millions, and suppose
that this supplied a million people, we get a per capita rate

of 84 gallons a day ;
or for a million and a half of people, 56

gallons a day. It must be remembered that this estimate is

almost purely conjectural, for it depends only upon the

actually measured velocity of a single aqueduct near its point
of intake. Still, it is obviously more trustworthy than the

figures which we find in our handbooks, and it may therefore

be compared with the water supplies of several cities in the

United States. The figures for these are taken from reports

kindly furnished to me, either in print or letter, by the water

commissioners of the various cities, and are for the year
1901, except in the case of Chicago, which is for 190x3.

They represent actual consumption, not possible supply,
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which could not be given in all cases. The figures for Rome
represent supply. But the discrepancy makes no difference

to my argument, for it will be seen that in all but two cases

the per capita consumption in the modern cities is greater
than the per capita supply of 84 gallons estimated for Rome.
The figures are as follows :

City.
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on my a priori grounds, have expected to reach
; namely,

that the water supply of ancient Rome was not so great as

that which a large city in modern times requires.

We must not forget, however, that this conclusion is based

upon conjectures about the amount of supply and the number

of inhabitants of Rome. But it may also be reached, I be-

lieve, without any conjecture at all in an entirely different

manner
;
that is, by showing that the public water supply in

modern cities has increased from time to time in greater

proportion than the supply of Rome increased. I have

drawn up from Frontinus a table which shows the compara-
tive increase of Roman water supply with the building of the

different aqueducts. Necessarily it is expressed in quinariae,

but this does not affect my purpose. The table gives also

the dates at which the aqueducts were built.

Aqueduct.
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only 40 years, it had become 255 million, or 4.7 times as

much. I am careful here to compare only the present

borough of Manhattan with what was the old city of New
York. In the same period the per capita consumption has

doubled. The year 1860 is the earliest for which figures

could be furnished to me by the New York Commissioner of

Water Supply. For Boston we can go back farther, and it

appears that since 1850, in the period of 5 r years, the per capita

consumption has increased nearly 2.9 times (from 42 gallons

to 120). In Baltimore and Philadelphia, in the 50 years from

1852 to 1902, the per capita consumption has increased 7.1

and 6.3 times respectively (from 14 to 100 gallons, and from

33l
8 6

o"
to 2II -9 gallons). Chicago (but this is of course a

most peculiar case) had in 1854 a per capita consumption of

8.9 gallons, which had risen in 1900 to 161 gallons. During
the last thirty years it has increased 2.2 times.

It appears, therefore, that we cannot trust our books on

antiquities, and that until other evidence is produced we

should believe that the Roman uses for water, and conse-

quently the water supply, were less than those of a modern

metropolis.
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III. On Certain Sound Properties of the Sapphic Strophe

as employed by Horace.

BY PROFESSOR LEON J. RICHARDSON,

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA.

THE Sapphic Strophe is composed of four verses : three

Lesser Sapphics and an Adonic by way of clausula.

In the Odes of Horace 55 Sapphic Strophes are found in

Book I, 40 in Book II, 56 in Book III, and 54 in Book IV
and the Carmen Saeculare. This amounts to 615 Lesser

Sapphics and 205 Adonics. The present inquiry will take

up (A) the Lesser Sapphics, (B) the Adonics, and (C) the

strophe as a whole.

A.

I. CAESURA AND DIAERESIS.

(a) The Aeolic poets regarded the Lesser Sapphic verse

as a single colon, unbroken by any regularly placed caesura

or diaeresis. Horace, however, in composing verses of this

kind incorporated a main caesura and thus resolved the verse

into two cola, as appears from the fact that a word ends with

the fifth syllable in 92 per cent of his verses, the others in

every case having a word ending with the sixth syllable.

Christ thinks this pause is occasioned partly by the three

long syllables standing in succession in the third, fourth, and

fifth places of the Horatian verse (the fourth syllable in the

Greek Lesser Sapphic is generally short), partly by a strong

predilection for the penthemimeral caesura induced by
Horace's familiarity with the dactylic hexameter. It is inter-

esting to note in this connection that Horace's verses tended
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to revert to the Greek standard, for among those of Books I,

II, and III 98 per cent show a word ending with the fifth

syllable, whereas among those of Book IV and the Cm-men
Saeculare the proportion drops to 74 per cent.

(b) The verses show in their parts unequal compactness,
as appears from the fact that diaeresis or caesura is found in :

23 .per cent of the verses after the ist syllable.

43
" " " " " " " and '

71
" " " " " "

^ r(j

5
" " " < <

.fa

p 2
" "

fa "

\2 " " " " " "
6th "

36^
" " " " " " "

7 th

45 9th

ii " "
I0th

99^
" " " " " nth

(^) The verses tend to be more compact in the concluding
than in the forward part. .This may be gathered from the

foregoing table, and is confirmed by such facts as the follow-

ing : (i) One hexasyllable occurs in the verses, and this

stands at the end of a verse. (2) Two pentasyllables occur,

both at the end of a verse. (3) Among the 216 quadri-

syllables that occur only 14 stand before the main caesura,

but 202 after it.

(d) Taking into account all possible arrangements of di-

aereses and caesuras, we find that Horace chose to employ
but few of them. For example, only one of the 615 verses

begins with two dissyllables. The reason is given in (f).

The conclusion of a verse in the form hexasyllable mono-

syllable, or pentasyllable monosyllable, or quadrisyllable mono-

syllable was avoided. When a monosyllable was admitted at

the end of a verse, the poet's feeling for rhythm seems to

have been satisfied only by having another short word pre-

cede it. A good example is IV, 6, 17 a verse remarkable

in more ways than one :

sed palam captis gravis, heu nefas heu.
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This usage, which appears also in other kinds of verse, is

sometimes violated by the poets, but generally not without a

purpose. Horace's hexameter ending ridiculus mus (A. P.

139) conveys its ludicrous meaning in part by its form
;
and

Vergil's line ending cum ruit imbriferum ver (Georg. I, 313)
has a sudden and unexpected close quite in keeping with the

idea.

The fact is in any verse of eleven syllables 1024 different

arrangements of diaereses and caesuras are possible. Yet

among 615 verses Horace made use of only 89 arrangements,

confining himself generally to 18. For convenience we shall

represent this aspect of the subject as follows: "3-5-9-11
"

designates a verse whose diaereses and caesuras, as the case

may be, fall after the third, fifth, ninth, and eleventh syllables.

Horace's favorite arrangements are :

1. 3-5-9-1 1 occurring 5 1 times.

2. 3-5-8-1 i
"

43
"

3 . 2-5-8-1 i 34

4- 3-5-7-S-i i
"

33
"

5- 2-5-9-1 i
"

33
"

6. 1-3-5-8-11
"

32
"

7. 2-3-5-8-1 1
"

27
"

8. 2-5-7-9-11
" 26 "

9- 3-5-7-"
"

23
"

10. 1-3-5-9-1 1 occurring 23 times.

11. 2-3-5-9-11
12. 2-5-7-8-11
T 3- 3-5-7-9-"
14. 3-6-8-1 1

I 5- 2-5-7-11
16. 1-3-5-7-8-11

18. 2-3-5-7-8-11

22

i 6

16

14

14

ii

ii

10

Examples of these eighteen arrangements are

1. defluit saxis agitatus umor.

2. filius Maiae patiens vocari.

3. nube candentis umeros amictus.

4. simplices Nymphae ferus et Cupido.

5. docte sermones utriusque linguae.

6. tu gravi curru quaties Olympum.

7. pone sub curru nimium propinqui.

8. dona praesentis cape laetus horae.

9. Persicos odi puer adparatus.

10. hie dies anno redeunte festus.

1 1 . quaeque vos bobus veneratur albis.

12. nullus argento color est avaris.
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13. inminens villae tua pinus esto.

14. Mercuri facunde nepos Atlantis.

15. cessit inmanis tibi blandienti.

1 6. quam locus circum volat et Cupido.
1 7. adde quod pubes tibi crescit omnis.

1 8. namque me silva lupus in Sabina.

(e) These arrangements seem to be preferred, because they
are easily and agreeably enunciated, embodying a certain

symmetry in the divisions of the verse and the requisite

variety of sound. It therefore goes without saying that they
avoid harsh and unmusical effects, such as verses composed
entirely of monosyllables or dissyllables, such as verses

wherein diaereses outnumber caesuras too greatly, or such

as those wherein ictus too often coincides with word-accent.

(/) The ends of words fall so that they do not generally
coincide with ends of feet

; otherwise expressed, caesura is

more common than diaeresis. The degree in which this is

true may be gathered from the following facts. The verse

arrangement wherein a single word builds each foot is indi-

cated by the scheme 2-4-7-9-11. This, however, nowhere

occurs. The prevailing arrangements for the first half of the

verse are the five following: 3-5-; 2-5-; 1-3-5-; 2~3~S~>

3-6-. In none of these does an ictus coincide with each and

every word-accent. The prevailing arrangements for the

latter half of the verse are five in number. In three of

them, namely, -5-9-11, -5-7-8-11, and -5-7-9-11, ictus and

word-accent coincide throughout the final two words. In two

of them, namely, -5-8-11 and -5-7-11, ictus and word-accent

coincide in the case of the final word. In a general way, then,

non-coincidence of ictus and word-accent is common before

the main caesura; coincidence, however, is common in the

rest of the verse.

(g} The caesuras falling within the cyclic dactyls are far

more frequently masculine than feminine. See in (t>) above

how much more often a word ends with the fifth than the

sixth syllable. This seems to point to the fact that in the

case of Horace's Lesser Sapphics the cyclic dactyl should be

represented _w rather than -^ v;.
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II. SENSE-PAUSES.

Kiessling's edition of Horace has been made the basis of

the following observations on sense-pauses. Among the 615

verses punctuation appears in :

4 after the ist syllable.

24
" " and "

34
" "

3rd
"

3
" "

4th
"

83
" "

5th
"

3 6th

23 after the 7th syllable.

17
" " 8th

ii

i
" " joth

150
" " nth

It is at once apparent that the foregoing theses are confirmed

by the evidence of the punctuation. Note for example
thesis (a}. Horace would hardly have placed so many sense-

pauses after the fifth syllable if he had not conceived the

verse as having a main caesura at that point.

Punctuation occurs 124 times in the first verse of the

strophe ;
1 58 times in the second verse

; 71 times in the third.

This evidence bears on the unity of the strophe, as discussed

under C below.

III. ELISION AND ECTHLIPSIS.

The cases of elision and ecthlipsis as they occur through-
out the eleven syllables of the verse are summarized in the

following table :
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IV. WORD-ORDER.

This phase of the subject may be set forth by a comparison
of Lesser Sapphics and Lesser Asclepiads (on word-order in

the latter kind of verse, see an article by the present writer

in the American Journal of Philology, Vol. 'XXII, p. 283).

Lesser Asclepiads have cola of equal length, whether

measured by morae or by the number of syllables ;
Lesser

Sapphics have cola of unequal length. Lesser Asclepiads

are remarkably well adapted for containing words standing

in a great variety of symmetrical and balanced arrangements,

such as chiasmus, anaphora, interlocked order, and the like ;

the asymmetrical character of the cola in Lesser Sapphics

renders these arrangements much rarer. Only to a limited

extent, comparatively, can these cola be said to be molds in

which symmetrical word groups are cast.

B.

Among the 205 Adonic verses there is diaeresis or caesura

in :

6 per cent of the verses after the ist syllable.

3 8i-
" 2nd "

65
" " " " " "

3rd
"

\
" " " " " " "

4th
"

I0o " " " " " " "
5th

"

There are sixteen possible ways of arranging the diaereses

and caesuras in an Adonic line. Among these Horace

employed the seven following :

3-5 occurring 109 times.

2-5
"

65

2-3-5
"

14
"

i-3-5
" "

5 occurring 4 times.

1-4-5 f time.

Ictus and word-accent generally coincide in the conclud-

ing part of a Greek or Latin verse; and inasmuch as the

whole Adonic verse is a clausula, it is not surprising that

such coincidence takes place as a rule in all its parts.
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Similarly the number of monosyllables employed is relatively

small. Sense-pauses are almost wholly wanting ;
elision and

ecthlipsis absolutely so.

C.

Light is thrown upon the poet's feeling for the strophe as

a whole by such features as inter-verse hiatus, inter-verse

elision, words broken between lines, and the location of the

sense-pauses. There are 14 cases of inter-verse hiatus :

3 between the first and second verses of a strophe, 7 between

the second and third verses, and 4 between the third and

fourth verses. There are 5 cases of inter-verse elision :

: none

between the first and second verses of a strophe, 3 between

the second and third verses, and 2 between the third and

fourth verses. There are 3 cases of a word broken at the

end of a verse,
2 the parts in each case being in the third and

fourth verses. Sense-pauses (see II above) are numerous in

the first verse of the strophes, still more so in the second

verse, infrequent in the third verse, and very rare in the

clausula. The Sapphic Strophe then has a marked unity, the

articulation becoming closer and closer as the reader proceeds

through it.

1
II, 2, 18-19; II, 16, 34-35; IV, 2, 22-23; IV, 2, 23-24; C. S., 47-48.

2
I, 2, 19-20; I, 25, 11-12; II, 16, 7-8.
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IV. Numeral Corruptions in a Ninth Century Manuscript
of Livy.

BY PROFESSOR FREDERICK W. SHIPLEY,

WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY.

I WISH to lay before the Association some data which serve

in a concrete way to throw light upon the character and
extent of numeral corruptions in those of our classical Latin

texts which depend, directly or indirectly, upon manuscripts
of the ninth century. They are drawn from an important
but somewhat neglected manuscript in the Vatican Library
numbered Codex Reginensis 762. It contains, with consider-

able mutilations at the beginning and end, the third decade

of Livy, but its readings find no place in the critical apparatus
of the text editions for the reason that it is a copy of the

famous Puteanus (Bib. Nat. Paris, 5730), which is the chief

manuscript authority for that portion of Livy's text. On this

account the Reginensis has been almost entirely neglected,

although, from a purely palaeographical point of view, it

possesses the highest interest, partly because so much is

known concerning its history,
1 and partly by reason of the

very fact which renders it valueless for the constitution of

Livy's text, viz. : the accident that it is an existing copy of

so early an original.

It is the product of the scriptorium of the famous calli-

graphic school of Alcuin at Tours which led the way in the

revival of manuscript production under Charlemagne, a move-

ment to which we owe the preservation of the majority of

our classical Latin authors. It is thoroughly representative

of the work of the school inasmuch as it is not the production

of one scribe, but of eight, as is attested by their signatures

at the foot of the various quaternions. The Puteanus, an

1 See articles by Woelfflin in the Philologus, XXXIII, 1874, pp. 186-189, by

Chatelain in the Revue de Philologie, Vol. XIV, 1890, p. 79 and in his Paliographie

des Classiques Latins, 9* livraison, 1893, and by L. Traube in the Sitzungiberitktt

der Munchner Akademie der Wissenschaften, 1891, heft 3, p. 425.
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uncial manuscript of the fifth or sixth century, was taken to

pieces and divided into eight parts, each of which was

apportioned to a scribe, and the eight portions were in this

way copied simultaneously. We have, therefore, in this

manuscript the more or less concentrated efforts of the chief

scriptorium in France at the time of the Caroline reform.

What is more, owing to the lucky chance which has pre-

served the original used in making this copy, it is possible

to test the quality of the work of that scriptorium by examin-

ing the eight samples of it preserved to us in this one manu-

script. A comparison of this ninth century manuscript with

its fifth century original clearly reveals every corruption

which crept into the text of Livy in this one process of

transcription through the carelessness or ignorance of the

scribes, and, in the majority of cases, the exact cause of the

misunderstanding which was the starting-point of the error.

At the same time, it also reflects the general character of

the manuscript work done in Western Europe during the first

half of the ninth century not only at Tours, where this par-

ticular manuscript was copied, but in the other scriptoria of

France as well, which were more or less directly under its

influence. The errors to which the eight scribes of the

Reginensis were prone illustrate, without doubt, the general

tendencies to error among all the scribes of France under

similar conditions and during the same period.

A detailed study of the scribal errors illustrated by a com-

parison of the readings of these two manuscripts will appear
in the American Journal of Archaeology during the coming

year. In this paper I shall deal with the numeral signs
1
only,

which stand out as a class by themselves and are productive
of a larger proportion of serious corruptions than any other

cause. Indeed, the complaint of Bede (Ofp. I. 149), 'numeri

. . . negligenter describuntur et negligentius emendantur,'

hardly prepares one for the somewhat wholesale corruption
which took place in this one process of transcription, and

that, too, in the most important scriptorium of the Caroline

1 In the Puleanus a large proportion of the numbers is written out in full.

With these we are not concerned, as they are productive of no corruptions.
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period, the one which influenced the work of all the rest.

My study covered in round terms about one-half of the

portion copied by each of the eight scribes, an amount equal
to about five books. Within that compass there are 31 cases

of numeral corruption. Had the Putcanus been lost, and did

the text of Livy depend upon the Reginensis in its uncor-

rected form, or some copy of it, it would be extremely difficult,

in a fairly large number of cases, to restore the numerals thus

corrupted.

In the examples, the Puteanus and the Regincnsis will be

indicated by P and R respectively.

(i) In the Puteanus the sign regularly used for thousand

is oo. This symbol seems to have been entirely unfamiliar

to these ninth century scribes, and to this cause is due fully

one-half of the numeral corruptions in the following list.

The possibility of error might have been avoided by copying
the symbol as it stood, but four of the scribes, Aldo, Frede-

gaudus,
1
Ansoaldus, and Landemarus, made the absurd blunder

of supposing that oo, from its form, must stand for x, even

where the context' showed that ten was entirely too small a

number. For instance, the scribe Fredegaudus in xxiii, 37, 6,

has transcribed correctly enough the number oo ccc, but only
a page or two later, meeting with the symbol oo again (in

xxiii, 40, 2), he imagined that he now knew what it meant,

and wrote instead of the oo cc, which he-found in ihzPutcanus,

the number x cc. If he had exercised a moment's thought,

he might have seen that it was not at all likely that oo was

the symbol for 10, inasmuch as it was followed by cc
; yet he

continued to make the same mistake throughout his quota of

the work, though once, being in doubt, he left a blank to be

filled in by the corrector. Other examples of his treatment

of the symbol are :

xxiii, 40, 4 ad oo oo oo sardorum eo proelio caesa P. Here

Fredegaudus first wrote xxx. Then, feeling that 30 was too small

1 Chatelain thinks that the scribe whose signature is Fredeg is to be identified

with Fridegisus, abbot of Tours and successor of Alcuin. In the longer article

in the American Journal ofArchaeology I shall give my reasons for expanding it,

with Traube, as Fredegaudus.
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a number, he drew a horizontal stroke above it, thus, xxx. In this

way the original 3000 becomes first 30, and then 30,000.

xxiii, 49, 1 1 paulo minus oo equorum P. In R a corrector has

written oo in the erasure of what was probably x.

xxiiii, 40, 5 m ualerius oo oo praesidioque P. Here the scribe

left a blank space, in which the numeral was written by a corrector.

xxiiii, 40, 8 facturam se que (=quae) uellent pollicitus, oo oo

delectorum militum nauibus. longis mittit P. The number as it now

stands in R is oo delectorum militum, but the oo is written by a cor-

rector in an erasure of what was probably xx. It is to be noted that

the correction is also wrong, and that the scribe has returned to

writing x for oo.

The above examples from the work of Fredegaudus I have

given first, not because they are the most numerous, but

because they illustrate the workings of his mind with regard
to the symbol. There are four stages to his treatment of

the symbol : (i) he does not know what it means, but writes

it as it is in P
; (2) he imagines that it stands for x and

writes it accordingly ; (3) he is in doubt and leaves a blank
;

(4) lie resumes the writing of x.

Examples of the error from the work of the other scribes

are:

xxvii, 38, 1 1 equitum oo P. This the scribe of R copied cor-

rectly,, but changed his mind, erased the oo, and wrote x in its place.

xxvii, 38, 12 et sagittariorum funditorumque ad oo oe oo P, et

sagittariorum funditorumque ad xxx R. This a corrector has

altered to oo oo oo.

xxvii, 43, 1 1 sex millia peditum oc equites P, sex millia peditum x

equites R.

xxviiii, 2, 4 erant in celtibero exercitu oo oo oo oo scutata P, erant

in celtibero exercitu xxxx scuta R.

xxviii, 34, 2 uulnerata amplius oo oo oo hominum P, uulnerata

amplius xxx hominum R. In this and in other cases the genitive

after the numeral does not seem to have troubled the scribe.

xxviiii, 36, 9 supra oo oo oo oo armatorum P, supra xxxx armatorum R.

xxii, 41, 2 ad oo et DCC caesi P. A corrector in R has written m.

over an erasure of what was probably x.

xxii, 7, 3 is a possible example of this confusion. P has oo oo D

hostium in acie periere. In R there is an erasure before the D in
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which a late corrector has written m. The erased letters were prob-
ably xx, as the work of the scribe Aldo shows other cases of this

confusion. There is a possibility, however, that the letters were oo cc,

and that the correction was a deliberate one, made with the purpose
of bringing Livy into harmony with Polybius, who gives 1500 as the

number.

In the two examples which follow, as well as in the second

example from the work of Fredegaudus, this confusion of

x and oo is responsible for a further increment of corruption.

xxvii, 40, T i ad oo oo oo oo hominum P, ad triginta militim homi-
num R. Here the scribe has made a triple error. He interpreted
the oo oo oo oo as xxxx. Then, being in the habit of writing XL for

40, he supposed that the fourth oo was a scribal error and that 30
was the number. Feeling that the passage demanded a larger

number than 30 he wrote ad triginta milium hominum, and the 4000
of Livy has become 30,000.

xxiii, 13, 7 ut hannibali co oo oo oo numidarum in supplementum
mitterentur P. R has XL numidarum. The scribe supposed that

the number was xxxx, and was in the habit of writing XL for 40. As

in the preceding example, the clue for emendation is practically lost.

(2) The symbol for 1000 with which the scribes were

familiar was M. Consequently the scribes Theogrimnus and

Theodegrimnus sometimes write mille for M., the abbreviation

for Marcus, and a number is thereby created where none had

existed.

xxvi, 21, 13 id m cornelio mandatum P, id mille cornelio man-

datum R. To the scribe, if he took the trouble to translate, this

must have meant :

' This thousand was entrusted to Cornelius.'

xxvi, 21, T 7 inter has difficultytes m Cornelius PR (
= praetor) et

militum animos etc. P, inter has difficultates mille Cornelius populus

romanus et militum animos R. That the scribe had little idea of the

sense is shown by populus romanus, but if he concerned himself with

the meaning at all he must have taken it to mean something like

this :
' amid these thousand difficulties.'

xxvi, 22, 12 duobus plenis iam honorum que fabio et m marcello P,

que fabio et mille marcello R.

xxvi, 21, 5 ut m. marco marcello (marco marcello P2
, deleting m.)

quo die urbe ouans iniret, imperium esset P, mille marco marcello R.
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The scribe has not only produced an utter absurdity, but has gone

out of his way to do so by disregarding the correction in P.

xxvii, 40, 10 ad p. tolomaeum (=ad Ptolomaeum) et cleopatram

reges m atilius et in acilius legati P, ad populum tolomaeum et cleo-

patram reges in atilius et milia acilius legati R. Here the scribe

arbitrarily left one ~m as it was and wrote milia for the other.

These errors were all corrected while P was still accessible,

and are so absurd that if P had been lost altogether they

would, if not carried further, have presented no difficulty

whatever to a modern critic. But these blunders would surely

have grown in passing through the hands of later copyists, to

whom it would be a great temptation, on finding these num-

bers standing alone, to add a noun to indicate the thing
numbered.

(3) The symbol fi
for 500 also gave rise to an important

class of corruptions in R. In order to distinguish the

numeral sign from the letter D, a stroke is regularly drawn

through it in P. Unfortunately an oblique line was drawn

in the same way by the correctors in P through letters which

they wished to strike out, and some of the scribes of R, sup-

posing that this was the purpose of the oblique stroke through
the D, have omitted the symbol for 500 altogether.

1

xxiii, 1 6, 15 IT et ^ccc hostium caesos non plus ^ romanorum

amississet (amissis et Lucks') P, !i et ccc hostium caesos non plus

romanorum amisisset R. The number of the enemy's killed has thus

decreased from 2800 to 2300, and the number of the Roman dead

has disappeared altogether.

xxiii, 19, 17 ex ^LXX qui in praesidio fuerunt P, ex LXX qui in

praesidio fuerunt R, a reduction from 570 to 70. The scribe added

the ^ at a later time.

xxiii, 1 7, 8 casilinum eo tempore fi praenestini habebant P. ^ was

omitted by Aldo, and R first read casilinum eo tempore praenestini

habebant, though the ^ was inserted at a later time.

xxvii, 41,8 circa ^ romanorum sociorumque uictores ceciderunt P.

The number has entirely disappeared in R.

1 Even as early as the copying of P in the fifth or sixth century the omission

of D was not unusual, as is shown by its occasional omission in P.
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The scribe Fredegaudus seems to have regarded this as a
blunder to be carefully guarded against, and in xxiii, 43, 8
where P1 has nolandos, which was corrected to nolanos by I*

2

by drawing a line through the
i/> (thus NOLANDOS), this scribe

wrote nolandos, probably because he had been cautioned

against omitting this symbol, a precaution which shows how
great a tendency there was to errors of this kind.

(4) Another source of error in connection with the numerals
was the difference in practice in the fifth century and the
ninth with regard to the symbols for 40. In the Putcanus
the symbol is regularly xxxx. In the ninth century the
form XL seems to have been the more familiar one. Conse-

quently there is a slight tendency on the part of the scribes

to suppose that xxxx is a mistake, and that xxx was the

number intended. Thus in xxvii, 40, 11 the scribe in R
wrote xxx for oo oo oo oo, supposing that oo was x. In xxvii,

8, 13 quattuor milia cccxxxxiv, though written correctly

by the scribe, has become in the hands of a corrector, who
erased one x, quattuor milia cccxxxvi. And in xxiii, 37, 1 1

signa militaria ad xxxxi cepit P, became in the hands of the

scribe xxxi, though a corrector has since emended to XLI.

One would expect to find the same confusion in the case

of vim for 9, but of this I have found no examples.

Manuals on textual emendation have little to say on the

subject of the numerals, and the illustrations which they give

deal for the most part with corruptions caused by the con-

fusion of the numeral signs with letters of the alphabet, the

numeral thereby becoming part of a word. Of this variety

of error I have found but two examples :

xxviiii, 36, 9 paulo minus ccc ui/ui capti P. Here the word uiui

is divided in P by the end of a page, one half being at the bottom

of one page, the other at the top of the next. In consequence,

Landemarus supposed that the first ui was part of the numeral and

wrote cccvi ui capti.

xxii, 37, 5 uictoriam auream pondo duccntum ac uiginti is the

reading of Luchs. P has uictoriam auream p. cc ac xx. For this the

scribe in R wrote uictoriam auream picca cxx. This absurdity is
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now emended in R to Jp. cccxx, the a of ac being omitted and the c

added to the numeral, thereby increasing it 100 pounds.

From the paucity of examples, it would seem that this was

not a class of error to which the scribes of the Reginensis

were prone, and the actual corruption due to this cause is

slight when compared with the other classes already indi-

cated. The same may be said of the errors arising from the

two uses of the horizontal stroke which was drawn above the

numerals, sometimes to indicate thousands, and sometimes

simply to indicate a numeral. I have found no errors from

this cause in R, for the reason that where the horizontal

stroke was already in P it was usually reproduced in R, or

if omitted, omitted intelligently.

To make the list of numeral corruptions complete I shall

give one more. In xxviiii, 38, 8 P reads ludi romani biduum

instaurati. Here the scribe Landemarus wrote ludi romani

x dun instaurati. His reason for writing x duu is difficult to

see. He may have thought that -duum meant 2 in combina-

tion with a preceding number, and then guessed that the

first part meant 10.

It will be seen from the above examples that the great

majority of the numeral corruptions involve the larger

numbers. Of a total of 31 examples there are 15 in which

x is written for oo. If we include the 5 examples in which

mille was written for M., the abbreviation for Marcus, which,

however, as they occur in the work of but two scribes must

not be regarded as a common species of error, we have

21 examples, or two-thirds of the total number, involving
thousands. Adding the examples of the omission of ~d>, we
have a total of 25 cases of numeral corruptions involving
errors of 500 or more. The total number of numeral cor-

ruptions due to all other causes amounts to but 6. The
smallest class is that to which books on textual criticism

give the most attention.

The havoc made with the numerals in this one process of

transcription goes to show how little reliance can be placed
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upon the accuracy of the numerals in the texts of classical

Latin writers which are based only upon manuscripts of the

ninth century or later. The chief cause of error in the

Regincnsis is the lack of familiarity on the part of the ninth

century scribe with the signs of notation in vogue in the fifth

and sixth centuries. This same cause was operative in the

case of practically all the copies of classical Litin authors

made in the ninth century. Owing to the almost total

inactivity in the production of manuscripts of the Pagan
Latin writers, which lasted from the end of the sixth century
to the end of the eighth, few of the manuscripts employed
in making copies of the works of those writers can have

belonged to a period later than the sixth century. The signs

of notation would therefore be, for the most part, the same

as those of the Putcanus. Inasmuch, then, as the Regincnsis
is a normal type of ninth century manuscript and the Putcanus

a normal type of the manuscript employed by the ninth cen-

tury scribes in making copies of the works of the classical

Latin writers, it is probable that errors of the same nature

as the above continued to be made until experience had

given the scribes more familiarity with the notation of the

older time.

Most of the errors in the Reginensis passed through the

hands of a corrector. But such supervision was not extended

to all the manuscripts of the period, as is shown by some

interesting corruptions preserved in the Codex Bambergensis

(M. IV. 9), an eleventh century descendant of the Puteanus.

The loss of the last few pages of both the Ptiteanus and the

Reginensis raises it, together with another eleventh century

manuscript, the Colbertinus, to the dignity of a manuscript

authority for a few of the concluding chapters in Book xxx.

In its readings, as given in the critical edition of Luchs,

there occur the following numeral corruptions :
1

xxx, 35, 3 mille et quingenti] oo et D Colbertinus, x & Bamber-

gensis (omitting D) .

1 The examples are drawn from Book xxx, chaps. 30, 1 1 to 42, 21. From xxx,

42, 21 to the end of the book the text of the Bambtrgensis is not drawn from the

Puteanust
but from some other source.
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xxx, 36, 8 mille et ducenti]. B has x for mille.

xxx, 36, 8 mille et quingenti] oo & D Colbertinus, x et (omitting

D) B.

xxx, 42, 6 quattuor millibus]. Here B has simply XL.

These corruptions are identical in character with the two

most important classes in the Reginensis. There are four

examples of the writing of x for oo, and two of the omission

of ^. They all occur within a compass of seven chapters at

the very end of the manuscript and of the decade. This

goes to show that the scribe originally responsible for the

errors had not discovered the meaning of these symbols
before reaching the end of his task, and had acquired the

habit of writing x for oo and of omitting ^ without further

question. It is not improbable that these errors had their

source in some other copy of the Puteanus, produced under

conditions similar to those of the Reginensis, but which had

not been so carefully revised. At any rate, the presence of

these corruptions in this eleventh century manuscript helps
to confirm the impression that manuscripts of the ninth

century or later, however trustworthy in other respects, can

not be trusted in their record of numbers until that record

is corroborated from some independent source.
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V. Some Forms of Complemental Statements in Livy.

BY PROFESSOR R. B. STEELE,

VANDERB1LT UNIVERSITY.

THERE is frequently, in one member of a sentence, a struc-

tural anticipation of what is to follow. In such instances

the parts are usually coordinate, the second being purely
additive and presenting a like phase of the same object or

action, as in passages containing modo . . . modo, ut . . . ita.

In a smaller number the second is subordinate to the preced-

ing, and with it forms a grammatical whole. Of this kind

are causal clauses introduced by qitia or quod with preceding
eo ; concessive clauses with cum, qnamquam and etsi followed

by tamen ; and result clauses with ut after adeo, ita, tantum,
or a similar particle. Though not grammatically parallel, the

coordinate and the subordinate are alike in this that the parts

are complemental, each is stated with reference to the other,

and the two may be considered as a grammatical unit.

Exact formalism, however, in the use of introductory parti-

cles is not always regarded, and at times one is omitted.

This is not uncommon with many of the complemental forms,

and sometimes results from a reversal of the usual order of

the parts, as in 21, 54, 3 sed uti numero etiam, non animis

modo valeatis. Omission where the normal arrangement is

retained, can be sufficiently illustrated by a few examples of

primum and deinde or an equivalent : 21, 5, 2 ne se quoque,

ut patrem Hamilcarem, deinde Hasdrubalem, cunctantem

casus aliquis opprimeret ; i, 7, 3 Palatium primum . . . mu-

niit . . .
; 45, i, 2 murmur . . . pervasit . . . ,

dein fremi-

tus increvit, postremo clamor plaususque . . . est exortus.

In some similar passages the omission is due to the general

organization of the sentence, the introduction of a kindred

subordinate clause rendering the second temporal particle un-

necessary, as in 44, 12, i hostes primum admiratio cepit . . .

postquam patere urbem accepere . . . erumpunt.
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The grammatical structure in the two parts is not always
the same, but is frequently varied to suit the expression of

different phases of thought, e.g., 6, 15, 6 quod nisi facis, sive

ut et ipse in parte praedae sis, sive quia vanum indicium est,

in vincla te duci iubebo
;
and 3, 33, 5 simul ut pro legatione

tarn longinqua praemio esset honos, simul peritos legum pere-

errinarum ad condenda nova iura usui fore credebant.O
There may also be a variation in the second member from

the usual form of statement, and the expected particle is not

employed, e.g., neque (nee) . . . et may take the place of

neque (nee) . . . neque (nee), as in 4, 16, 5 neque tulerant de

honoribus Minuci legem, et criminari nunc Minucium nunc

Servilium . . . non destiterant. The statement may also be

continued by -ve, as in 25, 8, 8 sanxerunt . . . omnia habituros

neque ullum vectigal Poeno pensuros praesidiumve invitos

recepturos.

A close connection has been established by long associa-

tion between the antithetic components of many pairs of

words indicating physical completeness. As illustrations of

such pairs may be mentioned ultro citroque, him atque illinc,

and a few others which in themselves show a change in

Roman political or military conditions. Domi forisque and

domi militiaeqne are found chiefly in the first decade, while

the hundred occurrences of terra marique or similar combi-

nations of the words are chiefly in the later books.

The Weissenborn-Miiller edition has been used in the

preparation of this article, and for other texts the figures here

given must be taken with an allowance for the editorial equa-

tion. Whether Livy wrote deinde or dein in certain passages,

and what was the original position of some words which have

fallen from the Mss. cannot now be determined, and the de-

termination would be of little moment so far as this discussion

is concerned, since the passages in which there are variant

readings are but a very small part of the entire number.

COPULATIVE, DISJUNCTIVE, AND ADVERSATIVE.

Passages in which there are affirmative particles aut . . .

aut, vel . . . vel, or sive (sett) . . . sive (seu) are far less
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numerous than those containing neqne(nec) . . . ncqnc (nec\
In the use of the last two, consonantal succession is not

carefully observed, and there are variations in the use of the

particles where the consonantal ending is used before vowels,

and the vowel before consonants. The strict observance of a

fixed rule could not be easily carried out with two or more

words, though it is quite carefully observed in the case of ncu

and neve, which usually occur singly.

Ant . . . ant. Fiigner, Liv. Lex. pp. 1436 seqq., gives

493 occurrences of aut . . . ant, 14 of which have ant three

times. Similar to these are a few instances where -ve is used

in connection with aut: 5, 54, I Fidenas inde aut Gabios

aliamve quam urbem
; 25, 36, 5 nee terra caespiti faciendo

aut ducendae fossae aliive ulli operi apta. In reverse order,

1, 29, 2 effractis portis stratisve ariete muris aut arce vi capta ;

25, i, 12; 28, 14, 3; 34. i, 35 34, 35.4J 43. 16, 2; 45, 25, 2

qui consules praetoresve aut legati.

Vel . . . vel. Compared with aut . . . aut, vel . . . vel

(63) is not of frequent occurrence. Its use with individual

words is of no special moment, though the repetition is no-

ticeable 9, 19, i vel numero vel militum genere vel multi-

tudine auxiliorum
; 25, 31, 6; 36, 10, 3 ; 42, 23, 6 ut vel ex

aequo . . . disceptarent, vel permitterent . . . vel ad ex-

tremum . . . statuerent.

Sive(seii) . . . sive (seu) 12^. Sive . . . sive occurs less

frequently than seu . . . sen, though in some passages sive,

seu are used together: 7, 18, 2 sive duorum consulum au-

spicio bellum ibi gestum est . . . seu per idem tempus ; 10,

14, 9 sive quia . . . seu quia ;
see also 39, 51, 2 and 3 seu

quia . . . seu quia widely separated. 9, 26, 7 sive is timor

seu conscientiae vis
; 26, 42, 10 seu fiduciam . . . ostentans,

sive ut
; 35, 21, 6 sive imbribus seu motu terrae ; 45, 8, 5 sive

errore humano seu casu seu necessitate. Only in a part of

these does sive instead of seu seem due to the following

vowel. In 26 instances of sive . . . sive, nine have both the

following words beginning with a vowel, ten have one, and in
O O <J

seven, both begin with consonants. In a few passages seu

occurs more than twice : 27, 16, 6
; 38, 38, 7 servos seu fugi-
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tivos, seu bello captos seu quis liber captus aut transfuga erit
;

and especially 21, 7, 3 ceterum in tantas brevi creverant opes
seu maritimis seu terrestribus fructibus, seu multitudinis

incremento seu disciplinae sanctitate.

There is a different construction in the two members i, n,

7 seu ut . . . seu causa ; 3, 26, 9 seu fossam fodiens palae in-

nixus, seu cum araret; 6, 15, 6 sive ut . . . sive quia ;
and

30, 3, i seu quia . . . seu ut
; 8, 30, 8 seu votum id deorum

cuipiam fuit, seu credere libet Fabio auctori eo factum ne . . .

caperet, where si is omitted after the second seu ; 26, 42, 10.

Neque (nee) . . . neque (nee) 648. Neque and nee are used

without distinction, and interchange is frequent : 9, 9, 14 sed

neque vos tulissetis, nee nos spopondissemus, nee fas fuit
;

25, 36, 10 ceterum neque transilire nee moliri onera obiecta

nee caedere stipatas clitellas . . . facile erat
; 26, 45, 2 sed

neque viri nee tela nee quicquam aliud aeque quam moenia

ipsa sese defendebant
; 8, 23, 1 5 nam neque facile fuisse id

vitium nosci ... neque ab consule . . . scriptum esse nee

quemquam mortalium extare . . . neque augures divinare

Romae sedentes potuisse. In the last the choice of neque or

nee may have been influenced by the vowel at the beginning
of following words. A succession of negatives is not unusual,

though all may not be coordinate, e.g., 25, 33, 8 Scipio post-

quam socii nee precibus nee vi retineri poterant, nee se aut

parem sine illis hosti esse aut fratri rursus coniungi vidit posse,

nee ullum aliud salutare consilium in promptu esse
; 34, 38, 7

ita obtorpuit, ut nee dicere . . . nee audire posset, nee inops

modo consilii sed vix mentis compos esset. Nee . . . nee

followed by ne . . . quidem is found 27, 18, 9 nee tumulos

nee arcem ne mare quidem armis obstitisse suis
;
and is also

used as a continuative of non, e.g., 9, 14, 10 non haec furculas

nee Caudium nee saltus invios esse . . . memorantes
; 26,

13, 15 non videbo . . . neque . . . trahar . . . nee dirui . . .

videbo, nee rapi.

Qua . . . qua. Livy occasionally has qua . . . qua with

a purely local meaning, as in 25, 3, 6 item P. Lentulo qua
vetus provincia in Sicilia esset, M. Marcello Syracusae et qua
Hieronis regnum fuisset

;
and 30, 4, 2 qua Poeni, qua Numidae
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haberent. In the first decade, the words are used as the

equivalent of partim . . . partim, or et . . . et : 2, 35, 4 usique
sunt qua suis quisque, qua totius ordinis viribus

; 2, 45, 3

qua consules ipsos qua exercitum increpando ; 2, 45, 4 qua
falsa qua vera iacere; 2, 45, 16 qua plebis, qua patrum eximia

virtus fuit
; 3, n, 6 qua nobilitate gentis qua corporis mag-

nitudine et viribus
; 9, 3, 4 qua cibi, qua quietis immemor

;

9, 8, 3 reum qua infelicis belli, qua ignominiosae pacis ;

9, 41, 16 qua in Tuscis, qua in Samnio
; 10, 38, I consul

insignis qua paterna gloria, qua sua.

Partim . . . partim (78). Livy freely uses pars . . . pars,
and now and then changes to pars . . . quidam, as in 21, 5,

15 ;
and 37, 20, 5. However, partim . . . partim is the ordi-

nary form of partitive correlation, though it is slightly varied

44, 28, 14 pars (?) . . . partim ;
and equivalents are admitted

23, I, 6 Numidas partim in insidiis . . . disposuit, alios . . .

obequitare portis iussit
;
and 42, 53, I simul indignantium

minitantiumque, partim iubentium bonum animum habere

regem. The words are used most freely with the ablative,

as in 23, 14, 5 cum . . . animos partim spe, partim metu

nequiquam temptasset ; 21,60, 3 p. renovandis. societatibus,

p. novis instituendis
;
or with the ablative absolute 7, 4, 2 p.

virgis caesis, qui ad nomina non respondissent p. in vincula

ductis
; 27, 14, 7 p. occulcatis, p. dissupatis terrore qui circa

erant. At times there is not strict case parallelism, e.g.,

31, 3, 5 and 40, 39, 8 p. ipse, p. per legates ; 36, 24, 4 and 6

p. per ... p. abl.
; 35, 51, 6 p. ex suis, p. Aetolos.

Simul . . . simul (61). The complete equivalence of

simul . . . simul to et . . . et is shown by its use with parts

of speech into which the time element does not enter, e.g.,

33, 21, 2 iis s. prudenter, s. magnifice utendo ; 3, 68, 6 glori-

aeque, s. publicae, s. privatae ; 5, 10, 3 et Romae s. dilectu, s.

tribute conferendo laboratum est. Its equivalence is also

felt with verbs, e.g., 33, 19, 11 s. . . . temptaturus urbes

. . . s. Philippum . . . exercitu navibusque adiuturus. In

29> 35. 7 the Mss. have simul et . . . simul et, and the

second simul has been bracketed. In 42, 48, 10 the logical

order of the words is not observed, ibi stetit classis, s. op-
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periens ut terrestres copiae traicerentur, s. ut onerariae . . .

consequerentur. The words are followed by a variety of

constructions, and, as is the case with other correlatives, the

two members are not always parallel in form, e.g., 9, 46, 14

s. concordiae causa, s. ne . . . essent
; 27, 3, 2 s. ut . . . s.

metuens ne
; 27, 40, I s. recordantium, s. cum ilia angeret

cura; and 31, 47, 6 s. quod . . . s. Gallico triumpho
imminens.

Cum . . . turn (160). Cum . . . turn occurs most fre-

quently with pairs of contrasted nouns, e.g., i, 8, 2. cum
cetero habitu se augustiorem, turn maxime lictoribus duo-

decim sumptis fecit. The occurrences with adjectives and

verbs are about the same in number : I, 21, 6 cum valida turn

temperata . . . erat civitas
; I, 57, I cum ipse ditari . . .

turn praeda delenire popularium animos studebat. Cum saepe

alias, turn, as in 10, 26, 13 ; 25, 20, 7 and 27, 49, 3, is the

most common expression with adverbs. As with other forms

of correlation the words are found with clauses of different

kinds, and grammatical parallelism is not always observed,

e.g., i, 47, 7 cum de se ingentia pollicendo, turn regis crimini-

bus locis crescere
; 6, i, 2 cum vetustate nimia obscuras . . .

turn quod ; 27, 17, 5 cum a spe . . . turn quod ; 29, 26, 4 cum

quod . . . turn . . . effecerant
; 6, 38, 10

;
and 6, 42, 8 cum,

turn quod ; 25, 37, 7 cum impigre, turn haudquaquam abiecto

animo exequebantur ; 40, 46, 14 cum alia, turn bis ... deiec-

tum
; 42, 52, 12 commeatum illis cum procul, turn omnibus

sub casibus maritimis fore.

Turn is frequently strengthened by another particle, as in

some of those cited, but etiam is generally used, e.g., 6, 34, 5 ;

7, 32, 10; 25, 8, i
; 26, 38, 4 cum incepto, turn etiam exitu

fuit; 27, 39, 7; 29, i, 13; 36, 26, 3; 36, 43, 6, and also with

etiam separated from turn 27, 49, 6 cum omnis generis, turn

auri etiam argentique.

The formula is practically equivalent to non modo . . . sed

etiam, but is purely affirmative. Both formulae occur in one

sentence 9, 10, i movit patres conscriptos cum causa turn

auctor nee ceteros solum sed tribunes etiam plebei ;
and per-

haps 35, 34, 4 Aetoli consilium cum rei, turn spei quoque non
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audacis moclo sed impudentis etiam ceperunt. Though here

used interchangeably, the latter is generally chosen, and
admits of a much more extended rhetorical handling.
Non modo . . . sed etiam, and Equivalents (688). The

complete formula consists of two members, the first made up
of a negative with a restrictive particle modo, solum or

tantum the. second of an adversative term sed or vcrum
with an additive particle ct, etiam, quoque, or ne . . .

quidem. The force is strongly contrasted with that of restric-

tive statements such as 45, 38, 3 si triumphum imperatoris
tantum et non militum quoque et universi populi Romani
esse decus censetis. The negative is usually non, but Livy
has neqne or nee in about one-fifth of the examples, while ne

does duty 6, 4, 12 eodem anno, ne privatis tantum operibus
cresceret urbs, Capitolium quoque saxo quadrato substructum

est. When ne . . . quidem is used in the second member,
two negatives are admissible in the first, if the two members

have a common predicate, though this rule is not observed

by Livy 4, 3, 10 non mpdo non patricium sed ne civem quidem.
The second negative is regularly admitted in such sentences

as 5, 38, 6 non modo non temptato certamine sed ne clamore

quidem reddito
;
and 35, 46, 13 non modo non recipere moeni-

bus, sed ne societatem quidem ullam pacisci.

In the first member there are three variations from the

normal form, the use of unus ; of solus instead of solum ;

and of the strengthened form tantummodo. Unus occurs

2, 12, 10 nee unus in te ego hos animos gessi, longus post me

ordo est idem petentium decus
; 45, 38, 4 triumphum . . .

non unius in hoc Pauli
;
multi etiam. Solus is relatively quite

common in Cicero, in poetry, and in commentaries on the

works of poets, but in Livy there are but few instances : 9,

27, II non Poetelius solus sed Sulpicius etiam; 26, 12, II

non Capuam solam ... sed se quoque ; 39, 6, 6 neque ea

sola infamiae erant ... sed ea etiam magis. Tantnmmodo

occurs in three passages 9, 37, 2
; 21, 32, 4 ; 33, 33, 4.

In the second member there are three distinct variations,

the omission of the adversative particle ;
of the additive par-

ticle
;
of the entire member. The omission of the adversative
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particle is at times the result of the inversion of the usual

order of the members : 21, 54, 3 ; 3, 7, 4 pudore etiam, non

misericordia solum ; 5, 48, 6 postremo spe quoque iam non

solum cibo deficiente ; 7, 40, 7 patribus quoque ferox esse,

non solum plebi ; 9, 38, 12 qui sua quoque euro, non publica

solum auctoritate moverent
;
also 24, 13, 7; 27, 15, 6; 28,43,

9; 42, 11, 7; 45, 39, 10; and 24, 3, 6 divitiis etiam, non tan-

turn sanctitate. Following in regular order quojnc is found

only 6, 4, 12, unless we count 40, 14, 5 ne ego me solus

nimia simplicitate tuear, ipse quoque . . . frater. Ne . . .

quidem precedes in 25, 15, 2 ne Tarentum quidem, non modo
arcem. The use of sed alone is so common that it may
perhaps be considered as one of the regular ways of express-

ing the second member of the formula which was well estab-

lished, and the adversative particle did service for the fuller

form of statement. Defective formulae with only the first

member given are avoided by many writers
;
are characteristic

of some others, e.g., Seneca and Pliny the Elder
;
and are fairly

common in Cicero and Livy. As with etiam and quoque the

omission of the second member may be due to an inversion*

of the usual order: 5, 12, n ipsa plebes mirabatur se tantam

rem obtinuisse, non is modo
; 5, 48, 2 cineremque non pul-

verem modo ferente; 7, 18, 3 fidei iam suae, non solum

virtutis; 28, 40, 13; 40, 56, 4; 31, 43, 4 incepto forti, non

prospero solum eventu
; 28, 42, 15; 37, 7, 2 si dare vere

pacem, non tantum ostendere. In the passages where the

negative member precedes, the connection between the two

parts is not always clear: 10, 14, 18 non vero tantum metu

terruere Samnitium animos. nam et Fabius Decium collegam

adpropinquare exclamit, the contrasted term sed vano etiam

is to be understood from the second statement. See also 39,

40, 7; and 41, 22, 7.

In the members, the parts are rarely separated by more

than two words, counting as one a preposition with dependent

noun, or an abbreviated praenomen. The former is very

common, but the latter is found in but few passages : 39, 41, 4
non M. Porcium modo censorem fecerunt, sed collegam ei

C. Valerium Flaccum adiecerunt
; 45, 38, 1 1 non M'. Curius
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tantum nee P. Cornelius, sed Romani triumpharunt ; 28, 9, 2

patres non M. Livium tantum redire ad urbem sed conlegam
quoque eius C. Claudium iusserunt. In a few instances,

however, where the preposition is within and the dependent
noun is outside the formula, the preposition has been counted

as a distinct word: 21, 42, 4 non inter eiusdem modo con-

dicionis homines erat, sed etiam inter spectantes vulgo ; 32,

17, 9; 34, 4, i nee de privatorum modo, sed etiam magis-
tratuum sumptibus audistis

; 38, 6, 8 non ab eius solum noctis

incepto recessere, sed in reliquum quoque tempus ; 42, 19, 5.

These, however, might be considered as enclitic, as in one

member of 31, 37, 5 non in praesentis modo certaminis

gloriam, sed in summam etiam belli profectum foret. In

the first member the negative is separated from the restric-

tive term in five-sixths of the instances
;

in the second

member, the adversative is separated from the additive in

three-fifths, but it is only with sed etiam that there can be a

selection, and with these words there is separation in only
five-elevenths of the instances. Where there is more than

one word included, one is frequently a postpositive which

may be placed after the first member, as in 22, 40, 8 non

solum enim nihil ex raptis . . . superabat, sed ne unde

raperet quiden ; 22, 60, 17 non modo enim sequi . . . sed

obsistere.

In the first member, the terms are separated by one word

in about three-fourths of the examples, and in about one-

twelfth by two or more
;
and exclusive of those passages in

which a postpositive word is included, the number is much

smaller. The few examples of separation by more than two

words will be quoted : 2, 19, 5 non enim duces ad regendum
modo . . . sed

; 26, 38, 4 neque enim indigna patientium

modo abalienabantur animi, sed ceterorum etiam ; 44, 22, 9

nee, quid faciendum sit, modo statuunt, sed. . . . Counting

the preposition as one, four words intervene 32, 17, 9 id

consul aegre passus nee earn ignominiam ad unius modo

oppugnandae moram urbis, sed ad summam universi belli

pertinere ratus. The usage with solum and tantnm is the

same : 10; 45, 2 nee populo Romano magna solum, sed per
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opportuna ea victoria fuit
; 38, 17, 8 non legionibus legiones

eorum solum experti sumus, seel
; 38, 56, 5 nee inter scrip-

tores rerum discrepat solum, sed orationes etiam
; 39, 15, 13

non misereat vos eorum solum, sed etiam pudeat ; 40, 10, 8

neque hercule istum mihi tantum fratri maiori, sed prope est

ut tibi quoque ipsi, regi et patri, praeferant.

In the second member, separation of parts by more than

two words is not at all common. Etiam is so separated 21,

54, 3 sed uti numero etiam, non animis modo valeatis";

31, n, 8 non patrium modo recuperasset regnum, sed parte

florentissima Syphacis finium adiecta etiam auxisset. In the

latter, sed and etiam are separated by a long ablative abso-

lute, though etiam is omitted in the parallel passage 37, 53,

22 non in patrium solum regnum restituistis, sed adiecta

opulentissima parte Syphacis regni praepotentem inter

Africae reges fecistis. More than two words are placed
between sed and quoque 40, 10, 8 and 32, 40, 11 non aurum

modo iis, sed postremo vestem quoque. More than one word

is inserted between ne and quidem 22, 40, 8 and 37, 53, 2 ut

non solum nihil quod contra me sit, sed ne quod ad ipsos

quidem proprie pertineat, petere videantur.

The following table gives the number for the different

combinations, though absolute exactness is impossible owing
to breaks in the Mss. or variations in texts, e.g., 23, 8, 9 non

venia solum peccati . . . sed . . .
; 44, 13, 7 nocte moenia

. . . modo sed agros etiam
;
and 45, 39, 9 non tantum eum (?)

sed deos etiam suo honori fraudaturi ? The first we have

placed under sed, the second under non I modo, and the last

under non I tantum as non tantum sed I etiam is not else-

where used by Livy. In 7, 32, 12 non factionibus modo, the

modo has probably come in from the preceding statement,

though in 28, 40, 5 senatum ludibrio habet, non senatorem

modo, there may possibly be an example of an incomplete for-

mula as in other passages. There are different arrangements
of the words of the formula in 27, 39, 13 ; 28, 26, 7 ; 29, 32,

35 3O, 25, 10; and 42, 45, 3. In 39, 15, 6 both modo and

solum are given : non fama modo (or solum) accepisse vos

sed crepitibus etiam . . . certum habeo.
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by etiam 8, 5, 3 ; 24, 23, 10
; 32, 5, 3. Nttnc . . . mine . . ,

mine is found 24, 23, 10; 26, 51, 8
; 30, 42, 14; 34, 32, 2 quia

nos bella nunc Punica, nunc Gallica, nunc alia ex aliis occu-

paverant ;
and 35, 49, n nunc mendicantem . . . nunc quae-

rentem . . . nunc stantem et mox . . . redeuntem, where

mox takes the place of nunc in the last member. Like other

correlatives, nunc . . . nunc is used with different parts of

speech and different constructions, and is noticeable with

gerund forms: 7, 32, 3 promptus nunc ad ferenda nunc ad

accersenda adversus se auxilia; 25, 36, I nunc agendo, nunc

sustinendo agmen ; 26, 21, 17 ; 26, 31, 7 ; 26, 35, 5 ; 26, 35, 8
;

27, 49, 3 ; 34, 22, 8 nam et Romanorum amicitiam nunc Car-

thaginiensis hostis eorum iuvando, nunc hie sociis nostris

oppugnandis violaverat
; 34, 40, I

; 36, 37, 6
; 40, 54, 8. Saepe

. . . sacpe is used in connection with nunc . . . nunc 23, 15,

3 s. vi s. sollicitandis nequiquam n. plebe n. principibus.

Cf. 34, 4, I-

Iam . . . iam (23). Livy uses iam . . . iam to express

antecedent simultaneity, most generally with nouns, but occa-

sionally with a clause as in 5, 49, 5 iam verterat fortuna, iam

deorum opes humanaque consilia rem Romanam adiuvabant
;

and 44, 24, 5 iam Prusiam Eumeni honore praeferri, iam

Antiochum victorem praemio belli, Aegypto arceri. Other

instances similar to these but with iam . . . iam . . . iam

are 6, 15, 8
; 7, 39, 5 ; 8, 38, 12

; 30, 30, 10
; 30, 34, 13 ; 34, 6,

1 1
; 34, 26, 1 1 iam ab Leucade L. Quinctius . . . venerat,

iam Rhodiae . . . naves, iam Eumenes rex circa Cycladas
insulas erat.

Turn . . . turn. These words usually represent succes-

sive points of time in the enumeration of particulars as in 23,

23, 6 primos . . . turn . . . turn . . . They correspond to

mine . . . mine in 8, 39, 4 turn appellare, turn adhortari mili-

tes
;
and perhaps 4, 33, 3 turn dictator magistro equitum

equitibusque, turn ex montibus Ouinctio accito proelium
ciens ipse, in which turn . . . turn may be taken with the parts

of the ablative absolute, or the first with the statement as a

whole, and the second with the latter part of the ablative

absolute.
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Interdum . . . interdnm. This form of correlation occurs

36, 32, 3 purgare i. sese gentemque, i. de iure facti disserere.

2. In the passages containing primum . . . deinde or

equivalents, primo (285) outnumbers primnm (174). In one-

tenth of the passages the adjective form is used instead of

the adverbial, but with the same sequence, e.g., 2, 10, 7 cum
his primam periculi procellam . . . sustinuit

;
deinde eos . . .

cedere in tutum coegit 9, 6, i primi consules prope seminudi

sub iugum missi, turn ut quisque gradu proximus erat, ita

ignominiae obiectus, turn deinceps singulae legiones. Thirty-
five passages were noticed containing prius, e.g., 28, 14, 2 a

Poeno prius, deinde ab Romano
;
and with prior : 3, 2, 10 p.

aliquantq constitit Romana acies
;
tandem et Aequi pro-

cessere
; 28, 14, i p. Hasdrubal . . . eduxit, deinde et Romani

processere; 28, 17, 16 p. H., mox Scipio et Laelius egressi.

However, with prius the point of view is slightly different

from that in passages where primum is used.

In the second member, there is great variety in the form

of statement, and all are not exactly equivalent. Primo . . .

mine occurs in Livy's own words 5, 55, 5 ;
and in a speech

4, 2, 7. With prius in speeches mine occurs five times con-

trasting past and present conditions : 5, 1 1, 8
; 29, 24, 5 ; 36,

*7> 8; 37, 54, 13; 40, 14, 7 p. inquisisse aut n. criminose

argumentari. The order of events is most generally indi-

cated by deinde (326), dein (90), postrcmo (57), and inde (51).

Some of the latter may be taken as local, rather than tem-

poral, e.g., 22, 15, 10 Cales primum, inde ... ad dictatorem

perfugerunt ;
and 35, 31, 3 Athenas primum, inde Chalcidem,

inde in Thessaliam iere. Similar to these is 35, 37, 6 Thebas

primum, hinc Salganea processit. Turn is used 38 times,

post or postea 24, and mox 13, once 29, 34, 12 as second of

three, primo . . . mox . . . postremo. There is an occasional

instance of another particle as ad extremnm 22, 23, 5 ;
and

deinceps, the last of three, 44, 45, 5. Generally but two stages

in the course of events are indicated (561), while in 53 pas-

sages more than two were observed, e.g., 2, 39, 2 primum . . .

expulit . . . inde . . . ademit . . . inde . . . recepit, turn

deinceps . . . cepit . . . postremum . . . ducit ;
and four in
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5> 39> * primum . . . deinde . . . postremo . . . turn demum ;

and 23, 43, 2 primum . . . dfczw . . . postremo . . . turn

denique, in which turn denique goes with postremo.

Principium is occasionally substituted for primum : 33, 7,

6 principw . . . deinde ; 30, 14, 4 /. . . . posted ; 44, 31, 13

principium . . . postremo ; and 22, 28, 10 principio . . .

deinde . . . postremo. Initium is used the same way 2, 2, 3 i.

a Frisco factum ; regnasse dein Sen Tullium
; 22, 43, 3 initio

fremitus, deinde aperta vociferatio
; 24, 47, 7 initio orto . . .

postremo. Livy has primum . . . deinde and their equiva-

lents with a great variety of clauses which are usually

short so that the contrasted parts can be readily seen. How-

ever, the words are separated by four lines 26, 49, 7-9 ; by
five 26, 48, 3-4 ; by more than six 5, 47, 7-9 ; 28, 24, 7-8 ;

30, 15, 11-13 J
and 3 1 ' J 7> 7~8- In these the words are used

with complete sentences, and illustrate elaborate periodic

development.

Sometimes the introduction of a time clause after primum,
causes the corresponding particle to be omitted

;
but gener-

ally the statement is entirely regular, and the combinations

are indicated in the following table :
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combinations of ubi with other particles, and ubicumque .

ibi occurs 6, 36, 12
;
and 39, 15, 12. Inde and unde are used

less freely. Corresponding to the use of nnnc . . . mine,

Livy introduces hinc . . . hinc, which he has 26 times, e.g.,

i, 13, 2 hinc patres hinc viros orantes
; and, with part of

the contrasted statement supplied, 44, 35, 18 spectantibus

utrimque ex vallo castrorum hinc rege, hinc consule. I/line

in one part is used less freely : 2, 11,9 dextra laevaque hinc

a porta Collina illinc ab Naevia redditus clamor; 2, 29, 9;

6, 33. 9; I0 > 31.6; 28, 14, 4; 34, 21, 5; 34, 43, 5; 40, 11, 3.

The order is reversed only 25, u, 17 et illinc mari, hinc

terra circumsedebimus arcem ; and 37, 8, 5 illinc a Pergamo
Eumenes, hinc a Phocaea Erythrisque Romani sollicitabant.

Hinc atque illinc, hinc ant illinc, and hue atque illnc are occa-

sionally used to represent the changing direction of the

activity of one party, and not of two, as in the other examples.

See Fiigner p. 218, 54 seqq. Hie and illic are also found in

a few passages, as in 28, 41, 10 Hannibale hie victo, illic

Carthaginem expngna ;
and in reverse order 28, 32, 9 quippe

illic et ducem Carthagiensem . . . hie latrones latronumque
duces.

Alibi . . . alibi. Another innovation of Livy's is the

repetition of alibi, which is used as is hinc, and also in lit-

erary references, in some passages occurring three times :

3, 28, 3 a. pavorem, a. gaudium ingens fecit; 8, 32, 12; 22,

48, 5; 31, 23, 4 a. sopitis costodibus, a. nullo custodiente.

Referring to the sources of Livy, alibi, in every instance with

invenio, is used only in the later decades : 26, 49, I
; 26, 49, 2

capta a. decem milia capitum, a. supra quinque et viginti

invenio; 27, I, 13; and three times 29, 25, i; and 30,

1 6, 12.

Seorsum . . . seorsum. This rare correlation (Lucr. 4,

496; 5, 448; Macrobius Sat. 7, 15, 19) occurs 4, 26, 4 s.

Aequi, s. Volsci castra communivere.

Utrimque . . . utrimque. 30, 30, 20 u. ferrum, u. corpora

humana erunt. Istinc . . . istinc indicating one position is

used 7, 40, 10 istinc signa canent, istinc clamor prius in-

cipiet.
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COMPARATIVE.

The most numerous of the complementals are comparative

statements showing the relation of two objects or actions,

and the members are related to each other in various ways.

Preferential. We have noticed 1950 passages in which a

word indicating comparison is followed by quam. This num-

ber includes the occurrences of alibi, aliud, and malle with

gjiam, but the larger number contain the comparative of an

adjective or adverb. In addition to these there are also

passages in which the place of qnam is taken by ac or atque.

Yet there is generally a selective preference. Aliud quam in

connection with a negative occurs 120 times, and three or

four times without ; aliud ac is found 25, 29, 10 aliam suam

ac perfugarum causam esse. Aliter quam is used a dozen

times ; aliter ac 2, 24, I longe aliter patres ac plebem ad-

fecere. In these, one object or action is preferred to another,

and there is a simple statement of the fact. Generally nouns

are contrasted, as in 21, I, 3 odiis etiam prope maioribus

certarunt quam viribus
;
and 21, 2, 5 is plura consilio quam

vi gerens. Actions are compared in the same way, e.g.,

i, 15, 3 ut potius acie decernerent, quam inclusi de tectis

moenibusque dimicarent
; 45, 10, 7 auxit potius timorem civi-

tati quam minuit. However, quam is frequently followed by
some form of clause in the subjunctive. This is occasionally

a causal clause, as in 26, 2, 16 nihil aliud peccaverint, quam
quod imperatoris similes fuerint

;
and 38, 41, n nullam ob

aliam causam, quam quod praedae minus . . . fuerat. Con-

ditional clauses occur with greater frequency, e.g., 31, 29, n
relicta credulius habitanda, quam si deleta foret

; 33, 19, 7
facilius cum singulis, quam si in unum ambo simul contulis-

sent vires : 33, 37, 7 proelium celerius acriusque commissum,

quam si ... concurrissent. Ut clauses are the most numer-

ous, and are found with a large number of comparatives, but

are most noticeable with potius. This particle is freely used

in the comparisons of actions, e.g., 5, 46, 6 imperium finiret

potius, quam . . . posceret ;
and 10, 24, 15 populus iubeat

potius, quam patres gratificentur. Ut is sometimes written,
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as in 2, 34, 1 1 audeo dicere . . . potius cultores agrorum fore,

quam ut armati . . . prohibeant ; 4, 2, 8
; 4, 12, 1 1

; 6, 28, 8
;

9, 14, 7 deceptos potius . . . quam ut videantur. But ut is

more frequently omitted: 3, 21, 6; 4, 2, 10 dimicationem
subituros fuisse potius, quam . . . paterentur ; 5, 54, 3 ; 6,

15, 12; 7, 18, 6; 7, 40, 14; 9, 14, 16; 10, 35, 15; 21, 13,9
haec patienda censeo potius, quam . . . sinatis : 22, 33, 10 ;

25, 37, 10
; 32, 21, 13; 33, 13, 3.

Differential. The use, with comparatives, of correlatives

expressing the degree of difference is a common feature, quo
and eo being the particles most freely employed, as in 27, 31,

6 quo minus conspectus, eo solutior erat. The reverse ar-

rangement is less usual, e.g., 23, 18, II eo inpensius, quo
avidius

; 29, 34, 8 ; 43, 4, 5 eo gratior . . . quo crudelius.

There is an occasional instance in which eo does not precede :

2, 35, 6 benignius in dies colebant, quo maior ira in suos

eminebat; 24, 32, i foediora etiam, quo maius
; 30, 36, 9; 35,

12, 10; 36, 33, 3 infestiorem etiam, quo iustius irati erant
;

37, 12, 9 cautiorem quo minus animi erat
; 39, 40, I

; 44, 25, 3

magis, quo propior. Without eo, quo is also used in the first

member : 2, 45, 9 quo minus consules velle credunt, crescit

ardor pugnandi ; 2, 50, 7 quo magis hostis se inferebat, coge-

bantur breviore spatio et ipsi orbem colligere ; 2, 51, 5 ; 22,

43, 5 quo longius . . . inpeditiora ; 23, 15, 14; 25, 38, 23

quo audacius erat, magis placebat ; 25, 39, 8; 26, 20, 5 ; 31,

31, 17 ; 34, 34, 6 sed quo plures sumus, pluribus rebus egebi-

mus. At times hoc is substituted for eo : I, 23, 8 quo propior

es Tuscis, hoc magis scis
;

cf. 31, 31, 17 quo propiores Mace-

doniae estis, melius nostis
; 38, 26, 7 quo densiores erant, hoc

plura . . . vulnera accipiebant ; 38, 48, I quo longius Anti-

ochus emotus esset, hoc impotentius in Asia Galli dominaren-

tur. An equivalent of a comparative is used 40, 22, 6 vexati

omnes, et ante alios rex ipse, quo gravior aetate erat.

Equational. Considerable latitude in the form of expres-

sion is allowed when the members compared are balanced.

After a few particles either etc, atque, or quam can be used,

the former getting the comparative force from the associa-

tion, and at times may be taken as either comparative or cop-
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ulative, e.g., 28, 41, 17 aeque inpigro ac nobili
; 5, 6, 5 iuxta

hieme atque aestate
; 43, 7, 1 1 hieme pariter atque aestate.

Notice also 9, 14, 11 caedunt pariter resistentes fusosque,

inermes atque armatos, servos liberos, pubes inpubes, homi-

nes iumentaque ; 29, 31, 3 sociis pariter hostibusque ;
and

31,46, 14 vigiliis diurnis pariter nocturnisque. The equiva-

lence of iuxta and pariter is shown by 28, 20, 6 trucidant

inermes iuxta atque armatos, feminas pariter ac viros
;
and

the two words are used with about the same frequency par-

iter ac 12 times, iuxta atque 8, iuxta quam 10, 6, 9 iuxta earn

rem aegre passi patres, quam cum consulatum vulgari vide-

rent. Aeque ac (19) outnumbers aeque quam which occurs

four times, as in 39, 16, 9 nihil aeque dissolvendae religionis

esse, quam ubi non patrio sed externo ritu sacrificaretur. No
distinction is shown in the use of perinde ac and perinde ac

si(\\ : 13) as can be seen by 28, 38, 10 perinde ac debellatum

in Italia foret, and 27, 51, 9 perinde ac si debellatum foret.

Ita and sic are the particles most freely employed in the

second member, with ut, sicut, and quemadmodum in the first,

though the opposite arrangement is not infrequent, as in

i, 25, 7 ita ratus secuturos, ut quemque vulnere adfectum

corpus sineret
; I, 24, 8 populum Romanum sic ferito, ut ego

hunc porcum hie hodie feriam
;
and with the two members

not parallel 6, 12, n sic eques, sic pedes, ut praeceperat,

pugnant. The two members are frequently adversative, and

the particles take the coloring of the members which they
introduce. In this way ut . . . ita and its equivalents become

practically equal to quamquam . . . tamen, e.g., 21, 29, 4 ut

summae rerum prosperum eventum, ita hand sane incruentam

. . . victoriam
; 28, 19, I Hispaniae sicut . . . quietae erant,

ita ... apparebat ; 30, 26, 9 et sicut dubites ... sic nihil

certius est. The number of occurrences of ut and sicut in

the different combinations is as follows :

as ... so though ... yet

ut . . . ita . . . . 34 37

sicut . . . ita ... 21 .... 38
ut . . . sic . . . . 15 . . . . ii

sicut . . . sic . . . 5 .... 4
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Quemadmodum occurs with about the same frequency
with ita and ^(19: 15), but ita precedes more frequently
than does sic (4: i), as in 9, 5, 3 eum ita luppiter feriat,

quemadmodum a fetialibus porcus feriatur (cf. i, 24, 8); and

8, 6, 6 sic stratas legiones Latinorum dabo, quemadmodum
legatum iacentem videtis. The choice of ita or sic does not

depend on the following word, for both are used before

words beginning with consonants, as well as with vowels.

Prout . . . ita occurs 9, 41, 16 prout loci natura tempusque

patiebatur, ita instruxit.

Equivalent particles are freely admitted, ita is omitted, 24,

3, 13 sicut urbem prodiderat, locum prodendae arcis invenie-

bat
;
and sic . . . quam is found 9, 36, 6 nee habitus sic eos

texit, quam quod abhorrebat ab fide quemquam . . . intratu-

rum. Tamqnam in one of the members is not unusual.

Ita . . . tamquam. 8, 38, 2 castra ... ita posita, tamquam
procul abesset hostis

; 10, 34, 5 primo ita compositus in-

structusque moenibus successit, tamquam idem . . . cer-

taminis foret
; 38, 48, 6 sed quid ego haec ita argumentor, tam-

quam non acceperim, sed fecerim hostes Gallos
; 40, 9, 7 ita

me audias precor, tamquam si ... intervenisses. With

order reversed : 2, 53, 2 tamquam Veiis captis, ita pavidi

Veientes ad arma currunt
; 40, 6, 6 tamquam de regno

dimicaretur, ita concurrerunt.

Sic . . . tamqnam. 10, 8, i quid autem ego sic adhuc

egi, t. integra sit causa patriciorum ; 28, 28, 13; 28, 43, 4;

28, 43, 5 ;
and 45, 23, 12 quern sic locutum constat t. C.

Popilius legatus Romanus. With different arrangement : 8,

33, 13 Papirium t. ex hostium ducibus, sic ex Romano im-

peratore victoriam et triumphum petere ; 35, 17, 4 t. Nabidi

victo, sic Antiocho.

Ut . . . tamqnam. 37, i, 4 quia non ut hostibus modo,

sed t. indomitae et insociabili genti suscensebant.

Velut . . . ita. 25, 38, 8 velut si adhortantis signumque

dantis videatis eos, ita proelia inire.

Velut . . . sic. 4, 41, 6 arbitrari velut ipse in re trepida

loci praesidio se suosque tutatus sit, sic consulem . . . loca

tutiora castris cepisse ; 31, 18, 9 cum velut Sagunti excidium
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Hannibali, sic Philippo Abydenorum clades ad Romanum
bellum animos fecisset

; 32, 4, 4 velut maris vasti, sic universa

panditur planities.

Quoque, rarely et, is used as a substitute in one member
for ita or sic, and the combination may be taken as practically

equivalent to ut . . . ita.

Ut . . . qiioque. Praef. 13 si ut poetis nobis quoque mos

esset ;
and similarly I, 9, 3 urbes quoque ut cetera

; 3, 30, 6
;

21, 5, i ne se quoque, ut patrem Hamilcarem . . . casus

aliquis opprimeret ; 27, 37, 5 is quoque, ut Sinuessae . . .

incertus ; 41, 7, 6 se quoque, ut illos.

Sicut . . . quoque. 4, 27, 3 sicut . . . viderant, ipsi quoque
. . . ceperunt ; 29, 8, 9 sicut ante . . . turn quoque. Quoque
occurs much more frequently in the first member : 4, 49, 6

qua Bolas q. sicut Labicos coloni mitterentur
; 6, 37, 9

quaestores q. s. tribunos
; 21, 58, 2 earn q. gentem, s. Gallos

;

23, 15. 3; 27, 3, 2 suum q. exercitum s. Hannibalis
; 29, 12,

7 5 33> 2, 9 redit Boeotis q., s. prius Achaeis ad societatem

adscitis. Of similar import are 5, 27, 6 sunt et belli sicut

pacis iura
; 37, 56, 7 et illos, sicut sese

;
and with variation

in form of expression 36, 32, 6 sicut testudinem . . . haud

dissimiliter vos.

Tarn . . . quam (102). Tarn . . . quam is usually pre-

ceded by a negative, as in i, 18, 4 instructurn non tarn pere-

grinis artibus quam disciplina tetrica ac tristi veterum

Sabinorum ; 6, 36, 3 haudquaquam ; 25, 29, 3 nequaquam ;

27, 12, 7 neminem ; 38, 50, 8 nihil
; 31, 32, 2 nullam. There

is an occasional instance with an affirmative declaration, e.g.,

6, 26, 6 haec mens nostra est . . . tarn felix quam pia. 30,

12, 6 tarn secundis quam adversis rebus non dari spatium ;

45, 23, 14 tam civitatium quam singulorum hominum mores

sunt
; 45, 23, 17 haec certe tam miserabilis . . . quam ilia

fuit.

Quam is frequently followed by a subjunctive clause, as in

2, 44, 7 non tam Veientium gratia concitata, quam quod in

spem ventum erat
; 9, 23, 17 ; 21, 25, 2

; 27, 37, 5 ; 28, 22, 2
;

37, n, 4; 38, 18, 8 non tamen tam magnitudine memorabilis,

quam quod piscium accolis ingentem vim praebet. 30, 43, 12
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tarn lugubre fuisse Poenis, quam si ipsa Carthago ardcret.

6, 9, 9 non tarn a spe scalis capi urbem posse, quam ut . . .

laxaretur labor
; 6, 22, 6 non tam e republica, quam ut col-

legae materia ad omnem laudem esset
; 36, 24, 7 ; 42, 39, 7 nee

tam . . . desiderati erant, quam ut appareret. 25, 24, 10 non
tam vim multitudinemque metuens, quam ne qua intestina fraus

per occasionem oreretur. However, there is usually the same
construction in the two members, as in 25, 27, 8 non tarn

quod . . . quam quod ; 24, 14, 4 non tam quid . . . quam
quid ; 30, 36, 6 non tam noscendi in praesentia, quam terrendi

hostis causa; 33, 28, 12 non tam idoneum ad celandam rem

. . . quam ad agendam. Instances with quam in the first

member are uncommon : 4, 2, 4 finem . . . nee futuram donee

quam felices seditiones, tam honorati seditionum auctores

essent
; 8, 27, 10 quam causam nullam tam ne fidem quidem

habebat
; 21, 43, 1 1 nee quam magni nominis bellum est, tarn

difficilem existimaritis victoriam fore; 33, 17, 9 sed quam
urbs ipsa opportuna oppugnantibus erat, tam expugnabiles
hostium animL Tam is omitted 25, 15, 9 non militum . . .

fiducia, quam iuventutis Thurinae.

Quantum . . . tantum. Twenty-one instances of quantum
. . . tantnm were noticed, and 46 of tantum . . . quantum.
The gender and case of the words depends on the construc-

tion of the members with which they are used, as in 2, 9, 3

nisi quanta vi civitates earn expetant, tanta regna reges de-

fendant; 33, 46, 7 quantam . . . inierat gratiam, tantum

. . . offenderat animos
; 6, 34, I quanto magis . . . tanto . . .

crescebant
; 21, 44, 3 tanto audacius . . . quanto maior. In

41, 7, 3 tantumdem takes the place of tantum. At times,

quam is used in the second member : 38, 34, 9 nulla amen

res tanto erat damno quam disciplina Lycurgi . . . sublata ;

40, 46, 4 nee tantum . . . prosit, quam . . . noceat ; 27, 30, 5

non tanta pro Aetolis cura erat . . . quam ne Philippus . .

rebus Graeciae inmisceretur
; 7, 15, 10 nee in acie tantum ibi

cladis acceptum, quam quod . . . immolarunt ; 26, I, 3 ; 37,

51, 9 quae non tantum gaudium ab recenti metu attulerunt

. . . quam a vetere fama, quod . . . gravis hostis et suis

viribus, et quod Hannibalem rectorem militiae haberet,
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visus fuerat. Quantum . . . eo occurs 3, 15, 2 quantum
. . . se magis insinuabant, eo acrius . . . tendebant

; 44, 7, 6

quantum procederet longius a Thessalia, eo maiorem rerum

omnium inopiam sentiens ; 3, 8, 8 quanto longius . . . eo

solutiore cura ; 30, 30, 23 quanto altius elatus erat, eo foedius

conruit. A comparative without eo is used: 21, 31, 2 se

quantum a mari recessisset, minus obvium fore Romanum
credens

; 40, 22, 2 quantum in altitudinem egrediebantur,

magis magisque . . . excipiebant; 44, 36, 5 quantum incres-

ceret aestus, et voltus minus vigentes et voces segniores

erant
;
and in reverse order 21, 53, 10 sciebat segnius secu-

turam, quanto longius ab domo traherentur.

Qualis . . . tails (8). Qua/is . . . tails is not of frequent

occurrence, and is in reverse order 34, 31, 3 si tales essetis,

qualis esse Carthaginienses fama est. Cf. 42, 42, 7 talia esse

scio, ut aures, ut animi audientium sint.

Quot . . . tot. 6, 1 8, 6 quot . . . fuistis, tot nunc . . .

eritis
; 22, 7, 10 quot casus . . . tot in curas distracti animi

eorum erant
; 28, 44, 4 ut tot ... deficerent, quot defecerunt

;

30, 28, 7 tot fasces . . . quot captos. Cf. 2, 13, 2 subeunda

dimicatio totiens, quot coniurati superessent.

II.

A complete presentation of complementals with subordinate

clauses belongs to a consideration of the clauses themselves,

and for that reason merely a brief outline will be given.

CAUSAL.

Qula is occasionally preceded by eo, as in 2, 7, 4 eo . . .

insignis, quia matronae . . . eum luxerunt
;
and 39, 32, 6 eo

magis debitum, quia primo negatus erat. Eo precedes about

one-tenth of the causal clauses introduced by quod, and these

have the indicative twice as frequently as the subjunctive,

though the latter is the more usual construction.

CONCESSIVE.

Quamquam and etsi are followed by tauten in about one-

half the instances, the position of the concessive clause
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frequently accounting for the omission, as in i, 23, 10 baud

displicet res Tullo q. . . . ferocior erat
;
and 40, 1 5, 3 haec

sentit Perseus, etsi non dicit. In a few instances ut and cum
concessive are followed by tamen: 23, 27, 12 cui ut omnia

prospere evenirent, non tamen otiosam provinciam fore
; 28,

12, 7 ut omnis coleretur, exiguus tamen . . . erat
; 36, 38, 7

ut in numero scriptori parum fidei sit ... magnam tamen

victoriam fuisse apparet ; I, 31, 5 unde cum pigritia militandi

oreretur nulla tamen ab armis debatur
; 21, 31, 11

; 22, 13,

n
; 22, 16, 2; 26, 45, 3; 27, i, 10; 28, 8, i cum ad omnia

ipse raptim isset, nulli tamen se rei in tempore occurrisse
;

7, i, 9 mors quamvis matura, tamen acerba M. Furi.

RESULT.

Affirmative clauses of result and ut object clauses occur

frequently, and ut preceded by some anticipatory word is a

common feature. At the head of the list is ita ...;// (348),

indicating an action so performed that a certain result fol-

lowed, e.g., i, 3, 5 pax ita convenerat, ut . . . finis esset ; 45,

41, 5 ita gesserunt, ut semper successori traderent gravius.

Sic . . . ut is found in but few passages : 3, 14, 4 sic tribunes

. . . adorti sunt, ut nemo . . . ferret
; 9, 22, 5 ; 32, 4, 4 ; 37,

23, 10
; 39, 40, 5 ; 40, 58, 5 sic undique micabant, ut peti

viderentur corpora. Tarn . . . ut also is not freely used :

I, ij, i tam denso regem operuit nimbo, ut conspectum eius

contioni abstulerit
; i, 51, 9; 4, 32, 2

; 5, 51, 4; 6, 18, 10; 8,

7, 21
; 25, 3, 14; 27, 40, 2

; 28, 39, 2 tam pertinaciter geritis,

ut . . . veneritis
; 30, 14, 2

; 33, 7, 2
; 39, 34, 3 ; 40, 22, 3 ;

41, 22, 7 nee tam atroces fuisse eas, ut non . . . debuerint

finiri. The occurrences of prope . . . ut are as follows : 2,

23, 14 iam prope erat, ut ne consulum quidem maiestas coer-

ceret iras
; 2, 30, 2

; 2, 65, 6; 3, 19, 6; 3, 41, 2
; 10, 18, 6;

25, 21, i; 26, 41, 20; 26, 48, n ; 27, 16, 7; 28, 39, 6; 40, 8,

14; 40, 10, 8; 40, 32, 5 iam prope erat ut sinistrum cornu

pelleretur.

Some demonstrative adverbial form is frequently found

corresponding to ut:

Idea . . . ut. 5, 10, 6 ideo aera militibus constituta esse,
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ut . . . conficerent
; 31, 49, 10 maiores ideo instituisse, ut

legati . . . adessent.

Adeo . . . ut(ij\}. Of the 171 occurrences of adeo . . .

ut, 70 are with adjectives, e.g., 38, 55, 3 adeo inimicum eun-

dem, ut . . . delectus sit; 55 with verbs, e.g., 34, 14, 8 adeo

turbati erant, . . . ut quosdam consul manu ipse reprenderit ;

19 with adverbs, e.g., 33, 36, 9 primo adeo acriter invaserunt,

ut . . . inpulerint ;
and 14 belong to the entire statement,

e.g., 34, 50, i manare omnibus gaudio lacrimae, adeo ut

ipsum quoque confunderent dicentem. The remaining in-

stances are used with a negative or with a pronoun.
An ut clause is frequently used to indicate the limitations

of a preceding demonstrative statement. The occurrences

of hoc . . . ut are chiefly in the speeches where the supposed

speaker presents what is immediately before him, while Livy

viewing the events from a distance uses id, and occasionally
illud.

Hoc . . . 7//(2i). Hoc is most commonly used as a modi-

fier, e.g., 5, 6, 8 an hie sit terror nominis nostri, ut . . . pos-

sit
;
and with forms of lex I, 24, 3 ; 23, 33, 9 ;

and 33, 30, 2.

It also stands alone : 6, 29, 9 luppiter atque omnes divi hoc

dederunt, ut T. Quinctius dictator oppida novem caperet ;

8, 5, 4; 10, 28, 13 ; 24, 3, 15 ; 39, 13, 6; and 36, 35, 4 ne hoc

quidem reliqui est, ut indignis accidisse ea videantur. In

other connections: 5, 53, 5 hoc ad Aliam fuga, hoc capta

urbs, hoc circumsessum Capitolium necessitatis imposuisse,

ut desereremus penates nostros
; 45, 39, 8 ad hoc fecimus

consulem, ut bellum . . . perficeret ; 2, 40, 6 in hoc me

longa vita . . . traxit, ut exulem te, deinde hostem viderem !

Illud . . . ut. 30, 17, ii illud quoque petere Masinissam

ut . . . remitterent
; 45, 41, 8 illud optavi ut mutationem

eius domus mea . . . sentiret.

Id . . . ?//(i28). Id is the most freely used of the de-

monstratives, counting the occurrences of eo (42) indicating

the terminal point of an action, e.g., 10, 19, 3 eo rem adductam,
ut . . . sit delegatum ; 7, 30, 9 eo ventum est, ut . . . simus.

Eo is strengthened by usque 22, 57, 3; and 25, 21, 10 eo

usque est caesa, ut . . . duo milia haud amplius evaserint.
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There is a dependent genitive 25, 8, u consuetudinis
; 32, 18,

8 neglegentiae ; 41, 23, i irarum. The demonstrative is

generally a modifier, e.g., 8, 30, 5 ea fortuna pugnae fuit, ut

nihil relictum sit
; 2, 44, 8 id unum venenum, earn labem . . .

repertam, ut magna imperia mortalia essent
; I, 21, 2 in cam

verecundiam adducti sunt, ut . . . ducerent nefas
; 26, 12,

2 eo cursu contendit, ut prope . . . incautos oppresserit.

Id also stands alone in about a dozen passages, e.g., 6, 15,

13 I 6, 38, 9; 6, 39, 10
; 7, 20, 5 ; 27, 17, 14 se id Scipionem

orare, ut transitio sibi ... sit
;
and at times with the restric-

tive modo: i, 17, u
; 3, 50, 16; 3, 52, u ; 4, 2, 7; 29, 2, 6;

39, 37, 21
; 43, 12, 5 id modo finitum, ut duas legioncs scriberet.

Noticeable is the use of a preposition in the first member
;

ad: 4, 58, 3 ; 6, 42, I ad id modo valuit, ut tempus . . .

proferretur ; 7, 30, 4 ; 23, 19, 13 postremo ad id ventum inopiae

est, ut . . . conarentur; cum: 8, 14, 2
; 8, 14, 8

; 30, 10, 21
;

36, 5, 3 cum eo, ut caverent
; in: 32, 30, 8 in id fides data

consuli est, ut v . . quiescerent. 2, 17, 5 iam in eo esset, ut

in muros evaderet miles
; 4, 56, I

; 8, 27, 3 ; 28, 22, 8
; 30, 19,

3 5 33. 4i 9J 35 38, ii
; pro: 22, i, 2 postquam pro eo, ut

raperent. The ut clause also expresses finality, as in 23, 47, i

id modo moratus, ut consulem percunctaretur ; 28, 15, 3 et

ad id sedulo diem extraxerat Scipio, ut sera pugna esset
; 4,

n, 2 subventum eo inpensius, ut delerent . . . infamiam

iudicii.

Tantum . . . w/ (211). Tantnm is used as a modifier, as

in 2, 7, i tantus terror . . . incessit, ut . . . abirent
;
with

dependent genitive, e.g., 2, 14, 6 tantum spei fecere, ut acie

decernere audebant
;
and in the neuter as in 2, 33, 9 tan-

tumque sua laude obstitit famae consults Marcius, ut . . .

memoria cessisset. Occasionally tantum has a restrictive

force : 3, 15, 8 dant tamen arma, non vulgo, tantum ut incerto

hoste praesidium satis fidum ad omnia esset; 24, i, 4; 35,

11, 4; 40, 9, 5 ; 40, 56, i
; 42, 53, 4; 43. 6, 9 id se tantum

orare, ut in amicitiam populi Romani reciperentur ; 41, 19, 6

moneri eum tantum modo iussit, ut . . . curaret. Tantnm

abesse ut is found 4, 58, 2 tantum afuit ut . . peteretur ;

6, 32, i
; 26, 31, 5 ;

and followed by an nt clause 6, 15, 5
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tantum abest ut impedimento sim, ut . . . adhorter; 6, 31,

4 ; 22, 5, 3 ; 25, 6, 1 1
; 26, 26, 6

; 39, 28, 6
; 44, 38, 4.

7tf/w . . . ut 34, 22, 9 in vos tails fuit, ut nobis . . . satis

digna causa belli fuerit.

SUMMARY.

Variation both in form of expression and in arrangement
is the most noticeable feature of the examples collected.

Especially where the members are composed of more than

one term there is frequent shifting evidently for rhetorical

purposes. This is well illustrated by the formula Non Modo,
Scd Etiam and its equivalents with 65 different combinations.

When there is but one term in each member, the reversal of

the normal order often renders one particle unnecessary.
This is clearly seen in the omission of tamen, leaving quam-

quam or etsi alone in the second member. When the parts

are in their usual order, variety is attained by the admission

of all manner of equivalents, as is the case with primnm,
deinde, and their equivalents with fifty variations. Compara-
tive statements are set forth with equal fulness, and nearly
all possible changes are illustrated in the use of the compar-
ative particles. There are a few features peculiar to Livy, a

few not of common occurrence elsewhere, and frequent indi-

cations of the broadening of Latin phraseology, a fact also

evidenced by the works of Vergil.
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VI. Fragments of an Early Christian Liturgy in Syrian

Inscriptions.

BY PROFESSOR W. K. PRENTICE,

PRIN'CETON UNIVERSITY.

THE subject of this paper is, of course, somewhat remote
from the daily work of most of the members of this associa-

tion
;
but I trust that it will not be of less interest on that

account, and that it will not be without some actual value.

Nearly three years ago my friend and fellow-traveller in

Syria, Dr. Enno Littmann, copied for me an inscription in

the ruins at Bshindelinteh, a town in the mountain country

immediately to the east of Antioch on the Orontes. The

inscription was found on a lintel, apparently that of a church

doorway, and was so badly weathered that Dr. Littmann's

copy was necessarily imperfect. At first it seemed impossi-

ble to make anything out of this inscription, except that it

was distinctly religious in character, and I despaired of being
able to decipher it unless I could find a clew elsewhere.

Many inscriptions of this sort, published by Waddington and

others, contain more or less literal quotations from the Bible
;

but it was easy to make certain that no Biblical quotation

was involved here. It then occurred to me that possibly this

inscription contained a quotation from some form of public

worship in use among the churches of this region, and that

the passage quoted might be found in some of the Greek

liturgies which have had a literary tradition. This proved to be

the case (cf. C. A. Swainson, The Greek Liturgies, 1884, p. 12,

n. 3, pp. 14, 226, 383), and it then became a simple matter to

restore the full text of the inscription, which is as follows :

"Ayto; 6 o?, aytos i

ayto? aflavaros, (o-)

St* ly/ias, ^A[e]i;o-ov ^/

Holy God, holy Mighty (One),

holy Deathless (One), crucified

for us, have mercy upon us /
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This is the famous trisagion, "Aytos 6 eo'<?, a-ytq? la^v-

pos, ayios addvaros, \er)<rov r]p,as, together with the phrase

6 a-ravpwQels Si quas, inserted by the heretic Peter the Fuller,

bishop of Antioch, about the year 470 A.D. The insertion of

this phrase was a part of a fierce ecclesiastical controversy.

The orthodox churchmen of the fifth century, believing that

all such formulae of worship should apply to the Trinity, had

interpreted the threefold invocation of the trisagion as refer-

ring successively to the three Persons of the Godhead, and

considered the subject of the verb e\er)&ov to be the Trinity

thus invoked. On the other hand, the sect of the monophy-
sites, which was strongly represented in Antioch at this

time, applied the whole invocation to the one God, and Peter,

in inserting the words "Who wast crucified for us," made

the trisagion a distinctly monophysite formula, asserting that

God was crucified.

The trisagion, or hymnus trisagius, is to be distinguished

from the hymnus tersanctus, or "triumphal hymn," of which

I shall have occasion to speak in a moment : the latter is one

of the earliest hymns of the Christian Church, and had a

place also in the Jewish ritual. The trisagion is not properly
a hymn, but a short invocation, often thrice repeated, and

is found in most of the Eastern liturgies, as for example in

the Alexandrine liturgy, called the "Liturgy of St. Mark,"
in the so-called "

Liturgy of St. James," and in the Syriac

liturgies : it was usually employed in the service after the

"little entrance," and before the lections. It is not found,

however, in the so-called "
Liturgy of St. Clement," which,

although it was doubtless the early liturgy of the Roman

Church, is thought to have originated in Antioch. This

liturgy is probably older than the present form of any other,

inasmuch as it is contained in the "Apostolic Constitutions"

a compilation which is believed to have received its present
form in the fourth century.

There is some uncertainty as to the age of the trisagion ;

but the traditional story of its origin is too edifying to pass
over lightly. According to John of Damascus, a writer of

the eighth century, and Nicephorus Callistus, of the four-
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teenth, it seems that in the time of Theodosius the Younger,
when Proclus was bishop of Constantinople, i.e. between 434
and 446 A.D., there were violent earthquakes, occasioning
innumerable disasters on land and sea, great loss of life, and

a general panic, so that the people of Constantinople held

public services, making supplication unto God to avert their

total destruction. And while they were praying, "a child

was taken up from among them, and so was taught, by the

teaching of the angels in some way, the thrice holy hymn :

'

Holy God, holy Mighty One, holy Deathless One, have

mercy upon us.' And when the child returned and told what

it had been taught, the whole multitude sang the hymn, and

thus the calamity was stayed." Some say that shortly after-

wards the child died (Nicephorus Callistus, Eccl. Hist. XIV,

46; John of Damascus, Expos. Fidei Ortliod., Ill, 10. Cf.

John Dam., Epistola adjordanem de Hymno Ttisagio). What-

ever may be the true date of the trisagion itself, however,

there is a general agreement as to the origin of the heretical

phrase added to it and contained in the Bshindelinteh inscrip-

tion : this phrase is ascribed, as I have said, to Peter the

Fuller, a cleric of somewhat unsavory reputation, who became

bishop of Antioch. Theodorus Lector, a writer of the sixth

century, in his Ecclesiastical History, I, 20, said :
" When

Martyrius held the episcopate of the church of Antioch, Zeno,

the magister militum, who had married Ariadne, the daughter

of the Emperor Leo, came to Antioch. In his company was

a -certain Peter, who was called
'

Fullo,' a presbyter of the

church of St. Bassa the Martyr, which is in Chalcedon.

And, coveting the throne of that city (Antioch), he persuaded

Zeno to join with him in his undertaking. Then, giving

money to some of the sect of Apollinarius, he stirred up

countless tumults against the faith and against Martyrius

the bishop, anathematizing those who did not say that God

was crucified. In doing so he brought the people to faction,

and in the trisagion Peter added the phrase
' 6 crravptoOels Bi

17/^5."' The "Libellus Synodicus" adds that Peter called

a "vile council" (piapav evvoSov) to establish his addition to

the "
hymn."
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The first accession of Peter to the episcopal throne of

Antioch, about the year 470, affords, therefore, a definite

terminus post quern for this inscription. And it is, of course,

possible that the new formula was carried at once to the little

town in the hill country where the inscription was found.

But this is unlikely. Furthermore, it is unlikely that a

formula, whose orthodoxy was still a subject of fierce dispute,

should be accepted by the country people, unless it were in

deference to an authority which seemed to them both com-

plete and permanent. But Peter's position in his diocese

was never secure. Not long afterwards, however, when

Severus was bishop of Antioch, from 512 to 519, the

monophysites became dominant in all this region, and en-

forced with violence the acceptance of their dogmas. This

Severus, who was regarded as the true founder of the organ-
ized monophysite sect, was a monk who, for his dissolute

habits or his heterodox views, or for both, had been driven

out from at least one monastery some say from several

and had come at last to Constantinople, where he joined with

Timotheus, afterward bishop of that city (511-517), and

others in a determined war upon the orthodox faith. The

Emperor Anastasius himself (491-518) declared in favor of

the monophysites, and undertook to reduce the orthodox

bishops to submission, or to dispossess them of their sees.

Through all this movement, Peter's addition to the trisagion

was the watchword and war-cry of the party, and crowds of

heretic monks, clergy and laity, incited by the emperor and

his coadjutors, together with the rabble which was hired for

the purpose in various cities, singing the new version of the

old formula, started the riots which preceded the downfall

of recalcitrant prelates. At Constantinople mobs in two of

the principal churches "in singing the trisagion added the

words 'Who wast crucified for us,' so that the orthodox of

necessity drove them out with blows
"

(Theophanes, Chro-

nographia, p. 132). Once installed, and confident in the

support of the emperor and the bishop of Constantinople,
Severus seems to have entered on a career of violence and

intimidation throughout his diocese. In this he had the
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hearty cooperation of his subordinate, the infamous Peter of

Apamea. Among the stories told of their cruelty and oppres-
sion in the memorial presented by a body of Eastern monks
to Memnas, the orthodox bishop of Constantinople, in 536,
is the account of how a company of " Hebrew robbers,"

employed for this purpose by Severus and Peter, waylaid a

band of 350 old men who were travelling to the monastery of

St. Simeon, doubtless the great Kal'at Sim 'an, not far from the

town of this inscription. The pilgrims were killed, and their

bodies stripped and left unburied (Sacr. Conciliomm Coll.,

ed. Mansi, V, p. 998 f.). It is not impossible that at such a

time the church at Bshindelinteh had the formula of the

triumphant faction carved on its lintel, either to win the favor

of those at that time in power, or to protect the community
during this reign of terror, or perhaps even in consequence
of a direct threat.

Severus's power soon came to an end. In 518 Anastasius

died, Justin became emperor, and Severus was deposed :

there never was another legitimate monophysite bishop of

Antioch. The monophysite formula does not seem to have

been forbidden at once, for even the orthodox Ephraem, who
'was bishop of Antioch from 527 to 545, in a letter to Zeno-

bius of Emesa, defended its use on the ground that those

who applied the whole trisagion to Christ alone might with-

out sin add the phrase
" Who wast crucified for us

"
(Photius,

cod. 228, a, 40 ff.).
But certainly after the fall of Severus

the addition of the words in question was never compulsory
in the Catholic Church, and was soon discontinued in most

places. Nicephorus Callistus (XVIII, 51) says: "This

heresy, which was begun by Cnapheus (i.e. Peter the Fuller)

and attained its growth to a great extent from Severus and

his followers, not long afterward was entirely quenched, it

having been abolished in the Church of God, and persisting

still only among the Armenians, who do not choose to be

obedient to the catholic traditions." And as a matter of fact

the trisagion with the addition does not occur in any of the

traditional liturgies, so far as I have been able to discover,

except in that of the Armenian Church. In the ancient
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Syriac liturgies which I have been able to examine, viz.

through the Latin translations, the trisagion occurs without

the addition. The dialogue, however, between "The Jaco-

bite
"

and " The Melcite," written early in the thirteenth

century by David, son of Paul, and published in part by
Assemani in the " Bibliotheca Orientalis" I, p. 518 ff., proves

that in this century the trisagion with the addition was still

in use in at least one branch of the Jacobite Church. Asse-

mani also says that in the liturgical books printed in Rome
for the Maronites of Syria in his time (the middle of the

eighteenth century) the trisagion with the addition occurred.

It is quite possible, therefore, that the church of Bshinde-

linteh belonged to the Jacobite denomination, which was

formally organized in the time of Justinian, about 535 A.D.,

but which some of the Jacobites considered to have begun
with Severus. This conclusion is strengthened by the fact

that I found the trisagion with the addition again in a frag-

ment of an inscription at Selemiyeh, a town about twenty
miles east-southeast of Hama. Two other inscriptions also

contain the trisagion, one at Mektebeh and one at il-Khana-

sir; but these are so fragmentary that it is not possible to

say with certainty whether they included the heretical phrase
or not. Now it is not altogether surprising, but it is of some

importance to have positive proof that certain communities

in Northern Syria in the fifth or sixth century employed a

liturgy which contained the monophysite form of the trisagion.

The discovery of the source of the four inscriptions just

described naturally suggested an examination of the unpub-
lished inscriptions in my possession and those from this

region already published, with a view to finding, if possible,

other fragments of the early ritual in use there. I collected

in all about fifty texts of distinctly liturgical character, con-

tained of course in a larger number of inscriptions. These

are all from the region which lies immediately to the east of

Antioch, and date from the fourth, fifth, and sixth centuries :

five of them, which I shall discuss first (nos. 2-6), are con-

tained verbatim in some extant liturgy.
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2. The most interesting of these, in some ways, is one
found in Hass, on a mausoleum which dates probably from

the fifth century, and of which I shall have occasion to speak

again : it is the so-called "Tomb of Diogenes." The inscrip-

tion, published by Waddington {Inscriptions Grecqncs it Latincs

de la Syrie, 1870), no. 2661 a, is as follows :

6 ep^o/tj/o; ev ovofjMTi Kvpi'ou. 0o Kvpio? KOI im-

Blessed (fie) he that cometh in the name of the Lord. God (is)

the Lord, and hath shewed us light.

This is taken from Psalm cxvii. 26 and 27 (cf. Matt. xxi. 9).

But Ps. cxv.-cxviii., to quote from Mr. Warren (F. E. Warren,
The Liturgy and Ritual of the Ante-Nicene Church, 1897,

P- 33). "formed the second part of the Hallcl, and were sung

by every Jewish family or company at the conclusion of the

Paschal Supper
"

: they are generally supposed to have con-

stituted "the hymn recorded to have been sung by our

Saviour and His disciples after the institution and reception

of the first Christian Eucharist." Almost the same words as

those in this inscription occur in the "
Apostolic Constitutions"

VII, 27: euA,07?7/ieVo9 o ep^o^evo^ ev ovopaTi Kvpiov Beo<?

Kv/3to? 6 7ri<j)avels r)\uv ev (rapid. The first part also occurs

in the so-called "Liturgy of St. James" (Swainson, p. 268),

as a part of the hymnus tersanctus, or "triumphal hymn," to

which I have already alluded, and which is said by Mr. Warren

(p. 171) to have "formed a part of every known liturgy." It

also forms a part of the Jewish Kcdusha (Warren, p. 215).

3. Another liturgical passage occurs in two unpublished

inscriptions, one found at Wadi Marthun and the other at

il-Barah, and again in a second inscription from il-Barah pub-

lished by Waddington, no. 2647. All these are undated.

The first two are over doorways which apparently led to

private dwellings, while the third is on a window lintel. The

first and third are fragmentary: the second is as follows :

Aoa ev {t/aoTOts e<S, KCLI eVi yrjs dp^vrj, fv avOpwtroK; cvOOKM.

Glory to God in the highest, and on earth peace, good will among

men.
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This passage is taken from Luke ii. 14, and is especially

interesting in view of the dispute as to the reading euSo/ao.

or euSo/aa?. It also occurs in the "
Liturgy of St. James

"

(Swainson, p. 254), to be repeated three times, and in the

Coptic liturgy (Swainson, p. 395).

4. The Gloria Patri, or " Lesser Doxology," is found in

several inscriptions, one of which is in an underground rock-

hewn tomb at Kokanaya, dated in the month Lous, 369 A.D.

(Waddington, no. 2681). The whole inscription is as follows :

"Erouj ii/, j.rvl Awov

For Eusebius a Christian. Glory to the Father, and to the Son,

and to the Holy Spirit. In the month Lous, (on the) 27th (day),

of the year

Another inscription, published in part by Chabot, after a copy

by M. Poche, in \h& Journal Asiat., 1901, p. 442, contains the

fuller form of this doxology. It is on the lintel of a ruined and

half-buried building, probably a tomb, at il-Khanasir : Ao'|a

TLarpl KOL Oiov KOI djiov n^eu/iaro?, (yvv) Kal a(et) ica(ly

e(T)<? roO? [at](<w)m9. 'A/A^v. These words are followed

by another line, which probably contains the date and the

builder's name, but which I have been unable as yet to

decipher. The Gloria Patri occurs in the "
Liturgy of St.

James," and in the Coptic liturgy (Sw. pp. 215 ff., 226, and

362 : cf. pp. 1 6, 76, 220, and 373).

5. In one inscription, found at Hass on a lintel ornamented

with an almost classic egg-and-dart moulding, the Gloria

Patri is followed by the words

2<Ji(rov Kupis TOV Xaov crou
*

Lord save thy people !

The passage is undoubtedly taken from Ps. xxvii. 9 ;
but it

also occurs in the "Liturgy of St. James
"
(Sw. p. 230 f.),

and near the beginning of the "
Liturgy of St. Basil

"
(Sw.

p. 76 ; cf. pp. 77 and 86) : in the latter case these words are

immediately preceded by what is practically the equivalent
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of the Gloria Patri: on -rrpeTrei <rot traaa &>'a, rifirj teal

irpo<TK\>vr)(ns, rw Tlarpi, Kai (KT\.).
6. Another inscription, found by M. de Vogu6 at il-Barah

(Wad. no. 2650), contains the sentence

K(vpio)? 7TOt/U.v(l) ftC KOU OvSlV fJUM VOTpJ/0-(l).

The Lord is my shepherd; I shall not want.

These words are taken from Ps. xxii. i : they occur also in

the "
Liturgy of St. James

"
(Sw. p. 314).

Each of these six passages which I have thus far described

is to be found, in precisely the same form, in one or more
of the extant liturgies : all are to be found in the so-called

"Liturgy of St. James." While three of them are from the

Psalms, one is from the Gospel of Luke, and two are not

contained in the Bible at all. Hence they are not simply

quotations from the Psalter, and they show that at least some

of these Syrian inscriptions do contain fragments of the liturgy

or ritual employed in the churches of this region between the

third and the seventh centuries. They suggest that this

liturgy resembled either the "Liturgy of St. James" or the
"
Liturgy of St. Basil

"
in their present form more closely

than any other of the liturgies which remain to us. They
suggest also that inscriptions may furnish some new and

independent evidence as to which of the various manuscripts

represent most nearly the original form of the liturgies which

they contain. For example, of the four Mss. of the "
Liturgy

of St. James," only the Codex Rossanensis and the Codex

Parisians no. 2509 contain the passage : Kvpto? Trot/iatVet

fjL
KT\.

The rest of the fifty texts are not to be found verbatim in

the extant forms of the liturgies ;
but they are not, on this

account, without importance in this connection. For it must

be remembered that with the exception of the few brief

paragraphs in the " Didache of the Apostles,
"
which is thought

to date from the second century, and the remains of the

liturgy in the "
Apostolic Constitutions" we have no liturgy

whose present form is known to be older than the eighth cen-
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tury : the Barberini codex, containing the liturgies called by
the names of St. Basil, of St. Chrysostom, and of " The Pre-

sanctified," dates from the eighth or ninth century, a fragment
in the University Library at Messina, containing a portion

of the "Liturgy of St. James," is dated 960, while all the

rest are from the twelfth century or later. And these manu-

scripts do not represent a fixed tradition, like so many copies

of various literary productions. This is proved by the wide

divergences between the different manuscripts purporting to

contain the same liturgy. But each manuscript appears to

represent that form of the given liturgy or liturgies known
and in use at the time and place at which the manuscript
itself originated. Furthermore, nothing certain is known as

to the author, the date, or the place of composition of most

of these liturgies. Mr. Swainson, in the introduction to his
" Greek Liturgies" says: "The first record we have of the

existence of Liturgies ascribed to St. Basil and St. James
is in a canon (no. XXXII) of the Council held 'in Trullo,'

A.D. 692." Another canon of the same Council (no. LII)
mentions the "Liturgy of the Presanctified." It is true that

a treatise, attributed to Proclus, Patriarch of Constantinople
from 434 to about 446,

" states that both Clement and James
were authors of Liturgies, that Basil reduced the length of

the services as he found them in his day, and then our father

John of the golden mouth cut them down still more." But

this treatise is probably much later than Proclus. Mabillon,

in the preface to " De Litnrgia Gallicana" quotes a letter

from Charles the Bald to the clergy of Ravenna, from which

it appears that about the year 860 the "
Liturgy of St. Basil"

was in use in Constantinople, the "
Liturgy of St. James

"
at

Jerusalem. "The words quoted by Mabillon have frequently
been referred to, but it is not known where the letter is to

be found in full
;
and thus a strange doubt hangs over them.

The more important portion of the letter is said to have pro-

ceeded as follows :

' Celebrata etiam sunt coram nobis missarum

solemnia more Hierosolymitano, auctore Jacobo Apostolo, et

more Constantinopolitano auctore Basilic : sed nos sequendam
ducimus Romanam ecclesiam in missarum celebratione.'

"
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But the most valuable information of all on this subject is

contained in the message sent by Theodore Balsamon, libra-

rian at Constantinople and afterwards Patriarch of Antioch,
to Mark, Patriarch of Alexandria, at the beginning of the

thirteenth century :

" We see therefore," he said,
" that

neither from the Holy Scriptures nor from any canon syn-

odically issued have we ever heard that a Liturgy was handed

down by the holy Apostle Mark : and the thirty-second canon

of the Council held '

in Trullo
'

is the only authority that a

mystic Liturgy was composed by the holy James, the brother

of the Lord. Neither does the eighty-fifth canon of the

Apostles nor the fifty-ninth canon of the Council of Laodicea

make any mention whatever of these Liturgies, nor does the

Catholic Church of the Oecumenical See of Constantinople
in any way acknowledge them. We decide therefore that

they ought not to be received
;
and that all Churches should

follow the example of New Rome, that is Constantinople,
and celebrate according to the traditions of the great teachers

and luminaries of the Church, the holy John Chrysostom and

the holy Basil" (Swainson, introd. pp. xxvii-xxxi).

None of our manuscripts of any liturgy therefore neces-

sarily represent the liturgy used in the churches of Northern

Syria between the third and the seventh centuries. The wide

divergences, not only between the different extant liturgies,

but also between the different versions of the same liturgy,

make it seem highly probable that none of our manuscripts

do represent such a liturgy. That there was a liturgy, how-

ever, at that time, and indeed as early as the second century

perhaps from the very beginning of the Christian religion

is abundantly proved by the " Didache of the Apostles," and

by the writings of Church Fathers such as Clement of Rome
and Origen. Moreover, those passages which the Greek ver-

sions and the Syriac versions of the "
Liturgy of St. James

"

have in common make it probable, as Sir William Palmer has

pointed out, that certain portions of this liturgy were in

existence, and were probably in use, in Northern Syria before

the schism which took place not long after the Council of

Chalcedon in 451. It follows that the absence of the text
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of an inscription from the extant texts of the liturgies

does not prove that this text was not contained in a liturgy

at all. On the contrary a liturgy, fragments of which

are found in inscriptions of the fourth, fifth, and sixth cen-

turies, is much older than the present form of most, perhaps

all, of the traditional liturgies. And I think that we may
expect to find also that the earlier liturgy made more direct

use of the Scriptures, and perhaps also clung more closely

to the traditional forms of the Jewish service. Most of the

inscriptions of which I am speaking are of this sort. A few

of them, as we have seen, are contained verbatim in an' extant

liturgy ;
but the majority of them are not. Many of these,

however, are so similar in sense and phraseology to passages
in the traditional liturgies, that it is possible in many cases

to say in what part of the service they probably occurred.

Others again, while not so suggestive of particular passages
in the traditional Christian liturgies, either reflect phrases
which are known to have occurred in the Jewish ritual, or

contain quotations from the Scriptures generally, of course,

from the Psalms appropriate to a Church service. Of these

I can give only a brief summary here : the inscriptions them-

selves will appear in full in the publications of the expedition
of which I was a member.

7. Among the epigraphical texts which are most akin to

definite passages in the traditional liturgies are such phrases as

*Ev ovo/Aari Harpos, K(OL) Y(t)ou, K(CU) dyiou IIv(ev/x.aTo)s. "A/x^v
'

In the name of the Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy Spirit.

Amen,

found at Der Sambil. With this we may compare Matt, xxviii.

19, the " Didache of the Apostles" cap. VI, and many passages
in all the liturgies. Or the following, which forms the first

part of an inscription on a large doorway at Babiska :

8. *Ev ovofiaTi K(upio)v 'l(rj<ro)v X(/>icrro)S
'

In (the) name of (the) LordJesus Christ.

Cf. Acts viii. 16, and xix. 5, Warren, p. 1 1 ff. (cf. also "
Lit.

of St. James," Sw. p. 236). Or
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9. 'Ev (Wo/iaTi T^S dyois T/:iaS(o)s . . . tV8. 8t', T(OV) 09</>' (crovs)
'

/ /$<? a;<? of the holy Trinity . . . Indietion 14, /// the year 599
(/>. 550 A.D.),

found at Dar Kita, or

10. 'Ev ovd/idTi IlaTpJos, KCU YI[o]J), KCU dyiov Uvtvfi(aTO<:) K(II)
T\.

In the name of the Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy Spirit,

and of the Mother-of- God, etc.

an inscription on two fragments of a large lintel now lying
within the walls of a ruined church at Der Seta (Wad. no.

2679). Doubtless some, if not all, of these were formulae of

baptism, and consequently familiar to all Christians.

ii. One of the commonest of these texts is to be found in

four inscriptions, all connected with churches, one in Bakirha,
and three in Ddr Kita : the latter are dated 418, 431, and

537 A.D. respectively :

Efs eos KCU 6 Xptoros avrov KOL TO aytov HVCV/J.T.
'

(There is)
one God and his Christ and the Holy Spirit.

This seems to be a kind of abbreviated creed. It may be

compared, however, with such passages in the liturgies as e.g.

from the Alexandrine liturgy (Sw. p. 66) : El? TLarr^p ayios,

efc Tto? dyLO<j, ev Tlvevpa aytov, elf evorrjTa Hvei>fj.aTO<; ayiov.

'A/AT;I>. Similar passages occur in the "
Liturgy of St. Basil"

(Sw. p. 86), the "
Liturgy of St. Chrysostom

"
(Svv. p. 94), the

"
Liturgy of St. James

"
(Svv. p. 310), the "

Liturgy of the Pre-

sanctified
"
(Sw. p. 98), and in the lectures of Cyril of Jerusalem

to the newly baptized (Sw. p. 210). The Bakirha inscription

contains, after the formula given above, the words j3oT)6ij<r^i ?)

TOW? ^ov/Sou/AeVou? avrov : He shall lielp them that fear Him,
while in the latest of the inscriptions from Ddr Kta the

formula is followed by the word /3or)0r) or /3or)0T)<;. Similar

texts occur frequently, e.g. at Djuwantyeh : Efc 8eo? ical 6

X/oto-To<? avrov; at the same place, dated 398 A.D. : El? 6eo<?

fiovof 6 jSor)6)v Tra&iv rot? <f}i\(ovcriv avrov ?) ;
and at the same

place again, dated 374 A.D. : El? e&>? o ftwrjOoiv TOW faoftov-

avrov.
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12. A similar text is curiously combined with others in

the oldest of all dated Christian inscriptions in Syria, found

by Waddington on the lintel of a doorway at Katura : it is

dated 331 A.D. (Wad. no. 2704):

'IT/CTOV] Xprja-re, f3orjO[f.t.. Ets eos /xovos. "ExTtrrev oAcuns.

"Ocra Ae'yts, <i'A.e, KC croi TO. SirrA^a). "Erous T. EtcreA0e, X(ptor)e'

y<?j-//j Christ help (us) ! (There is) one God only. Thalasis built

(this). Whatsoever thou sayest, friend, (may that be) unto thee also,

twofold ! In the year 380. Enter, O Christ !

The words etcreX#e X/MO-TC recall a passage which occurs -in

the "
Liturgy of St. Basil

"
(Svv. p. 86) and in the "

Liturgy
of St. Chrysostom

"
(Sw. p. 93): Il/ooo-^e?, Kvpte 'lij<rov

X/ottrTe, . . . Kal e\$e ei9 TO ayidcrat 97/^9.

13. Another sentence, very common in certain localities

I found it on the lintels of three houses in il-Barah, including

Wad. no. 2646 is the following:

Kvp(ios) <j)v\a.r) rrjv tcroSdv crov /ecu TTJV e^oSov GOTO TOV vvv /cai Iw; TW
atwvwv.

The Lord shallpreserve thy coming in and thy going out from this

timeforth andfor evermore. Amen.

The same is found also in an inscription at Taltita, dated

570 A.D. The passage is taken originally from Ps. cxx. 8.

It may be compared, however, with a passage at the end of

the " Clementine
"
liturgy (Brightman, Liturgies, Eastern and

Western, 1896, p. 27) : Tou? ot/coi/9 avrwv </>uAafoi>, ra<? etVo'Soy?

avrwv Kal ra? e^o'Sou? (frpovprjcrov. Compare also the following

sentence from Chrysostom's account of the service in his day

(Sw. p. 2l8): TIapaKa\e(T(t)/j.ev . . . tva ev\oyijcrr} ra9 elad&ovs

avTwv Kal ra9 efo'Sou? irdvra rov ftiov avrStv. Cf. the Alex-

andrine liturgy, Sw. p. 32.

14. The following inscription is from a tomb, in the form

of a temple distyle in antis, at Ruweha, and contains the date

384 A.D. (C.I.G. no. 4462):

Ets eos /U.OVQS 6 (3orj&(wv). "YTrep o-wTT/ptas K

T(ov. 'Aveve'wcrtv Bacrcri/tAas /cat Ma^a/Sea, Irous y
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(There is) one God only that giveth aid. For the safety and re-

membrance of the living. Bassimas and Mathbabea renewed (this

tomb), in the year 433.

This recalls such oft-repeated passages in the liturgies, as for

example in the "Liturgy of St. James "(Sw. p. 312): "En Be ical

vTrep <r&>T7?/3ia? teal a<eW<u<? afiapnatv TO) TrpcxreveyKavTi a

Kat VTrep fjivrffjir)*;
T<WI> 6criQ)i> irarepwv fjftoiv ical

Trainee eAcrei>(w9. In the inscription I believe that the

words r5>v dvra>v refer to those living the life beyond the

grave, as in the prayer for the dead in this same liturgy

(Sw. p. 300) : 'E/cet aurou? avajravcrov v X^P^ tyvrwv, &
/SacrtXeta oupavwv, . . . elf /CO'XTTOU? 'AySpaa/i, KT\. In that

case, and if the punctuation given above is correct, this in-

scription implies a belief on the part of these Christians of

384 A.D. in the efficacy of prayer for the estate of the dead.

Much stress, however, cannot be laid on this phrase vTrtp

acoTrjpLas ical fjLvijfjLTjs, which might easily have been suggested

by the stereotyped inrep a-wTrjpias ical VIKT)<J, which is com-

paratively common in the inscriptions of Syria, e.g. Wad.

nos. 2035, 2071, 2545, etc.

15. The interior of a tomb at Shnan contains the following :

'Aflararos tov, 7r[o](X)Xa iraB(t]) vW/Ltivev, B (or 0?)YMr
'Ir/o-ovs 6 Xpaaros. BYMF

Tevos Aaow'S, ovpdvios *Xa8os, BYMF

'I^aovs 6 Xpeicrrds. BYMF

(A)o^a^d/ivos [/xo] voycnjs, d^avaros, v Tracrc rrj y^, BYMF

'I^(rovs 6 XpeioTos. BYMF

Though immortal, he endured many sufferings, Jesus the Christ.

Race of David, heavenly branch, Jesus the Christ.

Extolled (the) Only-begotten, Immortal (One), in all the earth,

Jesus the Christ.

The four letters at the end of each line may stand for 8(eoO)

u(i'6<?) M(a/?ia9) y(evT)0fc): Son of God, born of Mary (cf. Wad-

dington's commentary on inscr. no. 2145). The second sen-

tence of the inscription may be compared with the
"
eighteen

Benedictions
"

of the Jewish ritual, sec. 14 b (Warren, pp. 213

and 243; cf. also Luke i. 69): "The branch of David Thy
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servant speedily cause to flourish, and exalt his horn with

Thy help, etc."
;
but the rest resembles to no small degree the

hymn which, according to Dr. Neale, is indicated by the

words 'O /*oyo7ez>?7'? Tio? teal Aoyot in the Alexandrine liturgy

(Sw. p. 12): 'O fjLOVoyevrjf Tto? Kal Adyos TOV Seov aOd

V7rdp%(i)v, KaTaSe^dfAevos 8ia rrjv fjucTepav crarripiav

CK XT)!? dytas OeoroKOV Kal aenrapdevov Mapia?, a

evav0pa>7njcra<>, (rravpcoQefe re, Xptcrre 6 eo'?, davd-rw Oavdrov

TraTijcras, et<? <av T?}9 ayias T/otaSo?, (rvvSoga^dfjievos TO> Harpl
Kal TO) dyiq> HvevpaTi, o-Sxrov rjfjLas. The same hymn is re-

ferred to in the "
Liturgy of St. James

"
(Sw. p. 220 f.

;
cf. also

Sw. pp. 303 and 308).

16. But the most interesting of all, in my opinion, is an

inscription, hitherto unpublished, belonging to the so-called

"Tomb of Diogenes
"

in Hass :

'O TO {fiv xaoicrajnevos T<? -v Oponrivta yew, xe TO TeAevra v Sia.

(T(j>d\fJia evTiXa/otevos, KC TTJV avdcrTacriv cv eXeti K oiKTtp/xots tS(t')ois

CTravytAa/i vos, KC d/aa^Swvto-as, X(pto-To)s, CTTI tTKei^c TO> (rwrrfpiM <rov

TOV So i)Xdv crou 'AvTa)vtvo(v) Aioye vou(s) xai Ao/teTtav, ya/xT^v avrov,

KC TOUJ XotTTOVS CVTaC^ a KOl/iCO/ieVOUS, TOW l8> V T

Thou who gavest life to the human race, and didst enjoin death on

account of transgression, and in thine own loving-kindness and tender

mercies didst promise the resurrection, and gavest a pledge, Christ,

visit with thy salvation thy servant Antoninus son of Diogenes, and
Dometia his wife, and the others who lie at rest here, that they may
see the good of thy chosen.

The phrase ez> eXeet Kal ot/m/j/xot? is found in Ps. cii, 4, and

the latter part of the inscription is evidently taken ultimately
from Ps. cv. 4 f. : 'ETricr/ce'v/ra.t ^/la? ev r&> a-torr^ptw <rou, TOV

ISeiv ev TTJ xprja-TOTijTi TWV K\KTcav (TOV. But how closely

the whole inscription is allied, both in phraseology and in

spirit, to the traditional liturgies, may be seen by comparing
the following passages, selected in the order in which they

occur, from the "
Liturgy of St. Basil

"
(Sw. pp. 76 10.83):

'O T<is KOIV015 Tavras KCU oru/i^

KCU ev TO) /AeAAovr ^anjv aiaivtov
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Kcu tVurKtj/'ai ly/Aas eV rrj ^ ^O-TOTTJTI <rou.

*Etirift\.
f
.\l/OV Kttl 7Tl TOVJ SouAoui <TOU TOVS KaTf))(OVfJ.fvavS, KT\.

'O @os, 6 eVio-Ki/>up.vo; tV eXtet /cot otKTip/xois T^V Ta7r<iv<ixrty

IlaTT/p TOV Kvpiov T//XOIV '1
770-01) Xpiaroi), . . . Trap* ou TO

aytov ee<f>dvr), ... 6 appafjuv T^S /leAAowTT/j cAr;poyo/ua$, KT\.

IIAao-a? yap TOV avOpwirov, . . . W&i/cas avrov cV irapa&uiTw TTJ<;

Tpv<f>r)<;,
adavaartav ^a>^s KOI a7roAauo-H' atxv'tuv dyadoiv ei> T^ Tiypiyo-ti TWV

cvroAaiv o"ou CTrayyctAa/xevo? aurw. *AAAa . . . viKpiaOivra. (T) TOIS oticcibt;

aurou TrapaTTToi/tao-tv, . . . dWo-Tpe^as aurov as T^I/ y^v ^ r/s e\ij<t>6r)

CLVTW Trjv ex 7raAiyyvo-ias crwT^piav T^V fv aurw TU> Xpio-T<i> crou.

^ yap oV dv^pwTrou T) d/iu/jTt'u ioT;A^tv s TOV Koa/xoi', ai Sia

d/iapTt'as 6-^dvaTOS, KT\.

. . iy'.vtro

'ETTio-KCi/'at 7//z5s, 6 eos. Kai fj.v^aOrjri TTOLVTWV rwv 7rio-Ta>s KCKOI-

p,r)fjifvti)v
fir eAiriot di/ao'Tao'Ews ^a)}s aiwvu)t', Kai dfaTrauaov avroi?? OTTOV

e7rtcrica7ri TO <>ais TOV

Lastly, there are two passages, one of which (17) is con-

tained in one, the other (18) in two Syriac inscriptions from

this region, communicated to me by Dr. Littmann :

1 7. Deliver me, O Lord, from the evil man.

This is derived from Ps. cxxxix. !: 'Ee\oi) /*, Ku/we, e|

av0pa>Trov Trovijpov, /cxX. ; but the passage may also be com-

pared with the following, from the " Didache of the Apostles
"

(Sw. p. xlix) : Mvrj(r0T)Ti, Ku/ate, rr}? e/c/cX^o-ia? aov TOV pvaaaQai

avrrjv cnrb iravros irovripov. Compare also, from the Alex-

andrine liturgy (Sw. p. 4): Haa-av Trovrjptav avffpayrrtov CTTI-

/3ov\r)V etcSiagov a<j> ^/iwi/, 6 @eo'?, '/ecu cnrb TT}? 07(05 <rov

cadoXttcrjs Kal cnroa-roXifcrj^ KK\r)(ria<s, and from the "
Liturgy

of St. James
"
(Sw. p. 306 ff.) : Kvpie . . . pva-at ij/ia? airb TOV

Trovrjpov, Kal cnrb T<av epyav avrov. And

1 8. Let God arise, and let all his enemies be scattered.

This is derived from Ps. Ixvii. 2 : 'AI/CUTTT/TG) o 6eo<?, Kal

SiacrKopTricr8rJTa)o-av 01 fyOpol auroO, KT\. A somewhat differ-

ent version of the same passage occurs repeatedly in the

various Alexandrine liturgies, e.g. Sw. p. 20:
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Ku/>ie, Kal Biaa-KopTTLo-OrjTCDa-av ol e-^dpoi crow. Compare also

Sw. pp. 17, 23, and 46 f.

I have not made any thorough comparison between the

texts furnished by these inscriptions and what remains to us

of the Jewish ritual of the early Christian centuries. But

two inscriptions resemble closely those portions of that ritual

which are quoted, for purposes of comparison, by Mr. Warren

in his book on the Liturgy and Ritual of the Ante-Nicene

Church, to which I have already referred.

19. One of these is from il-Barah, and has been published

by VVaddington, no. 2652 :

FC'VOITO, Kv/ne, TO eAeds o"ov e<' i^/Mas Ka.Qair\_f.p iyA7ricra//,ev eVi ere.

Let thy mercy, O Lord, be upon us, according as we hope in thee.

This is derived from Ps. xxxii. 22 : it is also contained in

the "
Eighteen Benedictions," or the "

Prayer
' Shemonah

Esrah'
"

of the Jewish ritual, sec. 13 (Warren, p. 212): "On
us bestow, O Lord our God, Thy mercy ; give ample reward

to all who trust in Thy name in sincerity, make our portion

with them for ever, and let us not be ashamed, for we trust

in Thee." There is something similar, but not identical, in

the "
Liturgy of St. Basil

"
(Sw. p. 86), and in the "

Liturgy
of St. James" (Sw. p. 308 ff.).

20. The second is from a ruined house at Djuwaniyeh :

Kvptos y8o.criA.euei eis co.va.

The Lord is king for ever.

Ps. xxviii. 10 contains the words : KaOieirai Kupto? /SacnXet*?

et? TOV alSiva. Compare with this the following passage from

the " Kedusha" (Warren, p. 215): "And in Thy Holy Word
it is written, thus saying . . .

' The Lord shall reign for ever

and ever, Thy God, O Zion, from generation to generation.'
"

Compare also the " Didache of the Apostles," sec. 14, and the

"Apostolic Constitutions," VII, 30 (Sw. p. li),
the "Liturgy

of St. James
"

(Sw. p. 270), and the Alexandrine liturgy

(Sw. p. 7).

Besides these there are the following inscriptions, which

contain quotations from the Psalms, and one which contains
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a passage from the New Testament, appropriate to a Church

service, but to which I have not been able to find a parallel

in any traditional liturgy :

21. Ps. iv. 8 f., from a large house in il-Barah (Wad. no.

2648):

*E[8o>]Ka? fUM. eu[<po<r]uiO7v [s] TTJV Kapoiav fwv. *Airo Kapirov

erirau KOI otvou KOI eXXeou eVorXi/crtf^/iev cV ipyvrj.

22. Ps. xxiii. i (cf. also Ps. Ixxxviii. 12 and cxiii. 24), from

two tombs in Der Sambil :

Tov Kvpiov 17 yrj KOI TO TrXiypoyta avri/s KCU [Vavjrts ot KaT<xc(o)vvT

avTiy. XMF.
TaJ Kupta) ecTTiK ol ovpavoi, 17 y// Kai TO TrXrjpw/jui avrfjs . . .

23. Ps. xlv. 8 and 12: two inscriptions, one on two frag-

ments in il-Barah (Wad. no. 2649), tne other on a lintel in

Dana (Wad. no. 2676) :

Kvpios TWV Swayu.ewi' /zed* c/xoiv tan'.

EiaKw/3.

The words Ktyue TWI/ SwdpeMv occur not infrequently in the

liturgies, *.. Sw. pp. 282, 306, 89, etc.

24. From a lintel in Dana (Wad. no. 2677):

M[a]/capios avOp<i>TTOS os [eXTrt'^ct]
CTTI [Ku]/uov, /c ou /i^ a7ra)[Xrrai (?).

This seems to be from Ps. xxxiii. 9 : TevcracrOe KOI t&cT OTI

^/37/CTTO? 6 Ku/310?
'

/iaKCt/3tO? a^^/3 0<? \7Tl^i CTT* aVTOV

perhaps vs. 23 : Kal ou /i^f 7r\T)iJ.(j.e\ri<rova-iv Travret ol

^orre? eV auroV. Cf. also Ps. Ixxxiii. 13. The first part of

Ps. xxxiii. 9 occurs in the liturgies, apparently as the begin-

ning of a hymn, the rest of which is omitted in the Mss.

(e.g. Sw. p. 3161., etc.).

25. Ps. xc. i f. : the words are painted on the lintel of a

large dwelling in Ruweha (W
T
ad. no. 2672):

'O KaTWKwv eV (3or}0ia TOV tyurrov, cv oxtVg TO[V 0o]v TOU ovpavov

[avXta-]Ori(rTai
'

[pei T]O Kup[ia>], 'Arri[X>J]7rTop /*ov <[i cai KJ

/nov, [6 ^eds /i.ov, eXTTioi CTT* aurdv].
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A part of the same passage appears to be contained in a

much mutilated inscription on a sarcophagus at Midjleyya,

and also in the two Syriac inscriptions mentioned above

(17 and'iS).

26. From Ps. cxii. 7, on a lintel at Midjleyya (Wad. no.

2651):

Xpicrrojs dci viKa. Ilt'crns, C^TTI'S, ayaTn/.

'Eyt'pct a.7ro y^s TTTW^OV /cai aTro KOTrptas awLi/'Joi TTfvrjTa.

The latter part of the first line may be compared with a

passage in the "Liturgy of the Presanctified
"
(Sw. p. 96):

Be/3at&><joi> aurou? ei> rrj TTicrrei '

crrr/pi^ov ev e\7ri&i reXeiwcrov

ev ayaTrr}.

27. Romans viii. 31, on the lintels of three houses in Del-

loza, one of which has been published by Wacldington, no.

2666:

El WS V7Tp T7/AOV, TIS 6 KO.O' ^fJiOV ',
XMT.

Waddington's inscription has vfj,a>v for ^fj,(ov, and after the

quotation the words : Ao'a avrw irdvrore : one of the others

has: ENH<H)EO2.

These are not all the liturgical inscriptions from Northern

Syria ;
but they are the best examples. I think it is evident

that many of them contain fragments of the early liturgy of

that country. Of course they are very far from being suffi-

cient in themselves to enable us to restore that liturgy. But

as fragments they have a peculiar value. They represent the

liturgy at a stage for which we have only the most uncertain

kind of literary tradition, all of them have a definite prove-

nance, and many of them can be definitely dated. And hence

I trust that they, together with those which may yet be found

in this region and those which may be collected in other

fields, may be used as auxiliaries to the literary tradition in

obtaining a more accurate knowledge of the ritual, and to

some extent of the doctrines, of the fourth, fifth, and sixth

centuries, a most important period in the development of the

Christian Church.
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VII. On the So-called Iterative Optative in Greek.

BY DR. JAMES TURXEY ALLEX,

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA.

THE use of the optative moocl, in Greek, in subordinate

clauses (relative and conditional), referring to an indefinite

number of acts or states in the past, has long been familiar to

Hellenists as the 'optativus frequentiae,' 'optativus itera-

tivus,
1

etc. The corresponding use of the subjunctive mood
in relative clauses has likewise been recognized by many
grammarians since, at least, the time of Gottfried Hermann. 1

But the distinction between sentences of particular and sen-

tences of general or iterative reference was first applied to

conditional periods having eav (el) and the subjunctive, as

late as in the year 1846, by Baumlein.2
Having based this

distinction, however, upon the general character which may
be given to any class of conditions, Baumlein failed to recog-

nize its true significance and, accordingly, passed it over as

of no importance.
3 The honor of having first pointed out

and emphasized the real nature and meaning of this distinc-

tion belongs to Professor Goodwin, who arrived at his results

independently* and, as is well known, the emphasis which

Mr. Goodwin laid upon this distinction between 'particular'

and 'general' suppositions formed one of the most striking

features of his classification of conditional sentences, as pre-

sented in the first edition of his Greek Moods and Tenses (1860).

In the edition of 1865 the original arrangement was modi-

fied,
5 but the same distinction was retained and was evidently

a consideration of great importance in Mr. Goodwin's eyes,

not only in his scheme of hypothetical sentences, but also in

the development of his doctrine of the moods in Greek. This

1 Hermann, AdViger., p. 900; Buttmann, Gr. Gram.1
', 139 (Engl. trans.);

Matthiae, Gr. Gram., 521, 523 (Engl. trans.); etc.

2 Untersuch. ub. d. gr. Modi (1846), pp. 208, 221.

8 See Trans. A.Ph.A. 1873, p. 66; 1876, p. 106; A.J.Ph. Ill (1882), p. 436-

*
A.J.Pk. Ill (1882), p. 436, footnote.

6 See also Trans. A.Ph.A. 1873, p. 67, footnote.
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last point is made apparent by the following remarks pub-
lished in 1873: "The trouble begins when we attempt to

define the use of the Greek Subjunctive. Here the whole

difficulty indeed, the whole supposed necessity for any
definition at all except that of time seems to me to arise

from confounding two distinct uses of the subjunctive in

protasis. ... It seems to me that, when attention has once

been called to the true position of the subjunctive in present

general conditions, it will need no further argument to show

that its essential character in all other cases of protasis is its

designation of future time." 1 And again :

" When the optative

in past general conditions is excluded, it is evident that the

optative in ordinary protasis refers to the future." 2

In the article from which these passages are quoted, no

explanation was offered for this summary exclusion of the

subjunctive and the optative in these constructions. But in

the revised edition of the Moods and Tenses (1889) the exclu-

sion of the optative is justified by the consideration that,
" Here the optative after a past tense represents an original

subjunctive after a present tense, . . . The late develop-
ment of the optative appears from its almost total absence

in protasis with et in Homer, ... It may, therefore, be

disregarded in considering the primitive uses of the opta-

tive." 3 The exclusion of the subjunctive is similarly justi-

fied by the late development of this construction in Homer,

"except in relative clauses." 4 As we shall see later, these

constructions, thus summarily dismissed, have never been

(and probably never could be) adequately explained by Mr.

Goodwin's theory of these moods. Paradoxical as it may
seem, the very constructions the recognition of which was

an important step in the development of his doctrine of the

moods remained thereafter virtually ignored by that doctrine.

With this point, however, we are not primarily concerned.

The leading purpose of this paper is to examine the validity

of Mr. Goodwin's assumption that "the optative in past

1 Trans. A.Ph.A. 1873, p. 65 ff.; see also M.T? (1865), p. iv.

2 Tram. A.Ph.A. 1873, p. 69.
8

i?; cf- 176, 463, 532 and App. I, p. 389.
*
Ibid., II, b.
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general suppositions only represents the corresponding sub-

junctive transferred to the past."
1

This theory, suggested apparently by Kuhner's classifica-

tion, seems to have gained, at least among American and

English scholars, a wide acceptance.
2

Very similar is the explanation of Brugmann who, as usual,

attempts to trace the construction historically. A Greek
construction in origin, the iterative optative, he remarks, is most

closely related to the optative of oratio obliqua, for both these

constructions developed from the potential optative. After

showing how the optative came to be used to represent an

original subjunctive in such a sentence as efiovXevovro OTTTJ

1
Ibid., p. 389. The majority of previous scholars had been content to explain

the use of the optative in generic sentences in accordance with preconceived doc-

trines regarding the fundamental meaning of the mood. Thus Hermann writes:

"hie modus, quoniam ad cogitata tantum refertur, ibi, ubi de pluribus factis sermo

est, non certum aliquod factum designat, sed quodcunque ex illis pluribus intelli-

gere quis velit" (Ad Viger., p. 907). Bernhardy, according to whom the opta-

tive is the mood of "
pure possibility," remarks that " der Modus ein ofteres

Vorkommen und Wiederholen andeutet, weil in ihm eine Reihe moglicher That-

sachen enthalten ist" ( Wiss. Syn. d. gr. Spr. (1829), 406). For similar views,

see Buttmann, Gr. Gram.18
(1829), 139, anm. 6; Matthiae (trans.), 521,

523, 524 ; etc. Seeking to improve on Hermann's explanation, Baumlein includes

this use of the mood among those where the optative expresses a purely imaginary,

abstract idea. For in these sentences of general application a class of actions or

states is designated which, he says, the Greek language treats as something merely

conceived and subjective (Untersuth. iib. d. gr. MoJi ^1846), p. 285 f.). The

classincation adopted by Kiihner was new and suggestive. Having boldly de-

clared the subjunctive and the optative to be primary and secondary tense-forms

of a single mood
" der Modus der mittelbaren Erkenntniss oder der Vorstellung"

he was led to associate closely the subjunctive and the optative in generic

relative sentences, as illustrating a sequence of tenses (moods) in Greek,

analogous to that in Latin (Ausf. Gram. d. gr. Spr. (1835), 465, I, and see

807, 3; 809, 2, 6). Thus, though he seems not to have included condi-

tional clauses expressed by tdv (el) and the subjunctive, he was perhaps the first

to emphasize the parallelism between the subjunctive and the optative in these

classes of subordinate sentences denoting indefinite frequency. This feature of

Kuhner's classification seems to have been not without influence upon the devel-

opment of Mr. Goodwin's theory, although his main thesis was rejected by many

scholars, including even Mr. Goodwin himself.

2
Bayfield, "Cond. Sent, in Greek and Latin," Class. Rev. IV ('90), p. 200;

Donovan, "Prosp. Subj. and Optative," Class. Rev. VIII ('94), p. 145
' Sonnen-

schein, Gr. Gram. 504 ; Keep, Essential Uses of the Moods in Greek and

Latin, 26; etc.
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<j)v<yoiv((f)vyo)cnv)("es geschah alsoeine Modusverschiebung"),
he says :

" Den iterativen optativ aber versteht man, sobald man
sich erinnert, dass unter denselben Verhaltnissen nach einem

Haupttempus ore, oTro're, el, mit dem Konjunctiv iiblich war,

z. B., I 647, B 400, Soph. Phil, in." The optative once

established as the representative of the subjunctive in oratio

obliqua, it was but a step to employ the optative as the repre-

sentative also of the indicative.
" Ein Satz wie eipovro,

Tt? eir) Kal TroOev e\6oi war urspriinglich :

'
sie fragten wer

mag er sein und vvoher mag er gekommen sein ?
' Nach

Massgabe von Satzen nun wie efiovXevovro OTTTJ (frvyoiev und

aXXa /cat aXXou? iravea-tcov /JLvrja-rrjpaf, <m<? roiavrd 76 pefrt

(X 3 ! 5) konnte dies leicht umgedeutet werden in : 'sie frag-

ten, wer er ware und woher er gekommen ware.' Hieran

schloss sich das Ubrige an." *
Thus, according to Brugmann,

the iterative optative, closely allied to the optative of oratio

obliqua, is the representative, as his words seem to imply,

after a secondary tense of the subjunctive after a primary
tense in general conditional (relative) periods. This last

point was not so clearly suggested in the second edition of

his grammar (iSSg),
2 but as now set forth Brugmann's view

seems not essentially different from that advocated by Mr.

Goodwin. 3

But this explanation of the optative in these clauses, as

the representative of the subjunctive, has not passed unchal-

lenged. It is rejected by Lange,
4 whose doctrine of the

optative as the mood of the imagination (Einbildungskraft,

p. 38) easily accounts for this use of the mood, and who, more-

over, systematically opposes the assumption of a shifting of

mood. It is attacked also by Professor I. Flagg with the follow-

1 Gr. Gram? (1899), 562.
2 In the second edition the corresponding clauses with the subjunctive are not

mentioned in this connection, but the author slates, respecting the iterative opta-

tive: "
Ausgegangen wer dieser Gebrauch von Satzen wie x 3 1 S" (quoted

above), 167.
8 But see below, p. 25.
* Der homer. Gebrauch d. Partikel el (1872), p. 140 f., and see pp. 66, 87,

89. Lange seems to have Kiihner in mind, although he does not say so; cf. p. 88.

Delbruck (Conj. u. Opt. p. 223 ff., 236) only mentions the iterative optative to

warn against ascribing the idea of repetition to the optative itself.
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ing cogent argument :

" A strict division of subordinate clauses

shows that pure conditions, as might be expected, belong to

a class in which the use of the optative does not specifically

result from the principal clause being past in time. Other-

wise, we ought to find the subjunctive also, as we never do

find it, side by side with the optative in a pure condition,

when the time of the conclusion is past, exactly as either

mode is found after a past tense, in final clauses for example."
*

Finally, we may note that the view expressed by Professor

Giklersleeve, in an article published in 1876, that "the so-

called optative of indefinite frequency is nothing but the

oratio obliqua of the subjunctive,"
2 seems later to have given

way to the view that the past generic condition is an ideal,

not an oblique anticipatory, condition : "As in the anticipa-

tory, so in the ideal, condition we have the classification into

particular and generic."
3

As already stated, it is the purpose of this paper to examine

the validity of the theory that the iterative optative is the

representative, by a change of mood, of an original subjunc-

tive. To this end the writer has made a study of the usage

of the optative and the subjunctive, not only in general con-

ditional periods, but, for the sake of comparison and adequate

perspective, in all logically antecedent conditional and con-

ditional relative clauses in Homer. After presenting the

results of this investigation, we shall pass to the interpreta-

tion of the facts previously set forth and the discussion of

the bearing of these facts upon the theory in question.

I.
4

The. difficulty of determining with exactness the degree

of grammatical parataxis or hypotaxis in many expressions,

1 Outlines of the Temporal and Modal Principles of Attic Prose (publ. by

Univ. of Cal., Berkeley), 1893, P- ix -

2 "On el with the Future Indicative," etc., Trans. A.Ph.A. (1876), p. 8.

8 "Studies in Pindaric Syntax," A.f.Ph. Ill (1882), p. 437-

* The enumeration is based upon the text of Ameis-Hentze, carefully com-

pared with La Roche, Homeri Ilias, 1873, and Ludwich, Homeri OJyssta, 1889.

For other editions and works consulted, see the footnotes.
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interpretable either as wishes or as conditions, renders im-

possible a certain and final enumeration of all strictly condi-

tional clauses in Homer. This is well shown by the varying
treatment of individual cases by different scholars. 1 From
the following list those clearly containing a wish are omitted,

as B 371. The sentences here included are divided, first

with respect to the form of the apodosis, second with respect

to the introductory word of the protasis.

I. APODOSIS OPTATIVE.

A. Optative with K^(V) (av).

I. Protasis introduced by el (at), e? fe^v), etc.

a. Protasis prepositive 49 cases (//. 25 ;
Od. 24).

(a)et(oi). A 34; Z284; Hi29; I 3/9(385), 5 '5 ;
N 276

(et yap . . . but clearly not a wish); E 208; II 746; P 102 ;

V 274 (contr. to reality); H 366, 653; a 163; 7 115, 223

(clearly conditional); e 206; X 356, 501 (cond.); TT 105;

p 223, 407 ;
a- 223, 246, 254 = T 127 ;

v 42, 49 ; x 61.

The following are interpretable as wishes or as conditions :

M 322 to iTcVov, ti fjitv yap TroXefjLOv Trepi rdvSe <f>vy6vr

aiel 89 /xeAAot/iev ayypw T d$avdYa> TC

!cr<r<r0', ovTf. K(.V

So La Roche, Lange, Monro, Leaf ; Ameis-Hentze read

eo-creo-^- and interpret it as a wish. So also Delbruck, S.F.

I, S. 241. TT 148 (interpreted as a condition by Ludwich,

Lange, etc., as a wish by Am.-H. and Delbruck). O 49 (con-

dition, La Roche, Monro, Leaf
; wish, Delbruck, Lange,

Am.-H.). 11623; P 156, 160; /? 313 ; 0-384. Add also o- 376.
2

(/3)et(at)/ce(v).
3

76; T 589; ^389; ciSeicevI 141 = 283;
et icai vi> KCV W 592 ;

et TOVTCO ice E 273 ;
@ 196 ;

et TTC/J ya/o /ee

B 123 ;
@ 205 ;

N 288 ; /3 246.

1
Compare the discussions of Lange, Partikel el, p. 346 ff., with those of

Hentze, Die Parataxis bei Homer, Progr. Abhandl., Gottingen (1888, 1889,

1891), Th. II, 1889, and see Delbruck, S.F. I, p. 236 ff.

See Hentze, Parataxis bei Homer, Th. II, p. 1 7.

8 For (iO in these clauses, see G.Af. T., 460 f. and Brugmann, Cr. Cram?
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b. Protasis postpositive 31 cases (//. 12; Od. 19).

(a)el(al). A 255 ;
A 347 ;

6 21
;
A 134; H 333 ; H 71,

747; P 398 (unreal); X 20
; /3 62, 250 (text doubtful, but ct

with optative fairly certain); 7 227; 8 224, 225 ;
e 177 ; 216;

* 277; /e 342; /u, 77, 88 (rejected by Aristarchus) ;
v 291 ;

435 J

"

357 1
y 3 26 ; <f> 195 ; X *3 62. In P 488 the indica-

tive eW\ei9 is well supported and is to be preferred.

(0) (at) *< z 49; I 444; K 380; 352.

2. Protasis introduced by 09 (TI?).

a. Prepositive 8 222.

b. Postpositive 26 cases (//. 10; Od. 16).

(a) 09 (TW). A 539 (unreal); Z 329, 521; I 125 = 267;
M 228; N 118, 321, 343 (unreal); 3 91 ;

a 229 ; ft 336;

8205; #239; ^383; X 489; 1/291; ^404; o 317 (text

doubtful, but optative certain); TT 386; % 138 ; -^ 100 = 168.

(/S) 09 *. /9 54 (z/./. subj.); TT 391 = ^> 161.

3. Protasis introduced by ore.

a. Prepos.
1

23. b. Postpos. 8 (//. i
;

6></. 7) : 31 ;
e 188 ;

X 375 ; /"- 1 12
;

v 389. H 247 (ore fwj),
2 so TT 196 ; -/r 184.

4. Protasis introduced by eVet
(CTTT/I/).

eVet ay I 304 ; eViyv T 208. In the last the opt. ri<raif*0a

is said by some (f.^-. Am.-H., Monro) to be due to the mood

of avaiyotfju ;
others rightly dissent. But see below page 120,

note i.

5. 00-09, \ 360.

B. Pure Optative (wish, concession, etc.).

1. el (at).

Prepos. A 17. Postpos. E 214; TT 102; i; 314 (OIKOV &?' T*

eym . . . Soirjv, v.l. OIKQV Be K); T 321.

2. 09(ri9).

Prepos. fl 139 (ryS' etrj- 09 airoiva <j>e'poi,
KT\. But see

Monro).

Postpos. Z 57 ;
a 47 ;

o 359 ;
<r 142.

1 For the discussion of T 221, see page II.

2 For these sentences, see Lange, Partikd el, p. 465, and Leafs note on N 319.
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3. ore and o

Postpos. ^ 464 ;
3> 429 ; /* 106

;
<r 146.

4. eV?7i> H 226. 5. oTTTToVe/Jo? F 299.

One anomalous passage remains for special consideration.

This is e 483 :

. . . <uAAwv yap erjv XVCTIS lyAifti TroAA^,

ooxrov T* ije Suco ^e rptis aVSpas epvcrOau

wprj ~)(f.ifJLf.pi.r]f
fl KO.I fJidXa Trep ^oAtTratVot.

1

The optative in this sentence is incorrectly classed by Goecke

with that of fl 768 as an optative of indefinite frequency in

past time. 2 Less incorrect is the interpretation of Lange.
3

Because of similarity of form in the concessive clause, Lange
cites together this passage and 6 138 :

ou yap eyo) yi TI ^ff/JLL xaKwrcpov aAAo

aVS^a ye crvy^uat, Kal /xciAa Kaprepos ??/,

and #215 (7r/3<uTo'<? /c' dvBpa /3aA.ot/u . . ., et ^at fjidXa

eraipoi \ ay%i Trapaaralev /C.T.\.). After noting that the

optative in all three examples is concessive, and, farther, that

if the second and the third passages seem to contain the opt.

de iter. actione, this arises simply from the fact "dass die

gesetzte Handlung der Natur der Sache nach oft vorkommen

kann," he continues :

"
Uebrigens bezieht sich der et-Satz in

zweiten Beispiele, 6 138, nicht auf den Begriff des im Prae-

sens stehenden Verbums, sondern auf den des Infinitivs

crvyxevai, dessen Zeitsphare aber natiirlich durch <f>r}fii be-

stimmt ist. ... Im erstern Beispiele geht im Hauptsatz ein

Tempus der Vergangenheit vorher, aber der et-Satz bezieht

sich nicht auf eijv, sondern auf das in dem mit <xr<rov begin-

nenden Satze hinzuzudenkende ecrriv. Wenn man diess

beriicksichtigt, so entsteht auch in diesem Beispiele der Schein

des Opt. de iter. actione, und zwar auf dieselbe Weise, wie

in den andern." A brief consideration will suffice to show

1 Some Mss. read
2 " Der Gebrauch des Konjunktivs u. Opt. bei Homer," Progr. zu Malmedy,

1881, p. xix. This is a carelessly assorted collection of Homeric usage, and

abounds in typographical errors.

8 Partikel el, p. 470 f.
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that this explanation is inadequate. For it must be clear that

6 . . . xaXe-TTcuW does not refer to an e<rriv to be supplied

(only possible in the order ecrnv ocraov, K.T.\.), but only to

ocrcrov . . . epvcrdat, and that without regard to any verb-form

which might conceivably be supplied to introduce the clause

oacrov K.T.X. For, whereas in 6 138 (which is equivalent to

KaKicrrov OdXacrcra avBpa crvy^euai) tcd/cicrrov crvy^evat is a

statement of an universal truth, and readily admits of being
resolved into tcaicws o-uy^ea; in e 483, on the contrary, ocrcrov

epvcrOai is not a statement of an universal truth, but can only
be resolved into ocrcrov ice . . . epvotro, or the like, while el . . .

XaXeTraivoi refers to a merely conceived case. Clearly, there-

fore, this sentence, though of irregular form, may more prop-

erly be classed with conditional periods whose apodoses
contain a potential optative than .with those that have a

verb of present tense in the apodosis.

II. APODOSIS IMPERATIVE OR SUBJUNCTIVE OF

EXHORTATION.

8 600 8cop3v 8' OTTI fee fjioi 8oir]S, Kifjiij\iov ecrTCi).
" The opta-

tive avoids assuming that the case will ever occur" (Monro),
"ty 893 arap 86pv . . . Tropcopev, el crv <ye cry OV^JLW

III. APODOSIS FUTURE INDICATIVE OR EQUIVALENT.

A. Future Indicative,

1. el. (a) Prepositive. K 222; T 100
; p 539; /* 345 (et

/ee); X 351. (/3) Postpositive. A 59(366 Lange, Partikcl el,

p. 512); I 388 and probably B 597 (Lange, p. 514)

2. 6X-m). T 510; K 307 (o? Tt'<? ice). 3. ore M. N 319

(see Leaf's note).

B. Subjunctive.

i. el. A 386 (by some interpreted as a wish, as also K 222

above) ;
so also 8 388 (o? icev, O. Hesych. <u? icev) ;

B 488

(Lange, pp. 464, 478); 344.2

1 So Delbruck, Lange, Am.-H., Leaf, etc., following the reading of AGHL,

Many good Mss. read ^0Ae, so La Roche, Monro, etc. But see Lange, p. 443-

2 All Mss. read 7raoA0ot (La Roche). But see lunge's note, p. 516 f., in

which, however, 5 367 is a misprint for 5 596(?).
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2. ore. F 54 (see Leaf's note) ; /3 43 ayyeXirjv . . . 7/f %'

vfj.lv ad(f)a eiTTto, ore Trpdrepd? ye TrvOoifirjv, /crX. 1

C. Present Indicative referring by Anticipation to the Future.

X 219 (ouS' e? /cer) ;
Z 452 (o<? /ce).

IV. APODOSIS PRESENT INDICATIVE, NOT REFERRING TO

FUTURE.2

I. el. I 318 la-ij p-olpa fievovri KCU el /ia\a Ti? 7ro\efJ.ioi

(v.ll. 7ro\e/JLi^T], 7roXe/Aiei) ; 0414 (e\#oi); 77 52; #139; 56

2. O9(ri9). ^ 494 ;
286. In P 631 read a^y (La Roche),

but see Delbriick, S.F. I, 226, and Am.-H., AnJiang.

3. Temporal conjunctions. 60253, TOIOVTW Be eot/ca? (Voss,

eoncev), eirel \ovaairo . . .
|
eu&e'fAevat /u,aXa&>?, KT\.

;
to 343,

SictTpvyios Be e/cacrro?
|

IJTJV <=v6a 8' ava crra^uXat jravrolai

eacnv, oTTTTore Srj Ato? wpai eTri/Bpureiav inrep6ev. (So most

editors
;
Am.-H. consider ev6a . . . eaa-iv parenthetical, see

Monro, H.G. 308.) A 543 lacks manuscript support.

V. APODOSIS INDICATIVE, SECONDARY TENSE.S

These are passages containing the so-called Optativus
Iterativus.

1. el. fl 768.

2. o9(Ti?). (a) Prepositive B 188, 198; A 232, 240;
K 489 ;

O 22, 743 ;
i 94.

(yS) Postpositive B 215 ;
M 267 ;

O 730 ;
3> 610 (a-auxrai,

so Arist); 220
; p 316, 420 = T 76; % 315, 414 = ^65.*

1 The subjunctive with *e is employed (cf. 1. 31) "urn seine Bereitwilligkeit

recht energisch auszudriicken "
(Am.-H.). Nauck, cj. etvoifu for <rd<f>a efirw.

See also Monro, H.G., p. 258.
2 See below, page 124; see also Lange, Partikel el, p. 446 ff.

8
Imperfect or the Ionic Iteratives in -<TKe/ ,

unless otherwise stated.

* In M 330
cat Sri afprji' ei^eirecTKOC aAqTeuovTts avayicrj,

i\6vs opviBff re, <iAas on x ^Pa^ IKOITO, K.T.A.

the clause 0/Xaj . . . IKOITO appears to be logically subsecutive. Ameis-Hentze,

however, comment " 5rt . . . IKOLTO, iterativ in Bezu^ auf IfytireuKov: was jedesmal
kam." Delbriick's interpretation is similar (S.F. I, p 226). But in this case we
must translate ' When they went in quest of game, catching (i.e. trying to catch)

fishes and birds, whatever,' etc.
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3. Temporal conjunctions. a. ore. (a) Prepositive

17 cases (//. 9; Od. 8). T 216; K n, 14; P 732 (apod.

T/oaTrero); T 226, 228; X 502 ;
6 87, 90; i 208; X 510, 513,

596 ; /x 237, 240.

There belong here also

I 524 OUTW KCU TWV irpofrOev fircvOofHtOa. fcAc'a dvSpuiv

7/pOJOJK. OT KV *
Tlv' 7rlacfA.O? ^oA.O IKOt

*

owprjTOi T TTfXovro TrapappijTOL T'

and r 221 2
(216-224)

dAA.' ore 8r) TToXv/ii^Tis dvcu^ftfv

o-Tao-Ktv, VTTCW 8c iSto-xe Kara x^ovos Qfifjuira

o'*c^7rTpov o OUT OTTicra) OVTC irpoirprjves

ClAA d(TT/10S I^CO-KCV, Clt8/0l <^>a)Tt f<tLK<i'>-i

22O <^atiy; KC ^a/coTOv TC TIV' tftfifvai atfrpovd r

dAA' ore 8) o^-a re /xcyaX^v or^cos ttiy
3

/cat ?7rea vK^aSecro-tv eotKOTa
^ei/xcptjyo'iv,

OVK av cn-ctr' *O8uo-^t y* eptVfrae ^poros aAAos *

224 ou Tore y tu8* 'OSucr^os dyatrcra/ie^' c!8o9 i8ovrs.

That the clause ore 877 oTra . . . en; is the protasis of a so-

called past general (relative) condition cannot be questioned ;

for, as in all past general conditions (e.g. that in F 216),

reference is distinctly made to a repeated past event. Accord-

ingly, the apodosis cannot be found in OVK av . . . e/otW

(223); for then we should have a contrary-to-fact condition,

an interpretation which the context clearly makes impossible.

And, moreover, the protasis of OVK av . . . e/aiWete can only
be 'if he had tried,' or 'had desired/ or the like. The real

apodosis of ore . . . eiij is furnished by the words of the often,

but unnecessarily and indeed incorrectly, rejected line 224.

Those scholars who (e.g. Bentley, Heyne, Payne-Knight,

Bekker, Kochly, etc.) pronounce line 224 spurious perhaps
fail to observe that, as in lines 216-220, there occurs a gen-

eral condition (ore . . . avat&iev . . . <rrdo-Kv) followed by a

detached potential optative referring to the past, <at'jy? e;

1 The only instance of Sre icev in these clauses, or indeed elsewhere, in Homer.

See Monro, H.G., p. 283; Delbruck, S.tf I, p. 236.
3 Not mentioned by Delbruck, Syn. Forsck. I.

8 So best Mss., z/./. lei.
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so in lines 221-224 the same elements occur, though in a

different order, the general period being broken by the in-

tercalated past potential for the sake of emphasis. This

becomes clear if we reverse the order of the lines 223 and

224, just as we might have had above ore . . . avat^eiev <f)air)S

K, K.T.\. (TTaaKey \_yap'] . . .* Accordingly, the sense of the

passage is :

' But whenever he spoke, then we ceased to

wonder thus 2 at his appearance; after that no other mortal

could have vied with Odysseus.'

(y8) Postpositive 13 cases (Iliad 6 ; Odyssey 7). A 610;
K 78; P463; 2 566; T 132; B 190; 77 138; 6 219; TT 140;
a 7 ;

T 49 (= A 610). 370 ;
also I 486 (oJK edeXecnces . . ., irpfo

7' ore 8r) . . . acrat/u).
3

b. oTi-o're. (a) Prepositive. 2 544; X 591 ; f 217.

(/3) Postpositive 6 cases (Iliad 4 ; Odyssey 2).

T 232 (Apod. TroXXa/ia? . . . geivuraev) ;
N 710 ;

O 283 5X315
(Apod. uoTe(" nearly = '

many a time,'" Monro) . . . e^/ca?);

7 282
; /i 380.

c. eVet". (a) Prepositive, fl 14 ; 269 (eVet . . . ftefiXr)-

*ot (Arist.) or fie/3\r)Ki (Mss.)) is doubtful. 4

(y3) Postpositive. /3 105 ;
T 150; G> 140.

d. 6<rcra/a. Postpositive.
< 265 ;

X 194 ;
X 585.

4. Protasis introduced by other conjunctions (all post-

positive).

oTTOto?, p 420 = T 76.

o#i, A 516 (wpcre . . . ep^o^evrf . . . odt . . . tSom>).

07777, 7 1 06 (aver\rjfjiV . . . 7r\a6/J,voi . . . OTrrj a

,
2 470.

1 The hold suggestion of Giseke (Ebeling, Horn. I.ex. s.v. Ayafjuii*) that line

224 he placed immediately after 220 does not serve to elucidate or to remedy the

irregularities of this difficult passage.
2 Ji5e with reference to 220, not to 223 (Ameis-Hentze), nor yet to e/5os tS6v-

TJ, as though it were roiovrov (Bay field). For the broken conditional period,

cf. I 524 (quoted above) ; for 8re . . . r6re in a past general condition, cf. X 596;
for the aorist in the apodosis of such a condition, here made more natural by the

irregular order of the clauses, cf. P 732, * 610, F 232, T 315. The neglect of the

digamma does not prove line 224 spurious.
8 For irplv in such sentences see Monro, H. G., 297, also 308 d, and G,M.T.,

645, 646; 613, 5.

4 See Monro, H.G., 83, 3.
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There remain to be mentioned a few miscellaneous pas-
sages, in which the optative may represent a subjunctive
after a primary tense, or may, indeed, be original, but which
in post-Homeric Greek would regularly be explained as

resulting from a change of mood. These are as follows :

70 TO-p 8* fridu Kavtov KaXrjv Tf Tpa.7Tfav,

irap oe O7ras oivoto irutv
}
ore

dvfjio'i avtoyot,

in which "der Opt. bezeichnet die Vorstellung des Heroldes
"

(Am.-H.). So, if genuine, @ 189. In A 263 read avayyrj (see
Monro, H.G., 308, ( i).

5 2 x [xXourav] rj
01 7raprKeT* afj.oiftti<;,

evw&dai, ore TIS ^Ei/itov cKTrayXos opoiro.

Y 147 [T 'XDS] ^ottoy, o<pa TO K^TOS VTTfKirpo<f>vyiav dXeairo,

OTTTTOTC p.LV (TtVOLlTO O.TT TjlOVOS TTt8lOv8e.

Similar are v 22
;

i 333.

^ 748 Kat TOV 'A^tXXcvs 6f)KCv atOXiov ov erapoio,

os TIS eXa</>|OoraTOs TTOO-Q-I KpaiTrrotcn

Similar is S 507, and

X 288 oiS' a
(
oa N^Xeiis

TW cS.'Sov, os /t^ e\t*cas /Jo'as ev

e/c <J>uXttK7^s eXacrcic /?i?;s 'I^t/cX^ei^s, | dpyaXcas-

This passage is incorrectly interpreted by Hayman as a nega-
tive past general condition : "The case of one's not driving
the cattle was a case of Neleus' not giving, which seems to

show that there is nothing properly frequentative in the opta-

tive itself." 1 No, not here, certainly ; seeing that Melampus
was the only man that ever made the attempt (ra<? 8* oZo?

t7recr^TO /-tazm? a^v^wv
\ egeXdav, A, 291).

&) 173. 6/^OK\Ofjiev . . . TO^OV fj.r) 8ofj.vai, fjujB* el . . . ayopevot

301, Sdpv . . . ecr%6 ...
|

TOV KTa(j,vai fie/iaw?, 09 Tf? . . . e\0oi.

So P 8 and, finally, the difficult and isolated passage H 387,

rjvatyei Upta/Mos . . .
| ei7re/j.ev, at ice Trep vfji/ju <j>i\ov ical TJ&V

yevoiro,
[
pvOov 'AXe^dvSpoio, K.T.\., where the optative in

the clause at tee . . . yevoiro, probably a courteous formula, is

due to the past tense, rjv&yei. (Monro).
1
Odyssey, I, App. A, 9 (20), p. xxiii.

I
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Quite anomalous is F 453

ov fJLfv yap <f>i\oTr)Ti y fKtvOavov, ci TIS iSoiro.

Of the various well-known interpretations of this familiar

passage that suggested by Lange (Partikel et, p. 400) that

OVK etcevOavov involves the thought e/ieXXof Seigai, with which

is combined the wish '
if I could but see him ! ,' is perhaps

the most satisfactory. Other interpretations are based upon
the supposition that the construction is elliptical. The con-

dition is certainly not general, although so interpreted by
Ameis.

The following table (I) is a summary of the facts thus far

presented. For purposes of comparison, the Homeric usage
of the subjunctive in conditional and conditional relative

sentences is exhibited in a second table.

I.

OPTATIVE IN CONDITIONAL (RELATIVE) SENTENCES IN HOMER.

Protasis introduced by
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II.

SUBJUNCTIVE IN CONDITIONAL (RELATIVE) SENTENCES IN HOMER.

Protasis
introduced by
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Conditional clauses dependent upon and assimilated in

form to other dependent clauses (e.g. final, etc.) have been

omitted. A few cases of aposiopesis might be mentioned
;

viz. : A 580 ;
4> 556, 567 ;

X 1 1 1
; ? 262

; -^ 3 19.

Besides the clauses included in this table, I have counted

twenty-nine instances of the subjunctive in relative clauses

in comparisons; see G.M.T. 549.

We might add also the subjunctive in comparisons after

&5? ore, etc.
;
see G.M.T. , p. 210, footnote.

II.

We are now in a position to consider the use of the

optative in generic conditional (relative)
J sentences in Greek :

its beginning and its extension, and the relation of this

so-called iterative optative to the corresponding generic sub-

junctive. We shall first present and discuss certain differ-

ences in form and in meaning between past and present

generic conditions in Greek. Brugmann's statement, quoted

above, p. 104, that the iterative optative originated in sentences

like (ft 315) aXXa KOI aX\oi>? Travecrtcov fjbvr]crrijpa<; ort? roiavrd

ye pe&i, may serve us as a convenient point of departure.

For two reasons, however, this example is not adequately

representative of the beginning of the use of the optative in

past generic sentences. For in the first place, its subordinate

clause is introduced by the relative pronoun 00-7-15, whereas

the iterative optative appears to have been employed first in

temporal clauses. This is shown by Tables I. and II. (pp.

1 14-1 1 5), from which we obtain the following statement (A) :

Protasis

introduced
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Thus it appears that out of a total of 71 past generic con-

ditional (relative) sentences in Homer, having the optative

mood, only 19 (or 27 ^>)
are introduced by the relative pro-

noun o?(rt9), while temporal conjunctions introduce 46 (or

65 ft) ;
whereas for all other optative conditional (relative)

sentences the corresponding figures are for o?(rt<?) 38 or (23 ^>)

and for temporal conjunctions 21 (or 13 Jfc). Compared abso-

lutely the proportions are :

Temp, conj 46 : 21 = 2 : I

SS(TIS) 19 : 38 = I : 2

These facts are in keeping with the temporal character of

the past general period, which has been probably universally

recognized.
1

The direction of extension of the iterative optative was

from temporal to conditional clauses introduced by et, of which

the beginning appears as early as in Homer. Relative (09(^5))

clauses occupy in Homer a middle ground, forming about

one-fourth both of the past generic and of all other optative

conditional (relative) clauses.2

A period, therefore, whose subordinate member was intro-

duced by ore or OTTOTC, would have indicated more accurately

the beginning of the use of the iterative optative, than that

selected by Brugmann.
But Table A (p. 116) not only proves that the iterative

optative originated in temporal clauses. It shows a marked

contrast between past general and present general condi-

tions, in respect of the character of the protasis. For while

some two-thirds of the past generic conditions are introduced

by temporal conjunctions and only twenty-seven per cent by

1 Some grammarians (e.g., Matthiae, 524, 5) have even termed tl in these

clauses a kind of particle of time. If ei was originally temporal, which seems

improbable (see Brugmann, Gr. Gram* 594, i), the figures given above prove

that in the language of Homer, it possessed no temporal connotation.

2 In later Grerk, however, the use of the relative pronoun in either of these

constructions becomes, with certain exceptions (eg., in Thucydides), unimportant.

The strictly hypothetical periods are introduced almost exclusively by <'; while,

on the other han-1, the past general condition, though by certain writers tl it

here frequently employed, preserves throughout to a significant degree its temporal

character. The past-Homeric history of this construction is shown in part by the
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O9(rt5), of the present general conditions only forty-five per

cent are introduced by temporal conjunctions, whereas thirty-

eight per cent have 09(7-49) and eleven per cent, d. That is

to say, the proportion of clauses introduced by 09(7-49) and d
in present general conditions in Homer is almost twice what

it is in past generic periods forty-nine per cent in the former,

twenty-seven per cent in the latter. In contrast with this the

proportion of temporal clauses decreases from sixty-five to

forty-five per cent. Again, sixty-eight per cent of all instances

of temporal conjunctions followed by the optative occur in

the past generic periods, while only forty-one per cent of these

conjunctions followed by the subjunctive appear in the present

following table, for whose various items, however, absolute completeness is not

claimed :
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general conditions. For ck(rt?) the corresponding figures are

thirty-eight per cent and forty-three per cent. Thus in general
cond. (rel.) sentences with the subjunctive, in Homer, as

compared with those that have the optative, the proportion
of clauses introduced by o?(rt<?) and et rises

;
of those with

temporal conjunctions, falls.

But for a second reason, % 315 does not adequately repre-

sent the past generic conditional (relative) sentence as found

in Homer. For an examination of Tables I and II (pages
1 14-1 1 5) reveals the striking and doubtless significant fact that

in this class of sentences in Homer the subordinate clause

shows a remarkable tendency to precede its principal clause in

its place in the sentence. In this respect, indeed, this class

of conditional (rel.) periods differs from (with one exception
1

)

all other hypothetical sentences in Homer that have the sub-

junctive and the optative. Thus if we let the figures that

precede the sign of ratio represent the prepositive protasis

clauses, those that follow this symbol, the postpositive, we may
state the facts concisely as follows :

Protasis , . I

introduced by
^a '

"|

Temp. conj. . . 24

All words ... 33
All words except"! , , fi o. . _._

32 : 30 5 5 '3 141 "4 14*
el, eav . . . J

1 Those that have an imperative in the conclusion, see Table II.

2 Clauses with
'

should, of course, be excluded for the reason that el intro-

duces both prepositive and postpositive clauses with approximate equality. In

post- Homeric Greek, accordingly, when the use of 5s(ns) and of temp, con-

junctions with the optative becomes comparatively rare, except in generic sup-

positions, there is not so striking a difference between these classes of conditional

periods. But even here the protasis in past general conditions usually precedes

its apodosis, as is shown by the following table for Thucydides and Herodotus:

Thuc. Hdt.

Pre. Post. Pre. Post.

el 20 : 9 7 : *

J(TIJ) .... 10 : 5
2:1

Temp. conj. . . 22 : 9 50 : 6

Other conj. . . 18 : II 4:6
Totals ... 70 : 34 63 : 14

8
Omitting those which have an imperative in the apodosis, for 8i(r) II : 46,

for temp. conj. 1 8 : 45.

?ast , .. ( All other

;en.
^

| opt. cond.
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Or, to state the matter in a different form, the number of

past general (rel.) sentences in Homer, in which the protasis

precedes its principal clause is almost equal to the number

of those whose subordinate clause is postpositive (33 : 38),

whereas for all other optative conditional (rel.) periods the

corresponding figures are 63 : 104, or, omitting those con-

ditions which are introduced by el, 5 : 56= i : ii. 1 The

contrast is greatest in the case of the sentences introduced

by temporal conjunctions (24 : 22 as contrasted with i : 20),

and if the iterative optative was first used in this class of

sentences, it seems fair to conclude that such an example
as F 216:

dAA' ore Si) TroXu/x^ns dvaiev 'OSuoxrcvs,
|

o-TaoTcev . . .

would more perfectly represent the origin of this construction

than % 315.

Of great significance, too, is the contrast between the past

and the present general conditional (rel.) sentences in respect

of the ratio of prepositive to postpositive protasis clauses.

In the former the ratio is 33 : 38 ;
of the latter, less than

one-seventh have the protasis preceding (24 : 150). Confining
our attention to clauses introduced by O9(rt<?), the correspond-

ing figures are 8 (
= 42^)111, as contrasted with 2:64.

Again, of the past general temporal clauses more than one-

half are prepositive (24 : 22), of the present general only

one-eighth (10 : 69).

Similar striking differences appear if we compare the past

general sentences, that have the iterative optative, with all the

other optative and subjunctive conditional (relative) periods.
The explanation of these two differences in form between

these two classes of generic periods seems not far to seek.

They arise from the fundamental distinction between all past
and most present general conditional (relative) sentences.

For the former always refer to action which is strictly itera-

tive. 2
They imply occurrence or repetition of an act in the

1 In the majority of these 56 instances the optative is due apparently to assimi-

lation to a preceding optative.
2
Due, of course, in large part to the tense of the verb of the apodosis.
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experience of a certain designated individual or definitely
limited group of individuals. 1 That is, they are always
abstract-concrete? and always retain a temporal coloring even

when not introduced by conjunctions of time.

But of present general conditional (relative) periods only
a portion refer to strictly iterative action, in the sense just

stated. The larger number,3 at least in Homer, state rather

a general truth, based indeed upon experience, but of uni-

versal application. They are abstract^ not abstract-concrete
;

and though, like the former, these, too, imply the occurrence

of the action of the protasis and so of the whole,
5 this impli-

cation is somewhat obscured, owing to the absence in these

sentences of time-distinction.

While, therefore, to the past generic periods conjunctions
that express temporal relations seem the better adapted; to

the present general sentences, which are not so clearly tem-

poral either in origin or character, the words et and o?(ri5).

The same fundamental distinction between all past and

most present general periods probably accounts also for the

contrast between these classes of conditional (relative) sen-

tences, in respect of the order of their clauses. In the case

of the former the clauses that contain the iterative optative

show a remarkable tendency to precede their principal clauses,

thus presenting first the circumstances that condition the

action of the leading verb, and preserving both the logical and

the chronological order of the events. In contrast with these,
6

the present general period is usually, in form, a simple state-

1 Thus in Homer, in 68 out of the 71 instances where the iterative optative

occurs, the experience is stated to be that of a designated individual (or of several

individuals) : eg., <*> 265 (Achilles), y 76 (Odysseus), etc. In only three instances

is the person concerned somewhat indefinite, viz., 2 544, 566, ploughers and har-

vesters (shield of Achilles), I 524, ancient warriors.

a For the meaning of this term see Paul, Principieri
1
, 99. *74 460, 503.

8 About two-thirds in Homer.
4 See Paul, loc. cit.

5 In this respect all general conditions differ from purely hypothetical state-

ments.

e There appears to be, however, in Homer a slight tendency even on the part

of protasis clauses of the subjunctive conditions of strictly iterative action to

precede the main clause.
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ment of fact, to which is added a limiting clause, defining the

circumstances under which the customary action takes place,

or expressing a condition which gives to the whole the force

of an universal truth. In the latter case, the subordinate

clause is only an expanded adjective.

Thus there are in Greek certain marked differences in

form between past and present generic periods, which we
have tried to show are due to a fundamental distinction

between all past and some present general conditions, on the

one hand, and most present generic periods, on the other.

It now remains to consider the assumption that the optative

in these past conditions is the representative, after a past

tense, of an original subjunctive (see p. 102). We may begin

by calling attention to a corollary of the distinction pointed
out above, that all past general conditional sentences ex-

press iterative action, whereas most present generic con-

ditions are statements merely of an universal truth. This

corollary is that the conditions of the latter class, whether

used with specific reference to the present, past, or future,

remain unchanged in form. For the present in such sen-

tences "fulfils the function of an absolute tense." 1 To such

present generic periods, therefore, as

O 207 cvOXov KOL TO TCTUKTCU, or' ayyeXos aun/Aa dSf),

A 218 os KC $HS eirnreiOfiTai, /u.aA.a T 1/cAvov avrov,

there can be no corresponding form in past time. An
attempted transference to the past would immediately alter

the character of the statement. The reference to the past

would of itself destroy the universality of its application.
2

Hence the larger number about two-thirds in Homer of

present generic conditional (relative) sentences, that have the

subjunctive mood, have no corresponding form in past time.

1
Paul, Prindpien der Sprachgeschichte*, 459 (Engl. trans.).

2 " Das Praeteritum bedeutet psychologisch ein Plus, eine Beziehung auf den

Sprechenden; logisch ein Minus, indem es ein individuelles Erlebnis und keine

allgemeine Behauptung enthalt. Sowie letzteres der Fall ist, nimmt das Urtheil

die Form des zeitlosen Praesens an," u.s.w. W. Jerusalem, Urtheilsfunction

(1895), S. 133-
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They admit of no change to the past. This fact alone

casts suspicion upon the validity of the theory under dis-

cussion.

But proof that the assumption is entirely without support,
in the case of the other sentences also, lies in the fact that

in these past generic periods the subordinate clause is, with-

out exception, logically prior or antecedent * to the leading

clause. This antecedence is strongly emphasized, too, in

these sentences by the tendency (noted above) of the protasis

clause to precede its apodosis, whereas in all clear cases in

Homer of the use of the optative as the representative of the

subjunctive in oratio obliqua the optative occurs in a post-

positive clause, as after &><?, iva, /J.TJ, etc., and in so-called

objective conditions. There is, therefore, no justification for

linking such logically prior or antecedent clauses with those

that are posterior or subsecutive, which, because they not only

"complete the judgment begun in the superior clause, but

also mark some act of feeling, perception, or declaration, or

some effort of intention on the part of its subject,"
2 admit

such a change of mood when following an historic tense.

For that the Greeks themselves clearly observed this distinc-

tion is shown by two facts. First, by the fact that in past

general conditional clauses the double construction of opta-

tive or subjunctive so common in oratio obliqua was

never admitted. 3 And that this was no mere caprice of lan-

guage becomes at once evident, when one finds many sen-

tences like H 163 f., and Time. VII, 59, Kal raXXa, f)v en

vavfjia^elv ot 'ABrjvaloi roX/i^o-axn, Trape&Kevd^ovro . . . ;

sentences in which the subordinate clause assumes a subjec-

tive force, and therefore allows either the subjunctive or the

optative after a past tense, after the manner of final (Iva,

OTTO)?, etc.) clauses, and clauses in indirect discourse.

In the second place, this is shown by the fact that the

optative frequently follows a verb of primary tense, not only

in logically subsecutive (final), but also in antecedent (condi-

tional) clauses. Thus in

1 For these terms see DelbrOck, S.F. I, p. IOI; Lange, Partikel tl, p. 18.

2
Flagg, op, cit., 68. *

Ibid., p. ix.
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ft 350 (oivov) ov (TV <vXao-crs

Ktivov oio/JLtvrj TOV Ka./J.p.opov, ci TroOev

the words et Tro^ev eX0oi express a wish, as originally conceived

in the mind of Eurycleia, who longs for the return of her

master; and the optative, e\8oi, is employed regardless of the

mood or the tense of ^fXacrcret?.
1 Now, if an original opta-

tive may appear in these subsecutive conditional clauses in

connection with a primary tense, evidently the optative in

such subsecutive conditional clauses may be original, even

when following a secondary tense,
2 as in 8 317, ij\v0ov, et rivd

fjioi K\tjrjB6va irarpos evicrirois. But if this is a possibility in

the case of subsecutive clauses, it ought to be a probability

in the case of clauses of pure condition which express a merely

limiting circumstance. And that this is a probability, not

to say a certainty, is shown by the occurrence of the optative

in such antecedent clauses grammatically dependent upon a

verb of primary time, as in a 413 :

our' ovv dyyjXi'rjs In Treidofuu, et TroOev e.\6oi . .
.,

in which et jrodev e\Qoi, though postpositive, is logically

antecedent, and the optative, used without any thought of

sequence, describes a purely imaginary case. 3 Other similar

passages are o> 253, 341, Aesch. Ag. 1042 (ejnppeTroi, Flor.),

Thuc. I, 52, 2, etc.

The evidence of such passages militates against the theory
that "the optative in past .general suppositions only repre-

sents the corresponding subjunctive transferred to the past
"

(G.M.T., p. 389).* Like the optative of oratio obliqua, it was

1 A similar passage is v 224 f., with which we may compare a 114 f., Aesch.

Pers. 523 ff. (Weil), and many other passages.
2
Lange, op. cit., p. 88 f.

8 See also Lange's comment, op. cit., p. 140 f.

4 A further argument against the theory is afforded by the fact that, whereas

such a sentence as ' I came that I might see '

implies an "
original

" '
I am com-

ing or going that I may see,' a past generic period, as ' Whenever I met him, I

struck him,' does not rest upon or imply the corresponding form ' Whenever I

meet him, I strike him.' There is a fundamental difference between these two

classes of sentences.
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in origin a Greek construction,
1 and was apparently an exten-

sion at first to temporal clauses and that without any notion

of sequence of moods or of a change of mood of a mood

already freely employed in ordinary conditional clauses.2
It

is beside our purpose to discuss the question why the Greek,
as contrasted with other languages, employed the optative
and the subjunctive, instead of the indicative, in general
conditions. But why the Greeks used the optative in past

generic periods in contrast with the subjunctive in present

general conditions 3
may probably be explained in the words

of Monro, not written, however, with specific reference to

this construction :
"
If the occasion to which the whole sen-

tence refers is past, or is a mere possibility, or an imaginary
case, these two meanings of the Subjunctive [expressing will

or expectation] are generally out of place, and we can only
have the Mood which expresses a wish, or an admission of

possibility."
4

Instead, therefore, of calling the iterative optative the

representative, by a change of mood, of the subjunctive in

generic periods, let us say rather that the adaptability of the

optative to use with past tenses, which is suggested by its

secondary personal endings, and is illustrated by the optative

in past general conditions, was the starting-point and ground
of its use in oratio obliqita. And perhaps this is all that

Brugmann means (see page 104). If so, his statement of the

connection between these constructions is certainly obscure

and misleading.

In conclusion, we may note incidentally that in view of the

fact that one of the prominent features of Professor Good-

win's classification of conditional sentences was the attempt

"to carry out the analogy between these [cond. sent.] and

conditional relative sentences more completely," by which

arrangement only
" the true nature of analogous relative sen-

1
Brugmann, Gr. Gram? 562.

2
Probably the potential optative, see Brugmann, Gr. Cram.9

562.

8 In origin the volitive subjunctive, according to Professor Hale,
'

Subjunctive

and Optative Conditions in Greek and Latin,' Harvard Studies, xii (1901), p. Ill,

footnote 2.

* Horn. Gram? 301, see also Lange, op. cit., p. 140 f.
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tences can be made clear,"
* his statements, that the use of

the optative and the subjunctive in general conditions are

constructions which are still undeveloped in Homer, "
except

in relative clauses,"
2 are particularly unfortunate. ,

In Homer there are seventy-one past general (relative) con-

ditions, equal to thirty per x:ent of all the optative conditions,

and one hundred and seventy-four present generic conditions,

equal to thirty-one per cent of all conditional (relative) sen-

tences having the subjunctive in the protasis.
3

Certainly no

justification can be offered for the exclusion of such wide-

spread constructions. And we may add, these same general

conditions, with the subjunctive and the optative, the recog-

nition of which, as we have seen, was an important step in

the development of Professor Goodwin's doctrine of the Greek

moods, but which, divorced from other subjunctive and opta-

tive conditions, were summarily and without good reason

thrust to one side and ignored as being late-born construc-

tions, thus stubbornly return to assert their right to a more

adequate and fair treatment.4

It may be, therefore, that "the whole supposed necessity

for any definition at all except that of time
"
(see p. 102) is,

after all, not a matter of the imagination merely.
5

1 M. &> T? (1865), p. iv.; see also/./%. V (1874), pp. 192, 201, and M. <5r> 71

.
5

(1873), Preface.

2 G.M.T. (1889), ii, b; 17.
3 To these should be added the large number of cases of the subjunctive in

comparisons.
4 Professor Goodwin's remark (A/.T. (1889), n, b) that "the subjunctive

in general suppositions is the only one which does not refer to future time, . . .

the Greek in its desire to avoid a form denoting present time generally fell into

one which it uses elsewhere only for future time," reminds one strongly of the

same writer's words, published fifteen years before, in criticism of Kiihner's theory,
" where he says that the subjunctive properly refers to future time, although some-

times in dependent clauses it seems to refer to present time, really, however,

expressing what is
' assumed as present.' It is almost needless to say that the

examples of this singular exception are found in the general conditional sentences

above mentioned" (/.PA. V (1874), p. 193). It is interesting and instructive

to note that the same construction was for each the " XWoj *y>o<nc<fyt/iaTos ical

trtrpa. ffKav5d\ov."

6 See also Hale, Harvard Studies, XII, p. III.
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VIII. Herodotus s Account of the Battle of Salamis.

BY PRESIDENT BENJ. IDE WHEELER,
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA.

OUR chief sources of knowledge concerning the battle of

Salamis are Aeschylus, Persians, 345 ff., and Herodotus VIII,

70-95. Of only secondary value possibly, as some have

thought, of no independent value are Diodorus (Ephorus)
VIII, 17, 2-19, 2, and Plutarch in the T/umistocles. 1 The

vulgate account, basing upon Herodotus, and placing the

battle inside the straits, was first seriously called in question

by Loeschke, Jahrb. f. Phil. 1877, pp. 25 ff. Finding Aes-

chylus and Herodotus in discord, he prefers to follow the

former, who was an eye-witness, and prepares an account of

the battle which he believes to be supported by the state-

ments of Aeschylus and in harmony with those of Diodorus.

He makes no attempt to harmonize the statements of Herod-

otus, except to suggest a correction of the text at the point
of most serious discrepancy. The battle he believes to have

occurred outside the narrows made by the point of Cynosura
and the opposite headland of Attica. His main points are

the following :

(1) It is not credible that the Persian ships the night before

the battle could have entered the straits 2000 metres distant

from the Greeks without being observed by them.

(2) Psyttaleia was evidently expected by Xerxes to be in

the midst of the impending battle, ev yap 77 iropw TT}? vav-

fj.a%iT)<; TT}? fjL\\ovar)<; ecrecr&u e/ce'ero
f) ^0-05 (Herod. VIII, 76);

hence the disembarkation of troops there. If the battle were

fought inside the sound, it would be too far away to be

sought as a refuge by the Greeks (cf. Aesch. 450 ff.).

(3) Aeschylus confirms Diodorus when he indicates (Pers.

366-68) that one detachment of ships was sent around the

south of Salamis to block the northwest passage, and the rest

1 Cf. Perrin, B., PlutarcWs Themistocles and Aristides ; note pp. 206 ff.
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in three ranks were set to guard the strait at Psyttaleia. If

the Greeks were surrounded by a movement of Persian

ships inside the straits, there were no need of this outside

manoeuvre.

(4) The Persians are represented by Aeschylus as having
heard the Greeks, their paean, the trumpet blast, the stroke

of the oars, before they saw them. This can only be ex-

plained on supposition that Cynosura intervened. The Per-

sians in question were therefore at the southwest passage
between Psyttaleia and Cynosura. The Greeks became visi-

ble as they bent around the point of Psyttaleia. Hence the

right wing was seen first.

(5) The eV o-rey&)(Aesch. 413) refers to the narrows between

Cynosura and Attica. The turning point of the battle was

the confusion into which the Persians fell when forcing their

way into this strait.

(6) The statement of Herod. VIII, 85 that the Phoenicians

occupied in the Persian line the wing toward Eleusis and the

west, and the lonians that "toward the east and Peiraieus
"

is from Loeschke's point of view unintelligible. It yields

meaning for him, however, if only SaXa/uw? be substituted

for 'EXeucrtyo?, so that the Phoenicians be assigned the wing
toward Salamis and the west.

Loeschke, therefore, arranges both lines across the straits

from shore to shore, from east to west.

A somewhat different solution is attempted by W. W. Good-

win in Vol. I, Papers Amer. School, pp. 239 ff. Starting

with an acceptance of Loeschke's criticism of the vulgate

theory, he joins with him in thinking it incredible that the

Persians should have taken up their position, on the night

before the battle, within the straits. He does not, however,

follow Loeschke in amending the text of Herodotus, but

rather seeks to harmonize Herodotus's account with the

others by a different interpretation of the vexed passage
Herod. VIII, 85. He seeks, namely, to locate the struggle
within the straits, but makes the Persians enter in the morn-

ing, and ascribes their defeat to the fact that they were

attacked before they had formed their line, and before they
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had recovered from the confusion incident to passing the

narrows.

His main points, additional to those of Loeschke, are:

(1) "Aeschylus beyond doubt represents the Persians as

entering-the straits after daybreak'' So Diodorus and Plutarch.

(2) "Their line (called by Aeschylus pevpa) fell into some
confusion in entering the narrows

;
and they never succeeded

in regaining their order of battle, being immediately met by
the Greeks as they passed the long point of Salamis."

(3) "There is nothing inconsistent with this view of the

battle except tne common interpretation of two passages of

Herodotus": the first of these, VIII, 76, which represents

"the Persians as bringing up their west wing to Salamis

KVK\ovfj.evoi during tlie night before tlie battle," he explains as

referring to the sending of ships around the south of the

island to close the northwest passage (cf. Diod. XI, 17 ; Plut.,

Themist. 12); and the second passage, VIII, 85, he explains

by applying the points of the compass to the order of the

Persian line as it entered the straits, i.e. it entered end on

with the right wing leading, so that the right wing thus lay

to the west or northwest. The Greeks are made to take a

position at first across the sound, between Magoula and the

Perama (corresponding to Diodorus's statement), i.e. south

to north, and then, by advancing their right wing first, to

assume a position southeast to northwest sufficient to bring

them near to the desired line, i.e. with their left wing slightly

west of north.

Professor Goodwin's statement gives a clear, consistent

story of the battle, and has the merit of establishing an

apparently complete reconciliation between the accounts of

Herodotus and Aeschylus. It is, however, rather an attempt

at reconciling with the Aeschylean account two conflict-

ing passages in Herodotus than any attempt at reconciling

the two accounts taken as a whole. To Aeschylus, as

an eye-witness, must be given undoubtedly the preference

in case of ultimate conflict. We submit, however, that the

account of Herodotus must be interpreted as a whole,

can scarcely be doubted that Herodotus, who certainly
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visited the scene of the battle within thirty-five years
after its occurrence, must have had when he wrote a self-

consistent plan of the battle in mind, whether that plan

was right or wrong. We believe that a review of Heroclotus's

account as a whole will show that the two passages cited

above are not the only ones which appear to be inconsistent

with the plan suggested by Professor Goodwin
;
we believe

that it will also appear that he misunderstands Aeschylus.
The essential features of Herodotus's account may be dis-

cussed in the chronological order as he gives them.

(1) In the forenoon of the day before the battle the Persian

ships were beached at Phaleron, and the leaders were in

council. So soon as it was decided to give battle, the ships

were pushed off and headed for Salamis, en-i T^V SaXa/um
( 7)> J ust as the land troops were at nightfall headed eVl

rrjv HeXoTTOwrjcrov. Contrast Trpo? rrjv 2aXa/um, /5. In

the open sea off Peiraieus the ships were sorted out and

arranged /car r]av^ir\v. As night was, however, approaching,
it was found necessary to postpone battle until the next day.

At night the Persian army broke camp and started along the

shore toward the Peloponnesus. Hence it was in the midst

of his army, already on its slow march, that Xerxes had his

seat the next morning VTTO TO> ovpei ry avrtov 2a\a/ui>o<? (^ 90).

The whole Attic shore was Persian.

(2) The Greeks, especially the Peloponnesians, seeing how

completely they would be isolated in case of a naval defeat,

were in great perturbation, and the withdrawal of the Pelo-

ponnesian contingent, or perhaps even of the whole fleet, to

the Isthmus was all but determined upon. Themistocles sent

Sikinnos to warn Xerxes of the proposed movement. Xerxes

believed. The story was probable enough, for it seemed surely
the wise course for the Greeks to pursue. Why should they
at great risk of complete isolation of the army stay to defend

a country already lost ? Xerxes acted promptly. His purpose
was to prevent the withdrawal of the Greek fleet.

First, he immediately disembarked TroXXoy? r&v Hepa-e'cov

upon the island of Psyttaleia, thus securing with troops this

shore, as he had already the Attic shore. This marks the
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proposed line of his battle. Ancient naval battles were by
preference, as Duncker (Gesch. a. A/ti-rt.)\\as shown, fought
from shore to shore, i.e. from friendly shores respectively,
and not with the wings reposing, the one upon a friendly, the

other upon an unfriendly, shore. The Greeks were at Salamis

and held the island, and if, as seems a priori natural, the

Persians were proposing in general to make the Attic shore

their background, Psyttaleia would be at the end of their left

and, as lying in the face of the strait, could well be viewed as

ez> Tropw TT}<? vaV(J,a%ir)<> TT}? fjL\\ovcrrj<f eaeirOat ( 76), and as

affording a fine vantage point from which to succor friends

or hew down foes according as the refugees from either side

might seek it.

The second part of Xerxes's movement took place at night
and concerned the fleet. It consisted of two distinct ma-

noeuvres (fj.ev Se) :

Firstly, avrjjov fj.ev TO cnf ecnreprjf; xe'pas KVK\ovfivoi Trpbs

TTJV 2aXa/ui>a ; secondly, avrjyov 8e ol apfyi rrjv Keov re KOI TTJV

Kvvocrovpav Teray/jLe'vot, Karel^ov re f*>e%pi Movi/tn^u;? Traira

TOV iropdfMov TTJcri vyvai.

Concerning the first of these manoeuvres, two difficulties

face the interpreter : (a) Which is the west wing ? (b) Was
the movement one around the south of the island or inside

the sound ?

Professor Goodwin's interpretation makes Herodotus use

"west wing", in 85 of the right wing and in 76 of the left

wing, and this in a connected account of the same battle.

Regarding the wings as named by their temporary position,

he naturally is forced by the specification that the other or

eastern wing was a/ict rrjv Ke'oz> re teal TTJV Kvvovovpav to

locate the west wing out along the shore of the island, though

no possible ratio for leading the fleet over there can be dis-

covered. Dr. Lolling (Meerenge von Salamis, Aufsatse an

Curtius geividmet} attempts to solve the difficulty by reading

Leros for Keos. This is impossible, not only for grammatical

reasons (viz. the use of re ical, and the necessity of making re

balance fiev, while & introduces a parenthetical clause), but

for the plain reason that if the Persian ships were already at
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Leros, the Greeks were already surrounded, and there was

no need of doing anything further (cf. Hauvette, Herod.,

p. 412).

The whole difficulty finds a ready solution when we take

into account that we are dealing here with a continuous,

consistent, and well-considered account in which the Persian

fleet is always spoken of in terms of the Attic shore against

which it was located on the day before the battle, before

which it was drawn up on the day of the battle, and which

was regarded as its permanent "point of departure." Pre-

cisely the same thing is done in. 85, where, if I may antici-

pate somewhat, it will be shown that the wings are again
named in terms of the trend of the Attic shore. The

ecrTrepT;? /cepa? is throughout the riglit wing.

The movement described by Herodotus as KVX\OV/J,VOI

rr)v ZaXa/ura is by some understood as within the sound

toward a position by the Perama, by others as a circumnavi-

gation of the island. No one gives a proper value to KVK\OV-

/j,evoi. If, now, this movement consisted in sending a part

of the right wing around the island, /cv/c\ov/j,evoi is the per-

fectly natural description of the movement which sends this

detachment of the right wing around behind the left wing.

It seems to me probable that such a detachment was sent

around the island, and for the following reasons :

(#) Aesch. Pers. v. 368, aXXa? Se KVK\W vrjcrov Aiavros

7re/3t (raai) seems to refer to such a movement
;

if not, it

refers to something otherwise unmentioned in our sources.

(b} Diodorus XI, 17 says: He sent out the naval force of

the Egyptians with orders to close the strait between Salamis

and the land of Megara. The same is implied by Plutarch.

Two hundred is just the number of ships assigned by
Herodotus to the Egyptians. For this see Goodwin, p. 248.

The Egyptians would naturally belong in the right wing with

the Phoenicians.

(c) The enemy's ships, which Herodotus reports Aristeides

as having seen in his passage from Aegina, may well have

belonged to this detachment. See Goodwin, p. 251.

The objections which have been raised on the score
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of the distance and the darkness of the night are not of

weight. The weather, as usual in September, was probably
calm ;

the triremes were moved by oars and were swift
; the

distance was not such as to require over four or five hours
;

i.e. the triremes would reach the straits before daybreak.

(e) The movement was an exact parallel to that of sending
two hundred ships around Euboea with the design of shutting

up the Greeks in the Euripus.

(/) The flight of the Corinthian Adeimantus through the

sound to the west may be a base libel, but the very introduc-

tion of the story shows that Herodotus did not think of a

Persian fleet as posted off St. George. The second manoeuvre

of the fleet consisted in bringing the left wing over to enter

and occupy the strait. In consonance with his general way.
of viewing the plan of battle, Herodotus here also expresses
this occupation in terms of the Attic coast,

"
occupied clear

down to Munychia all the strait with the ships." The

temptation to justify an oracle cited later undoubtedly aided

in dictating the choice of word. If these ships had been

already lying off the straits, as is shown by a/t$t -rrjv Ke'oi/ re

Kal rrjv Kwoaovpav, something new must have happened,

something radically new. The theory of Professor Goodwin

really leaves nothing to be done. That Herodotus believed

the ships occupied the straits inside, and were posted along
the shore facing the bay of Ambelaki, we think certainly

proven by what follows. If he did not think they did some-

thing of this sort, why should he specifically add, "They did

this in silence, that those on the other side might not know

of it"? ( 76). It is, indeed, only by what I must think a

misinterpretation of Aeschylus (Pers. 382) that Professor

Goodwin refuses to think that the Persians began entering

the straits before daylight. Aeschylus says (1. 381): they

sail off each to his appointed station, and (11. 382-3) all the

night keep sailing through until (11. 384-5), when the night is

passed, no place is left for the Greeks to sail out. The

antithesis of SiaTrXoov KaOicrravav and KTT\OVV Kaditrraro

is too apparent ;
the word-play (a0urraTo) points it out

;
note

also TrXeovtri 8idir\oov eicir\ovv. Professor Goodxvin's
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interpretation of 1. 382 is given on p. 246, "the Persian ships

are kept rowing about all night." Aside from the common

meaning of the language and the implication of the antithesis,

there arises the consideration : how were they sailing to their

appointed stations by
"
rowing about all night

"
? The inter-

pretation of this passage is not, however, of prime importance
to us, to Professor Goodwin and his theory it is of fatal

importance. Loeschke and Goodwin lay great stress upon
the impossibility of effecting such a movement in the face of

the enemy without attracting their attention. Goodwin in the

first place is surely mistaken in asserting that it was a moonlit

night. The statement of Aesch. v. 365 is against this, and

Busolt, Gr. Gesc/t.2 (II, 702, note 2), shows that at the time

of the battle the moon must have been well advanced in its

last quarter and probably did not rise before about two o'clock.

The Greeks were deep back in the bay of Ambelaki some

four miles from the opposite Attic coast. That there was

doubtless danger of attracting the attention of the Greeks is

shown by the fact that the Persians moved in silence, but

that it \va.s possible to do it under cover of the darkness must

be undoubted. That the south passage, i.e. that between

Cynosura and Psyttaleia, was not entirely blocked is suggested

by the arrival of the Aeginetan trireme the next morning.
Herodotus's account turns now in 78 to the Greeks.

They were busy in discussion. "They did not know yet
that .the barbarians were surrounding them with their ships,

but supposed them to be in the same positions as they saw

them by daylight." According to Professor Goodwin's theory,

they would be, except for the ships sent around the island.

Then follows the arrival of Aristeides,
1 from whom as an

"eye-witness" Themistocles first learns that the Persians

have moved as he desired.

Not until Aristeides's report is confirmed by the Tenian

deserters do the Greek leaders really believe they are sur-

rounded. Once convinced, they directly prepare for battle.

1 Aristeides may have landed on the south shore of Cynosura, whence a five or

ten minutes' walk over the ridge would have taken him to the Greek camp, or

he may have rounded the point.
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The dawn is breaking. The men are assembled to hear some
words of exhortation. They hurry to their places on the

ships. The trireme with the blessing of the Aeacidae arrives.

They push off. Hardly are they off when the barbarians are

upon them. At first the Greeks recoil, and some were just

beaching their boats again, but Ameinias on the left pushes

ahead, joins fight, and the rest follow. The right begins off

the mouth of the bay of Ambelaki. Mr. Goodwin's plan
makes it begin at .the other side or the middle of the sound,

before the Persians have reached their position and formed

their line. The Greeks, according to his plan, would have

been obliged to back water at at least i| miles before beach-

ing. In 89 Herodotus says Greeks whose ships were lost

swam ashore. If the Greek line had been across the sound,

this were unlikely. Near those of the left wing would have

been a hostile shore. Most of the others could have reached

shore only by swimming by and around many friendly ships.

Passing to the details of the battle, Herodotus, 85, makes

the statement :

"
Opposite the Athenians had been arranged

the Phoenicians, for they held the wing toward Eleusis and

the west
; opposite the Spartans the lonians

; they had the

wing toward the east and Peiraieus." As we have already

seen, this statement has given rise to abundant controversy,

but yet it is just the statement that it was most natural for

Herodotus in accordance with his entire conception of the

plan of battle to make. He viewed the Persian line as arrayed

before the Attic coast. This coast opposite the mouth of

the bay of Ambelaki lies exactly east and west. Herodotus

had not studied out the battle on a map, but on the spot.

It was of slight matter that the map shows Eleusis to be to

the northwest. The plain fact is that the shore runs east

and west, and the west end of the sound opens toward

Eleusis, the east end toward Peiraieus. A fleet arrayed

along this shore has therefore its right wing toward the west

and Eleusis, its left toward the east and Peiraieus.

The story of the battle, aside from the personal incidents,

is brief. The Greeks preserved their order, but the Persians,

as they crowded down to fall upon the Greeks in their nar-
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rower position, interfered with each other, raking one another's

oars, and making themselves an easy prey. The position of

the Greeks forced the Persians into narrower quarters, ev

areva), so Aeschylus puts it. The result could not have been

different, as Herodotus says. The ancient naval battle was

a ramming match. A fully equipped trireme carried only

eighteen fighting men to 170 oarsmen. The great considera-

tion was speed, and the ability to drive the 100 feet long barge

against the enemy's ship and disable it. Once the Persians

were crowded upon each other, the battle was settled. This

was the reason why the Greeks kept the shelter of their

narrow bay. It is inconceivable that they should, as Mr.

Goodwin would have them, leave the shelter of a friendly

shore, and lean their left wing upon a hostile shore.

The confusion of the Persians was increased by the ambi-

tion of those in the rear lines (Aesch. says they were drawn

up three deep) to make a good showing under the eye of the

king who sat on the shore behind them. The Phoenicians

were driven back by the Athenians (e<? rrjv y^v Plutarch says),

and Herodotus tells of their coming up to make a certain

complaint to the king. The flight became general. All the

ships pushed for the north passage. Here the Aeginetans,
who had moved forward from their position on the right

Greek wing at the tip of Cynosura, were waiting for them,

and taking them in the flank made havoc of the fugitives,

earning themselves the chief glory of the day.

This is Herodotus's perfectly intelligible and self-consistent

account. From it it seems to us clear that he thought of the

Persians as already drawn up at daybreak along the Attic

shore and closing the north passage of the strait, so as to

extend from Psyttaleia on the Attic shore opposite it to a

point westward therefrom opposite the northern cape bound-

ing Ambelaki bay. This makes a line of 2\ miles, or if

extended to the Perama, of 4 miles. The Persian fleet, after

the withdrawal of the 200 Egyptian ships, could not have

exceeded 600 ships. Aeschylus says these were drawn up
three deep. This allows, on the basis of a 2^-mile extent

of line, 65 feet waterway for each ship, considerably more
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than was necessary to operate it, being more than double the

width covered by ship and oars. The Greek fleet of about

300 ships, probably drawn up in double line, had from point
to point (east and west) of Ambelaki bay a space of \\ miles,

affording 50 feet per vessel. The whole sea-room was

10,000,000 square metres, or reckoning 1000 ships, 10,000

square metres per ship.

It is chiefly in deference to certain statements of Aeschylus
that Loeschke and Goodwin have constructed their theories

of the battle. These theories are in certain and unrecon-

cilable conflict with Herodotus. They are too inherently

improbable. Loeschke locates the battle at the south passage,
which is narrow and broken by an island and by shoals. Not
over thirty-five to fifty ships could have passed it abreast.

He is chiefly influenced in selecting this position by belief

that Aeschylus's statement that the Greeks were not seen

till the last moment required them to be hidden by Cynosura.
This implies that the Greeks entered battle by a complete

wheeling of their line, which would not only be difficult, but

would expose the flank. It would furthermore be the left

wing, and not, as Aeschylus says, the right, which the Persians

would see first. Goodwin's plan obliges the Persians to enter

battle through a waterway of less than three-quarters of a

mile in width, where not over fifty to seventy-five triremes

could move abreast. Though off the strait all night, and

wide awake, and though a shore held by their own troops

invited their entrance, they are made to await the risk of

daylight to accomplish this dangerous movement. And yet

Herodotus says eVera'^aTO.

Two or three presumed implications of Aeschylus's language
are all that remain of the supposed reasons for positing this

hypothesis, contrary as it is to the entirety of Herodotus's

account as well as to all good reasons in general. These are :

(a) Aeschylus says that the Greeks suddenly appeared in

view (Pers. 390). When the sun had risen there burst out

from the camp of the Greeks the sound of the paean echoed

over the wave from the island cliffs, smiting dismay to the

hearts of the Persian host. For, lo, this blessed note of the
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paean was not the song of men who meditated flight, but

rather of men hastening in inspired courage to the battle.

Then the blare of the trumpet set all the air afire, and

straightway came the dash and the swish of the oar as it

smote the brine to the boatswain's call. And with a rush

they were all before their eyes.

This fits Herodotus's account. The Greeks tarried in

council till day was dawning. Then came late the decision

to fight. The sailors were addressed just as the sun was

rising. With an enthusiasm they are off to their boats. The

trumpet gives the signal for launching. Suddenly they are

off, and way down in the recesses of the bay four miles away,
where just before all had been quiet in the gray of twilight,

the Persians see the water covered with the advancing triremes.

(b) The expression peiifia is believed by Goodwin to refer

to the columnar order of the Persians in passing the straits.

The cause of their confusion which resulted in their defeat

was, according to his view, that in passing the straits (ev o-reixw)

they were obliged to narrow this column. They were then

attacked before they recovered from their confusion. This

is- not what Aeschylus says. He says the reverse. " For

the first the stream of the Persian host held on its way, but

when the mass of the ships had been crowded together into

close quarters, they were no help to each other, but rather a

hindrance and destruction, etc.," and then the Greeks smote

them hip and thigh. This crowding ev a-revy comes at the

end, not at the beginning. Compressed into a narrower bed,

what had been a steady stream now becomes a confusion of

waters. It is the same thing which Herodotus describes. As

they came down upon the Greeks in their narrower position

off the mouth of the bay, they crowded together, touched oars,

and were disabled.

Herodotus's account is not only self-consistent
;

it is in

entire consistency with the other accounts.
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IX. The Nikias of Pasiphon and PlutarcJu

BY PROFESSOR B. PERRIN,

YALE UNIVERSITY.

OF the four usual divisions of a Life by Plutarch the

, TrcuSeia, ^05, and Trpdgets his Ni&ias has only the last

two, the i?0o<? and the 7r/3aet<?. It is generally inferred from

this that no special biography of Nikias, either Peripatetic or

Alexandrine, was available for Plutarch's use. At any rate,

in his opening chapter, Plutarch gives us an unusually precise

programme of his procedure in the composition of this Life.

He will not presume, like Timaios, to vie with Thoukydides
and Philistos, the primary historians of the Peloponnesian

war and the Sicilian expedition. But "those doings which

Thoukydides and Philistos have set forth, since I cannot pass

them utterly by, especially as they indicate the man's nature

and the disposition which lay hidden beneath his many great

sufferings, I have run over briefly, and as I felt compelled to

do in order to escape the reputation of being altogether care-

less and slothful
;
but those details which have escaped the

notice of most writers, and which others have told in discon-

nected fashion (a-jropd^rfv), as they found them on ancient

votii'es or decrees (avad^aa-iv r) tyrifyiarpacnv), I have tried to

collect (a-vvayajelv), not massing together useless material of

research, but handing on only such as furthers the apprecia-

tion of natural character."

Nothing could be more frank or clear. Thoukydides and

Philistos were not biographers of Nikias, but historians of

the Peloponnesian war and of Sicily, for both of whom the

Sicilian expedition was a major episode. Their stories of

this expedition Plutarch will condense and combine, with the

special aim of illustrating the "nature and disposition" of

Nikias, and to such condensation and combination he will

add sundry details which he has compiled from other writers,

who found them on votive offerings or in decrees, again exer-
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cising his discretion in using only such details as will illus-

trate the character of Nikias.

In the main body of his Nikias, the 7r/3a|et<?, cc. VI.-XXX.,
Plutarch clearly carries out this programme to the letter.

Thoukydides furnishes him with the main framework, upon
which are skilfully brought covering and ornamental material

from Philistos, who was an eye-witness in Syracuse of the

events of the Athenian siege ;
from Timaios, in a third degree,

in spite of the more than Polybian censure of this censor

with which the opening chapter is weighted down
;
and from

Philochoros, Krateros, and Theophrastos, whom he here, as

often, gladly uses. No essential exception can be taken to

Busolt's able analysis
1 of this part of the Life.

But for the first main division of the Life, the ^#o<?, com-

prising cc. II.-V., I find myself inclined to differ with Busolt,

who insists that the literary mosaic here is due, not so much
to Plutarch as to a certain unknown " learned editor of Theo-

pompos," who has already been much used by Plutarch in his

Kimon and Perikles (Busolt, Griech. Geschichte, III, pp. 35 f.,

238 f.).
It is not my purpose to argue out here in all fulness

my position on a question where subjective propensity must

after all give the decisive impulse. Suffice it to say that I

believe Plutarch himself to be the "learned editor of Theo-

pompos," both here and in the Kimon and Perikles. This is

not to claim for Plutarch the name of a learned investigator,

but simply that of a learned compiler, to which I am sure he

is entitled. Nor is it to claim that all or even most of his

citations are at first hand. Some of them certainly are not.

The programme which he so carefully lays down for himself

at the beginning of the Nikias promises compilation, and

compilation from compilers. He is admittedly true to his

programme in the second and major part of the Nikias ; he
is no less so, I believe, in the first.

A brief analysis of this first main division of the Nikias the

70o<?, comprising the four chapters immediately following the

eminently original chapter of introduction gives the follow-

ing result: (i) A citation is made by name from Aristotle's

1 Plutarchs Nikias und Philistos, Hermes, xxxiv. (1899), pp. 280 ff.
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Athenian Polity (c. XXVIII. 5), ranking Nikias, Thoukydicles
son of Melesias, and Theramenes as fieXTtcrroi of Athens

(c. II. i).
But the citation is so garbled, and is succeeded

by a passage of such contradictory strain, as to justify the

genera] belief that it was made at second hand. (2) The

political position and military career of Nikias before and

immediately after the death of Perikles are then briefly

described (c. II. 2), necessarily from some source other than

Thoukydides. For Thoukydides has only two brief notices

of Nikias prior to the affair of Pylos and Sphakteria, viz., his

expedition against Minoa, in the summer of the fifth year of

the war, 427 B.C. (iii. 51), which was measurably successful,

and that against Melos, in the summer of the sixth year of

the war, 426 B.C. (iii. 91), which was unsuccessful, and resolved

itself into a predatory foray into Boiotia. This source other

than Thoukydides may have been that part of the tenth book

of the Philippica of Theopompos which was devoted to a

characterization of the Athenian demagogues, although what

we can learn of this digression does not warrant us in assum-

ing in it much detail of actual event.

(3) Plutarch next contrasts Nikias and Kleon as leaders of

the people, in a passage which goes back ultimately, whether

through Theopompos or not, to contemporary comedy (c. II.

2-4). Next (4) the methods of Perikles and Nikias in win-

ning the favor of the people are contrasted, and the liturgies

and dedications of Nikias are described in great detail, espe-

cially his brilliant conduct of a 6ea>pia to Delos (c. III. 1-6).

This material clearly comes from Philochoros, Kleidemos, or

other ^/////>-writers.

(5) The fourth chapter of Plutarch I shall cite entire.
" In

this course it is clear that there was much ostentatious

publicity, looking toward increase of reputation and gratifica-

tion of ambition ;
and yet, to judge from the rest of the man's

bent and character, one might feel sure that such favor and

control of the people as he secured were rather a corollary to

his reverent piety, for he was one of those who are excessively

terrified at heavenly portents, and was

as Thoukydides says (vii. 50).
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"And in one of the dialogues of Pasiphon it is recorded

that he sacrificed every day to the gods, and that he kept a

diviner at his house, ostensibly for the constant inquiries

which he made about public matters, whereas most of his

inquiries were really made about his own private affairs, and

especially about his silver mines
;
for he had large interests

in the mining district of Laureion, and they were exceedingly

profitable, although worked at great risks. He maintained a

multitude of slaves in these mines, and the most of his sub-

stance was in silver bullion. For this reason he had a large

retinue of people who wanted his money, and who got it too
;

for he gave to those who could work him harm no less than

to those who deserved his favors, and in general his cowardice

was a source of revenue to the base as his liberality was to

the good.
" Witness to this can be had from the comic poets. Tele-

kleides composed the following verses on a certain public

informer :

XapiKXe'i^s /xev ovv IStuKC p.vav, Iv avrov /AT; Xtyy

a>s e<u rfj /ATjrpl TraiScDv TT/JUJTOS ex /JaAAavrtov.

Tr<rapas Se /xvas eSw/ce NiKtas NtK^parcw
*

wv 8' cKari rovr* IScoKC, KatVep cv etSws tyw,

OVK e/3W, <'Aos yap o.vrfp, crax^powv Se
/J.OL SOKCI.

" And the personage who is held up to ridicule by Eupolis,

in his Mari&as, fetches in a sort of lazy pauper, and says :

M. TTOCTOV xpovov yap crvyyeyi.vrjo'ai NIKI'O. ;

II. oiS' eTSov, ei p-rj 'vj.y\o<; ccrTtor' ev ayopa.

M. av-qp 6/AoAoyeZ Ni/ct'av eopaxevai.

KatVot rt TraOijiv av e'Sev, ft
fir) Trpov8i8ov ;

II. V/ACIS yap, (3 </3VO/3Aa/?ElS,
'

av aVSp* aptcrrov ev KUKW TIVI ;

"And the Kleon of Aristophanes blusteringly says :

XapvyyiG) TOWS pi/ropas xai NiKtav Tapd<a.

"And Phrynichos gently hints at his lack of courage and

his panic-stricken air in these verses :
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t)v ya.p TroAiTTjs dya0o?, os ev otS'

KOi>;( vTTorayas /3aSiv, w

Of the following chapter, the fifth, which closes the
rf

clivision of the Life, I wish to speak later, after due discussion

of the fourth. This fourth chapter, it is seen, readily falls

into three parts, adducing three testimonies to the timidity
of Nikias, one from Thoukydides, one from a dialogue of

Pasiphon, and one, or rather several, from Old Comedy. The

testimony of Thoukydides is anticipated chronologically from

his description of the eclipse of the moon as the Athenians

were preparing to leave Syracuse, and its effect upon Nikias

and the army (vii. 50, i). The passage is so impressive and

notorious that no suspicion of Plutarch's taking it at second

hand is justifiable. The farrago of citations from Old Comedy,
on the other hand, Plutarch may well have taken bodily from'

some scholiastic source, or possibly from Theopompos, and

so have been saved the labor of such compilation. On the

citation from Pasiphon's dialogue I wish to dwell more at

length.

Pasiphon is so rare an author now, and for the modern

scholar, that Wilamowitz-Moellendorff and Busolt have

assumed without hesitation that Plutarch cites him at second

hand
;
and Busolt makes this citation, as well as the farrago

of extracts from Old Comedy, part of the apparatus with

which his imaginary "learned editor" enriched Theopompos.
Now one need not differ at all from Eduard Meyer's estimate 1

of Plutarch's method of procedure in composing his Kimon,
and yet may consistently hold to a different method in the

Nikias, where, as has been said, there are distinct indications

that Plutarch had no ready-made biography before him. And
if it can be shown that Pasiphon was an author with whom

Plutarch, from the nature of his favorite studies and readings,

would naturally be acquainted, and that the particular dia-

logue here cited would naturally contain much of just that

sort of testimony about Nikias in which the citation is here

imbedded, and which can be traced to no other source with

1
Forschungen zur alien Geschichte, II, pp. 22 f.
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exclusive probability, then the claim that Plutarch cites Pasi-

phon here at first hand becomes, to say the least, tenable.

The wonderful personality of Socrates called into being a

new form of literary expression the dialogue. Among the

immediate disciples of Socrates who, after the Master's death,

cultivated and excelled in this literary form, were, besides

Xenophon and Plato, Aischines, Phaido, Eukleides, and An-

tisthenes. The last three were regarded as founders of

philosophic schools, the Elean, the Megarian, and the Cynic.

The essential similarity of their styles and methods seems to

have led to much confusion among ancient writers as to the

authorship of their various dialogues, especially as it became

a not infrequent practice of their successors and pupils to

attribute to them dialogues of their own composition. In

many cases this was doubtless literary fraud, committed, as

Susemihl suggests, in order to profit by the feverish demand
for philosophical works to stock the rival libraries of Diadochi

and Epigoni. In others it was doubtless literary artifice with

no intent to deceive.

Either as literary deceiver, or as literary artist, or both,

Pasiphon of Eretria probably a pupil of that Menedemos
who practically constitutes the Eretrian school, into which the

Elean school was merged, and who in his turn was a pupil of

Phaido seems to have busied himself with the composition
of Socratic dialogues which he attributed to the immediate

disciples of Socrates. At least that must be the general

impression to be had from the somewhat confused and un-

certain testimony of Diogenes Laertios. On Aischines he

says (ii. 60, 6
1), "accusations were made against Aischines,

and especially by Menedemos the Eretrian, of appropriating
most of his dialogues from Socrates through the mediation

of Xanthippe. Of these dialogues, the so-called d/ce<aXoi

are very diffuse, and show nothing of the Socratic vigor.

Peisistratos the Ephesian said they were not the work of

Aischines. And even of the (other) seven, Persaios says
that most were the work of Pasiphon the Eretrian, and were

by him imputed to Aischines. So the Little Kuros and the

Lesser Herakles and the Alkibiades of Antisthenes, and simi-
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lar works of the other disciples, were imputed to them by
Pasiphon." Then follows a list of the seven genuine dia-

logues of Aischines which display the real Socratic character,

viz., the Miltiades, Kallias, Axiochos, Asf>asia, Alkibiades,

Telauges, and R/iinon.

Whatever the worth of this testimony, the fact remains

that so competent and sane a judge as Persaios the pupil

of Zeno, the literary counsellor of Antigonos Gonatas, and

his "philosophical governor," as Plutarch calls him (Aratos,

XVIII.), when he wished his most trusty men to hold the

prize of Akro-Korinthos attributed most of the seven dia-

logues usually ascribed to Aischines to Pasiphon. Even if

we hold, with Susemihl (Alex. Lit. i. p. 201), that Diogenes
is in error, and believe that Persaios spoke, not of the seven

genuine dialogues of Aischines, but of the a/ce'0a\ot, the most

essential fact for our argument will still remain, that Pasi-

phon composed dialogues under the name of Aischines. If

Diogenes is right in his report of what Persaios said, he

composed them so successfully as to deceive the very elect,

and in the real Socratic manner.

One of these genuine dialogues of Aischines, which Diog-

enes says Persaios said were mostly the work of Pasiphon,

was entitled Kallias. There can be no reasonable doubt that

it is from this dialogue that Plutarch cites the long and

dramatic story of the rich Kallias and the poor Aristeides

(Aristeides, XXV.). Considering the direction of Plutarch's

special studies, his philosophical sympathies, and especially

his fondness for and familiarity with Panaitios the Stoic, and

there is no good ground for denying Plutarch's acquaintance

at first hand with this Kallias of Aischines, or his knowledge

of the fact that Pasiphon of Eretria was held by good judges

to be the author of many dialogues attributed to Aischines.

If the dialogue of Aischines had been an Aristeides instead

of a Kallias, our belief that Plutarch consulted it at first hand

in writing his own Aristeides would be all the stronger. And

if a dialogue entitled Nikias by either Aischines or Pasiphon

were current, it would surely, in the dearth of material for

the life of Nikias before Thoukydides begins to note his
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career, be a most welcome and fruitful source for Plutarch's

use.
" Of all the Socratic dialogues," Diogenes goes on to say

(ii. 64),
" Panaitios thinks that those of Plato, Xenophon,

Antisthenes, and Aischines are genuine ;
about those attrib-

uted to Phaido and _Eukleides he is doubtful; the rest he

rejects entirely." Panaitios, then, a writer with whom Plu-

tarch shows great familiarity in his Aristeides (not to mention

also his Kimon and Demosthenes), was a prime authority for

Diogenes on the subject of the authenticity of the multi-

tudinous Socratic dialogues, and he was doubtful about the

authenticity of those attributed to Eukleides and Phaido.

With these Megarian and Elean disciples of Socrates the

Eretrian school, through Menedemos its founder and chief

representative, would naturally be in most sympathetic touch,

and it would not surprise us therefore to find that Pasiphon
the Eretrian a presumable pupil of Menedemos, who, in

turn, was a pupil of Phaido was a successful imitator, not

to say counterfeiter of the dialogues of Phaido, as he notori-

ously was of those of "
Aischines, Antisthenes, and the other

disciples," according to the passage first cited from Diogenes

(P- 144).

Two genuine dialogues are allowed Phaido by Diogenes

(ii. 105), the Zopyros and the Simon. About a Nikias, also

attributed to him, Diogenes says there was some doubt, and

other dialogues attributed to him were claimed by some critics

for Aischines, whom Pasiphon so successfully imitated. It

does not seem, therefore, an unauthorized step which Susemihl

(A/e.v. Lit. i. p. 21) and Wilamowitz (Antigonos von Karystos,

p. 142, note) confidently take, in holding that the Socratic

dialogue Nikias, which Diogenes hesitates to attribute to

Phaido, was really the work of the great imitator of the

Socratic disciples, Pasiphon, and that it is from this dialogue

that Plutarch cites in the fourth chapter of his Nikias (see

p. 142). The chain of reasoning is not as perfect as we could

wish, and Hirzel (Der Dialog, \. p. in, note) hesitates to

accept it
;

still it is better than we usually get in matters of

this sort : Pasiphon of Eretria was a wholesale imitator or
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counterfeiter of Socratic dialogues ; Phaido, the spiritual

founder of the Eretrian school to which Pasiphon presumably
belonged, wrote Socratic dialogues ;

a Nikias is attributed

to him by some and denied him by other ancient critics
; a

Nikias attributed to Pasiphon is to be posited from Plutarch's

Nikias, c. IV.
;
this presumptive Nikias of Pasiphon is identi-

cal with the dubious Nikias of Phaido.

With such a Socratic dialogue, in the absence of any
formal biography of Nikias, we should expect Plutarch, in

writing his Nikias, both from the trend of his philosophical

reading, and from his evident familiarity with Aischines the

Socratic and Panaitios the critic of the Socratic dialogue, to

be acquainted, and acquainted at first hand. It would rather

surprise us if he were not. " Rare
"

the book may have

become in time, but not surely in the schools of philosophy
when Plutarch studied under Ammonius at Athens.

How fruitful a source for biographical material such a

Socratic dialogue might be, can be seen from the most cur-

sory glance at some of the Platonic dialogues the Laches

and the First Alkibiades, for instance from which many
details of the family and daily life of Nikias and Alkibiades

may be culled. The more authentic these details, the more

the dialogue gains in dramatic verisimilitude. Even un-

authentic and invented details must be given an air of

plausibility, as was done by Praxiphanes in his dialogue

Trepl ta-Topias, with invented details of the life of Thoukydides
which find a place in the late biographies of that author. 1

In the case of the Nikias of Pasiphon, which may safely be

assigned to the first half of the third century B.C., the artistic

verisimilitude in biographical details must have been secured

by reference to good historical sources for the private life of

Nikias. The most natural and accessible sources must have

been the comic poets, whose testimonies can be shown to

supply many a Platonic dialogue with the personal details

desired.2 Theopompos also would have been accessible to,

and a fruitful source for Pasiphon.

1
Hirzel, Hermes, xiii. p. 47.

2 Socrates' citation from the Clouds in Plato's Apology will occur to every one.
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Now it is in citations from the comic poets and reminis-

cences of Theopompos that we find the citation from Pasi-

phon's Nikias imbedded in the fourth and fifth chapters of

Plutarch's Nikias. The fourth chapter has already been cited

(pp. 3 f.),
and the fifth may now follow :

(6)
" Since he was disposed to such caution as this in his

attitude toward the public informers, he would neither dine

out with any citizen nor indulge in public interchange of

views or social intercourse. Indeed, he had no time at all

for such avocations, but when he was general he remained at

the war department till night, and when he was senator he

was first to reach and last to leave the senate. And even if

he had no public business to transact, he was inaccessible and

hard to come at, keeping closely at home with his doors bolted.

His friends used to accost those who were waiting at his

door and beg them to be indulgent, for that Nikias was even

then engaged upon sundry urgent matters of public business.

"The man who most aided him in playing this role and

helped him assume his costume of pompous dignity was

Hiero, who had been reared in the household of Nikias and

thoroughly trained by him in letters and poetry. He pre-

tended to be a son of Dionysios surnamed CJialkous, whose

poems are actually extant, and who, as leader of a colonizing

expedition to Italy, founded Thourioi. This Hiero it was

who managed for Nikias his secret dealings with the seers,

and who was forever putting forth among the people moving
tales of the life of severe hardships which Nikias led for the

sake of the city.
'

Why !

'

said he,
' even when he takes his

bath and when he eats his dinner some public business or

other is sure to confront him
;
he neglects his private interests

in his anxiety for the common good, and scarcely gets to

sleep by midnight. That is why he is physically all run

down, and is not affable or pleasant to his friends. Nay, he

has actually lost his friends also, in addition to his substance,

and all in the service of the city. Other public men not only
win friends, but enrich themselves by means of their influ-

ence with the people, and then enjoy themselves and make a

plaything of the service of the city.'
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" In point of fact, such was the life of Nikias that he could

say of himself as Agamemnon did :

TOV oy*cov e^o/xev, TO> 8*

All the material of this fifth chapter of Plutarch's biography
is of just that spicy sort which Old Athenian Comedy loved

to deal out to its public, and may well have been taken from

that source, or from Theopompos, or from both, by Pasiphon,

to give vivacity and verisimilitude to his Ni&ias. No " learned

editor
"

is needed for Theopompos. He was a learned investi-

gator himself, and may himself have compiled the passages
from Old Comedy in which we find fragments of his testimony

imbedded, not only here but elsewhere. Pasiphon used him

freely (either with or without independent recurrence to Old

Comedy), to get biographical material for his setting of a

dialogue Nikias ; and Plutarch used Pasiphon's dialogue (with

or without independent recurrence to Theopompos), for that

early part of the life of Nikias where his main sources,

Philistos and Thoukydides, failed him entirely. My inclina-

tion is to regard most of the material of the fourth and fifth

chapters of Plutarch's Nikias as due to the Nikias of Pasi-

phon directly.
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X. The Duenos Inscription.

BY PROFESSOR GEORGE HEMPL,

UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN.

I NEED not review the history of the elucidation of the

Duenos inscription.
1

Jordan made an important advance in

the grammatical interpretation. Conway accepted his text

with three deviations, adopting the to uei sat of Deecke for

the earlier division iouei sat, the duenoi ne of Breal and Pauli

for the dzc noine of earlier interpreters, and the mala of Com-

paretti rather than mano :

io uei sat deiuos qoi med mitat nei ted endo cosmis uirco sied,

asted noisi ope toitesiaipacari uois.

duenos medfeced en maiwm, einom duenoi ne med malo stated.

This Conway translates:

May the gods Jove, Vejove, and Saturn (grant) that Proserpine, to

whom they suffer this vase to be despatched, show thee no favour ;

unless indeed thoit art willing to make thy peace with (or make atone-

ment to, or be appeased towards} Ops Toitesiai. Duenos made me

(as a curse} against Manusy and let not evil fall to Duenosfrom me.

Conway is the only commentator who has given a reason-

able and consistent interpretation of the inscription. His

general position, namely, that we have before us a curse, and

most of his explanations are brilliant and convincing, and it

is strange that minor infelicities in his interpretation sufficed

to blind the eyes of other scholars to its unique satisfactori-

ness. My interpretation is based upon his and, while, in

certain details, undertaking to extend and rectify it, confirms

its essential correctness. The most important point in which

1 For the literature of the subject see Maurenbrecher, rhilologus, 54, p. 620,

and Herbig, Bursian's Jahresberichte, 1900, 3. p 40. The reader will find it of

great assistance to have a facsimile at hand. I refer in all cases to Dressel's

facsimiles in the Annali delV Instituto, 1880, plate L. They are not perfect, for

they do not exactly accord with one another. Still, they are the source of all

others. Egbert's copy of the projection is perhaps most accessible.
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my interpretation differs from Conway's lies in my rejection

of his theory that the scribe was a Greek and betrayed his

nationality in certain graphical errors and corrections. I

shall not attempt to repeat Conway's arguments and rehearse

the evidence he brings forward
;

I shall simply take up those

points in which I disagree with him. This will leave certain

things unexplained and unjustified that I assume as estab-

lished, and I must therefore warn the reader who is unfamiliar

with Conway's paper that an acquaintance with it is essential

to a just appreciation of my position.

Since Conway's article appeared, various scholars have

attacked the problem and have poured out about the old

inscription a flood of learning and conjecture, but, unfor-

tunately, to comparatively little purpose. It would be

superfluous for me to consider or refute the many theories

that have been put forward
;

for that has been done suf-

ficiently by others, each commentator having been keen

to see and expose the weaknesses of the position of his

predecessor.

After the fourth letter of the first line there is a straight

perpendicular mark, rather longer than the adjacent letters

are high. Some commentators (for example, Jordan) regard

this as an I that was inserted after the neighboring letters

had been written
;
others (for example, Dressel) regard it as

an attempt at punctuation ;
still others (for example, Mau-

renbrecher) assume that it was more or less accidental ;
and

Thurneysen goes so far as to say that it is intended to show

that the correction of E into A in sat was a mistake and that,

instead, the E in ue should have been changed ! That the

line was deliberately made is beyond all question. That it

indicates punctuation is contrary, not only to the writer's

practice in all the rest of the inscription, but also to what

we know of ancient punctuation in general. Thurneysen's

idea will certainly find acceptance nowhere. We must then

go back to Jordan's conception that the mark is an inserted

I, certainly the most obvious interpretation. It has been

objected by Dressel and Maurenbrecher that the mark is

too long and too slight to pass for an I. This argument
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would hold, if it were claimed that the letter had been made

from the start, along with the others
;
but it has, of course,

no weight whatever when we consider that the letter is a

correction and obviously a later insertion. To demand that

it should have been made thicker, is simply absurd, for the

simple reason that there was not room for a thicker mark
;

indeed, the line, thin as it is, could hardly be squeezed in

between the neighboring characters. The form of the letter

is, in fact, just such a one as was to be expected under the

circumstances. And this applies to the extra length as well

as to the thinness
; for, in insertions of this kind, the erect

shaft of an inserted I, J, T, L, or the like, is almost invariably

longer than those of the letters between which it is inserted.

But, aside from that, altogether too much has been made of

this matter of length. A glance at the facsimile will show

that there was little attempt at uniformity. I do not refer to

the psychological phenomenon of small round and ^
by the

side of large letters made of straight lines. But the shafts

of M in med are actually twice as long as the shaft of the

adjoining E and those of the preceding N and D. They are,

in fact, longer than the I in question. Moreover, not only is

the I such as we should expect under the circumstances
;
but

the very reason for its omission and subsequent insertion is

not difficult to trace. The engraver wrote 10 for touts and

then wrote in like manner the first two letters of ueiouis and

began to write the abbreviation of saturnos when it occurred

to him that the VE would be more likely to suggest ttenos

than ueiouis. He consequently stopped and inserted an I

after the VE. Returning to complete what he was writing,

he wrote, instead of A, the E he still had in mind, and then,

discovering his error, had to smooth out the arms of the E

and make an A of it.

Conway was perhaps the last to regard deiuos as a nomina-

tive plural with the original ending of 0-stems, which was

retained in Oscan and Umbrian (Planta, II, 274, Brugmann,
II, 314). To this it has been repeatedly objected that the

old nominal ending had been displaced in Latin by the pro-

nominal ending -oi, later -/. To be sure, we have not yet
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found the ending -oi in early Latin plurals, but we find quoted
in later texts such plurals as poploe, pilumnoe, etc., which are

generally, and doubtless correctly, regarded as transcriptions
of poploi etc., made at a time when the old stressed oi that

(instead of becoming normally o > u) had been artificially

preserved in the reading of archaic documents, had become
oe. I shall, however, show (p. 155) that weak oi had in all

probability passed -on to ei at the time that the Duenos

inscription was written, and we must, therefore, suppose that

the time when the pronominal -oi entered the nominal de-

clension was still earlier. In other words, when the Duerios

inscription was written, the nominative plural of 0-stems

generally ended in -oi. I say generally, for we must not

forget that the change of -os to -oi was not a phonological

change but an analogical change, and analogical changes do

not affect all the members of a group with equal force. That

some remain unaffected, for example, in technical expressions,

fixed phrases, or the formal language of the law and of religion,

does not surprise us. Thus, we know that, when the pro-

nominal -orom -drum displaced the nominal -om -urn, and -at

displaced -as in the genitive of the ^-sterns, the old endings
succeeded in maintaining themselves in various phrases and

technical uses : praefectus fabrum, triumvirum, nnmmunt,

paterfamilias, etc. It is of interest that among these is the

very word we are now dealing with, dens, whose old plural

genitive deum long held out against the new deorum. That,

in like manner, we could have a nominative plural deiuos even

at a time when the nominative plural of 0-stems generally

ended in -oi, admits of no doubt. That religious conservatism

may have had more or less to do with the maintenance of

the old form is not improbable. Thus, in America, where the

Old-French spelling -our has, for the most part, yielded to the

Latin -or, we still write The Saviour, not The Savior.

Conway holds that mitat stands for mittant. To this he

was led chiefly by "the discrepancy of mitat with -/ from

sied feced with -d." But there is no more difficulty with

mitat by the side of sied and feked than there is with dedit

by the side of fecid on the Cista Ficoroniana. This d was
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becoming t (and so coinciding with the t that arose out of

older -//), and we have here the evidence of transition. The
sound was, doubtless, at the stage of the unvoiced but still

weak stop, and thus intermediate between the old voiced

weak d and the voiceless strong t that it ultimately became

(Sievers, Phonetik^ 480, 774). At this stage, T and D

were equally good, and equally inexact, spellings for it. We
have, therefore, no reason for taking mitat to be anything
but mitat (whether mitat or already mittat} and are at liberty

to give to io nei sat deiuos qoi med mitat the most natural

rendering :

"
May the Gods, Jove, Vejove, and Saturn (grant)

to him who is going to send me." Mitat is the future, or

prospective, subjunctive.

Conway (p. 452) suggests that qoi may be nominative

plural, in which case "the clause qoi med mitat will be

attached simply to the preceding words." This would give
the very improbable rendering :

"
May the Gods Jove,

Vejove, and Saturn, who suffer this vase to be despatched."
But Conway (p. 454) prefers to follow Pauli in regarding qoi

as dative singular and referring anticipatorily to ttirco, as

shown in the translation above (p. 150). This strikes me
as violent and as a suggestion that could be entertained only
in despair of anything better. But we have just seen that

there is nothing desperate in the situation and that the clause

admits of a perfectly simple and satisfactory explanation.

Maurenbrecher's claim (p. 624, 625) that we cannot take

nei as a final conjunction, because the earliest certain case of

its use in this function is 186 B.C., does not hold, in view

of the fact that we have so very few records that are of an

earlier date.

Conway accepts Jordan's interpretation (p. 235) of the

beginning of line two as asted, that is, an archaic form of ast,

like postid for post. This Thurneysen (p. 197) and Mauren-

brecher (p. 625) have, as it seems to me, satisfactorily dis-

proved. Bral and Thurneysen hold that asted = ast (i)cd,

with t written but once, cf. manom (in}einom below. This

strikes me as an excellent idea. For the position of the

reflexive, see p. 162 below.
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The oi in noisi and uois has caused much trouble. Of
the explanations made by those who interpret the words as

= nist and vis, Con way's is the least objectionable. He
regards the oi as related to ei by vowel gradation. But even

this has not stood the test, and must be abandoned. There

is, however, a very simple explanation. In the inscription
we find oi five times :

qoi noisi

opetoi uois

duenoi

In the first three we expect oi (qoi being the strong form,

afterwards displaced by the weak, Brugmann
2

, I, p. 228 A i) ;

in the last two we expect ei.(>e>i). In these two cases

the oi is followed by s. Now, we know that in the dative,

ablative, locative, instrumental plurals of the 0-stems, the

ending -ois became -eis (>es>is). That the old spelling

was kept up for a time by analogy to the other cases with -o-

was natural. This ending was exceedingly common (see

p. 156 below) and thus the spelling ois for eis was very
familiar and may be expected in cases where the eis did not

arise out of ois\ exactly as, when ans had become as, the

spelling ans was used for any as, for example, occansio (Lind-

say, Latin Language, p. 69) ;
and as, when ei had become t,

the spelling ei was used also for I that had not arisen out of

ei (see p. 156 below). This explanation
1 of the spellings

noisi and uois is a perfectly well grounded and consistent

one. Thus, in the Duenos inscription ei is ordinarily spelled

ei (deinos, nei, \m\einom), but eis is spelled ois (noisi, uois).

noisi, then, is net-si (<nei + sei) and is a cousin to the

classical nisi (<ne + set).

That the weak si (< set) in net-si ("noisi") is written -si

and not -set, has caused Thurneysen (p. 197) and others

unnecessary difficulty. It is, in fact, very interesting and

instructive. It proves that weak ei had become I at the time

when weak oi had not yet become I, but was identified with

1 After I had worked this out, I discovered that Solmsen (StuJien, pp. 87, 88)

had suggested a similar explanation. I would not, however, have the two con-

founded : Solmsen's position and mine are really quite different.
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ei. This is just what was, from a phonological point of view,

to be expected ;
for e stands nearest to i, and would yield to

it sooner than other vowels would. Thus, in Germanic lan-

guages, i mutated e long before it mutated a, o, u. 1

If Solmsen (IF., 4, 24, Brugmann
2

, I, p. 184, ft. 2) is right

in deriving si from weak *sat= Oscan svai (compare the like

loss of w in Old-English s(zv)5 < Germanic swat}, as I think

he is, we must take it for granted that not only weak ori-

ginal ei had become I but also the weak ei that had arisen out

of at. This is in harmony with what we are led by phono-

logical considerations to believe was the chronological develop-

ment of I out of the various diphthongs :

(0 (2) (3) (4)

Weak ei > t

" ai > ei > *

" oi > ei > i

Stressed ei > /

At the time of our inscription, Latin had arrived at the

stage (3). It will be observed that this accords with the

theory proposed above, namely, that at this time the vast

majority of existent m's were found in the dative and ablative

plural of 0-stems, the -ais of feminine stems having already

passed on through -eis to -is and being, in all probability,

written with i, as the I (< ei< weak at) in neist(" noisi ") was.

When, at a later period, stressed ei and the weak ei that

had arisen out of oi had likewise passed on to I, the spelling

ei was used to represent also the i that had arisen earlier out

of weak ei and out of ei < weak ai (hence the spelling ni-sei}

and even that I that had always been I (hence ueiuos), cf.

Brugmann, I, pp. 102, 184. We thus see the significance

of the later spelling nisei and its relation to the noisi of our

inscription. But the spelling nise, often cited from the Lex

Rubrica, has no significance. This form is found only once

and that in nise iei. Now, it is clear that we have here one

of those countless cases of the loss of a final letter because

1 From this it must not be inferred that I am confounding these changes with

t-mutation. On another occasion I shall have something to say on the phonology
of the changes that Latin diphthongs suffered.
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identical with that beginning the next word. It was not the

practice of the engraver of the Lex Rubrica to write but one
letter in such cases, for he separates his words by points ;

but as nise ends the line, there was no occasion for a point,

and he went on with the i in iei. In the only other case that

the word is used in the Lex Rubrica, three lines below nise

iei, it is spelled nisei.

To return, there is thus no reason why noisi and uois

should cause any difficulty so far as their phonology is con-

cerned, while their meanings are certainly just what is wanted.

Conway (p. 455) regrets that he is not able to perfect

Jordan's interpretation of the second line. He sees the

difficulty in regarding ope as a dative, and suggests that it

might be an instrumental, ope Toitesiai being 'by the aid of

Toitesia.' The hopelessness of any interpretation that recog-

nizes the form Toitesiai is frankly confessed :

" Who or what

Toitesia is, human or divine, or whether she really exists at

all, no one yet knows. ... I am far from certain that the

words are rightly separated." They surely are not. For a

long time scholars were bewitched by the suggestion of Ops,

but of late two or three new divisions have been made. Of

the attempts of Bre"al and Pauli, Maurenbrecher (p. 627) says :

"Ihre abstrusen Wortgebilde beclurfen keiner Widerlegung."
But he himself proposes (p. 628): asted noisi, ope Toitesiai

pakari uois = adstet nobis, nt opera Tuteriae cum uobis

pacemnr\ And Thurneysen (p. 198) asks us to accept as(f)

ted noisi op et oites iaipa(c)ari uois = ast te, nobis ad id utens,

eipacari uis \

It is strange that the oi has not suggested to some one

that this is the dative masculine ending of an adjective

agreeing with the proper name ending in the dative in -ai\

opetoi tesiai. This opetoi is evidently the dative of opetos, the

displaced positive
1 of opitnmos, later optimus, which is thus

a true superlative in -timos -imus and not, as generally said

(cf. Stolz und Schmalz 3
, p. 148), a positive in -tumos -tintus

that came to be used as a superlative. The positive opetos

1 On another occasion I shall show that irregular comparison is largely due to

the displacement of the positive by the encroachment of some other word.
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earlier *opitos is an adjective from ops, meaning 'helpful,

useful, good
'

;
whence the verb opto

'

regard as useful or

good,' 'like,' 'choose,' as well as the masculine noun optio

'assistant, helper,' cf. mlrio from minis (Brugmann, II,

p. 337-338, and the paper mentioned on page 163).

It is not necessary to suppose with Jordan (p. 246) that

the s of tesiai, by the side of the r in pacari, shows that the

scribe was a foreigner, or with Con way (p. 455) that the word

is foreign or that the writer was employing an archaic form
;

for s would be a correct early spelling for either ss or ns.

Tesiai, in all probability, stands for Tcnsiai, with the frequent,

even very early, omission of the weakened nasal (Brugmann
2

,

I P- 37 0- Compare also malo(m) stated below. Te[n~\sia

I would explain as an old abstract (from tensns 'stretched,'

'strained,' 'tense,' 'stiff') in -id 1
(Brugmann, II, p. 443, 117,

etc.), used as the name of a person having the quality denoted

by the participle tensns (Brugmann, II, 157, p. 443 top).

The name might be imitated in English by Stiffness or

Stretchy, cf. the English family names Strain, Stretch, Stiff.

For the use of abstracts as names of persons, compare Potcstas,

Nice, Victoria, Fortuna, Auctoritas', the Christian use of Spcs,

Concordia, Constantia
;
the English family names Bliss, Joy,

Pride, etc.
;
our Puritan given names Grace, Faith, Mercy,

etc.
;
the playful designations Miss Impudence, Miss Simplic-

ity, and the like
;
the dignified His Holiness, Her Majesty,

Your Honor; and the hosts of Germanic names like Gaman

'joy,' Agis 'fear,' Craft 'strength
'

(cf. Modern German Herr

Kraft, Herr Muth, etc.), FriS 'peace,' and compounds like

ALlfred, Cyne'dryd (Sryd
'

strength '), Ceolmod(inod
'

courage '),

SEfielmund (mnnd
'

protection ').
Observe that Cyneffry'd,

Eadmund, etc., like Tensia, are feminine abstracts used as

names of men. I need hardly refer to masculine names like

Hadria, Scaevola, Murena, etc., and masculine nouns like

scrlba, nauta, anrlga, etc. Of course, the fact that we do

not find elsewhere the name of the man who made or sent

the vase is not at all serious, as certainly would be our

1 This old abstract was displaced by tensio, formed with the younger compound
ending -i-on (Brugmann, II, p. 336 top, 338).
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inability to find any other trace of such a goddess as Toitesia,

if we were to suppose her mentioned here. Furthermore,
while it was customary for one to curse another for an offence

suffered at his hands, and we may well imagine that our

Tensia desired to make it hard for his enemy if he carried

his resentment toward him into the other world
;

it would,

on the other hand, be strange if, as Conway seems to assume,
a mortal took up the cause of a god and ran the risks incum-

bent upon the practice of cursing, all in order that a dead

man might be frightened into making his peace with one

of the divinities.

It is generally said (compare, for example, Conway, p. 447-

448) that in pakari and feked we have a K changed to a C. As
Dressel's facsimile does not betray which lines are the later,

one at a distance must judge by other considerations. In

feked we find J . This is certainly not a K changed to a C.

In the first place, there appears to be no trace of a change of

any kind. The side strokes are rather heavy, that is all, and

we find similarly heavy lines elsewhere in the inscription ;

observe the top arm of the preceding E, the shaft of the I in

meinom, and one or another stroke of some of the O's, for

example, that before statod. In the second place, the C's of

this inscription, including the one in pakari, are all small

superior
*

. Our character is simply one of the forms that

the old zeta ~L assumed in Italy, namely C F , retrograde

3 U ,
etc. This, having no phonological use in Latin, came to

be regarded as a variant of the similar kappa (e K and was

employed as a k, ultimately getting separate recognition with

the value of g, as I showed in detail some years ago in a

paper read before this society ( The Origin of the Latin Letters

G and Z, Trans, vol. 30, p. 24-41). The character in pakari

is clearly j . This certainly does contain such a C as is

characteristic of this inscription. But it is hard to under-

stand how this can be regarded as a K changed into a C. If

we take away the ">
,
we have J left. This could be nothing

but a part of a K of the form 1, like that in feked. It might

be said that the engraver discovered his mistake before he

had completed the K. To this there are two objections. In
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the first place, it is not likely that any one would make the

lower arm before he made the upper one. In the second

place, had he done so and then decided to change the K to a

C, he certainly would not have left the obtrusive j standing ;

for we find that he was in the habit of smoothing out incorrect

lines, for example, the E first written after the S of sat and the

D first written after manom. On the other hand, there is

nothing in the way of supposing that the scribe wrote s and

then corrected it into a k (as held by Dressel, Jordan, and

Maurenbrecher) by adding the erect shaft and the lower

oblique bar. In this way the upper part of the was

allowed to serve as the upper bar of a ~\ , for which it was a

trifle too short, and only the lower part of the = was superflu-

ous and escaped erasure. But in this, the corrected letter was

no more different from the 3 in feked than the second E in

feked, with its four arms, was from all the other E's. We
see, therefore, that we have in the letters representing the

voiceless velars in pakari and feked no evidence whatever

that a Greek had written his native K and then tried to

change it into a C,
"
consciously following a recognized Latin

usage" (Conway, p. 448). Instead, we have simply a vacilla-

tion in usage between C and a form of K. The C was evidently

already getting the upper hand
;
but after writing it in pacari,

the scribe, in accordance with a well known usage, decided to

change it to a K before the following A.

The r in pakari has been much discussed. It is generally
taken for granted that it represents an original s > z > r.

Thurneysen objects (p. 210) that the retention of the old

vowels, diphthongs, and final consonants indicates a Latin that

must be older than that of the time of rhotacism
;
he fails,

however, to give of the r any other explanation that is at all

acceptable. Thurneysen errs in two directions. We must

not suppose that the writing of R began in the entry of

proper names in public documents and that we are, therefore,

to date the change of 2 to r at the time of the Papirii, Valerii,

and Furii, that is, at the middle of the fourth century B.C.

Proper names retain archaic spellings long after these are

abandoned in ordinary words (observe the retention of the
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j-like Old-English g or y in the name Mackenjte until it

was actually taken for a z and so pronounced), and legal docu-

ments are similarly conservative. If we date the change of

z to r fifty or seventy-five years earlier, we shall probably not

be far out of the way. In the second place, Thurneysen
overestimates the archaic character of our inscription. It is

not true that we, have "tadellos erhaltene vocale, diphthonge
und auslautende consonanten." For I have shown that weak
oi had become ei

t
while weak ei and weak at had become /.

Moreover, opetoi, with its e for the older
/',
shows a degenera-

tion of the weak vowel that had not yet taken place in the

elsewhere-recorded opitumos. In other words, our inscription

represents that intermediate stage in the development of

Latin in which the vocalic elements of the stressed syllables

still remained intact (unless, perhaps, ci had become a close

e), while those in weak syllables had yielded to a considerable

extent. So far as the consonants are concerned, we have

seen (p. 158) that a nasal consonant before s had degenerated
into an unwritten nasalization of the preceding vowel

; and

(p. 154) that final verbal dfhad become unvoiced but not yet

identical with strong voiceless /. What gives the inscription

its most archaic look is the use of 9 without V. But this is

largely a matter of writing and we must not fall into the

error of confounding it with phonological development. The

inscription on the Forum stele, in whose usage I can see

nothing younger, has 9V and 9Y.

I agree with Thurneysen (p. 197, 200) in his conception of

the words ted . . . pakari uois :

" Die stellung des ted un-

mittelbar hinter dem satzeinleitenden worte ist die zu erwar-

tende, auch die ganze construction ted . . . pa(c)ari uois die

regelmassige, wenn pacari passivisch als
'

ausgesohnt wer-

den
'

oder ahnlich zu fassen ist. Sie fallt aber auch nicht

auf
, wenn pacari neutral ' sich aussohnen

'

bedeutet, vgl. uolt

placere sese amicae Plaut. Asin. 183 und die vielen ahnlichen

falle. Endlich Konnte pa(fyiri mit Kurzem i zu lesen sein

und als altere form des activen infinitivs pacare zu betrach-

ten sein, ted also das object bezeichnen. . . . es scheint eine

construction wie gr. SiaXXdrreiv nvt vorzuliegen." Thurney-
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sen is quite right in saying that the sentence is normal : it is

so in every respect, and I need quote but three or four of the

vast number of similar sentences : Sed se in hac urbe florere

voluenmt, Rabir., 3, 25 ; Equidem me Caesaris militem did

volui, B. C., 2, 32, 14 ;
Hi se praetores appellari volebant, Leg.

Agr., 2, 93 ; qui se popularis haberi volunt, Cat., 4, 10
; quan-

tam vos in me esse voluistis, Balb., I. The only point that

might arouse criticism is the placing of the reflexive between

two closely connected words. But this, too, is thoroughly

justified. We find it occasionally in such neutral sentences

as : Qui se ex his minus timidos existimari volebant, B. G. I,

39 ;
but more usually where one or both of the two separated

words are particularly emphatic, as is the case in the clause

in our inscription. Compare the following from Caesar and

Cicero : qui se ipse scurram improbissimtim existimari volt,

Verr., 3, 146; omnia se cetera, Verr., 4, in
;

rein se totam,

Verr., 3, 139; multis sese nobilibus, B. G., I, 44; optimis se

viris, Gael., 12
;
isdem se copiis, Quir., 66

;
his se rebus, Verr.

a. pr., 15.

Conway regards duenos and manom as proper names
;
the

former is, rather, the common adjective duenos > duonos >
> bonus, while the latter is the old singular of manes and has

here the meaning
' the spirit of a dead man.' In the paper

referred to below I have shown that the old 0-stem mdnos

(inan-tio- men-uo-, cf. maneo = /zew) is a gradation variant of

fjidvos (mon-uo-)
' alone

'

and /zai/cfe (mn-iio-}
'

rarus, loose in

texture, porous, scanty.' mdnos shows the loss of u in -nuo-

that we find in -stto- and -qiio-\ whence, by analogy, Mdna,
but*Manua?ia with the u preserved before a, ci.Jdmts and the

analogical Jdna, but the phonetic jdnua, Jdnudlis, etc. The

change of <?-stems, especially adjective 0-stems, to /-stems, is

characteristic of Latin. Compare similis with 6/ia\o? and

observe inermis by the side of inermus (Brugmann, II, p. 265).

The 0-stem lingered for a time as a sort of proper name.

With Genita Mdna compare the Cerus Mdnus of the Salian

Hymns (Paul, ex Fest., Mu'ller, p. 122, 4). Whether the

word ever really had the meaning
'

good,' as stated by Varro

(De Lingua Latina, 6, 4) and later grammarians, may be
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doubted
;
for it is when they -are employing it as an etymon

of other words that they ascribe to it that meaning. The
idea may have arisen from the use of both Dnonos Ccros and

Ceros Manos in the Salian Hymns, which were learned and

sung long after they had ceased to be understood. The manes

were the ' rare ones
'

or the ' thin ones,' the '

spirits
'

or
' shades

'

of the dead, otherwise known as animae tenues

and umbrae tenues. On the new f-stem was based Mania,
with much the same meaning as the older Mana.
None of the attempts to explain einom as a Latin word are

such as would be seriously entertained except in despair of

anything better. Thurneysen recognized that we might have

in manomeinom a manom meinom. This meinom he attempts
to identify with a Celtic z^-stem, meaning

'

desire, lust,' by

calling in the meaning
' intention

'

found in modern Gaelic

and translating en manom meinom ' zu guter absicht.' This

explanation has, as was to be expected, found no favor. But

there is a meinom quite at hand whose meaning fits perfectly

into our sentence. Old-Latin meinom is identical in form

and meaning with the Greek fiei(v)ov
'

less, inferior,' seen in

a-niva>v and /neiW (peivcov and TrXecav became /-tetW and 7r\etcov

by mutual concession), as I have shown at length in a paper

that will probably appear soon in Indogermanische Forschungen.

For its use as a conjunction, or quasi conjunction, compare
the later use of its cousin minus with quo in Latin, the use in

Old-English of las, modern lest and unless, the phrases um so

weniger and desto weniger in German, and similar idioms in

other languages.

Grienberger (IF., 1 1, p. 342) undertakes to do away with

the I of \m\einom by claiming that it is only "ein Substanz-

verlust im weichen Thon ohne irgendwelche litterale Bedeu-

tung." At first sight there is a kind of plausibility in this

suggestion. The fact that the ^\ of duettos med runs down

into the 9$ of deiuos qoi, proves (if any proof were needed)

that the line beginning with duenos was written later than the

line to uei sat etc. But the plate (figure 2) shows an exten-

sion of the I of \m\einom downward, and it is clear that this

line was made before the arms of the E of endo, for they cross
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it. If, then, this mark was made before the first line was

written, it was there before the second line was written and,

therefore, has no significance in the line. But this argument
takes it for granted that the line that is crossed by the arms

of the E of cndo is really an extension of the I found in

\ni\einom above. This is, however, only an assumption. A
glance at figure 4 shows that the I of \in~\einom is as clear

and distinct an I as there is in the inscription and that its foot

simply chances to coincide with a very different slight line

that starts at the foot of the E of endo and grows fainter as

it approaches the I of \jn~\einom. This faint line is, then,

obviously nothing but a slight impression made by the stylus

because the engraver did not lift it quite high enough when
he had completed the erect shaft of the E of endo and was

passing up to make the arms just such a " Bindestrich aus

dem Duktus der schreibenden Hand "
as Grienberger points

out in dncnosl The foundation of Grienberger's argument
is thus clean cut away. But even if this were not so, Grien-

berger's supposition is in itself so very improbable that it

could not be seriously entertained. We must not forget that

the clay was soft when the letters were written. Now, if we
find the engraver smoothing out his errors (cf. p. 160, above),

we surely cannot assume that he would calmly permit an

accidental mark that was exactly like an I to stand in the

middle of one of his words.

The old idea that the letter inserted between the D and

the E of duenoi is some form of zeta, has been so often and so

thoroughly exploded that I shall add only a reference to my
paper on The Origin of Latin G and Z (p. 1 59 above). When
considering the form of this letter, as in considering that of

1 But when Grienberger says that the mark between the D and the V of duenoi

(see p. 165) is such a Bindestrich and that there is another between the medial

consonant and the O of the word before the last, he permits his theory to run

away with his judgment as a little consideration will make clear to any
observer. Furthermore, it is puzzling to understand how Grienberger can re-

gard his "
Buchstaben-Beruhrungen

"
as " Ansatze zu einer zusammenhangenden

Kursive." Cursive writing arises out of neglect to raise the stylus and there is

nothing whatever in such contacts as Grienberger points out that could lead to

cursive writing.
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the I of uei, we must not forget, as so many have done, that

we are dealing with a letter that was inserted after the neigh-

boring letters had been written, and that it had to be crowded
into such space as there was. Thurneysen is undoubtedly
correct in saying (p. 207) that the little hook at the top of

the V of duenoi is accidental
;

it is evidently due to inaccurate

placing of the style in starting the letter, a thing that could

easily happen to one when trying to squeeze a V into so small

a space. But Thurneysen is in error in saying we have to

deal with a V of the form F; it is a V with a long shaft

at the right, and a short one at the left
; compare the / of

uois. In duenoi the long shaft had to stand nearly erect,

because there was no room for it to slant. For the same

reason, the short shaft, in order to have any length at all,

had to pass the foot of the long one.

As ne stands before med, it is clear that its force falls

upon med. Its use after meinom, which implies a negative,

is to be compared to the use of ne qnidem after a negative.

It is not, however, equivalent to ne quidem ;
for ne qnidem

brings prominently under the negation a factor that might
otherwise be supposed to lie outside the range of the pre-

ceding negative, but our ne directs the negation particularly

to med as that which should by no means, or last of all, be

the cause of such mischief, a task that meinom hardly

could perform. Its force might be brought out in English

by the translation :

* the less may any evil attach itself to

the good man, especially not through me.' The common

ne qnidem, with ne standing before the word it specifically

negates, is, then, probably a last relic of a time when ne could

be placed before the word particularly to be negated, although

there was already a general negative in the sentence (cf.

Fowler, The Negatives of the I' Jo-European Languages, 1896,

p. 6}
2) just as in Old English (J>aet hira ne mehte nan to

65rum 'so that there couldn't neither of them [get at] the

other ') and other Germanic languages, and, for that matter,

in vulgar modern English (" I haiV seen nobody "). Probably

the most frequent occasion for the introduction of such an

extra negative was when the word before which it was placed
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might otherwise be regarded as exempt from the general

negative, that is, under exactly those circumstances under

which a Roman would say ne quidem and we not even
;

hence the persistence of the extra negative in this connection

after it had fallen away in less common ones.

Besides the velars in pakari and feked, there is another

letter which Conway, like Comparetti, believed shows traces

of a change from a Greek to a Latin form :

" In the last word

but one, malo, there is a curious sign (-^) which was at first

read as w(N), but seems clearly to be A = X, corrected into

a Latin A = /" (p. 447). The form shown by Conway is

(doubtless through lack of care on the part of the printer)

quite inaccurate. It will be best to reproduce the whole

word :
crfrtltf-

The third letter (from the right) is certainly

not the normal form of any letter. I find but two possible

explanations, (i) The letter was intended for M, but, as the

line was crowded and bent by the line below, the letters were

tipped and the first (right-hand*) stroke of the n leaned to the

right and the medial stroke, instead of being oblique, became

practically horizontal. Then the engraver attached the third

stroke to the first, which had the position that the second

should have had
;
whether he did this consciously or inad-

vertently, would be a matter of little moment. (2) The

engraver intended to write malom, but, under the influence

of the preceding manom, started to write man, when he dis-

covered his mistake and changed the n to an /. In support
of this idea, it may be said that the facsimile represents the

top stroke (the one that would be superfluous in an ^) as

partially erased. Of the two explanations, I regard the second

as the more likely. Both are more natural and simple than

Conway's, which assumes the otherwise unsupported theory
of the Greek nationality of the engraver. The suggestion
that the letter is an A erroneously written (through the influ-

ence of the preceding A) for some other letter and left uncor-

rected (Dressel, Biicheler, Jordan, etc.) is quite improbable.
In the first place, it contradicts what we know of the en-

graver's practice, namely, his habit of smoothing out errone-

ous letters. In the second place, the character differs from
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all the A's in the inscription, without there being any obvious

reason for such difference.

Conway takes statod intransitively and renders let not evil

fall to Duenos from me. Thurneysen objects that this is a

rendering that can hardly be called a translation. To be

sure, it is no literal translation, to render stare by
'
fall

'

;
but

the same idea can be expressed in different languages by

very different figures. Stare here has the common value of

'

stand, continue, persist.' The maker of the vase is trying

to prevent any contamination of the curse from affecting (or,

as one would say in German, anhafteri) the curser. That this

danger was feared and was guarded against by such a clause

is thoroughly established (Conway, p. 456).

I read :

10. VEI. SAT. DEIVOS QOI MED MITAT NEI TF.D ENDO
COSMIS VIRCO SIED;

AST [T]ED NOISI OPETOI TE[N]SIAI PAKARI VOIS.

DVENOS MED FEKED EN MANOM, [M]EINOM DVENOI

NE MED MALO[M] STATOD.1

This I translate :

(May} the gods Jove, Vejove, (and) Saturn (grant to him) who is

going to send me, that the maid \_-Proserpine'} be not gracious to you;
unless indeedyou are willing to become reconciled to the excellent Ten-

sia. A good man made me against the spirit of a dead man ; the less

may any evil persist through me to the disadvantage of the good man.

I may add one or two inferences that are to be drawn from

our inscription. We have seen above (p. 158) that the engraver,

like the makers of other early inscriptions, ignores, in writing,

the nasal which, before a voiceless fricative, had degenerated

into a nasalization of the preceding vowel. This, too, we

find that he does in the case of a final nasal followed by an

initial fricative: malo\ni\ statod. It might be asked: Is

1 In this the [ ] indicate letters that were omitted, not by error, but in

accordance with the practice of the writer.
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not the latter simply a case of the disappearance of weak
final -m ? That it is not, is shown by the spelling \_m~\einom

duenoi, in which the final -m is written before the initial

d-. Appeal cannot be made to the writing of but one m in

manomeinom for manom meinom
;
for this is but a case of the

writing of a single consonant for a double one, the usual

practice in early inscriptions and repeated in this inscription

in astedior ast \f\ed. Moreover, by a peculiar accident, we
have evidence that the m "written in manomeinom really

belongs to the manom. When the engraver had written

manom, he for a moment supposed that in writing -nom he

had written the last three letters of the meinom that was to

follow and that he already had in mind, and so he started

to write the next word, duenoi. When he had made the D,

he discovered that he had left out meinom and, therefore,

smoothed out the bow of the D and wrote einom, without

repeating the m already written at the end of manom. The
trace of the bow of the D is still discernible under the oblique
bars of the E. Baehrens' attempt (Neue Jahrbucher, 129,

p. 834-835) to explain this trace of an erased D as a sign

that the bottom stroke was inadvertently made and should

not be counted (in other words, that the letter is F, not E)
is one of those marvellous suggestions that philologists, in

some unaccountable way, are at times guilty of making.

Compare Thurneysen's explanation of the added I of uei

(p. 151, above), and Schroeder's contention (Jakreskeftt des

oster. archdolog. Instituts, 3) that the seventh letter is an A

changed to an E.

But the ignoring of the nasal, whether n or m, before a

voiceless fricative, at the same time that final -m before other

consonants (in \m\einom duenoi and in manom d- which was

changed to manom \m\einoiri) was consistently written, has

for us grammatical significance. It implies that the change
of the consonant nasal before a voiceless fricative into a

nasalization of the preceding vowel took place earlier than

the disintegration of final -m.

Furthermore, from what has been said above, it is clear

that the proper expansion of such forms as manomeinom and
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asted is manont \in\einom and ast \f\ed and not mano[m]
meinom and as[t] ted, as found in Thurneysen. The latter

method of expansion was doubtless suggested by the expan-

sion of texts with loss of final consonants, for example,

malo\m\ statod. But in cases like asted we are not dealing

with a phonological phenomenon, but with a graphic one

namely, the neglect of a letter just written.
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2. The Executive Committee authorized the Secretary to present nom-

inations to membership at any time during the year. Members elected at

such times shall ordinarily rate from the preceding July.

3. The TRANSACTIONS and PROCEEDINGS were issued in January.

Separate copies of the PROCEEDINGS may be obtained of the publishers.

4. The Report of Publications by members of the Association since

July i, 1901, showed a record of books, pamphlets, and articles by ninety-

five members.

Professor Smyth then presented his report as Treasurer for the

year 1901-1902 :

RECEIPTS.

Balance from 1900-1901 $994.96

Sales of Transactions
.,

. $ 252.58

Membership dues 1382.00

Dividends Central New England and Western R. R. . 6.00

Offprints 15.26

Interest 43-63

Philological Association of the Pacific Coast (less expenses) 1 79.22

Total receipts for the year $1878.69

#2873-65

EXPENDITURES.

Transactions and Proceedings (Vol. XXXII) .... $1512.08
Contribution to the Platonic Lexicon (.40) .... 196.80

Salary of Secretary 300.00

Postage 70.42

Printing 57-92

Expressage , 3.25

Stationery 3.15

Incidentals 4-84

Total expenditures for the year $2148.46

Balance, July 5, 1902 725-i9

$2873.65
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The following committees were appointed by the President :

On Time and Place of Meeting in 1903: Professors Harry, Sanders, and

Harrington.

On Officers for 1902-03: Professors Hart, Hewitt, and F. A. Hall.

To audit the Treasurer's accounts : Professors Paton and Kirk.

The reading of papers was then begun.

i. A Note on Seneca, Medea 378-382, by Dr. Curtis C. Bushnell,
of Syracuse University.

Venient annis saecula seris

quibus Oceanus vincula rerum

laxet et ingens pateat tellus v. 380
Tethisque novos detegat orbes

nee sit terris ultima Thule. Sen., Medea vs. 378-382.

The metaphor involved in vincula rerum laxet, when considered in connec-

tion with et . . . tellus, seems at first sight to be the release from fetters of a

prisoner, who is thenceforth free to range at will. If rerum meant only the

known world, this would be appropriate to its imprisoned inhabitants; but the

plural of res, when it refers to material things and is unqualified or is not so

placed as to be practically qualified, has nearly or quite the meaning 'all things'
or 'universe.' For illustration see Lucr. I. 629, i. 635-636, Luc. 10.266-267,
and cf. Lucr. I. 797 with I. 857. Since rerum has this meaning, embracing
the notion of both the known and the unknown world, the metaphor cannot be

the one stated.

I suggest that Seneca has in mind the opening of a door, and that vincula

rerum may be translated ' the fastened door of the universe.'

The metaphor of a closed door for an obstacle to discovery is a natural one.

It has, in fact, been used by Seneca forty lines earlier in this same chorus to

describe the Symplegades as preventing an entrance to the Euxine, duo monies

claustra profundi. The metaphor had been used also by Lucretius in a passage

closely parallel to the one under discussion, effringere arta naturae portarum
claustra (i. 70-71).

It does not seem strange that a poet should use vincula (' means of fastening ')

in this sense when we consider the wide latitude with which others have applied

it: Tibullus (2. I. 7) to a yoke and (2. I. 28) to the stopper of a wine-cask, Ovid

(^/. 8. 226) to wax in which feathers are imbedded.

Laxare is used (with claustra} to describe the opening of a door in Ver. Aen,

2. 259 and Juv. 8. 261.

The diction of 378-380 (and to some extent that of 381-382) seems to have

been taken from Aen. I. 261-296. The resemblances between the passages are

as follows :
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MEDEA. AENEID.

venient annis saecula seris, 378. veniet lustris labentibus aetas, i. 283.

annos, i. 272.

saecula, i. 291.

Oceanus, 379. Oceano, I. 287.

vincula, 379. Furor vinctus a'enis nodis, I. 294-296.

rerum, 379. rerum, I. 278 and 282.

ingens, 380. ingens, I. 263.

crte, 381. 0rw, i. 269.

terris, 382. terras, I. 280.

Since Seneca has so thoroughly in mind ^4fw. I. 261-296 (in 378-380 especially

y^tt. i. 282-296), it may be inferred that in his laxet vincula rerum he is think-

ing of the clusae Belli portae dirae ferro et compagibus artis of Aen. I. 293-294.

The word vincula itself is from the description of Furor vinctus, but is used in

this metaphorical sense.

Tennyson uses this figure three times in his Columbus. The discoverer is said

to have "
open'd a door to the West," to have been "

given the keys of the great

Ocean-sea," to have " unchain'd the Atlantic sea."

It may be added that the diction of 380-382 seems to be derived from Vergil,

G. i. 12-34, a passage whose subject in part is related to that of Aen. i. 286-290.

The paper was discussed by Professor Knapp.

2. Notes on the Medea of Seneca, by Professor Charles Knapp,
of Barnard College, Columbia University.

(1) 447-
1 Here all Mss. give

'

Fugimus, lason, fugimus hoc non est novum,'

etc. In Vol. II, p. 379, of his edition, Leo insists that the first fugimus must be

a perfect :
'
scilicet olim se fugisse, i.e. Colchis, nunc iterum fugere dicit. quod

sententiae acumen captasse poetam certum est ut qui tribrachyn in trimetrorum

initiis non admisit.' This statement contains an unaccountable error; in Leo's

own text the Medea and the Troades each show at least four instances of a

tribrach at the beginning of an iambic trimeter; cf. Med. 53, 556, 895, 937;

Tro. 607, 642, 908, 973. In Med. 53 and Tro. 642 the first two feet are tribrachs.

In two instances the verse begins with quid, anime, once with quid agis, and once

with quid agimus. The whole matter deserves further investigation, but enough
has been said to disprove Leo's assertion. The present tense throughout 447

gives better sense.

(2) 385, 386. The author objected to Peiper and Richter's transposition of

these verses. The only apparent reason for the transposition is the desire to

make these verses conform to the theory which Peiper and Richter held that

Seneca arranged his verses in a series of strophes and antistrophes. The

author held with Teuffel that this theory is utterly untenable; it is sufficiently

disproved by the desperate lengths to which Peiper and Richter were driven in

their attempts to apply it.

1 The verse numbering is according to Leo's edition.
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(3) 39 39 1 - The author objected to Leo's transposition of these verses,

holding that we should here follow the inferior manuscripts in reading the indica-

tive, not the subjunctive, in 391. If the manuscript order is kept, omnis specimen

affectus capit, 389, is far more effectively denned than it is with Leo's text, for it

then plays a double role in that it sums up what the nurse has already said and

at the same time forms a starting-point for a fresh treatment of the same subject.

For other examples of versus which play such a double role, cf. eg. Seneca, Med.

353, 354 (these verses form the predicate to the question that follows as well as

to that which precedes), Horace, Efp. i. I. 32, i. I. 52. A colon or semicolon

(not, as in the usual printing, a period) should be set after 390. The whole =
' She runs through the whole gamut of emotions : indecision, threats, fiery passions,

plaints, moans.' With 390 the nurse's description of Medea's present condition

and conduct ceases; she then gives vent, in the excited questions of 391, 392, to

her fears about Medea's future conduct as based upon a knowledge of her present

temper. In comparison with this arrangement Leo's text is feeble indeed.

393-396 form a comment, in quieter tone, on Medea's mood and the fears sug-

gested by them, and give that calmer ending for which ancient literary art so

often shows a preference.

(4) The author suggested that in 387 a comma should be set after fades,

maintaining that in the usual pointing the verse is unintelligible. With the pro-

posed punctuation it should be noted that though the grammatical subjects of

the two clauses thus created differ, the logical subject is the same. The nurse

means, of course, that Medea is insane; the language, however, deserves more

than passing notice. By comparing Plautus, Cape. 594, 595, Men. 828, 829, and

Aen. iv. 642, 643, we shall see that in this verse the nurse is restating in patho-

logical terms what she had already said in terms of bacchic frenzy (382-386).

(5) 3OI~339' The discussion of these verses formed the main part of the

paper; only the barest outline, however, can be given here. The author defended

the order of these verses as given in the Mss., noting first of all that the Mss. are

a unit in regard to the order, and that there are also remarkably few variants

anywhere in these verses, and then seeking to show, by a careful analysis of the

thought of the verses, that the Mss. order is not only in itself unobjection-

able, but is decidedly better than any rearrangement proposed by others. The

author called attention also, in passing, to the subtlety with which Seneca had

reproduced, in this chorus, parts of Horace, Carin. i. 3

(6) 566, 567-

Perge nunc, aude, incipe

quidquid potest Medea, quidquid non potest.

It was suggested that this passage might help to explain that much vexed passage,

Aen. vi. 95, 96 ; Seneca's language seems to confirm the interpretation which so

many have been unwilling to put on Virgil's words,
' face your troubles more

boldly even than your destiny will permit.' Cf. also Catullus, LXXVI, 15, 16.

(7) 191. monstrumque saevum horribile iam dudum avehe. One thinks at

once of Aen. ii. 103 iam dudum stimite poenas. Few instances of iam dudum

with an imperative have been cited; Conington gave two from Ovid, and Nettle-

ship added a third from Seneca's Epistles. Similar is Seneca, Tro. 65, iam dudum

sonet fatalis Ide.
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(8) 194-196. The Mss. all seem to give

ME. Si iudicas, cognosce, si regnas, iube.

CR. Aequum atque iniquum regis imperium feras.

ME. Iniqua numquam regna perpetuo manent.

Leo gives si regnas, iube, 194, to Creon, and deletes 195. Kingery refuses to

follow Leo rightly, so the author held. It is true that in Leo's text Creon's

iube is a line taunt, answering mockingly Medea's use of the imperative cognosce.

On the other hand, not only is Mss. evidence against the change, but the omission

of 195 makes 196 less distinctly in point. Again, 195 has its justification in the

immediate context; cf. regium imperium pati aliquando discat, 189, 190, said by
Creon of Medea. Creon is a believer in the divine right of kings.

Several other passages were also discussed, but the limits allotted to this

abstract have already been exceeded.

3. Studies in Sophocles's Trachinians, by Professor Mortimer

Lamson Earle, of Columbia University.

This paper is printed in full in the TRANSACTIONS. Remarks were

made by Professors Smyth and Smith.

4. Note on Velleius 2. 42. 2, by Professor William Hamilton Kirk,

of Rutgers College.

Veil. 2. 42. 2 contracta classe et privatus et tumultuaria, invectus in eum locum

in quo ipsi praedones erant, partem classis fugavit, partem mersit.

The words et privatus et tumultuaria have been variously emended; Mr. Ellis,

retaining (like Haase) the manuscript reading, interprets by contracta classe,

quamvis et privatus (ea inveheretur) et tumultarie conscripta. To the form

of this paraphrase exception may be taken; the notion expressed by inveheretur,

being contained in the second participial clause (invectus), is out of place in the

first; and the unofficial character of Caesar called for remark less because he

was present with the fleet than because he raised it, thereby usurping an official

function. The more exact paraphrase is cum privatus classem contraxisset ; the

nominative privatus is appositive to the subject implied in contracta. On the

combination of a nominative with an ablative of participle or gerund, most

familiar in quisque, ipse, plerique, and predominantly Livian, see especially

Riemann, Etudes, pp. 259-261, and Naylor "On the So-called 'Indeclinable

or Absolute' Use of Ipse," Cl. Rev., XV, pp. 314 ff. Mr. Naylor's confusion of

such cases as Liv. 4. 44. 10, causa ipse pro se dicta damnatur, with such as Liv. I.

7. II dextra Hercules data ait, may be corrected from Naegelsbach, StilistUP,

p. 388 :
" nicht ipse damnatur soil gesagt werden, sondern causam ipse pro se

dixit." Of words other than ipse, quisque, plerique in such connection Riemann

cites seventeen instances; add Hor. .$. 2. 6. II, where mercennarius is not incor-

porated antecedent, but belongs with thesauro invento ("having found a treasure

while serving for hire ") ; the contrast is with mercatus (
= dominus) aravit.

Professor J. C. Rolfe, in his recent edition of Horace's Satires and Epistles,

implicitly recognizes this relation in explaining mercennarius as = cum mercen-

narius esset.
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In these combinations, ipse, quisque, and plerique, formally appositive to the

main subject, are logically subject of the participle (or gerund) ; so, too, the

nouns in Liv. 24. 5. 8, 38. 17. 8, which, like quisque, bear a distributive relation

to the main subject. Elsewhere the appositive noun (or participle) is logically

appositive to the implied subject of the participle (or gerund), and has the value

of a secondary subordinate clause. In the Velleian passage this value is further

brought out by the coordination through et . . . et of privatus, agreeing with the

logical subject of contracta and tumultuaria, agreeing with the logical object.

A near parallel is Liv. 21. 63. 8, ne senatum, invisus ipse et sibi uni invisum,

videret; in Cic. Fam. 3. 12. 4, decedenti mihi et imperio terminato, and Tac. H.

I. 45, vinciri iussum et poenas daturum affirmans exitio subtraxit, the shock of

the irregular coordination is lightened by the feeling that the passive perfect

participle supplies the place of the missing active form.

5. Stohr's Algebra der Grammatik, by Andrew Ingraham, Esq.,

of New Bedford, Mass.

This is not algebra even in the generalized sense of that term now prevalent.

Nor is it a way of reckoning. It is simply another language, if that can be called

a language which no one uses or is likely to use for communication. It is a

method of expression, by letters (a ... 2) capped with numerals (o . . . ), of

a universe made up of classes in two relations, Apposition and Derivation. The
contents of consciousness are not habitually arranged in this way even for ex-

pression; and an English-speaking man, though a philologist, might be puzzled

to describe the classes denoted by a, the, is, in, might have loved.

a -f b (Apposition) is the class of individuals common to the two classes a

and b; and may reduce to one, or vanish.

ia (Derivation) is the class that stands to the class a in the relation i.

If a means saint and b means scientist, a + b means saints who are scientists,

or, what some do not discern to be the same class, scientists who are saints. If a

denotes sons, ia may denote fathers ofsons ; if a denotes tailors, ia may denote

the class of actions in which tailors are being acted upon.

Let a represent all instances of lightning, present, past, or future, real or

imaginary ; b, all things (acts, persons, etc.) that existed, exist, or will exist here,

in any sense of the word existence ; c, all that exists now anywhere, in mind or

not in mind; d, all (objectively) real things whatsoever. Then a + b + c + d, in

this or any other order, represents, though in another way, what is represented by :

// is lightening here now ; or, to burst conventional bonds, Now-thing real-thing

here-thing lightening-thing.

In Stohrish there are no parts of speech, simply class-names; a sentence is a

class-name. Complex sentences should look like simple; but the author some-

what inconsistently, but perhaps necessarily, while asserting that everything may
be expressed by Apposition and Derivation, introduces special signs for conjunc-

tions, and also uses such symbols as v (ab), in which ab is not a Derivation, but

v (ab) is a Derivation from the two classes a and b; is, for instance, the class

of things between a and b, or any other class equally related by derivation to the

two. Abbreviations are effected by putting one letter for any complex of Deriva-

tions and Appositions, but they are not indispensable, nor even desirable till the
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system comes into use, unless perhaps as a device for illustrating the possible

relations of classes in such a form as amavissent. Brackets are often needed to

obviate misgroupings.
The underlying conception with its disclosure of generally unnoticed relations,

the symbolism for designating at least temporarily any class, the glimpses occa-

sionally afforded of the nature, the '

unmysteriousness
' of language, ought to

interest philologists in a work which, despite its name, is nowise mathematical;

nor should they be repelled by the trivial classification of Derivations, by the

apparent demonstration that a whole and a whole of any part of that whole are

identical, and by the implied conviction that communication by accepted signs

is as easy as expression by signs chosen at will and made to mean what one

chooses.

Remarks were made by Professor West and by the author of the

paper.

6. Citations of Plato in Clement of Alexandria, by Frank Lowry
Clark, Ph. D., of Washburn College (read by title).

Although the works of Clement of Alexandria have been much studied by

philologians for the rich store of classical quotations which they contain, and

although the theologians have had much to say of the influence of Platonism on

the Church Fathers, there has never been heretofore an even approximately com-

plete register of Clement's citations of Plato and allusions to him. The edition

of Dindorf, the only one which aims at completeness in this respect, is doubly

insufficient, for it not only does not give, in many instances, the section of the

page of Plato cited (A, B, C, etc.), but omits many references entirely. It is

especially the allusions to Plato or reminiscences of him which Dindorf fails to

note. Since a new edition of Clement is being prepared for the Berlin Academy
by Dr. Otto Stahlin, it is especially appropriate that the work of registering

Clement's references to Plato, begun by Dindorf and earlier editors, should now
be carried forward to completion.

There is also another reason for the study of Clement's references to Plato;

for several scholars, particularly Elter (de Gnomologiorum Graecorum kistoria

atqtie origine, Bonn, 1893 sq.), and Schiirer (GescA. ties judischen Volkes im
Zeitalter Jesu Christi, Vol. Ill), and quite recently von Christ {Pkilologische Stu-

dien zu Clemens Alexandrinus aus den Abhandlungen der bayer. Akad. der

Wiss., I Cl , xxi. Bd., III. Abth., Munich, 1900), have shown that many of the

poetical quotations in Clement are not derived from the poets' own works, but

from florilegia, of which many are known to have existed in the time of Clement.

We may well doubt, therefore, whether the Platonic citations, of which there are

a considerable number in Clement, are not from the same sources as the poetical.

The question in regard to the source of Clement's citations of Plato, this paper

attempts to answer.

In two chapters of Clement, Strom. V, cap. 14 and Strom. VI, cap. 2, we may
especially suspect our author of drawing from florilegia, for in both chapters long
series of poetical quotations are found, some of which have been traced to flori-

legia. It is important, therefore, to consider whether the Platonic and the poeti-

cal quotations in these chapters are from the same sources.
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As to the poetical quotations of Strom. V, cap. 14, sections 107 and 113, it can

hardly be doubted that they are derived from Aristobulus, or from pseudo-Heca-
taeus, whom Schiirer (pp. cit., Vol. Ill, p. 454) considers to be the source of Aris-

tobulus. For the same passages are found in Aristobulus ap. Euseb. I'raep. ev.

lib. XIII, cap. 12. Further, Aristobulus in this same passage which is cited by
Eusebius affirms that the Scriptures were translated into Greek long before the

time of the Septuagint and were known to the Greek philosophers, especially to

Plato, while Clement makes the same statement, in almost the same words, in

Strom. I, sec. 148. If only the Plato-citations were to be found in Aristobulus,

it would then seem that Clement had derived his quotations of Plato in this

chapter from the same source as his poetical quotations; but it is noteworthy that

Eusebius, I.e., derives the Plato-citations which appertain to this argument of the

earlier translation of the Scriptures into Greek not from Aristobulus but from

Clement. It is, therefore, probable that Eusebius, since he found more poetical

quotations in Aristobulus, took his poetical quotations from this source; and that,

for a like reason, he took his Platonic quotations from Clement. Furthermore,

von Christ {Philolog. Stud, zu Clem. Alex., p. 476) shows that all the last part

of this chapter is inconsistent with the first part, which contains nearly all the

Plato-citations, for the passages of Scripture promised in the first part are not

actually adduced; and, again, the words ticwv irapa\fiiru ri r&v ij>i\off6<f>wv

S6yfjMra entirely ignore the first part, which is chiefly taken up with these very

<f>i\off6<f>uv d6yfj.a.Ta. It is clear that the two parts of this chapter are from

different sources.

In Strom. VI, cap. 2, where there is a greater body of poetical quotations than

is to be found elsewhere in the works of Clement, we may, if anywhere, expect

to find specimens of the sort of material Clement was wont to derive from

florilegia. Note that among so many poetical quotations only three citations of

Plato are to be found. It would appear, therefore, that the sources from which

Clement drew in this chapter contained few or no passages from Plato.

It has been shown, then, that in neither of the chapters in which Clement is

most suspected of drawing poetical quotations from florilegia are his citations of

Plato derived from the same sources as his citations of the poets.

How is it with the whole body of the quotations from Plato? If Clement

derived them from florilegia, such collections have long since disappeared. In

Stobaeus we have, however, a fiorilegium florilegiorum ; and the best that we

can do in this case is to see how many of Clement's Plato-citations can be par-

alleled in the descendant and absorber of the florilegia which he may have used.

Of the whole number of Clement's quotations of Plato, amounting to about one

hundred and sixty, only thirty-eight, or a little more than the fifth part, are to be

found also in Stobaeus, and these are, in most instances, quoted at much greater

length in Stobaeus than in Clement.

One of the clearest indications of Clement's first-hand acquaintance with Plato

is to be found in his reminiscences of the words of the great Athenian instances

where Clement, without mentioning Plato's name, falls unconsciously, as it were,

into the language of Pfato. If the consideration that Clement quotes the works

of Plato oftener than any other writings except the Scriptures does not convince

us of his first-hand acquaintance with this author, reminiscences of the kind

described above ought to do so; for they are characteristic rather of the lover
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of Plato who has an intimate knowledge of his favorite author than of the skimmer

of florilegia.

An excellent example of reminiscence of Plato is to be found in Strom. I,

sec. II : 'Hdr) 5 ov ypa<f>i) eis tirldeiiv rerexvaff^mj i}5e rj irpayfMreia, d\\d /xot

inropitrfiuMra els yrjpas Oricravplferai, X^ffys <J>dpfjMicov, elduXov drexvus Kal O-KIO-

ypa<f>la rav evapy&v Kal e/t^i/xw? eKelvuv, &v Karrit-KJbffijv eiraKovtrai. Xbywv re icai

ai'Spuv fta.Ka.pLuv Kal r$ 6m dioX6yu>i>. In this passage Clement has combined

two Platonic phrases, nv/i/j.rjs re ^yap Kal <ro<pias <pdpfw.Kov {Phaedr. 274 E) and

eavrf re viro/j.r/inara Oqffavpitfuevos els rb X^0t)s yijpas {Phaedr. 276 D), so as to

make out ofthem his own phrase v-n-ourffjuira els yijpas Oijcravplferai, Xjd-rjs (pdp/MKOv.

Other instances of reminiscence are :

(2) Protrept. sec. 86, p. 71 : -^XirlKanev yap ewl 6e$ U>VTI 5s ecrri fftar^p TTO.V-

TUV dvBpuirwv, /juiXicrra wicrr&v, ol dt \\oi 5rept7T0i/K6res r<p K^fffjuf, ola (pvnia.

riva fvd\ois Trtrpats aOavafflas dXtywpovffiv. Mayor, in Philol. Vol. LVIII, p. 276,

points out that Clement in this passage has in mind Resp. X, 611 D.

(3) Strom. II, sec. 51, p. 456: 6 5 oiij<rl<ro<j>os tic r(av rrjs dXrfOelas oi>x fiTTerai

dffrdrois Kal dvidptirois opfjuiis Kexp'nfdi'os. Mayor, in the Classical Review, 1894,

p. 281 sq., would emend tic TU>V to eKiliv, and believes that Clement has in mind
the common Platonic phrase rrjs dX^tfe/as &irTfcr6ai. Cf. Phaedr. 65 B; Resp. IX,

572 A; Resp. X, 600 E; Phaedr. 260 E; Theaetet. 186 D.

(4) Strom. VI, sec. 8l, p. 780 : olov OpiyKOs yap i<m SiaXe/CTHcrj ws M icara-

TrareiffOai wpos TUV ffoQurr S>v rijv dXjdeiav. I believe that in this passage Clement

has in mind Resp. VII, 534 E : dp' oZv 5oKei croi, e<pr)v ty6, wa-irep OpiyKos TCUJ

(M0rifj.affiv i] dia\eKTiKi) i)fuv tvdvw Kei<r6at, K.T.\.

(5) Protrept. sec. 15, p. 13, ra <n;/ot/3oXa T-^S pv/iffews Tdurijs ^/c trepiovcrlas

jraparidtrra, o'iS' OTI Kirqffei -yAwTa ic4 pi} ye\dcrai tireuriv v/uv. Cobet in

Mnemos, Vol. XI, p. 390, emends to icivijffei yt\wra Kal n^ yf\acretov<riv vfuv, fol-

lowing Eusebius, and believes that Clement imitates Phaedo, 64 B : VT\ rbv A/o,

0ij, w 2c6/cpares, o^ irdvv yt yue vvv yeXacreiovra tTroirjffas ye\d<rai.

(6) Strom. I, sec. 4, p. 318: rg 5^ airly rov
/JLTJ

TO ptXrurrov eXo^vou 6eos

dvalrios. Bywater, in Journal of Philol. Vol. IV, p 216, emends to 17 8^ atria, and

points out that Clement has in mind Resp. X, 761 E : alrla eXopevov 0e6s dvalrios.

(7) Strom. VII, sec. 20, p. 840 : iracri yap vdvra f<ra Keirai wapd rov 0eov Kal

fffriv avrbs d/ie/i0^j, Aeetrai 5^ 6 Swdpevos Kal 6 fiovXi]6ds Iffxfai. Bywater, I.e.,

emends to eXetrai, and sees in Resp. X, 617 E the source of this passage also.

(8) Strom. VI, sec. 6l, p. 771 : Kal dr) Kal el !Wi rtXos rov ffo<pov 17 Oeupla,

dpeyerai fitv rj fj^v en <f>iXocr6(f><av rrjs Oelas e'iriffrri/j.r)s, ovdfiru Se rvyxdvet. ~By-

water, in Journal of Philol. Vol. IV, p. 215, points out that 17 [ten should be

omitted and that Qement has in mind Symp. 203 E.

Indications of Clement's study of Plato may also be derived from the circum-

stances of his life. Zahn {Forsehungen zur Gesch. des Neutestamentlichen

Kanons, Vol. Ill, pp. 60-61) shows that a certain interpreter of Platonic glosses,

named Boethius, whom Cobet recognized as the authoi of a book entitled vvva-

yuyi] Xt^euv HXaruviKuv and of another work entitled irepi r&v irapd IlXdram

airopovfLevtav, and whom he judged to be an Alexandrian, three times makes men-
tion of a certain Clement, when explaining Platonic glosses. Zahn believes this

to be our Qement ; and he further notes that Boethius dedicated his book irepi

rS>v irapa HXdruvi airopovnevuv to a certain Athenagoras. This, again, may be
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the Athenagoras whom Philippus Sidetcs names as the founder of the Catecheti-

cal School of Alexandria and the teacher of Clement.

There is thus reason for believing that a friendship at least existed in Clement's

time between Christian teachers of Alexandria and Platonic scholars. It is

possible that they were engaged in similar studies, the one party from the

Christian, the other from thj pagan point of view ; and I think that Clement

may well be referring to his own labors in this field when he says, Paed. II,

sec. 8l, p. 219 :

"
oiJ ^b.p XPV fo.vv^xlov ^Seiv

"
TOVS tvoiKov $\ovra.s rov \6yov riiv

lyp^yopov, ivtyepriov 5 vtiKrup, fiA\i<rra. owdre al rjjdpai (pOivovviv ical rif ply

tj>i\o\oy7jT^ov, Ttf> Si rfjs aurov T^xmjs 6.ira.pKr4ov, K.T.\.

Again, Clement, born perhaps of heathen parents (Euseb. Praep. ev. II, 2, 64;

Clem. Paed. I, sec. i; Paed. II, sec. 62; Protrept. cap. 2 passim), speaks of the

Christian religion as a form of philosophy {Strom. I, sec. 28), and expressly says

{Protrept. sec. 68) that he has not rejected Plato. Cf. Eugene de Faye, Clement

d'Alexandrie, Paris, 1898, p. 17 sq.

When Clement, upon the death of his teacher Pantaenus, became the head of

the Catechetical School of Alexandria, it is probable that Greek philosophy, for

which Clement had a special inclination (cf. Strom. VI, sec. 162), had already an

important place in the course of study. Cf. Strom. VI, sec. 83, and A. Harnack

in Herzog's Realencydop'ddie fur prot. Theologie u. Kirche, Vol. I, p. 358. Not

only was Greek philosophy Clement's favorite study, but Plato was his favorite

author; at least, it is upon him that Clement bestows his highest praises. Cf.

Paed. Ill, sec. 64; Paed. II, sec. 18; Strom. I, sec. 42.

Further, Faye shows (op. cit. p. 118 sq.) that Clement defends the study of

Greek philosophy against those who sought to bring it into disrepute.

We may conclude, then, both from the internal evidence of the citations them-

selves and from the external evidence derived from the facts of Clement's life and

from his writings, that his citations of Plato are at first hand, from this author's

own works, and not from compilations made therefrom.

If, then, Clement's citations of Plato are at first hand, they are important as

testimonia, representing, as they probably do, the text of Plato current in the

Alexandrian schools of the time. Compare what ]. Bernays says of Clement's

testimonia to Aristotle in his Gesammelte Abhandlungen, ed. Usener, p. 1 60.

TABLE OF THE CITATIONS OF PLATO IN CLEMENT.

An asterisk before a citation signifies that it had already been located in Plato

in Dindorf 's edition of Clement.

Protrepticus.

Protrept. sec. 15 Phaedo, 64 B (Cobet).
" "

56 Phaedo, 8 1 C, D.

64 Epist. VII, 341 C.

* " " 68 (a) Tim. 28 C.

* " " 68 (b) Phaedr. 237 B.

* " " 68 (0 Epist. II, 312 E.

* "69 Leges, IV, 715 E sq.

jo Phaedo, 78 A.
" " 86 Resp. X, 611 D (Mayor).
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Paedagogus, Lib. I.

* Paed. I, sec. 67 Gorgias, 477 A.
* 82 S0/A. 230 D, E.

Paedagogus, Lib. II.

* Paed. II, sec. 18 />/. VII, 326 B, C.

" " " 20 -
Leges, II, 666 A.

21 Z^, II, 666 B.

" " "
23 Leges, I, 649 A.

32 _2^ T> 637 D> E<

36 Z^fifj, V, 742 A.
" " "

77 Leges, XII, 956 A.
" " " 81 Leges, VII, 808 B.

" " " 86 Phaedr. 250 E.

" " "
89 Phaedr. 255 B.

90 Leges, VIII, 838 E.
" " "

91 (a) Leges, VIII, 839 A.
" " "

91 (3) Z^, VIII, 841 D.
" "

91 (0 Z<f, VIII, 839 A.
" (< 100 Phileb. 63 D sq.

Paedagogus, Lib. III.

* Paed. Ill, sec. 34 Leges, II, 660 E.

*
54_ Leges, XII. 956 A.

Stromata, Lib. I.

Strom. I, sec. 4 ./?/>. X, 617 E (Bywater).

I0 Z<f, VIII, 844 A, B.

. 274 E.

. 276 D.
" "

33 Kesp. Ill, 424 A.
* "

42 (a) OzVfc, 46 B.

" " "
42 (*) Kesp. Ill, 412 E sq.

" " "
44 Gorg. 462 D sq.

" " "
47 A"/. Ill, 413 A.

" " "
48 (a) Polit. 261 E.

" " "
48 (V) Theaetet. 184 C

" " "
59 Protag. 343 A.

* 60 Z<f^, I, 641 E.
* 66 /%a^^, 78 A.

" " "
67 (a) Symp. 209 D, E.

" " "
67 (I) Tim. 47 B.

" " " 68 (a) Phaedr. 274 C sq.
" " " 68 (V) Charm. 156 D.
.....

69 (a) Resp. X, 617 D.
*

69 (<J) Tim. 22 B.

*
92 _ /54a^, 69 C.
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Strom. I, sec. 93 (a) Anterast, 137 B.

* 93 (*) K"P- v 475 E-

" "
143 Crat. 410 A.

1 68 Menex. 238 C.

176 Polit. 2ty \.

* ""'80 (a) 7Y. 22 B.

" " 180 (b} Tim. 23 B.

" " 182 Leges, II, 658 E.

Stromata, Lib. II.

Strom. II, sec. I Afrwo, 72 A.

"
15 Soph. 246 A, B.

" " 16 /to/. V, 467 A.

1 8 (a) Leges, V, 730 C.

"
1 8 (6) Euthydem. 291 B.

18 (0 /WtV. 259 B.

" " 18 (</) Polit. (general).

1 8 (<) /W//. 294 A.

* " 22 (a) Phaedr. 279 B.

* " " 22 (b) Leges, V, 742 E.

* " 22 (f) ^<y f V, 736 E.

'< 22 (/) ^/<r. T, 1350.

22 00 Leges, IX, 859 D.

* " "
23 (a) Leges, \, 630 B.

* " "
23 (i>) Leges, I, 630 C.

23 (f) Z.^5, I, 628 C.

"
45 Theaetet. 155 D.

"
51 general phrase (Mayor).

* " 100 Theaetet. 176 B.

104 Phaedr. 266 B.

* " " " 108 (a) Phaedo, 83 D.

* 108 (*) Z<?-, I, 633 D.

109 Phaedo, 8 1 A.

* "132 /-?, IV, 715 E. sq.

* " " "
133 Theaetet. 1 76 A, B.

<

I3g Z^-, VI, 773 E, 776 B.

* 141 Leges, IV, 721 B, VI, 774 A.

Stromata, Lib. III.

Strom. Ill, sec. 13 Phaedr. 248 C.

* 16 O0/. 400 C.

* < "17 (a) Phaedo, 69 C.

* " "
17 () Phaedo, 66 B.

* "17 (f) Phaedo, 64 A.

" " 18 (a) /?/ I, 329 c-

* ig (^) ^/>. I, 328 D.

* "19 (a) Phaedo, 62 B.

* M 19 (^) Phaedo, 1146.
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* Strom. Ill, sec. 19 (V) Phaedo, 62 B.

* " "
19 (</) Polit. 273 B, C.

20 (a) /Wi/. 273 B.

" " 20 (3) Leges, II, 653 C, D.

" " " 20 (<r) /z. 973 D.

u u H
Q2 Phaedr. 246 sq.

Stromata, Lib. IV.

Strom. IV, sec. 16 Resp. V, 468 E.

"
1 8 Resp. Ill, 410 B, C
28 /?/. VII, 521 C.

* " "
37 Phaedo, 1146. sq.

" " "
44 Phaedo, 107 C.

* " " "
52 Resp. II, 361 E.

82 y4/W. 30 C, D.

f Phaedo, 67 C." " IAA <

\Kesp. 1,330 E.

* " " "
155 Soph. 216 A, B.

* " " "
155 Theaetet. 173 C.

" " "
1 60 Phaedo, 8 1 C.

! 72 Resp, IX, 5926.

Stromata, Lib. V.

* S/r<w. V, sec. 7 -/*'. 973 C.

* "
9 (a) 77*. 22 C.

* " " "
9 (V) Tim. 22 C, D.

* " "
9 (<:)

Tim. 22 D, E.

* " " "
14 (a) Crito, 48 B.

* " " "
14 (3) Phaedr. 248 sq. .

* " " "
15 Symp. 206 C, D.

" 16 (a) v?/. V, 475 E.

* " "
16 ((5) Phaedr. 247 C.

* " " "
17 (a) ^/<r. I, 109 E.

* " " "
17 () J?/. VI, 494 A.

* " ""17 (<:) Phaedo, 69 C.

* " " "
19 Phaedo, 67 B.

* " " "
33 Theaetet. 155 E.

* " " "
65 (a) Epist. II, 312 D.

" " "
65 \b) Epist. II, 314 B.

" " " 66 (a) Epist. VII, 341 C.

* 66 (b~) Resp. II, 378 A.

" " "
67 Phaedo, 65 E.

73 _^/. VI, 508 C (?).
" "

74 ^JT/. VII, 532 A.

* " " "
76 Leges, XII, 955 E, 956 A.

" "
77 Epist. VII, 341 C.

" " "
78 (a) Epist. VII, 341 C.

<

7g (j)
_ Tim. 28 C
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* Strom. V, sec. 79 Tim. 31 A.
* " " "

83 O) Meno, 100 B.
" " "

83 (b) Meno, 99 E.

Strom. V, Cap. XIV.

* Strom. V, sec. 89 Tim. 48 C.

* " " "
90 Resp. X, 615 E.

" " "
91 (a) Phaedo, cap. 6 1, 62.

* " " "
91 (3) J?/. X, 620 D.

" " "
92 (a) Tim. 28 B.

" " "
92 () Tim. 28 C.

* " " "
92 (c) Leges, X, 896 E.

* " " "
93 Phaedr. 240 B.

* " " "
95 () Phaedr. 255 B.

" " "
95 (b) Lysis (general).

* " " "
95 (<:) Leges, IV, 716 C.

* " " "
96 Tim. 90 D.

" " "
97 () Phaedr. 279 B.

" " "
97 () Protag. 309 C.

.

97 (,.)
_ Theaetet. 185 E.

* " " "
98 (a) Resp. Ill, 415 A.

* " " "
98 (b) Theaetet. 173 C, E.

" " "
99 Leges, XI, 917 C.

" " " 102 (a) Epist. VI, 323 D.
" " " 102 (b) Tim. 41 A.

* " " "
103 (a) Epist. II, 312 E.

* " " "
103 (b) Resp. X, 614 B.

* I05 Resp. VII, 521 C.

* " " " 106 Resp. X, 616 B.

* 108 Resp. II, 361 E.

* " " "
133 () Resp. VII, 519 C.

* " " "
133 (*) Resp. 111,415 A.

*
I36 7?/>. X,6i7 E.

* " " "
138 Phaedr. 250 B, C.

Stromata, Lib. VI.

* Strom. VI, cap. 2, sec. 13 Epist. XIII, 360 D.
" " " " "

15 Gorg. 521 E.

* " " " "
17 ,4.rW/&. 367 C.

* " " " " "
19 Z^, 1, 646 A.

* " " " " "
24 (a) Leges, VI, 765 E.

" "
24 () v?/. V, 457 C

Strom. VI, sec. 61 Symp. 203 E (Bywater).

81 />/. VII, 534 E.

" " 168 (a) Ion, 534 B.

168 (^) Resp. II, 361 D.
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Stromata, Lib. VII.

Strom. VII, sec. 20 Resp. X, 617 E (Bywater).
" " 28 Leges, VII, 803 C.

Stromata, Lib. VIII.

Strom. VIII, sec. ro Tim. 77 B.

7. Notes on the Meaning and Use of <f>i\iov and |eVwv in Demos-

thenes, De Corona, 46, by Professor W. S. Scarborough, of Wilber-

force University.

Kennedy tells us that, in his translation of this passage, he has made no dis-

tinction in meaning between tpiXtav and ti>wi> simply for the reason that the

English language furnishes us no equivalent for the latter in the sense in which

it is employed here by the orator.

He further adds that the word &voi, as used here, denotes absent friends

those who would be <f>l\oi if they dwelt in the same place, but being separated

can only correspond or occasionally visit each other and exchange hospitality.

If we follow his suggestion, the reading would be something like this :
" For

instead of friends (0/Xwi'), as they were named when bribed, they are now called

parasites and miscreants (enemies to the gods) and such befitting names." The

omission of j-tvwv plainly weakens the thought and, in a sense, destroys the force

of the passage. Evidently they were not only friends (0/Xoi) in a general sense,

but friends (^<<H) in a more restricted sense "
plighted

"
friends Gastfreunde,

as some editors translate it bound one to the other by reciprocal pledges of

hospitality. Mark tlie time. It was during the period of bribery. May we not

go a step farther by adding that this friendship (fec/av) was influenced by bribery?

The context seems to suggest, and the sequel seems to imply, this conception

of the passage For at one time those (whom Philip had deceived and bribed, sc.

<f>l\(j)v Kai <ztv(j}v) were regarded as friends (<pt\oi) friends in the ordinary

sense also friends (l.-voi) in the sense of parties mutually pledged by gifts or

otherwise to support each oilier regardless oftfie nature ofthe cause or compact.

During the p^ri.)d of bribery they (sc. Philip and those who had sold them-

selves to him) were friends both (f>i\oi and l-tvoi but after that period, after

the aspirants for power and influence had gained their object they hated and

despised those through whom they had obtained it. rore ical fuffei KCU airurrel

KO.I irpoirr)\a.Kiei.

Prospectively the term ({vuv} may then refer to the bribe-givers and bribe-

takers Philip and his adherents. I think this is the orator's meaning, and that

<f>l\uv and %tv<av are used in a derisive sense.

Note the orator's words: eiVc6ru>s ovdels y&p, <3 tLvSpes
'

AOijvaiot, rb rov

irpoSiSbvros ffvuQtpov fi/Twv XP^M ""' dva\tffKei, ovS' firfiSav <Sv &v Trplrfrai Ktipios

o8!>Tr) ffvfifiwXtp irepl rtav \ouru>v ?rt xP^Tai
' ovd^v yip Siv ^"

irpoSbrov. 'AXX* ot5*c &TTI rat/ret irbdev; iroXXoO ye xai Sfi sqq.

Adjourned at 5.30 P.M.
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SECOND SESSION.

The Association assembled in the chapel of Union College at

8.10 P.M. to listen to the address of the President of the Association.

President Raymond of Union College welcomed the Association to

the hospitality of Union College and of Schenectady, and then pre-

sented the speaker of the evening.

8. The Lost Parts of Latin Literature, by Professor Andrew F.

West, of Princeton University, President of the Association.

Alike in the time of grammar, the earlier part, and in the time of logic, the

later part of the Middle Age, Latin literature seems all but non-existent for-

ever gone. Little of it is known, and that little is so poorly understood as to

seem unknown. But it at last appears again in some fulness at the Renaissance.

The humanistic enthusiasm continues a long time, and is followed and largely

supplanted in these latest times by scientific precision. We have escaped, we

say, from the childish mediaeval world and from the youthful exuberance of the

humanists. In rigorous adherence to scientific method we are determining what

ought to be thought about the ancient writers. Being no longer children or

youthful enthusiasts, we shall act as befits seasoned manhood, we shall not

rest until we penetrate to the real truth which is concealed beneath the deceptive

surface of tradition. Away with all that cannot be squared with this rule !

Literary canons, as well as linguistic laws, must be scientific or must be

discarded.

It is here, I think, the criticism of Latin literature, as well as of classical

antiquity generally, is in some danger of leading to conclusions which are both

unserviceable and false. Unserviceable, because attention is diverted from the

supremely important fact that the chief value of Latin as well as Greek literature

for the modern world does not lie in its quality as material for science, but in its

nature as art. As science all our knowledge of the classical literatures, and

languages too, cannot compare with any of the greater physical sciences either in

universality of range or in promise of discoveries. If this is the be-all an end all

of our efforts, then the study of the antique literature must be relegated to a

comparatively humble place in the hierarchy of learning. But as art, resting of

course on scientific determination of what the literature is and means, no science

and no other foreign literature may be matched against it. Consequently to exalt

the scientific handling of Latin literature as the end, or as a great end of its

study, rather than as the laborious self-sacrificing preparation for displaying it as

art, is to prevent the manifestation of its real usefulness to the modern world.

Moreover, the apparently rigorous scientific disposition is also leading, I think,

to conclusions which are false, or at least unverifiable. Of course it goes without

saying that the debt of classical study, Alterthumswissenschaft in general, to

scientific method is the debt of its own life. The marvel of the discovery of the

laws and of the membering of the parts of the reconstructed record of antiquity

by students of the nineteenth century is fully as great, and has, moreover, been

attested by proofs as rigorous as support the inductions of natural science. It has
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also been prolific in results beyond its own limits. Let it not be forgotten that

comparative philology, as the organon of universal language, is a creation of

classical philology. Let it never be forgotten that it was from classical philology,

and not from any of the sciences of nature, the impulse came which founded the

German Seminar in all departments of the higher learning. Endless are the

obligations and boundless should be the gratitude of all who care for things

intellectual toward those men who laid_the strong scientific foundations on which

our best hopes of progress rest.

'Let us admit all this, but let us also recognize some other aspects of the ques-

tion. In the case of Latin literature, to confine ourselves once more to our

particular theme, the trouble is not only that its chief value for the modern world

is not as science, but also that, even from the standpoint of science, its record is not

complete enough to warrant many sweeping conclusions which have been drawn.

We may, of course, omit here any account of the clearly conflicting conclusions,

which eventually refute themselves. Leaving them out of view, let us look at

another class of inferences. We cannot be sure, in particular, that many of the

negative conclusions in the way of distrusting ancient literary judgments are true

even when they are consentient, and the reason why we cannot trust such nega-

tive conclusions is not only the fact that they often rest en an unsympathetic
attitude toward the supposed incompetency of Latin writers, as well as on a

general a priori distrust of tradition, but also the stubborn fact that they are in

many cases necessarily based on an insufficient record. It is here attention

should be centred. The question is this: After all the piecing and patching
done in the way of scientific recover}', to what degree of completeness has the

record been restored, and what judgments, in the way of literary evaluation, may
we safely make ?

For this purpose the register of what has been lost is not without its impor-
tance. It is well worth while to take a fresh look at it, if only in a general way.
In so doing let us take into our view everything from the beginnings of pagan
Latin down to the year 500 of our era, excluding all Christian Latin and all

Greek books written by Romans. The total number of writers regarding whom

any notice has been preserved to us is 772, so far as recorded in the pages of

Schanz and Teuffel. How many more actually figured in the course of Roman

literary history we have no means of knowing, or even of guessing with a fair

chance of coming near the truth. There were more, of course, perhaps a great

many more, for our list yields an average of only one writer a year from the

beginning to the end, and the total is far less than the number of different books

issued nowadays in one year either in Germany, France, Great Britain, or

America. Perhaps yes, aim >st certainly these unrecorded writers were in

the main the chroniclers, pamphleteers, pedants, scribblers, and nobodies who
swarmed about the greater figures. Yet we may think it credible there were

hundreds, even thousands, of them, and that their loss has at least deprived us

of many aids to understanding the environment in which, or out of which, a good
deal of Latin literature emerged.

But take what remains, whether in actual books or in notices about them.

Our total, as already said, is 772. From this we must at once subtract 276

writers, not one word of whose writings is known to remain, and 352 others,

known to us in small fragments of their works. These two classes, wholly or
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Imost wholly lost, comprise four-fifths of the entire list. This one fact ought
j he learned by heart, and to be held in awe by all adventurous generalizes. 1

It may be that this enormous proportion of loss is not so regrettable as it

iems. The rhetoricians, annalists, lawyers, and grammarians are there in abun-

ance, and seem to verily Lord Bacon's opinion that in the course of history the
eavier things go to the bottom the works of erudition sink. Yet there are

ther losses of a different sort. If we can easily spare the scribblers in verse,
uch as Aquinus, Caesius, and Suffenus, quern probe nosti, known because they
.re pilloried to our gaze in the poems of Catullus, it is not quite so easy to part
vith so many of the literary friends of Horace :

animae quales neque candidiores

terra tulit.

Virgil, the best of all, the " half of his soul," fortunately remains, and so we may
:onsole ourselves. But there is little of what Augustus wrote, unless we have the

hardihood to count the Monumentum Ancyranum as literature, and to believe it

his own composition. The rest has perished, except six lines of his Epigrams,
some slight parts of his speeches, and a few traces of the thirteen books of his

autobiography. Of his poems, his letters, his memoir of Drusus, and his other

compositions, we have nothing. Maecenas fares even worse. He wrote much,
but twenty lines of his verse and a few other stray quotations are all we have.

Asinius Pollio fares a little better. Three of his letters remain. But his exten-

sive History of the Civil Wars, in seventeen books, is scarcely more than a

memory. His account of the battles of Thapsus and Pharsalus, and of the death

of Cato and Cicero, would surely be interesting reading. Varius, commended by
Horace for his epic verse, Valgius Rufus, the writer of elegies, Aristius Fuscus,

unforgettable so long as Integer Vitae shall be sung, Viscus and Fundanius, are

known to us, not by their writings, but because Horace knew them.

1 low the losses extend in every direction ! Turn again to the historians and

look at the devastation wrought in their accounts of the Civil Wars. More than

the book of Asinius Pollio has disappeared. Sulla's twenty-two books of Com-

mentaries, full of Roman superbia, Sisenna's account, and the five books of

{Sallust's histories all documents of the first order are lost. Follow the line

of lost histories still farther. How much better would be our understanding of

Tacitus if we had Pliny's History ofthe German Wars, and how lonely an adven-

ture it is to traverse the labyrinthine windings of that portion of later imperial

history where we have no guide save the sober but inexpert Ammianus Marcellinus.

Take a closer look at Sallust. What are we to make of the conflict of opinion

regarding his literary and historical merits? Antiquity held in the main to one

view. Modern critics lean to another. The famous sentence of Quintilian, com-

paring Sallust to Thucydides, has been a shining mark for aspersion. The express

testimony of Martial (XIV, 191) that the Roman critics rated Sallust as the first

Roman historian is given little weight. The fact that Tacitus, greatest of all their

writers of history, styles him rerum Romanarum fiorentissimus aiutor (Ann. Ill,

30) and that Augustine cites him as nobilitatae veritatis historicus (De Civ. Dei,

I, 5) seems not so very important. Were they mistaken? or are we to make

1 For assistance in the collection of these data, I am indebted to Mr. N. Wilbur Helm, Instruc-

tor in Latin in Princeton University.
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great allowances for their rhetoric and consider their statements perfunctory com-

pliments? Are we to acquiesce in such a statement as the following, in a respec-

table history of Roman literature: "Of his (Sallust's) histories we have but a

few fragments, mostly speeches, of which the style seems a little fuller than usual;

our judgment of the writer must be based upon the two essays that have reached

us entire." And again: "His style is peculiar. He himself evidently imitated,

and was thought by Quintilian to rival, Thucydides. But the resemblance is in

language only."
1 Itane vero? We are then to form our opinion solely on the

Catiline and Jugurtha, and Quintilian's opinion that Sallust rivalled Thucydides
is to be allowed only so far as it relates to resemblance in language. Did this

writer seriously weigh what Quintilian said and what he meant ? Did he re-

member that what Quintilian is talking about is histories most useful for an orator

to know, and that to assume he meant more is to assume a good deal ? But

whether the question is one of the style or of more than the style, the point to

remember is that Quintilian's opinion was based on the whole of Sallust, and

therefore had reference not so much to the Catiline and Jugurtha, two short

essays, as to Sallust's master-work, the lost histories. Why, then, are we to dis-

credit his opinion without at least knowing the lost book ? And why should

any one talk of basing any opinion on Sallust, as a whole, without taking his

greatest work into some account ? Why, again, are we to suppose the estimate

of an ancient critic, based on a knowledge of the whole, is antecedently less trust-

worthy than a modern estimate based on the smaller and less valuable part of

that whole ?

But suppose the opinion of Quintilian does involve more than the question of

style, and means that he thought Sallust was the first of Roman historians and

was fit to be compared with Thucydides. It sounds audacious enough, but how
do we know not feel sure there was not substantial truth in it ? If he means

that Sallust is the Roman Thucydides, just as Livy is in his view the analogue to

Herodotus, we are not then compelled to believe Quintilian meant that Sallust

was absolutely as great in every way as his Greek prototype, but merely that he

was worthy to be compared with him. What do we need most in order to revise,

discard, or confirm Quintilian's judgment ? The lost book of Sallust. With this

in our hands, we might hold as advantageous a position for observation as Quin-
tilian held.

Let us consider, however, some of the things that may help us to respect his

judgment, even if we cannot settle its precise value. Fortunately we have some

fragments of the histories, enough at least to warrant the belief that, if they are

representative, they show a superiority both in thought and style over Sallust's

earlier works. They have less artificiality and greater maturity, penetration, and

elevation. I do not see how any one can fail to be impressed by this instantly

when he reads the extracts embedded in Augustine's discussion of Roman history

in the earlier part of the City of God.2
Consider, also, that down to the end of

the Empire Sallust figured not only as a writer of brilliant style, but that his

well-earned reputation for truthfulness not the truthfulness that depends on

chronological accuracy, but the inner truthfulness of insight into characters and

causes made him the first authority on the times of which he wrote and the

1
Cruttwell, History ofRoman Literature, pp. 203. 204.

2 De Ciritate Dei, I, 74, 75, 79, 119, 121, 122, 132. Dombart's edition.
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text-book for Roman schools. When Augustine wants a witness pagan Romans
will accept, he cites Sallust. Ipsum Sallustium potius adhibebo, he confidently

writes, and then begins quoting the histories.1 And a little later, as he gives

them glimpses at the dark pictures of Roman degeneracy in Sallust's histories, he

adds :
" Nor should good and wise Romans be angry at us because we thus speak ;

and since, however, it is most certain they will not be angry in the least, there is

of course no need for any such warning. For we are saying nothing severer than

their own authors, to whom we are wholly unequal in ease of style, authors they
have toiled to learn and compel their own sons to study. And, if any do become

angry, how could they endure me, if I were to say the things Sallust has said ?"*
And what of the relation of Tacitus to Sallust? Does it not help our confi-

dence in Quintilian ? A century and a half had passed since Sallust wrote.

Time enough had elapsed for his books to live down the sour remarks of Asinius

Pollio about his fondness for old-fashioned words plundered from the vocabulary
of Cato, and other dispraise of like nature. The judgment of cultivated men,
' doctarurn corda vtrorum,' as Martial puts it (XIV, 191), swung decisively in his

favor as the greatest of their historians. Tacitus, who found in Cicero his earliest

model, soon found and acknowledged in Sallust the spirit most in accord with his

own mood and the writer most worthy to develop his style until he should attain

one almost wholly his own. The parallel in the progress of the two is most strik-

ing in thought as well as in style. The stage of advancement shown in the

Agricola and Germania answers to Sallust's Catiline and Jugurtha, and both

reach full maturity in their histories.3 How much this helps us toward the belief

that Quintilian, in praising Sallust as the Roman mate to Thucydides, did not fail

to take into account Sallust's greatest, most characteristic, and most truly historical

work, and that the loss of this book helps to explain the inability of modern

critics to see things in the main as Quintilian saw them. How easily the relation

of Tacitus to Sallust also helps us to believe that Quintilian's estimate, while too

complimentary, if pressed to an extreme interpretation, is nevertheless in the

main a sound one.

Four-fifths of our writers, as already remarked, have disappeared. What of

the remaining fifth? the one hundred and forty-four survivors. Sixty-four of

these have lost the majority of their books on the way. Ennius, Cato, Varro,

Sallust, Livy, Petronius, Suetonius, Hadrian, and perhaps Julius Caesar and the

elder Pliny, are among them. Forty-three remain with the greater part of their

writings, as Cicero, Catullus, Nepos, Virgil, Propertius, Ovid, Quintilian, Mar-

tial, Tacitus, Gellius, Ausonius. Only thirty-seven come with practically or

absolutely all their books, among them, Terence, Lucretius, Tibullus, Juvenal,

Claudian, and, to our delight, Horace. How significant it is that these last two

groups include nearly all the best poets. They, at least, are ours. Their boasts

about surviving the flight of time have been made good. Perhaps they may
outlast the Pyramids too.

Some of the best remains, but four-fifths of our writers and apparently more

than four-fifths of their writings are beyond our reach. This is an ever-present

cause which will silently operate to produce conflicting judgments so long as men

are willing to generalize on the basis of an insufficient record. What, then, will

1 De Civ. Dei, I. 74.
* De Civ. Dei, I, taa. s Teuffel, 335, a.
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help toward a clearer, a really more stable agreement ? First of all, I think, the

willingness to stay ignorant when knowledge is unattainable, and the consequent

readiness to identify and avoid the regions where exploration is not at present

possible. Another help is the disposition to recognize that some traditional views

may be true, even when we cannot verify them, or at any rate to recognize that

the mere fact that a view is traditional is not in itself a highly suspicious circum-

stance, and, lastly, that to justify a suspected tradition is at least as great a triumph

of criticism as to suspect a justified tradition.

THIRD SESSION.

SCHENECTADY, July 9, 1902.

The Association was called to order at 9.35 A.M., and the reading

of papers was begun.

9. On Pliny's Prefecture of the Treasury, by Professor Elmer

Truesdell Merrill, of Wesleyan University.

This paper will appear in the American Journal of Philologyy Vol.

XXIII, No. 4.

10. Studies in Hesiod by Professor E. G. Sihler, of New York

University.

The resourcelessness of Greek scholarship in its efforts at literary history together

with the characteristic craving to establish diaSox^ is manifest in the vitae of

Westermann's collection. The father A?os is, of course, evolved from Siov ytvos,

Opp. 299. To Flach's note {Hermes VIII, p. 458, cf. Christ d. g. ed. 3, p. 86)

we may add diov ytvos from Hymn. Horn. 34, 2. It is a metrical variant = 5io-

7eijs, in Hesiod's phrase = e^yej/ijs.

I.

"Die Hesiode" of Welker's speculation have probably no believers at the

present time. As a matter of fact, voraiissetzunglose Forschung will show how

Theogony and Opera illumine one another. One of their common features is the

blending of a moralizing strain with mythological construction.

Thus Hesiod takes Sleep and Death from Homer as Twins, but expands
the family, Sons of Night, with obvious symbolism, through the addition of

( Th. 21 1 sqq.) M.6pov ical K^pa /j.t\ait>av, Dreams, Momos, Lamentation, Requital,

Deception, and Love, Old Age, and Discord, which in turn bred Labour, Oblivion,

Hunger, Pain, Battles and Manslaughter, Quarrels, Lies, Talks and Disputations,

etc. slight advance on the way from Abstraction to Personification. This

passage Virgil had before him when he composed Aen. VI, 273.

At the very beginning of the Works Hesiod, in sermonizing at brother Perses,

the shiftless and faithless, constructs a parallel Eris, a beneficent twin-brother of

the familiar evil one of the brood just named, the mainspring of all wholesome

effort of men.

Over both epics is the sober gloom of a hard and bare life, a spirit conversant
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with its disappointments and troubles, a gray firmament so strikingly different

from the sunny and splendid atmosphere of Homer.

Common to both epics, specifically speaking, is the conception of Woman, a

gift of Zeus which he bestowed upon mankind in his wrath. The Pandora myth
in both epics is episodical; but favorite themes and favorite plaints are apt to

crop out or to steal in as episodes particularly in didactic poetry. If any-

thing, the Pandora episode of the Works is more malicious (94 sqq.~) because there

woman is made responsible for the diffusion of evils in the world, evils tempered

only by the retention of Hope. Hesiod's Ethics, as those of Cato Censorius and

Franklin's Poor Richard, are largely based on the virtues clustering around Fru-

galitas. And so the only elaborate simile in Homer's vein is where women

( Theog. 594) are compared to the drones in the hive.

The curious phrase 36Xoj aitrvs Theog. 589 occurs in Opp. 83, a phrase unknown
to the Homeric epics and puzzling to the editors of Stephanus's Thesaurus.

II.

HOMER AND HESIOD.

A close student of Hesiod's elaboration of Homeric Olympic legends will

readily accept the verdict of Schoemann (Opuscula Vol. II, p. 57): "Scilicet

Hesiodus nihil Jove genitum vult nisi quod bonitati eius et sapientiae conveniens

sit." Preeminently Hesiod expands, specifies, names; he is indeed the nomen*

clator of Epic Religion. See Schoemann on Hesiod's lists of Nereids and

Okeanids.

But the present study is mainly concerned with matters of literary form. As
to metrical units hexametric phrases mainly in cadences of the verse a close

count, taking C. E. Schmidt's Parallel Homer of 1885 as the standard, presents

these results : In the 1022 lines of the Theogony there are some 126 instances of set

Homeric phrase; in the 822 lines of the Works some 87, giving for the specifi-

cally heroic poem a little more than 12 per cent, and in the poem on husbandry
about lOj per cent. Of course we think now of the common property of the

Fahrende Sanger who incessantly heard one another in the agonts. \Ve note

specifically the place of the phraseological units. They occur substantially at the

same point of the hexametric measure where they occur in Homer. Such phrases

are: dvSpd/riv dXtpijffT^ffiv y\avK&iri.s 'A6^tnj Aids vf<p\ttytp^ra.o SwfjMffi.

valei dw/jMTa vatfi fir' direlpova yatav evpdoira. Zetfs y Offut iffrlv ^:-

poeiSia. irovrov fjiririera Zetfs ve<pe\Trjyep^Ta. Zetfs vi> tpf^evvi) oi 'O\v^vov

ixovfftv 'OXiJ/wria SufMr' exores [Ifxotxrat] otfpeos iv /ST^TJS, one of the few

initial units ovpavov dtrrepbevros welpcun yalrjs Treipara 70/17$ *epi*\o-

(ttvav 8' tviavruv, with the specific variant, of future time, ^TurXo/t^wv iv. Th.

493 itlova. dijfiov (wiova. x&pov Opp. 390) irarrip avSptivre faiav rt x^^
Trov\vpoTelprj x^ova- vov\vfibTeipa.v. Whatever was available from the older

epic for the hexameters on husbandry we find there, as of sea, and navigation, and

water: eiiph vbvTtf fj.ya Xatr/ta Oa\dff<TW otvoiri vbvrtp rrja ffojv *r,a

vo\VK\^i8a inrfl fteXalvri KO\& p^effpa ica\\lppoot> vdwp. Of crops and soil :

fe/Swpoi Apovpa AT^repoj dicTJv (four times) /^XiiJSea Kap-rbv; of cattle,

mules, horses : IXtxos /3oOs eIX/iro5as ?Xt*ca$ /Sous yiubvwv ra\afpywv

<i)Kvir6$effffiv and so on.
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But in Hesiod we also find units of Homeric phrase occurring but once in

the older epic, as Theog. 29 icovpcu fteydXov Aids dp-ri^ireiat, which Stephanas

renders well enough concinnatores (really trices) verborum : in Horn. //. 22,

281, in a decidedly different, in fact, an evil, shade of meaning, almost synonymous

with the attendant tirlicXoiros; or the peculiar phrase o^ \etpi6fffffa, of the Timl-

in II. 3, 152, used of the muses, and that, too, in a different place of the hexa-

meter and different case : Th. 41. Again, the phrase Swrijpes tduv occurs only

in Od. 8, 325 (givers of good things) : it occurs three times in Hesiod for the

gods: Th. 46, 633, 664. The phrase ovpavtf ^t/3cwiXev, Th. 71, compare with

Od. 15, 413,

r^ffiv 5*

at the same point of the hexameter. Again, in Horn. //., in a simile, the bull

among the cows: II. 2, 481,

6 ydp Tf p6e<r<ri fifrairptirci

and in Hes. Th. 92, the wise /JewiXerfs in a great assembly of the people :

fiera. 5 irptirei dypOfj.tvot.fft . . .

both appropriation and adjustment are quite specific here.

Hesiod's ( Th. 133) Ovpavy evvydelffa T{K 'tlKeavbv ^aBvSlinjv may be compared
with the single occurrence of this particular phrase Od. 20, 511, vrja /itv avrou

Kt\ffai fir' 'ttxeavip paOvdling in the same place of the hexameter. The phrase

TJiria 5i)cea (/SouXei/ynara) ol5e used in //. 4, 361 alone, of Odysseus, in a judg-

ment uttered by Agamemnon; at beginning of hexameter: by Hesiod, Th. 237,

of Nereus : dXXd 5inaia /cat ^iria d-fivea oildev . . . close analogy of application.

paffvppelTrjs is used but once in Horn. //. 21, 195 (variant of fia.6vppoos), and then

with

otf5 ^aOvppetrao /t^ya aOtvos 'fl/ceawto,

and recurs in Hes. Th. 265,

5' 'Q/ccapoio ^advpptirao 6iryarpa

in the same case, i.e. the same metrical adaptation. In the cadence of the

hexameter we meet diredeipoTdprjffev Th. 280,

rijj 5' Sre di) Uepffebs Kf<f>a\rjv dTre5eipoT6fj.r)trev

and in the three occurrences in Homer it is also always in cadence: //. 1 8, 336,

dirodeiporo/JLT/iffu, II. 23, 22, d-jroSeiporofji^fffiv, Od. II, 35, diredeipoTdnriffa. . . .

XaX/ce60wvos occurs but once in Homer : //. 5, 785, of Stentor : Sr^jTopi fiffa.fi.trr],

fjxya\^ropi, xa ^-Keo <f
>('>vti>, in Hes. 311, of Kerberos : K^p/Sepov <I>/JLT)<TTJIV, 'Aideu

K'uva. xa.\Kfb<t><i)vov, in the same hexametric place. In Homer dytpavTos occurs

but once, //. I, 119, and once in Th. 395,

5s TIS firi/uos virb Kpdvov f/S' dytpaffros (diff. place).

, next of kin, heir-at-law, occurs in //. 5, 158,

dartovro. (Eust. = d-

xx rT '0
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and in almost identical phrase, Hes. 7 'A. 606, of the celibate

metrical position the same, as well as tmesis.
'

AvTHfepifctv in Homer occurs

but twice, //. 21, 357, and 488 (vie with, equal) in cadence A.vTi<t>cplfiv,

dvTi<f>eptet, and so, too, in Hes. Th. 609,

rif dt T' dir* atuvos KCLKOV t<r6\<p 6.vri<J>epiffi.

in Homer occurs but twice, and then in set phrase (Saviour), of Hermes :

//. 16, 185 (and Od. 24, 10, a spurious book according to Aristarchos), 'Ep/it/as

dfcd/CT/ra. The application of the epithet to Prometheus is mythologically very
fit in Tk. 614. iJKe <t>6uff5e occurs but once in Horn., of the snake in //. 2, 309,

interpreted by Kalchas,

r6i>
f>'

avr&s 'OXi5/ijrios jj/ce <p6uffSe,

with which compare Hes. Th. 679, of the Titans,

O\K re Zeus 'Ep{fievff<ptv virb x&x'ds TJKC <p6uffde,

in the same metrical place. The phrase &r<re d/j.tp5eiv occurs but once in Horn.

//. 13, 340,
. . . 6ff<re 5' AfjLepSev

avyi) xa^Ke^1l Kop^diav Airo Xa/wrofievduv

with which there is in close responsion Hes. Th. 698,

6ffffe 5' &/j.ep5e Kal ifydi^uv irep t6ifrut>

adyi) /j.ap/j.aipovaa Kepavvov re ffTepoTrrjs re.

The adv. rpurrotxi occurs once only in //. 10, 473, of armor placed in threefold

row, at night, in camp : in Th. 727, of Tartaros :

K^xVTat irtpl Seip^v . . .

clearly no reminiscence whatever.

The line Od. n, 604,

7ro5a Aids jteydXoio Kai'HpijJ \pvffoire5[\ov

is bracketed: Schol. rovrov virb
'

Ovo/MLKpirov inreiroiTJ<rda.l (paffiv. It is the only

line in Horn, containing this epithet, even thus : it is found, however, in the com-

plete line, referring to Hebe in Th. 952. Or was Onomakritos charged with

borrowing from Hesiod?

'AxtXX^a p-rj^vopa, 6vfj.o\^ovra, Th. 1007, is distinctly borrowed from Homer,

//. 7, 228.

flfiris fdrpov \KtffOai is a phrase occurring in the Od. alone, n, 317; 18, 217;

19, 532 :

IKOVTO,

to which we subjoin Hes. Opp. 132, ^TJJ /j^rpov IKOITO.
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iro\ioKp6ra(pos occurs but once in Homer, //. 8, 518,-
TTO\lOKpOTd<poVS TS ytpOVTO.3

which we match from Opp. 181, Tro\ioKp6ra(t>oi re\e6u(rev

in the same metrical adjustment. 3w;cAa5os occurs only once in Homer,
//. 1 6, 357,

. . . ol d 06/3oto

, \d.6ovro 5 ffotipiS

and in Opp. 196 (fijXos) Stxr/cAaSos Kcucbxapros o/xaprijcrei ffTvyepuirrjs. With

//. 5, 643, ffol dt Ka/cds /j.ev 6v(j.&s, dircxpOivMovfft dt \aol . . . compare Hes. Opp.

243: Xi/udc 6fJiov Kal Xoi/x6v' a.tro<j>6ivti6ov<n 5 \aol . . . l\aS6v occurs nowhere in

Homer but //. 2, 93, of the Achaians streaming to the assembly; it occurs but once

also, in an entirely different application in Hes. Opp. 287, TJ}V fj.ev roi Ka/c6rijra

Kal i\adt>v eyriv eXfffOai, a bold and original phrase. So, too, dyate<r6ai (to be

angry at) of Opp. 331, is found in Horn. Od. 20, 16, alone. 5t0do> in //. 16, 747,

of the fisherman searching for oysters, recurs in Hes. Opp. 374, of the coquettish

woman setting her cap for the bachelor, rerjv Sup&ffa. /caXti^v fishing for your

homestead. The unique phrase of //. 3, 375, /3odj ~l<j>i Kra^voio is found once

also in Hes. Opp. 541, a/j.(j>l 6 iro<T<rl Tr^StXa /3o6j I0i KTOL^VOLO. . . . Opp. 657 . . .

<}>tpei.v rpLiroS' wriievra seems to be borrowed outright from //. 23, 513 Kal rpliroS'

A curious and, to my mind, palpable and definite borrowing from Homer
we meet in Opp. 705. In Horn. Od. 15, 350 sqq., the faithful swineherd Eumaios

tells the disguised Odysseus how the death of the wife of Laertes caused the

latter to age prematurely^ for which Homer uses w/*<5s:

a.Tro<pdi/j.{i>i) Kal tv ciyoiy 7^pal' OrJKev (Schol. irpb wpas

and Hesiod of the effect of the spendthrift drone-like wife :

rj T Avdpa Kal t<p6i(jL6v irep tbvra

etiei arp Sa\ov Kal W/JL$ y^pa'i d&Kcv.

And thus we see a goodly number of specific and unique words, phrases, ideas,

palpably appropriated, not merely from the general recitation-practice of the

wandering and touring doidol, but from specific places in the extant epics. It is

difficult not to conceive these epics as a fait accompli when the Hesiodean poetry

was making.

III.

There is, further, the general metrical resemblance of what we may call the

metrical place ; i.e. that a word is used, on the whole, in the same form, or same

form and place : a forceful reminder of the phonetic rather than literary trans-

mission of the older Epical practice and art.

f Horn. //. 22, 307 . . fitya. re <rriftap6v re

\ Hes. Th. 2 .... ptya re frOebv re.

j Horn. //. 10, 467 . .

I Hes. Th. 30 .... Sd^vijj fyi0r;X&>s 6ov

f Horn. Od. 7, 265 . . ft/u/3pora et^ara
I Hes. Th. 43 .... an/Sporov 6<?<Tai>
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/Horn. 12, 173 . . . . ovpa.vbvfvpvvlxa.vti

I Hes. Th. 45 .... ovpav^ tvpvs triKTev

Horn. (Schmidt) . . dewc^a XOO^K OMOvat

dfiKta. \oiy6

detnta ir6T/M>

Hes. 714. 1 66 . . . . detK^a /xiJcraT

/ Horn. //. 10, 360 . . wj 5' fire /capxap65ort
I Hes. 7/4. 1 80 . . . . fj.a.Kpriv Kapxapboovra.

f Horn. (Schmidt) .

\Hes. Th. 255 ...
f Horn. (Schmidt) .

I Hes. 7/4. 317 .... d.pn'i<t>l\<f 'loXdy

But these examples must suffice as types of this metrical practice.

IV.

But there are strong traces of another kind of regard for the Homeric poetry.

This is the profound interest in the Trojan legends themselves. We meet a mode
of reference which to the unprejudiced reader suggests the great reputation of

these legends or of these lays; more likely the latter. We shall, I believe, state

the whole problem more fairly when we say that these particular lays ennobled

these particular legends. It is true that the Homeric epics themselves refer to

legends of Corinth, of Thebes, of Mykenai, of Aetolia, of Argos, of Crete, of

Thessaly, as well as to the Argonauts and Jason, showing that the touring doiSoi,

according to time and place, practised them all.

It is curious, too, that Hesiod has added Simois and Skamandros to the com-

pany of noble or notable streams born to Okeanos by Tethys. The author has

palpably set out to present a survey fairly encompassing the utmost limits of his

geographical knowledge, from northern Italy to the Caucasus and to Egypt. But

would the streamlets of the Trojan plain have been named and marshalled with

Nile, and Po, with Strymon, Maeander, and Danube with Phasis, Achelous,

Granikos, Hermos, and Sangarios, had they, Simois and Skamandros, not become

ennobled, nay classical, in the Hellenic world?

A still more impressive demonstration of the classic prestige even then held by

the Trojan legends is found in the peculiar economy of Hesiod's succession of

generations, Of>p. 109 sqq.

First the Golden Age, of known time, when Kronos reigned in heaven the

ideal state in Hesiod's mind, comparable to the Homeric Phaeacians, but distinctly

a finer and nobler ideal, followed by the Silver Age, the Bronze Age (down to 1. 155).

And here the regular succession of decadence and decay is checked, for a place

must be made and set aside for the heroic age preceding the present actual genera-

tion and age of the poet himself. To Hesiod's mind the men of the heroic age

cluster around two chief matters : the wars about seven-gated Thebes and those

stirring on account of the flocks of Oidipus, and the others were destroyed by war

having carried them beyond sea to Troy, on account of the fair-tressed Helen :

the heroic survivors being translated in the end to the isles of the blessed, etc.

Follows the actual Iron Age in which the poet bewails himself as being. Now
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the heroic or Trojan generation is a wedge-like insertion in this naive and mythi-

cal philosophy of history, an interruption in the systematic process of decay.

ii. A Reason for the Length of the First Choral Ode of the

Agamemnon, by Professor F. A. Hall, of Washington University.

Why should a choral ode of such unusual length constitute the early part of

this play ? An answer may be found, I think, in the consideration of four points,

viz. the prologue; the character of the ode; the time of the herald's entrance

and the nature of his report ; the time of Agamemnon's arrival.

The play has 1673 verses, divided about equally between the chorus and all

the other characters, so that the choral passages take a larger proportion than is

elsewhere found; but that a single ode of two hundred verses should stand

almost at the beginning suggests some special purpose.

Look first at the prologue. The watchman upon the roof is slow to begin his

part. The man is seen to move, to stretch, to turn from side to side as if to rest

his body grown stiff and weary with uninterrupted watching. But, though he

seeks change and ease from cramped position, he never turns his face from that

distant object.

At last he breaks the gloomy silence, w. 1-21. With this soliloquy, spoken

slowly, often broken with turn and stretch and yawn, he settles down again

intently gazing for the first gleam of that desired beacon.

But twenty verses have been uttered thus far. Two minutes would suffice if

one were to speak them as fast as he naturally would. I imagine, however, that

several times that number of minutes were actually used in their deliver)'. The

question is not in how brief time could they be spoken, but rather how much

time could be spent upon them with increased effect ? The watchman must be

very deliberate ; action would count for more than words.

When the light is seen, the watchman hastens to announce the fact, but even

before he leaves the roof he reverts to the condition of affairs in Agamemnon's

home, vv. 2139. Thus at the very beginning, the spectators' minds are turned

to the past rather than to the immediate present.

Again, as the chorus enter the orchestra, their presence emphasizes the past

rather than the present. During the king's absence they have seldom been

together, for the queen had depended upon Aegistheus for advice. Called to

meet at this unusual hour, and that without explanation, they naturally recall the

frequency of their gatherings under Agamemnon, and at once they begin :
" This

is the tenth year since Agamemnon and his fleet set sail for Troy," w. 40-83.

See how adroitly all thought of present victory has been removed from the spec-

tators' minds as they see these aged statesmen and review affairs of long ago.

The interest is heightened as the queen comes from the palace and proceeds

to light the altar fires kept ready for the gods. When, however, the chorus ask

her reasons for this strange conduct she pays no heed to them, vv. 84-103. Why ?

Aeschylus wanted to conceal the present till greater emphasis was laid upon the

past.

In the six strophes and antistrophes which follow, the poet has the chorus

review the history of the ten years' siege : the events before the preparation, as

seen by the prophet Calchas; the assembled army; the setting out; the deten-
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tion at Aulis; the sacrifice of Iphigenia; the awful threats of Artemis. Thus
for a half hour or more the spectators have had their attention riveted upon
events dating far back and covering a period of ten years. They are therefore

oblivious to the fact that it was only last night that Troy fell, and that this day

they have learned the news.

Nor is any one concerned with the impossible when, at verse 500, the herald

is seen hurrying from the shore to the city to confirm by word of mouth what the

beacon-light had heralded in advance. He, too, instead of laying stress upon
the recency of Troy's fall, dwells upon his long absence ; rehearses at length the

army's trying experiences upon land and sea, and expresses his joy at reaching

the home he had yearned for years to see.

Thus he, as the chorus, lays emphasis upon the past and, when, in verse 800,

Agamemnon enters, slowly riding cityward, accompanied with his captured slaves

and with wagons laden with booty, no offence is given to the multitude of listeners

in the reflection that he could not possibly return from Troy in less than the

space of a day.

The element of time has been removed, or at least reduced to a subordinate

position.

Here is the situation briefly stated. Troy fell at night. At break of the fol-

lowing day a light was seen from Mount Arachnaea, as a pile of gathered brush

blazed skyward. An hour later a messenger came rushing upon the stage as

though he had come in person from Troy. Half an hour after the herald's

arrival Agamemnon, seated upon his chariot, drove into the orchestra as having

travelled, with the dignity becoming his station, all the way from Troy.

May not this position then be a fair answer to the question at the head of this

paper ?

Aeschylus arranged the play so that the time of Troy's fall and the return of

the victorious king, though impossibly near in .reality, would not mar the effec-

tiveness of the play as presented upon the stage.

One who reads the tragedy simply as a piece of literature will have small

concern about the impossibilities in the situation; but will be ready with the

ancients to recognize Aeschylus's masterly hand as an artist in so hiding the his-

torical relation of events as to make all seem probable and harmonious.

Remarks were made by Professors Earle and Smith.

The following resolution was then presented by Professor Morgan :

Resolved, (i) That the American Philological Association cordially recom-

mends to the Trustees of the Carnegie Institution the proposal of certain members

of the Association to have prepared a new Latin-English Lexicon. The need

of such a book, felt not only by classical students but also by educated men in

general, and the large expense which its proper preparation would necessarily

entail, seem to mark the project as one of those to which the Carnegie Institution

may give its help with the prospect of doing much good to the cause of linguistic

study and research.

(2) That the Executive Committee be authorized to cooperate with the mem-

bers of the Conference on the Dictionary in laying the matter before the Trustees

of the Carnegie Institution.
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After remarks by Professors Earle, Sihler, and West, the resolution

was unanimously adopted.

The Secretary was authorized to communicate with President Oil-

man of the Carnegie Institution with regard to the attitude of the

Institution on the subject of endowing linguistic research.

12. The Prologue of the Agamemnon, by Professor Mortimer

Lamson Earle, of Columbia University.

This paper will appear in the Classical Review. Remarks were

made by Professor Harry.

13. The Nikias of Pasiphon and of Plutarch, by Professor B.

Perrin, of Yale University.

This paper is printed in full in the TRANSACTIONS.

14. Poetical Words and Constructions in Xenophon's Anabasis,

by Professor Charles Forster Smith, of the University of Wisconsin.

Having been long interested, doubtless from my first reading of the Anabasis

as a schoolboy, in the matter of Xenophon's poetical usage, I have brought

together here the results of observations made recently during the preparation

of notes for an edition of the Anabasis. For stimulation and help in this

direction, I am indebted chiefly to remarks made by Rehdantz in his notes. In

Thucydides poetical terms are to be found chiefly, I think, in the speeches and

wherever the occasion seemed to call especially for elevated diction; in Xeno-

phon, on the contrary, the use of poetic words seems to be due generally to no

such influence. They may occur in one place as well as another. It cannot be

hoped that the list of words given here is complete, and it will inevitably be

found most defective in the matter of syntactical constructions.

For a list of un-Attic words and forms in Xenophon, see Rutherford, The

New Phrynickus, pp. 165 ff.

A. EPIC WORDS.

d-yopd (= kKK\i\aia.~] , v. 7. 3. Freq. in Homer, several times in Hdt., only here

in Xen. (Rehdantz).

atOuv (= Kaieiv'), iv. 7. 2O.

attfccrOai, vi. 3. 19. Exactly like wpbs ^KOJ aiffo^voto, Horn. //. vi. 182.

aXt'gao-Oai, -ward off, i. 3. 6, etc. Horn., Archil., Hdt., Soph.

dvax.da>, draw back, iv. i. 16; 7. 10. In Homer in this sense mid., as in Cyrop.

vii. i. 34.

dira|u(f3c<r9ai, ii. 5. 15. The compound, as well as the simple, verb freq. in

Homer, and both almost exclusively poetic.

ol &iro0av6vTCS, the deceased, iii. 4. 5 ; iv. 2. 23, as in Thuc.,
"

relic of Homeric

usage" (Classen). Cf. //. xvi. 457 r6 >dp 7^>os f<rrl Oavtivruv. See

TRANS. 1900.
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dirovoo-Tf\<rai, return home, iii. 5. 16. The only other Att. prose example,
Thuc. viii. 87. 26. It occurs in Horn., Hes., Hdt., Eur.

drdp, but, iv. 6. 14; vii. 7. 10. This form very freq. in Horn , and found also in

Hdt., Plato, Aesch., Soph x Eur.

drao-OoXia, wantonness, iv. 4. 14, Freq. (plur.) in Horn., found also in lies.

and Simon.

Sidpirepcs, clear through, iv. i. 18. Horn., Hes., Aesch., Soph., Plato.

SiSc'curi (for 5tov<ri), v. 8. 24.
" Isolated in prose, here to keep form with

d(f>i3.<ri" (Rehd.) Cf. Horn. //. xi. 105; Od. xii. 54.

8vivw (= Svofj.a.1*), ii. 2. 3. Horn., Hes., tragedy.

Sovircw, i. 8. iS. "
Epic verb, occurring but once even in Att. poetry

"
(L. & S.).

Freq. in Horn. Cf. Eur. Ale. 104.

Soviros, ii. 2. 19. Freq. in Horn., rare in tragedy. Cf. Thuc. iii. 22. 24 (one Ms.).

oXairdu, vii. i. 29. Evidently borrowed directly from Homer,

pvKciv, iii. i. 25. )
> Both simple and compound, mostly poetic.

dircpvKeiv, v. 8. 25. )

T|Xi|JaTos, precipitous, i. 4. 4. In Horn, (freq.), Hes., Theog., Find., Aesch.,

Eur., Theocr.

Kvc'4>as, dusk, iv 5. 9. Homer (freq.). Cf. Kvtyas, dawn, Hell. vii. i. 15.

oXotrpoxos, round stone, iv. 2. 3. Cf. Horn. //. xiii. 137 ; Hdt. viii. 52; Theocr.

xxii. 49.

<r(vc(T0ai, harm, iii. 4. 16. Odyssey, Hdt. (freq.). Cf. fflvTtjs and fflvries {Iliad}.

reX^Ociv (= yiyvcffffai), iii. 2. 3. "Used by the poets and in Ion. and Dor.

prose
"
(Rehd.).

B. POETICAL WORDS NOT so DISTINCTLY EPIC IN COLORING, THOUGH FOUND

IN EPIC.

oXcros, sacredgrove, \, 3. 12. Horn., Hes., Hdt., Pind., Aesch.

POS (= /3/oros), vi. 4. 8. Hes., Pind., Soph., Eur., Hdt., Thuc.

yoXrjvT], calm, i. 5. 8. Horn, tragedy, Ar., Thuc., Plato.

SdirtSov, ground, iv. 5. 6. "Mostly poetic" (L. & S.). Horn., Ildt., Find.,

Eur., Ar.

|airvT]s, on a sudden, iii. 3. 7. Five times in Xen., six times in Thuc., Horn.,

Alcae, Find., Ar., Plato. See PROC. 1892.

trvs, rim of shield, iv. 7. 12. Hes., Tyrt., Eur. Cf. Horn. //. iv. 486; v. 724,

rim of wheel.

, ii. 5. 32. The simple verb in Xen. only here, and not at all in the orators,

but freq. in Thuc. "
Mostly used by Horn, and all poets, like KaratcTtlfw

"

(L. & S.).

, ii. 5. 10 (cf. ffiero, 6. 14; 7. 12). Hdt. and freq. in Horn, and

tragedy,

vw, seek, iii. i. 43 (cf. v. 6. 25; Cyrop. ii. 2. 22). Hes., Pind., Aesch., Eur.

Homer uses /iarei/w.

|ioXiv, vii. i. 33. Horn., tragedy, Find., Ar. (in lyrics or in the mouth of a

Laconian).

v, vi. 6. 31 (cf. Mem. ii. i. 17; Oec. 18. 2). Horn., Soph., Eur., Ar.,

Thuc. (2). See TRANS. 1900.
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, iv. i. 7. Twice in Thuc., once in Aristotle; mostly poetic and Ionic.

Horn., Hes., Hdt., Find., tragedy.

vii. 7. 46 (cf. Hell. vii. i. 30; Cyrop. viii. 7. 26). Freq. in all the poets,

but rare in prose. Cf. Thuc. ii. n. 29; Plato, Tim. 45 E.

, bank, iv. 3. 3, 5, '17. Horn., Find., Aesch., Soph.

rp&i>, fear, flee from, i. 9. 6. Horn., Aesch., Soph., lyric. Cf. the term oi rp-
ffcu'Tes as used at Sparta.

C. BORROWED FROM TRAGEDY, OR OTHER POETRY.

dX,oXd<u, shout the battle-cry, iv. 2. 7.
" Poetic word used by Xen. and late

prose
"

(L. & S.).

dvrCiropos, opposite, iv. 2. 18. Prob. first in tragedy (Aesch , Eur.).

KirtpaCve<r6ai, to be accomplished, v. i. 13. Only in tragedy, though irepalvw

occurs in Horn, and all subsequent authors.

Karaicatvciv, kill, i. 6. 2, and freq. The comp. may be Xenophontean, though
Kalveiv ( Cyrop. iv. 2. 24) is freq. in Aesch., Soph., Eur.

Xvciv O.VITOVS (= XwrireXetV o^rots), iii. 4. 36. Cf. Soph. El. 1005; O.T. 316;

Eur. Med. 566, 1112, 1362; Ale. 627; Hipp. 441.

vocreiv, to be sick, i.e. disordered (fig.), vii. 2. 32. Cf. Soph. Ant. 1015; Eur.

Med. 16; Hdt. v. 28; Dem. 121, 7 air6\u\ev ical vev6<rr)Kev r/ 'EXXds.

irpogmtv, vi. 5. 14. "Freq. in tragedy" (Rehd.). Cf. Soph.. O.T 1483; O.C.

465; Track. 726; Eur. 70. 335.

air\TOS, boundless, abundant, iv. 4. II. Emped., Find., Soph., Hdt., Plato.

Siairopevciv, set over, ii. 5. 18. "Only here, also iropeunv, mostly poetical"

(Rehd ; ).

\d\os (=M^Ps) v - 3- 9- Theog., Find., Aesch., Soph.

6o,|uvd, oft-times, iv. i. 16. Cf. Mem. iii. ii. 5; Find. O. I. 85; Ar. Plut. 292.

irtirdo-Oai (= KeKTTja-tfcu) , i. 9. 19. Cf. iii. 3. 18; vi. i. 12. Freq. in lyric and

tragedy.

D. POETICAL CONSTRUCTIONS, a. PREPOSITIONAL.

&|j,<t>( c. gen., iv. 5. 17. Only here in Att. prose.

For d/x0{ c. ace., which is "not used freely by any prose author but

Xen." (Marchant), see TRANS. 1894.

dvd c. ace., iii. 5. 16; vii. 4. 2, etc. Twice in Thuc., Homer, and all poets. See

TRANS. 1894.

IK c. gen. (ii. 6. i).

irapd c.gen. (i. 9. i).
j-

Rare in Att. prose with passives.

irp6s c.gen. (i. 9. 20). J

For IK c. pass., see TRANS. 1894.

irapd c. ace. ret, ii. 4. 17.
" Elsewhere only in poetry" (Rehd.).

irpos TTJV 'EXXa8a SiacrcoOfjvai, v. 4. 5 (cf. Cyrop. v. 4. 16). Cf. Horn. Od. ii.

298; iv. 528; xv. 388; Aesch. Pers. 737; Soph., Phil. 383 ; Eur. Hel. 990.

<ruv, iii. 2. 8, etc.
"
Belongs in the good period almost wholly to the elevated

language of poetry, and to Xenophon" (Mommsen). See TRANS. 1894.
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ft. (OS CONSTRUCTIONS.

$ (= uffTt) c. inf., ii. 3. 10, etc. See GMT. 608.

ovS' s, i. 8, 21. etc. Epic survival. See TRANS. 1894.

For wj lv in final clauses and ws, wj A?, Srwr 4> with obj. clauses after

verbs of striving, etc., see GMT. App. iv.

7. VARIA.

TTJS KcXaivwv iroXcus, i. 2. 7. Dependent gen. for appos. Horn., Eur., Thuc.

ol 6v opKoi, oaths by the gods, ii. 5. 7, etc. "
Freq. in Homer "

(Rehd.).
TOV Ocwv ir6\tjiov, war with the gods, ii. 5. 7.

" More appropriate to poets
"

(Rehd.).

O.VTOVS fiV4>To, ii. 6. 30. Cf. #. ix. 23. "Elsewhere even Xen. construes

fj^Htfxcr&ai with dat. of person" (Rehd.). For ace. of pers., cf. Hes. Of.

184; Theog. 795, 871; Find. N.Z. 94; Aesch. Prom. 1036; Soph. EL
384; ace. of thing, Hdt. i. 207; iii. 13.

tj-yoiTO (opt. of command), iii. 2. 37 (cf. Eq. i. 8). Cf. Horn. //. xi. 791; xxiv.

179; Od. iv. 735; Aesch. Ag. 911; Prom. 1049 f. See GMT. 725.

Remarks on the paper were made by Professors Harry, Morgan,
and Smyth.
The Secretary then called the attention of the Association to the

fact that, during the past year, he had been in receipt of numerous

communications from members in different parts of the country, and

especially from the Central West, on the subject of the desirableness

of changing the date of the meetings to a more convenient season.

It was urged that nearly all of the scientific associations of the country

now meet in the winter
;
that members from the Central West find it

difficult to attend the annual gatherings in the summer by reason of

the Summer Sessions that are held in many of the colleges in that

locality; and that many scholars living in that section prefer to

organize a branch of the Association on the ground that they are

prevented from attending the meetings in July. On the other hand,

it was pointed out that the traditionary method of meeting in the

summer has been highly prized for the past thirty years, since it

afforded the members the opportunity of visiting many colleges at a

season when they are best able to offer their hospitalities to us,

whereas winter-sessions would of necessity be held only at colleges

situated in a limited number of cities.

After a lengthy debate on the subject, which was participated in

by Professors Smith, Harrington, Fowler, Wilcox, Knapp, Sihler,

Morgan, and Wheeler, it was resolved that the Secretary be instructed

to ascertain the opinion of all the members by taking a postal-card

ballot
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The Secretary was also instructed to represent the Association at a

meeting of the Council of the American Association for the Advance-

ment of Science, which was to deal with the question of the assembling

of various scientific ^associations shortly after Christmas Day, during
" Convocation Week."

FOURTH SESSION.

The Association assembled at 3 P.M.

15. Numeral Corruptions in a Ninth Century Manuscript of Livy,

by Professor F. W. Shipley, of Washington University.

This paper is printed in the TRANSACTIONS. Remarks were made

by Professors Sihler, Merrill, and by the author in reply.

1 6. Some Forms of Complemental Statements in Livy, by Pro-

fessor R. B. Steele, of Vanderbilt University.

This paper is printed in the TRANSACTIONS.

17. Verbs Compounded with Prepositions in Aeschylus, by Pro-

fessor Edwin L. Green, of South Carolina College (read by title).

It is the purpose of this paper to answer for Aeschylus the questions that

originate from an inquiry into the range of prepositions in composition with verbs,

the relative affinity of verbs for prepositions, and the lines of favoritism between

verbs and prepositions. Dr. D. H. Holmes, in a dissertation presented to the

Johns Hopkins University, entitled,
" The Limitations of the Composition of Verbs

with Prepositions in Thucydides," has made a similar inquiry into the composition

of verbs with Prepositions in Thucydides.

The individual prepositions first receive attention, and after them the verbs in

monoprothetic, diprothetic, and triprothetic composition. Then follows a com-

parison of Thucydides and Aeschylus, and at the end are placed statistical tables.

INDIVIDUAL PREPOSITIONS.

All of the proper prepositions appear in Aeschylus both in simple form and in

composition with verbs. The most common preposition in composition is &rf,

the least common d/j.<f>t. The statistics of the prepositions have been arranged in

the table on following page.

MONOPROTHETIC VERBS.

There are 403 monoprothetic compounds, of which fifty-two per cent are fira

dpijuiva.. Only six are found more than half a score of times. One (ftaivu) is

compounded with twelve prepositions.

Inasmuch as the proper prepositions are in their origin adverbial words that

served to define more closely the direction of the activity expressed through the
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Prepo-
sitions
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Verbs of Speech represent another form of activity. The most colorless repre-

sentative of this class is X^yw (eiirov), which is used in composition with six preposi-

tions. Composition is restricted in range in proportion to the assumption of color

on the part of the verb. This is illustrated in eCxofJMi- (5). atWw (5), dyyh.\u (4),

/3odw (3), KaX^w (3), <pwv4<a (3), alrtw (2), dXaXdfw (2), -yeXdw (2).

Verbs of Thought and Perception form a class, whose purest representative in

Aeschylus is yiyvtbffKw. It has five compounds. Again, as the verb receives

color, the number of compounds decreases. So we have opdw (4), O.KOVU (2),

fj.t/j.vi]u.ai (2), <pof3tofjia.i (2), eXiro/Aat (l).

In diprothetic verbs there is a similar gradation in the range of combinable

prepositions: ftalvta (4), Iffrtnu. (2), xw (2)i the others being &ira flpij^va..

DIPROTHETIC VERBS.

Aeschylus uses thirty-two verbs in diprothetic composition, of which only four

are used more than once. The first elements, in the order of their frequency, are

<r6v, 6; tirl, 4; &c, 3; &rrl,2; tv,i; irapd,i; vir&,i; and the second elements,

Kara, 3; dvd, 2; dir6, 2; efs, 2; tv, 2; dfipl, I; firi, I; irapd, I. aiiv and drri

do not appear as second elements; avz, dir6, and et's are not found as first. Kard

and iiri have a decided preference for the first place; tv for the second.

Triprothetics have only one representative, irpoveirto-Ta.[j.a.i (Prom. 101).

The tables show that certain verbs are fonder of certain prepositions than of

others. This is due, for the most part, to the desire to extend and reenforce the

idea that is most prominent in the verb. So dXXdtrcrw and etpyu, with their idea

of separation, combine chiefly with diri; d/j.elpw, "exchange," unites with did.

This favoritism is carried to the point of excluding all other prepositions a-repiffKU

is used only with dir6, and d^iaprdvw with K. This exclusion may also affect the

simple form; as dvolyvv/u and tvoitTeiiu serve to show.

1 8. Remarks on the Water Supply of Ancient Rome, by Professor

M. H. Morgan, of Harvard University.

This paper is printed in full in the TRANSACTIONS. It was discussed

by Professors Sihler, Wheeler, Ashmore, Harrington, and by the

author, in reply.

19. The use of KexX^/xai, and the Meaning of Euripides, Hippo-

lytus 1-2, by Professor J. E. Harry, of the University of Cincinnati.

Of the four interpretations of Hipp. 1-2 three are false and the fourth but

partly true. The first and second (VO\\TJ . . . KO&K dv&vvfios iroXvtiw/uos KOVK

dvuvv/jas and K^K\TI/MH = invocatus suni) are manifestly wrong. The supporters

of the third theory conceive that there is a twist in the sentence : TroXX^j . . .

(c^/cX^at = ToXi/ fiat K\tos ivrl (Weil), or joi^ya xw r^> SVO/JM (Earle) with el/d

understood at the end of the first verse. But, as Aristotle says, flXws 8t Set

fvavdyvuffrov elvai rb ytypafjiufvov nai cv<j>paffTOv, otidt a /XT) paSiov diaffrH-ai,

wffvep rd 'HpaK\elrov. And the rotunda volubisque sententia of Euripides is of

this character, reproducing the natural sequence of ideas, not proceeding &VO.VTO.
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K6.Ta.rra. irdpavrd re 86xfud re. Least of all would we expect a harsh order in

the very opening of a masterpiece.

The poet's object is not to inform his audience how renowned the Otd is, but

who she is, just as in the vase paintings of the archaic type the goddess is labelled

A<J>POAITH for the information of ihe beholder. So in half the plays the

speaker's purpose in the prologue is to acquaint the audience with his identity.

In the Phoenissae the positive statement is made that 'loicdffTJi is the speaker's

name, not <t/o-ei, but Otfffi (irar^p 20ero) ; hence we are not surprised to find

KaXovffi 5' 'loKdffrriv fjLe, instead of /C^-XTJ/UCU 'loKdyrrj, particularly when read in

connection with the foregoing verses. Not to speak of the pointlessness of the

utterance in the bare form "
I am renowned ?nd not without renown," such a

thought does not contrast well with 5e/|u; 8t fj.vduv ruvS' dXtfOtiav rdxa (verse 9,

which contains the 5^ corresponding to ptv in i), nor, indeed, with the rest of

the prologue, which is only an amplification of this verse. It is the power of the

goddess that is to be manifested in the following story. At the end of the play

(after Aphrodite has manifested her terrible power) the chorus hastens to recog-

nize and exalt this power in an ode, the beginning of which bears a striking

resemblance to what the goddess says of herself in the first two verses : <ri> rav

0e>i> &KatJ.irTot> <f>ptva Kal fipoT&v \ aytu, Ktfirpt. Aphrodite's power is so great

that it fills the universe : <j>oirq. 8' av alfftp' t<m 5' iv t)a\acrcriij>
\

K\68wvi Ki/jrpw,

vdvra. 8' K rauTTjj e<pv | r/8' Iffrlv i) ffirelpovaa. Kal SiSovv' tpov, \

ov irdrres tsy^v

ol Kara xOb"' fKyovot. What is more natural, then, than that she should be (and

that the poet should declare in the very first verse that she is) iroXX?; iv

Cp. 355, 401, 443, 447 ff., 557, 725, 1279 fT., Sophocles Fr. 890 (6ps
'

. . . Strr) ^e6$). When Euripides sneers at Aeschylus (in the Ranae) for not

having Aphrodite in his plays, the latter retorts Ktiirpis tirl <rol 'rot iroXXTj. The

scholiast says jroXXiJ means Swarf, 6avfja.ffT^, /if-ylffri}. Cp. Soph. At. 714

s xpows), Xen. An. Ill, 4, 45 (WO\\T) tcpavyfi), Aesch. Pers. 250 (*oXi>j

ov \ifj.-/iv\ H, 157 (jroXXds tKctro). In Byzantine Greek ToXrfj = |i/Yai.

So Modern Greek : 6 /i^yaj Kal TroXds 9e65wpoj N^ypijs (Bikelas, AOWK^S Adpaj,

ch. 7).

If K^K\i]fun. Kt/ir/jij were in I and iroXXi} in 2, no other meaning than idi fieisse

Kypris would have suggested itself. K^XT//XOI with Ktfirpii and K^K\I}AUU with

iroXX?) are two different verbs.

The so-called perfect K^/cX^/xai is not used of the transitory, but of the fixed,

whereas the present designates the fleeting, that which is for the time being.

The character of the person inheres in the name (lo, Apollo, Polynices, Aias,

Dolon, Ion, Thoas, Polus, Draco, Thrasyboulos). Cp. Aesch. Ag. 681 ff, Eur.

Bacch. 367, Tro. 990, Hipp. 400, 1304, Plato, Crat. 383 A, 3886, Ar. Khtt. Ill,

6, Cic. Or. Ill, 37, 149; 39, 159, Pro Caecina XVIII, 51, Genesis xxvii. 36. The

nomen el omen meant much more to the ancients than to us. Kypris would call

herself by a name which would accord with her character, which would indicate

the kyprisity of Kypris, the cupidity of Cupid 8rj\ov yap ST> 8n ol ye 0eoi avra

ica\ovffiv irpis 6pe6ri)Ta airep i<rrl <f>t<rei dripara (Plato, Crat. 391 E); hence the

perfect K^K\rjfj.ai.

It is significant that the perf. active barely emerges in Greek literature (only

six times, and all but one the regular perf. of Ka\fir, advocare). The ordinary

meaning of K^K\r)fj.ai is ignored, and /c^cXijica is used as the perf. of icaXw (instead
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of the usual perf. ^/cd\e<ra), since lir Apurrov, tirl detirvov KaXetp were common

phrases. The perf. pass, in this sense is extremely rare. But /c^KXij^eu occurs

over a hundred times, and regularly in the sense of je me nomnie.

The tense is fatal to the Earle-Weil theory. An exact parallel to TTO\\TJ

K^K\77,acu cannot be found. The common adj. is not used as often in the pred.

as are other forms. The first example of KeK\ij<r6ai appears in A, 260. There

are five examples in Homer. The pres. is common and regularly used of that

which is so named at certain times, in certain places, by certain persons or under

certain conditions. There is one example of KeK\TJ&6a.i in Hesiod, six in the

lyric poets, eight in Aeschylus, five in Sophocles, twenty-two in Euripides, and

three in Aristophanes. Herodotus has ten examples, Thucydides four, Xenophon

four, Plato six, and the orators one. These argue against taking WO\\T] K&\I;JU<U

in the sense of TTO\IJ /to: K\^OS fcrrt. In Soph. El. 971 appears the fut. mid. (caXe?,

the only instance of its use in a passive sense. Aristophanes employs the form

often, but regularly as a middle, contrary to the rule with other verbs. The pres.

and fut. middle and passive of KaXetV are identical in Attic; hence the fut. of

KK\rjcr9a.i had to serve as fut. of Ka\eiff6ai as well. The regular fut. pass, of \-aXw

is KeKXijo-oucu (rarely KXtjOTf/ffOfiai'). Consequently, the so-called fut. perf. is often

found where the principles enounced for the pres. and perf. would not seem to

warrant the use of this form. It is merely a makeshift (/ceKX^tro/iai for /caXou/tot).

On the other hand, where the pres. is used, the meaning is regularly "called for

the nonce." The participle meaning
" so-called

"
is exceedingly common and

almost always present.

Euripides endeavored to keep his trimeters intact. If n-oXX^ is read with

K^K\r]fw.i, the verses are not Euripidean. But when one gets an idea that a cer-

tain passage has a certain meaning, it is very difficult to get rid of that idea. 1

The indicative in Luke ii. 29 is generally quoted as an imperative. So the Latin

version (dimitte instead of dimittis). Schomann translates rl x<*X IMVIUIV (Aesch.

Prom. 1057) "wie zahmt' er die Wuth?" Another scholar renders "wie ver-

gass' er die Wuth ?
"

Mahaffy and Bury and Weil interpret <rvv Ofalert <f>oirq.

(Hipp. 167) "she walks in the number of the gods." Paley translates "thanks

to the gods." Van Herwerden says, "requiro tv Beoicrt," which shows that his

conception is equally erroneous. These to show how well the language of the

tragic poets is understood by eminent scholars. Many think T/S is predicate in

Hipp. 369. But the few examples of ris in the pred. without u>v are different.

To the Greek the juxtaposition of rls with <r^ is sufficient to justify his conceiving

the words as subject and object respectively. The tragic poets do not separate,

as a rule, ris from fit, <rt, afrr6v. There can be a 55e rls \p6vos as well as a S5e

1 Cp. Ludwig Schmidt's reason for taking opoTe (Aesch Prom. 119) as imperative. Hum-
phreys' note on Sophocles, Ant. 806, fell under my eye just too late to notice in my paper in the

last volume of the TRANSACTIONS The fact that a note is necessary shows the doubt that lurks

in the reader's mind, opare imperative of actual perception is practically never employed the

one or two supposed examples are not certain. I take this opportunity to explain my remarks
on oxe'<//at and (neoirfire in the same paper. The statements refer to common prose usage. They
are made in the paragraph on the orators; but, of course, I do not include that pink of perfec-

tion, Isocrates, who is faultily faultless and icily regular (using o-xei^at to correspond with

crctyiurfa). In Aeschines crKe\!/a.<r8e occurs ten times, (rcoireiTe not at all. Lysias employs
<TKt\l>a.<T0e fourteen times, <r<ce'i^<u and tncojreiTe never; Demosthenes <ric<5;ri six times, cnce'i/rat

never; vxoireiTC eight (all orations*, crKei/ra<r0e fifty-nine times.
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xf>*>*- The words coalesce (like Ka\oK<iya0&^ . So K^cXij/xai dovetails

into n-oXXr; . . . KljrXif/uu. The words are knit closely together. It is only an
extension of a phenomenon familiar in smaller complexes, like /u/tpdv ?xw " X'Tiiya,
where xw " 's mortised into the adjective-substantive phrase. As Weil says else-

where, the Greek language is
"

le deseppoir des grammairiens rigides." A little

tot says "me no get for you." There is no analysis; the sounds are all there;
the transposition (for-get) matters little to the unanalytic mind. The Greeks like-

wise manipulated language fruitfully without the interference that comes from

analysis. Cp. Plato, Protag. 324 A irpbs rovrtf rbv vovv tx^v.

The whole trouble seems to have arisen from the accidental circumstance that

&V&WIWS bears a certain synonymical relation to KtxXrinai. But in this sentence

dvuvv/jas has no more to do with /c^/cXij/xcu than iro\\7j its etymological signifi-

cation is not felt. Cf. Aristophanes, Lys. 833 rovvon.6. ttrnv dvuvv/jutv.

In the play on the passion of Christ the verses read

TroXXr) /jitv tv pporoTcri. KOVK dvwvvfjios

ayvr) Ke/cXi7<r rijffSe yijs.

This paper is published in full in the University of Cincinnati

Publications as Bulletin No. 15, Second Series, Vol. II.

Remarks were made by Professor Earle, and by the author in reply.

20. The Carmen Figuratum as shown in the works of Publilius

Optatianus Porphyrius, by N. Wilbur Helm, Esq., of Princeton

University (read by title).

Although the period of decline in any great literature offers little of value from

the standpoint of literary content and excellence, it is not always without some

features which are interesting and often almost amusing from the standpoint of

structure and form. At such a period in the history of a literature the carmen

figuratum finds soil especially adapted to its luxuriant growth. Among Latin

writers Publilius Optatianus Porphyrius, of the time of Constantine, stands forth

as one of the best representatives of composers of this class of poetry. In fact,

L. Miiller (de re metrica, p. 466) thinks that he excels all such writers of every

age and race. It is really remarkable to what a degree of perfection he has

carried the art of the most difficult tricks of versification. Judged from a literary

standpoint his poems have little to commend them, since his choice of thoughts

and words must include those which will permit his acrostics to be properly

formed.

It is difficult, in fact almost impossible, to determine how much Optatianus

was influenced by his predecessors. The carmen figuratum is found in tlie litera-

ture of the East, and it is reasonable to suppose that these Eastern poems were

known to the Greeks and perhaps to the Romans. Of the Greek poems it is

probable that he used the Ara of Dosiada as the model of his Ara, and the

Fistula of Theocritus for his Fistula. Haeberlin, who his edited the Greek car-

mina figurata,
1 comes to the conclusion that an edition of these Greek poems was

1 Carolus Haeberlin : Carmina Figurata Graeca. Adfidem fotissimtim codicil Palatini

edidit prolegomenis imtruxit apparatum critieutn scholia adiecit C. Hatbtrlin. Hanno-

verae, 1887.
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extant in the time of Optatianus, and that it was known to him. On the Latin

side preceding him were acrostical poems by Ennius and Commodianus Afer,

while some of the poems of Vergil and Ovid and Martial might be classed under

this head; but it is not probable that they had much to do in influencing him.

He may be identical with the Publilius Optatianus, who was praefectus urbi

in 329 and 333 A.D. Earth {Adversaria XXII, 18) advances the theory that he

was born in Africa. For some unknown reason he was sent into exile, but by
his poems in praise of Constantine secured removal of the sentence and became

a favorite of the emperor. Little else can be found about his life.

To the poems forming part of this panegyric of Constantine are added some

addressed to a certain Bassus of uncertain identity. Accompanying the collection

is a letter of praise from Constantine and one by Optatianus, in which he thanks

the emperor for his acceptance of the poems written in his honor.

In view of the fact that the poet uses the monograms of the Church and the

word "
Jesus

"
in his poems one would suppose that he were a Christian, but the

following from Beda (De arte metrical) would seem to indicate otherwise :

"
Reperiuntur quaedam et in insigni illo volumine Porphyrii poetae, quo ad

Constantinum Augustum misso, meruit de exsilio liberari. Quae quia pagana

erant, nos tangere non libuit."

The manuscripts are Bern. 212 of the ninth or tenth century; Philippicus

1815 of the tenth; Vatican Regin. 733 of the tenth; two Paris numbers, 2424
and 7806; and Eporadiensis 70 of the tenth. In the Mss. the monograms and

acrostical figures are in red, the rest of the text being black. For a full dis-

cussion of the Mss. cf. L. Havet,
" Observations sur 1'histoire des manuscrits

d'Optatianus," Revue de Philologie I (1877), p. 282.

Among the editions of these poems are P. Pithoeus, Poemata vetera, Paris,

1590; Marci Velseri opuscula, Nuremburg, 1682; and Migne's Patrologia

Latina, Vol. 19, pp. 391 sqq. The latest edition is that of L. Miiller, Leipsic,

1877.

The following articles deal with the subject :
" Zu Optatianus Porfyrius,"

G. Gotz and G. Lowe, Leipziger Studien zur Classischen Philologie, 1878, Vol. I,

P- 377-
"
Jahresbericht iiber die romischen Epiker," von E. Bahrens in Jahres

bericht uber die Fortschritte der classischen Alterthunts-wissenschaft, 1877, p. 58.
" Kritische Analekten," von W. Frohner in Philologus, Suppl. Band, Vol. 5 (1889),

p. 74.

I will discuss some of the poems, taking them in the order in which they occur

in Migne, and will pay attention to the metrical side rather than to the literary

side.

No. I is quite normal, being composed of alternate hexameters and pen-
tameters. It reminds one not a little of Martial.

No. II is the Ara. It is composed of 24 verses, all being senarii, and so

arranged that they form an ancient altar, with remarkable fidelty. The first verse,

"vides ut ara stem dicata Pythio," at once suggests Horace, Odes I. 9, "vides

ut alta stet nive candidum Soracte." For notes on this poem cf. Wernsdorf,
Poetae Latini Minores, Vol. 2, p. 380.

In No. Ill the first verse is composed of dissyllables, the second of trisyllables,

the third of tetrasyllables, the fourth of pentasyllables. In the fifth verse the

first word has one syllable, the second two syllables, etc. The sixth verse has
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five words, the first four being interchangeable. The seventh verse has eight

words, no part of speech occurring twice. The eighth verse has each of its five

words in the same case.

The following figure is formed in No. V by the acrostical verses :

It is composed of thirty-five lines, each of thirty-five letters, the poem as a whole

forming a so-called square. Each line is regular and makes thought. By employ-

ing certain letters of certain lines in order various verses are formed, which make
sense and form the outlines of the above figure. This is the general plan
followed in forming the varying figures in the different poems.

No. VI has the following figure :

It is the square of thirty-five lines, each of thirty-five letters. The first line reads,
" sancte tui vatis Caesar miserere serenus." The line on the left of the figure,

made by taking the first letter of each verse in succession, reads the same. The

last line reads thus; and the line on the right, formed by taking the last letter

of each line, reads thus. The eighteenth verse reads thus, and the eighteenth

letter of each line in order reads thus. It is a skilful piece of work.

No. VII has eighteen verses of thirty-nine letters each. Its figure is as follows :
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No. VIII forms no regular figure, as its twenty lines are unequal in length. The

first letters of all the verses together read " fortissimus imperator," the fourteenth

letters,
" clementissimus rector," the last letters,

" Constantinus invictus."

The figure of No. IX is the symbol of the early Christians :

The line \ extends from letter one, line one, through letter two, line two, and

so on successively to line thirty-five, last letter.

No. X forms no intricate figure. It has thirty-eight lines of unequal length. The

first letters form a verse. The tenth letters form this Greek verse, Xet/x^ trot

/3a0-i\ei Xpta-T&s *al <ro?s reKteffffi. The nineteenth letters read Tlfuov euo-e/Shjs

Kparieiv dperijs re Ppafietov. The twenty-eighth letters from Evvo/ih;* &px<-v Te

KO.I A&ffovloiffiv avdffffeiv.

No. XI is quite odd and picturesque in figure. The acrostic is shaped thus:

No. XII is the Fistula, or Syrinx, of fifteen lines, each line having one less

letter than its predecessor. Wernsdorf, that he may preserve the traditional

fistula of seven reeds, places the first three lines closely together, and divides the

remainder into pairs, the lines of each being placed closely together. Owing to

the intricate versification, the thought is necessarily obscure.

No. XIII is composed of two sections, each of twelve lines, which are unequal

in length. Only the first section has any special peculiarities. The first letters

together read "Pius Augustus," the last, "Constantinus." The second section

has its lines composed of the same words as the corresponding lines of section

one, but in just the reversed order.

No. XIV has but ten lines. Its figure is an inverted W.
No. XV has worked out in the body of the poem, which is a square, the

monogram :

AVC
X X

CAE
SX
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No. XVI has the same figure as No. IX.

No. XVII is quite unique. It has the monogram of the Christians and the

word "
Jesus

"
arranged thus :

No. XVIII forms a figure like lattice-work, and is very intricate. It has thirty-
seven lines of thirty-seven letters each.

No. XIX is thus formed :

It is the square of thirty-five lines and thirty-five letters each, and is a splendid

specimen of our poet's skill. The first and last lines each read " alme tuas

laurus aetas sustollet in astra." The first letters of the lines and the last letters

also form this same sentence. The other lines of the figure form various verses,

the whole a piece of difficult work.
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No. XX forms the figure of a palm :

Because they cannot extend to their full length, the first branches on each side

of the stock are joined to the second branch on their respective sides. The

poem has thirty-six lines, each of thirty-seven letters.

No. XXI is extremely fanciful. Its figure is :

The cross-lines and each of the V's make sense, and vary in length according to

the position of each.

No. XXII forms its acrostic by employing two verses of five words each, and

each word of seven letters. They are " dissona Musarum vinciri stamine gaudens"
and "

grandia conabor Phoebo carmina plectro." The figure is a peculiar one :

The two upper vertical lines of the figure read "
grandia

" and "
plectro," the

two lower read " dissona
" and "

plectro."
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No. XXIII is the usual square. Its figure is :

xhx

)CX

>cx
Nos. XXIV and XXV form the "

Organ," which, because of its skilful compo-
sition, is considered by Wernsdorf to be the masterpiece. It is really made up
of two poems, each of twenty-six verses. The first is written in iambics, and

each verse contains eighteen letters. Between this and the second poem runs

this verse,
"
Augusto victore iuvat rata reddere vota"; which, so to speak, forms

the channel, such as is found in hydraulic instruments. The second poem has

twenty-five letters in its first verse, each succeeding verse containing one letter

more than its predecessor, the last having fifty letters.

No. XXVI is composed of these verses :

" Ardua componunt felices carmina Musae

Dissona connectunt diversis vincula metris,

Scrupea pangentes torquentes pectora vates,

Undique confusis constabunt singula verbis."

They are so arranged that, if the last words of each line are kept in that place,

the others may be changed to any position in the sentence one pleases, provided
the corresponding words of each line occupy the same corresponding position

after being changed. By these rearrangements of order it is possible to make

seventy-two verses, no two of which shall be alike, and which shall yield a sort

of meaning.
On the whole, Optatianus pays careful attention to his verse-construction and

prosody, although some weak points appear, which, however, are more the fault

of the time than the man.

He has added to each poem a piece in prose, giving instructions as to how to

form the acrostic.

I have intentionally omitted, from a paper of the scope of this one, any special

treatment of style or literary merits of the poems, leaving this field for another

time and place.

21. The Duenos Inscription, by Professor George Hempl, of the

University of Michigan (read by title).

This paper appears in the TRANSACTIONS.

22. Note on Tacitus, Agricola, 31. 5, by Professor Charles Knapp,
of Barnard College, Columbia University.
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All three Mss. of the Agricola read here in "libertatem non in penitentiam

laluri (see O. Leuze, Philologus, Supplementband, VIII, 550). That there is

some corruption is manifest.

Of the emendations hitherto proposed two, arma laturi (Wex), and in

patientiam bellaturi (Wolfflin), have been considered least unsatisfactory. Yet

neither is free from serious objections ; both depart widely from the Mss. ;

neither supplies any explanation ef the corruption.

Wolfflin objected (Philologus, XXVI, 99) that at the time of this speech the

Caledonians were already in arms, that is, that they were arma ferentes, not

arnia laluri. If this objection were being urged against a manuscript text, we

might lightly brush it aside ; we might say that Calgacus was projecting himself

in fancy to the moment when the fight should actually begin, instead of prosai-

cally describing existing conditions. But since arma laluri does not represent

manuscript tradition, \V61fflin's objection to the phrase must receive consideration.

Professors Furneaux and Gudeman rightly hold that there is no excuse for

Wolfflin's change of paenitentiam to patientiam. The alteration is due to a

failure to grasp the interrelations of the various parts of the paragraph ; see

more below. Halm's reference to Agr. 16, 2, quam unius proelii forluna veteri

patienliae restituil, as a support for Wolfflin's change seems without force, for

the manuscript testimony and the context in the two passages are widely different.

patientiae veteri in 16, 2 is but an echo of nihilprofici\ patientia, 15, I. In 31, 5

there is no reference to suffering ; there is, however, definite reference to change
of heart.

An emendation has occurred to me which seems so simple that I wonder that

it has not been presented before. Why not delete the in before libertatem ?

(With this reading there will, of course, be no comma after libertatem.')

In justification of libertatem . . . laturi, it is enough to cite the familiar

phrases, laudem ferre, victoriam ferre, honorem ferre ; here fero =. aufero,
' win.' For phrases of this sort in Tacitus, see Gerber and Greef, s.v. fero, B,

2, c. The combination libertatem non . . . laturi is indeed harsh, but not

unusually so for Tacitus ; besides, in this very harshness we may find the origin

of the corruption by which the non before libertatem was injected into the text.

A scribe with the text I have suggested before him would miss the antithesis to

non in paenitentiam, and would think also of the frequency with which Tacitus

uses in + accusative to express purpose ; on both grounds he would be led to

insert in before libertatem. This would give the antithesis which he failed

to find in the text otherwise. It should be remembered that the antithetical

forms non . . . sed and . . . , non are very common, and must have been familiar

to every scribe. (We might explain the corruption also as a simple case of

dittography.)

It maybe urged that the proposed text is inconsistent with integri et indomiti.

But Wex's and Wolfflin's readings are open to the same objection, though no one

seems to have noticed this point. In so impassioned a passage inconsistency is

not to be wondered at ; cf. also in excidium . . . reservemur, 31, 3, with hie dux

. . . poenae, 32, 5 (but see Professor Gudeman ad loc.~). Again, in these two

chapters there is much weakness of thought. In 31, 2 the famous sentence,

Britannia servitutem suam cotidie emit, totiJie pascit, which sounds so well, will

not bear close examination, for it makes the Britons at once slaves and slave-
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owners. In 31, 3 Tacitus has not worked out his thought consistently ; in view

of what has preceded novi . . . petimur ought to = nos novi tanto opere in

ludibrio sumus ut conservi ipsi nos petant ut nos excidant, but they mean nothing
of the sort, and all Tacitus's fine language on close analysis breaks down.

We must remember, also, that though the Caledonians are in fact free, yet

inasmuch as, if they shall be defeated, they will forfeit their independence (cf.

32, 5), it is no great stretch of language to speak of victory as involving the

winning of their independence.

An analysis of the whole section will reenforce what has been said. There is

an obvious antithesis between Brigantes and nos. The juxtaposition, Brigantes

femina duce deserves notice ; the fact that the Brigantes made no move to regain

their independence till they were stirred to action by a woman throws light on

their character. One would expect not simply nos to balance Brigantes femina
duce, but nos (tne) viro duce, or the like. Yet the self-gratulatory nos, reenforced

as it is below by viros, amply tells the story. Besides, the omission of (/*) viro

duce is tactful ; Calgacus was not technically imperator or dux of the Caledonians;

he was only dux inter plures virtute et genere praestans (cf. 29, 4).

There is contrast, too, between exuere iugum and integri et indomiti. When
the Brigantes were at last spurred to rebellion, they were domiti tarn atque viribus

exhausti. There is antithesis again between in socordiam, which virtually = in

paenitentiam, and non in paenitenliam, and lastly, to some extent, between

exuere iugum and libertatem . . , laturi. The argument is : 'The Brigantes

fought to throw off the yoke ; we are fighting to gain (retain) our indepen-

dence ; the advantage is all on our side, for we have the stronger motive ; if,

then, they did so much, what may not we hope to accomplish ?
'

The force given to the paragraph by these antitheses can be brought out only

by a paraphrase.
' The Brigantes (even after they had been enslaved, and their

strength had been thus impaired, and), though they had only a woman to lead

them, were able to burn a (Roman) colony, to storm a (Roman) camp, and,

had they not repented them, had thrown off the (Roman) yoke ; let us, whose

strength is unimpaired and who have never yet been subdued (who have no

woman but a man to lead us), who are resolved to win our independence, not

that we may repent of it (as the Brigantes did, but that we may possess it for

ever), let us, I say, . . . show what MEN Caledonia has had in reserve for its

defence.'

(A word now on another topic. With femina duce, 31, 5, cf. Agr. 16, I,

Boudicca generis regii femina duce . . . sumpsere universi bellum, and Aen.

i. 364, dux femina facti. Neither Gudeman nor Furneaux has cited this Virgilian

parallel. For another Virgilian reminiscence not noted by these editors cf. Agr.

13, 3, mox bella civilia et in rem publicam versa principum arma, with Aen. vi.

833, neu patriae validas in viscera vertite vires, and Lucan, i. 2, 3, ius . . .

canimus populumque potentem In sua victrici conversam viscera dextra. Gude-

man (p. xxxvi, </) notes Tacitus's fondness for Lucan.)

Remarks were made by Professors West, Kirk, and Morgan, and

by the author in reply.

Adjourned at 4.50 P.M., whereupon the members of the Association

attended a tea given in Jackson Garden by the ladies of Schenectady.
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FIFTH SESSION.

The Associatioh assembled in the College Chapel, at 8.10 P.M.

23. Cicero's Puteolanum, by Professor Karl P. Harrington, of the

University of Maine (illustrated by lantern slides) .

Did Cicero have a separate villa which he called his "
Puteolanum," as O. E.

Schmidt ( Cicero's Villen, p. 50 sqq.) argues ? Or was " Puteolanum " some-

times another name for "
C'umanum," and, at others, for a purchase from the

estate of Cluvius, but not for a villa, as Beloch {Campanien, p. 175) contends ?

I. It is impossible to prove that Cicero made a practice of designating his

Cumanum by the term " Puteolanum ", while various passages indicate that he

distinguished two estates under these appellations :

Ad Att. XIV. 1 6, I : haec Puteolana et Cumana regna.

Ad Att. XIV. 20, I : accepi tuas litteras, quas tuus tabcllarius in Cumanum
attulisse dicebatur Nonis Maiis datas. A Lucullo postridie eadem fere hora veni

in Puteolanum. Ibi accepi duas epislolas, alteram Konis, alterant VII Idus

Lanuvio datas. Audi igitur ad omnes. (Atticus distinguished between the

Cumanum and the Puteolanum in addressing the different letters to which

reference is here made.)

Ad Att. XV. I a, I : Heri dederam ad te litteras exiens e Puteolano dever-

teramque in Cumanum.
II. Some important indications that the Puteolanum was properly a villa are

the following :

1. Cicero seems to have had facilities there to entertain Caesar on his famous

visit {Ad Att. XIII. 52) (note also the expression, villa defensa esf). For (a)

the adjoining villa of Philippus, where Caesar spent the preceding night, is

understood to have been in, or near, Puteoli ; (b) the tradition is that this letter

(which was composed soon after Caesar's departure) was written at the Puteo-

lan-tm; (c) the expression in Sec. 2, Puteolis se aiebat unum diem fore, implies

that he was intending to stay where he was ; (*/) Caesar's walk on the beach

(ambulavit in litore) could have taken place as well from the Puteolanum as

from the Cumanum.
2. The estate of Cluvius comprised, besides the money (nummos, magnum

pondus argenti),praedia ('farmstead,' Tyrrell and Purser) {Ad Att. xiii. 45, 3)

horti (xiii. 46, 3), and rents (xiv. 10, 3 ; xiv. II, 2). Some of the rents were

'shops' (xiv. 9, i). The farmstead and gardens would fitly have gone together;

and in an estate of this magnitude the house itself must have been worthy of the

name of " villa
" when considered in connection with its surroundings.

3. The amount of time spent at Puteoli during the last year of Cicero's life is

so large, and the persons there entertained so important, that it must be placed
on a par with the other villas.

III. Certain consecutive letters to Atticus imply carefully-planned sojourns at

the Puteolanum, as if that were a satisfactory place for such a stay : (fl) the

group beginning with xiv. 7, and ending with xiv. 12, in which we see him part

of the time at the Cumanum, part of the time at friends' houses in, or near
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Puteoli, and part of the time on his own estate at Puteoli ; () the group begin-

ning with xiv. 15 and ending with xv. la, in which we see him by turns in the

Cumanum, the Pompeianum, and the Puteolanum, a considerable portion of the

time being spent at the Puteolanum as much as at either of the others while

he was apparently unable to see any difference between the general character and

attractiveness of each.

IV. It is, of course, very difficult to-day to gain an accurate idea of what was

in Cicero's time the topography of the region of which the Monte Nuovo is at

present the centre. The sudden appearance of that volcanic crater in the

sixteenth century not only obliterated the Lucrine Lake, but was also attended

by other important changes in the relations of the immediate neighborhood. The

exact situation of the villa
" ad Lucrinum "

depends largely upon the classical

extent of the Lucrinus ;
and the vicinage of the horti Cluviani is of a very

different character from that of twenty centuries ago. But it may be regarded as

reasonably certain that the gardens of Cluvius were not in the narrow limits of

the town of Puteoli itself, but were doubtless on some of the neighboring heights.

The approximate location of the Cumqnum may also be confidently settled in the

general district once occupied by the lower slopes between the Lucrine Lake and

the Lake of Avernus. Bearing in mind, now, the well-known fondness of Cicero

for commanding sites, and his willingness to be enriched by the corner of his

neighbor's land, he never having read the self-righteous disclaimer of Horace to

any such covetousness, I make bold, in view of the considerations and descrip-

tions already noted, to advance the theory that the estate of Cluvius was a large

one, which either immediately or approximately joined the part of the Cumanum
which stretched back into the interior and upon the higher ground ; and that

Cicero's interest in acquiring these famous gardens lay partly in the fact that they

would help form, with what he already possessed in that vicinity, a great park, at

the extremes of which would be spacious residences. The approach from the

sea at the Puteoli end would naturally be at some distance from that to the

Cumanum ; and communication between the two would be most simple by

water. Near the entrance to the Puteolanum would be the shops ;
farther back,

the residence. In the rear the gardens extended toward the Cumanum. Cicero

could easily and often, as he actually did, pass from one to the other, as the

letters quoted show.

24. The Music and Poetic Rhythm of the Greeks in the Light of

Modern Research, from a Musical Point of View, by Professor John

A. van Broekhoven, of Cincinnati.

To the modern musician, as well as to the scholar, the subject of Greek music

and poetic rhythm has remained as much a sealed book in spite of Westphal's

labors as it was to Boethius. Westphal has not cleared the mist surrounding

the technical aspect of the matter, owing to his want of technical musical knowl-

edge necessary to a solution of this most intricate subject. And the practical

musician has been hampered by a lack of classical scholarship on the one hand,

and on the other by the consequent unfamiliarity with the material. Thanks to

the indefatigable labors of modern scholars, the mass of material relative to the

subject has been collected and translated, and thus made accessible to the prac-
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tical musician. Since it is generally conceded that the question is exclusively a

musical one, it is apparent that its solution can result only by the aid and appli-

cation of a practical method. Hitherto, the error has been made of seeking to

impose on the Greeks our modern system of music and instrumental rhythm, of

which the Greeks had no suspicion, owing to a totally different phase of historical

development. The historical basis must be found before the practical evolution

can be demonstrated. This has been made possible of late by new facts brought

to light by archaeological research. We can now trace the development of the

music system of the nations anterior to the Greeks
;

and from this source we
obtain the evidence that the simplest of all musical instruments, the trumpet, was

the basis of the music system of ancient man, and that the step in the religious

dance of ancient man was the source of rhythm. For the hexameter the most

ancient metrical form element owes its origin to the six steps required fora

complete turn in the round dance. In these historical factors the trumpet and

the hexameter are embraced the elements of the system; and with these as

the basis can be presented the logical and practical evolution of Greek music and

poetic rhythm. As a result of this historical starting-point, every vestige of

information now for the first time finds its practical application and justification.

Technical details hitherto thought worthless prove most valuable links in the

chain of evidence. And the original text, which in many instances has been per-

verted by Westphal and others, constitutes the most conclusive proof in the

present exposition.

It has never been surmised, for instance, that in the six steps of the hexameter

are embraced, in embryo, the original eleven verse rhythms of Greek poetry, as

employed in the Apollo hymns, in the first archaic period of Greek music repre-

sented by the first poet-musician, Terpander of Lesbos, who was also the inventor

of the seven-string lyre.

The limitation of this paper will not permit a presentation of the musical phase,

nor that of the rhythmical development as a whole; I can but point out some of

the characteristic features of the rhythmic; system, and its divergence from the

modern practice. No one has as yet attempted to present the archaic type of

Greek verse rhythm, nor point out its course of evolution. And yet we are told

by Plutarch, Aristides, and others that the archaic conditions of music and rhythm,
as represented by Terpander about 700 B.C., were in vogue throughout the whole

classic period of Greek poetry down to the time of Euripides. Of these condi-

tions Westphal takes no notice, or if he does, he is unable to conceive the histori-

cal aspect. Hence his failure to present the subject in its true light. The archaic

forms of verse rhythms were called Tropos Spondeiazon, and Aristides tells us

that in this form the time value of the syllables were augmented fourfold ; each

short syllable receiving four time fractions (semoi) instead of one, as in the

ordinary verse rhythm, and the long syllable receiving eight fractions instead of

two. Thus the four fractions of each short syllable in these hymns were equiva-

lent (in time value) to one step, and the eight fractions in the long syllable to

two of the six steps in the hexameter. In this augmented form of short and long

syllables we find eleven different verse rhythms embraced in the six steps of the

hexameter; namely, two iambics, two trochees, three spondees, two molossi, one

cretic, two forms of the paean, the bacchius, and the choriambus, or Ionic. In

this form the so-called Tropos Spondeiazon the iambos orthios, the trochaeos
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Semantus and the Spondeion (Meizon) were employed by Terpander, as Plutarch

claims, in his Apollo hymns. From a fragment of one of these hymns, we see

that the stanza was composed of four lines; six syllables in the first and third,

and five syllables in the second and fourth line. Each of these syllables being
delivered to one step in the hexameter, we have the primitive form of the elegy

hexameter followed by pentameter the pause on the sixth step in the pen-
tameter (required as a breathing place for the singers) completing another hex-

ameter. These forms of verse rhythms were used in a different manner by

Archilochus, who introduced a complete reform by their application to the

worship of Dionysus, of which the dithyramb was the dominant factor. In the

latter the hymns were sung to a quick and boisterous movement of the dancers,

and the iambic rhythm was delivered to one step, as a single verse foot.

Archilochus, furthermore, transformed the rhythmic proportions by combining,
in his satiric poetry, this rapid rendition of the iambic rhythm with a dignified

carriage of the body; that is, by delivering two iambic rhythms to one step.

Archilochus invented the iambic dipody, the so-called trimeter six iambics sung
as three iambic dipodies to three steps, viz.:

Come now my friend and crown with wine the flowing bowl.

|

\j ^>
| [

w \j
| |

w o _
|

Trimeter. R L R

The Greeks thus employed the same verse, foot in three different syllabic pro-

portions, which, as Athenaeus tells us, were sung in three different styles of dances;

the Gymnopaedic, the Hyporchematic, and the Pyrrhic. The three styles of

dances were in vogue in dramatic as well as lyric poetry. These technical features

of Greek rhythm are indicated by two terms, Agoge and Pous. Neither West-

phal, Boeckh, nor any other scholar of all those who have attempted a recon-

struction of Greek rhythm, has been able to apply the technical feature of these

terms. Westphal defines agoge as equivalent to the term tempo, or time, in modern

music, and the word pous as identical with bar, or measure.

Pous was in reality the augmented proportion of a verse foot which served the

poet as a metrical basis, each step of which, as a tropos spondeiazon, could be

subdivided by a single verse rhythm (a monopody) or a double verse rhythm (a

dipody). In this manner each verse foot was adaptable as a metrical basis, and

thus was established a most varied and artistic system of rhythm, of which there

is no indication in our modern method. As each verse foot had a different place

for the thesis, so the augmented podes, or pous, had a different place for the

sectional accent. The term agoge indicated this proportion. The rhythm was

arranged in the gymnopaedic agoge, the hyporchematic agoge, or the pyrrhic agoge.

We have the most reliable and unimpeachable evidence transmitted to us of this

practice in the Hymn to Calliope, in which the composer clearly dictates the

metrical form of the hymn in the superscription, viz. : iambos spond., iambos,

baccheios. The meaning of this is more fully explained by the additional direc-

tions : ffvfvyla Kara dvrWeffiv. 6 iroOj _ ^ ical ^ _ . 7^ws dtrXda-tOf. 6

This very valuable bit of information has never been practically applied, nor

its meaning solved. And yet from the present point of view, it is clear and con-
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elusive proof of the method just described. The trochaic pous ^ is placed in

opposition to the iambic pous ^ . This constitutes, as Aristides states, a

baccheios, as also the reverse. The two together establish six steps an

hexameter, viz. :

Trochaic Pous

RL R

Iambic Pous

RL

The augmented proportions are not only indicated by the word "
Spond.,"

which stands for Spondeiazon and not Spondee, as all transcribers of this hymn
have concluded but the augmented proportions of the pous are distinctly

called for by the poet, who states that the rhythmic group in one of twelve

fractions = 6 pv6fj.bs SwSeKio-ij^os.

With the technical features clearly understood, the whole course of evolution

of Greek rhythm, as well as music, can be presented in a logical and practical

manner. But this can never be done by the sole aid of the Alexandrian and

Roman grammarians, as Westphal attempted to do. They were led by the rules

of rhetoric, which had discarded both the ancient musical phase of poetry as also

the rhythmical basis dictated by the dance or choral movement. Hence the

rhetoricians were obliged to invent signs for the syllabic accent, and reconstruct

a new rhythmical system to conform to the needs of musical delivered prose.

But having obtained the advantage of an historical starting-point, we can follow

the course of development forward, as the result of technical and scientific require-

ments, dictated by the nature of the conditions. It is not necessary to impose
on the Greeks our system, which was entirely foreign to them, considering the

means employed by the Greeks. Taking into account the nature of these means,

we can now unravel the subtle method of reasoning employed by Aristoxenus,

since we know what the conditions were. And we can trace the nature of the

scientific speculations, which led to the complete perversion of the ancient prac-

tice, in the form transmitted to us by the Alexandrian and Roman grammarians.

25. On the Relation between the Scene-Headings and the Minia-

ture in the Mss. of Terence, by Dr. John C. Watson, of Cornell

University (read by title).

The full text of this paper will appear in the Harvard Studies in

Classical Philology, Vol. xiv.

Adjourned.

SIXTH SESSION.

SCHENECTADY, July IO, 1902.
The Association met at 9.35 A.M.

26. The First Four Feet of the Hexameter of Horace's Satires,

by Dr. Curtis C. Bushnell, of Syracuse University (read by title).

This study is based upon the text of the Greenough edition. Statistics for

Cicero are calculated from data given in Professor Tracy Peck's article Cicero's

Hexameters, published in TAPA., Vol. XXVIII, 1897. Statistics for other
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writers than Horace and Cicero are calculated from the data of Drobisch's article

Ueber die Unterschiede in der GrunJanla%e dcs lateinischen und griechischen

Hexameters, Berichte der Gesells. d. Wissens. zu Leipzig, PhiL-IHst. Classe, 1873,

p. 7 ft.

TABLE I. THE SIXTEEN POSSIBLE ARRANGEMENTS.

d. indicates a dactyl, s. a spondee.
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It frequently happens that the same arrangement occurs in two successive

lines, more rarely in three successive lines. Such repetition occurs 73 times in

the First book, 59 times in the Second book, 132 times in all the Satires, or on

an average about onee in every seventeen lines. The most striking case is the

occurrence of s.d.s.s. in 2. 5. 96, 97, 98, 99, 100, 102. The highest per cent of

occurrence of any one arrangement in any one satire is d.s.s.s. in I. i, 21.5 per

cent.

TABLE II. PER CENT OF SPONDEES IN THE FIRST, SECOND, THIRD, AND
FOURTH PLACES.
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The chapters, of which the foregoing is an abstract, form part of

a discussion of the myth of Tarpeia, which will appear in full in the

University of Michigan Studies, Vol. I.

28. Fragments of an Early Christian Liturgy in Syrian inscrip-

tions, by Professor W. K. Prentice, of Princeton University.

This paper appears in the TRANSACTIONS. Remarks were made by
Professor Hart, Mr. Gould, and by the author.

29. The Proprieties of Epic Speech in the Argonautica of Apol-
lonius Rhodius, by Professor Edward Fitch, of Hamilton College.

In general, Apollonius was a purist, in that he heltl himself strictly to the style

of the earlier epic. To fix the degree of strictness which he observed is a matter

of many details, and the purpose of this paper is to discuss certain points of metre,

vocabulary, and syntax for the sake of representing concretely the poet's manner.

The exceptions to the rule of the old epic that a mute and liquid in the verse

make position, are in proportion fewer and of narrower range than in Homer.

The individual words have been noted by Spitzner, De Versu Heroico, pp. 101 seqq.,

but since his list of references is not exhaustive, the following summary is given :

The combination vp permits shortening before irpurov, rpwra, in II. 126, III.

1230, IV. 867, 1080, each time in the second thesis: before vpoaivvtirtv in I. 711,

792, III. 51, 78, 433, 474, 710: before irpb in II. 809, III. 1198, IV. 84: before

irporjy^reipav, III. 1182: before irpolffxeTo, IV. 1553: before Upoiromls, 1.983:
before Hpo/iijtfei/s, III. 845, II. 1249. All of these cases save the last arc in the

third thesis. /3p makes position save in II. 230, fiporCtv. <f>p save in III. 1315,

irpoirf<j>pa.5iJ.{vov (an imitation of Hes. Op. 655), II. 1151, 1155, 4>p/os, *p6iTij.

rp makes position except before rpair^fijs of III. 377 (cf. Iliad, 1 1, 636), TpiKicaioio

of II. 955 (cf. Iliad, 4, 202), and KXeiowdrpriv, II. 239. 8p makes position, except

in the case of Spdnuv, in the four passages where it. occurs, II. 405, III. 1178,

1215, IV. 1541. Op except before 0p6vos, IV. 692, 719, and before Qprniclri, I. 799.

Kp, except in lvtKpvj>e, I. 170, before Kp^avrai, III. 2O2, KpijOeidao, III. 357,

Saicp&oifft, III. 805 (cf. Odyssey, 18, 173), Kpart, III. 1228, Kprivaiat, III. 1392,

~K.p6.raMv, IV. 829. Homeric precedent is found for all of these save KptfjMvrau,

KprivaLiai, and the proper name Kpi;0'5ao. irX makes position save before

Il\T)iddeffffi, TH. 226, K\ except before /cXi/Swwj, II. 73, <>X except before <b\eypaly,

III. 234. Of the few innovations of Apollonius, six are proper names. Even

here he is so conservative as altogether to avoid the use of
'

\<ppodirri, which in

the hexameter requires a shortening before <pp. In the twenty-one cases where

the goddess is named, KtfTpis and KvOtptia are used.

Rzach in his Grammatische Studien zu Apollonius Rhodius, Wien, 1878, has

discussed certain words where the epic form differs from the Attic, and where the

long vowel or diphthong of the epic form is important for the etymology of the

word; e.g., Iffos, foOcros, eii>os, etc. On the basis of his investigation he has

restored Kovpai, in I. 811, for 6pcu of the manuscripts. To the facts adduced by
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Rzach may be added these : Apollonius does not waver in the use of the epic

Kd\6s, and he is altogether free from the affectation common in the Alexandrian

period of introducing the same word twice in the same verse with different

measure, as Ktiirpts in Theocritus 18, 51, or icaXis in Theocr. 6, 19, Callimachus

I, 55. On the other hand, Apollonius sometimes adopts the laxer usage of his

day. He has 5Xos, II. 680, IV. 1166, for oCXos, and Stprj in IV. 707, although 5etp^

occurs in I. 673, IV. 127.

In word-formation Apollonius endeavors to conform to the analogy of epic

speech. On this ground, instead of 6pirpe<p{os, II. 34, read <5petTpec6>s. The
confusion of et and t is a frequent source of error in manuscripts. The word

in question, which is probably a coinage of Apollonius, should be formed like

dpet'xaXKOJ, IV. 973. Epic compounds where this first element is used have dpeo-,

dpea-t-, or 6pei-. 'Opt- occurs in the drama, metri gratia, but it is a superfluous

license for the hexameter.

In II. 916 read for &fp<Te<p6i>-ri, Heppetp&rq. There is no such authority for <I> as

to relieve &epfferp6vri in the Argonautica from the suspicion of being a corrupt

form. &epffe<f>6i>eia of the thirteenth Homeric Hymn is equally doubtful. The
occurrence of &ep<re<j>&irr) in an epigram of Simonides (105, I/iller), is not positive

evidence, for the dialect of these epigrams is not pure epic.

In the construction following verbs of thinking, saying, etc., Apollonius has,

in the main, kept to the simplicity, of the earlier epic manner. As in Homer, no

optative is found representing an indicative of direct statement, and there is but

one optative representing an indicative of direct question, I. 963. There are at

least three optatives in the protasis of a conditional sentence, standing for an

original subjunctive, III. 1190, IV. 342, 1057 (cf. //. 2, 597). The participle in

indirect discourse is used, but not freely. There are two cases after oTSa, I. 135,

II. 65, and one after votw, I. 1283. As in Homer, the predominant construction

is the infinitive. Besides the more familiar verbs, we find d/cot/o), II. 1142, tvtiru,

II. 905, IV. 586, 1057, efaov, III. 1106, IV. 255. The following verbs by an

extension of meaning take the infinitive: 6fju>K\4w, IV. 1006, 5t/cdfo>, IV. 1117,

vpori6ffffofjiai, I. 895, ftffavro, I. 718, 1024, II. 582. The last two are used, in a

way peculiar to Apollonius, to mean '

suppose.' The verbs K\dw and tiriicXeiw,

I. 59, 18, and the noun <t>d.Tis, I. 172, 481, II. 854, III. 1094, IV. 984, are followed

by the infinitive, like <j>r;ai.

The force of the various tenses of the subordinate infinitives is carefully calcu-

lated. The following cases call for remark : IV. 14, where a present and future

infinitive are coordinated after 6l<rtraTo. Translators often render them both as

futures, but the poet means to say,
' She suspected unerringly that her help was

no secret and that she should pay for all her folly.' Passing over the aorist infini-

tive /ja\eiv, II. 1223, which is to be taken ingressively, we find a remarkable com-

bination of infinitives in III. 767-769, a future, two aorists, and then two futures,

all subordinated to <prj, and all apparently referring to the future. The abrupt

change of tense is not a deviation from the grammatical norm, but the application

of a construction as old as Homer, which conjures up the future so vividly as to

make it seem past. In //. 9, 413, 415, &\tro is so used, and in Od. 9, 496,

this same use of the aorist is subordinated to a verb of saying. Apollonius applies

this principle, in a more elaborate way, to heighten the impression of irresolution

and revulsion of feeling.
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This passage leads up to another where the tense of the infinitive presents a

difficulty. In III. 548, SOK^U 64 fj.iv OVK iOtpl^eiv must mean, 'I think that she

will not refuse,' and the question is whether the present infinitive may be so in-

terpreted. A very old conjecture, presumably of Stephanus, is d0epttit>. Wellauer

justifies the present as a prophetic present. This construction in the indicative is

one thing; in a subordinate mood it is not so easily supposable. Yet the analogy

of the passage just discussed favors this interpretation. Moreover, the principal

verb, SOKU, is scarcely more than "
methinks," and the whole weight of the

thought falls directly upon the infinitive.

A deviation from the simplicity of the earlier epic is the habit of reporting a

speech or negotiation in the form of indirect discourse. The most remarkable

passage of the sort is the harangue of Aeetes, III. 579-608. Similar, though less

elaborate, are the report of the first interview with Aeetes, III. 495-500 ; the

report of Medea's dream, III. 619-631 ; and a second threatening speech of

Aeetes, IV. 231-235, where the verbs have been changed from second to third

person as in indirect discourse, but without any change of mood and without

introductory particle. Further, the terms of a truce made between the Colchians

and Argonauts are stated in the form of indirect speech in IV. 341-349. The
whole of this complex passage is subordinated to (jvvOefflijv trd/jarro, as to a verb

of saying.

The peculiarity in this group of passages is not grammatical but stylistic. In

Homer, if the angry Aeetes were to address his people, an assembly would have

been summoned : the picture would have been painted in detail and in lifelike

colors, and the words of the monarch would not have been trammeled by the

limitations of indirect speech. In h"ke manner the truce between the Argonauts
and Colchians would have formed an episode by itself, and the actors would have

spoken directly as do the truce-makers in the Iliad. Here, however, the picturesque-

ness of the older epic gives way to a business-like despatch of the matter in hand.

The later poet has not made the most of his possibilities, and the reason is a

typical one. For the sake of completeness of detail, the substance of the speeches

of Aeetes and the provisions of the truce needed to be given. But to treat them

as independent scenes, and to elaborate them into artistic episodes, would have

prolonged the poem overmuch. Consequently the episodes are treated with all

possible brevity and are introduced for the sake of their contents, not from any

love of opulent narrative. That artistic effect is thereby sacrificed is true, but the

same criticism is true for the poem as a whole. Its strength is in particular

scenes, like those which analyze and portray the emotions of Medea. Its

weakness is due to the antiquarian's desire to tell the whole story with all its

variants, and to tell it within a certain compass. While, therefore, the Alexandrian

poet shows himself to be, in the main, a careful observer of the proprieties of epic

speech, his relation to the Homeric epic is, after all, formal rather than essential.

30. Two Lexicographical Notes, by Professor James R. Wheeler,

of Columbia University.

This paper will be printed in the Classical Review.
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31. Varia, by Professor John C. Rolfe, of the University of

Pennsylvania.

I. On Hor. Carm. iii. 6. 21.

Motus doceri gaudet lonicos

Matura virgo et fingitur artibus

lam nunc et incestos amores

De tenero meditatur ungui :

Mox iuuiores quaerit adulteros . . .

In this passage de tenero ungui is interpreted by nearly all the recent editors

of Horace as 'with all her soul' (Shorey), or something similar, after Unger,

pro Valg. p. 401. Many editors cite Cic. ad Fam. i. 6 sed praesta te eum, qui

mihi a teneris, ut Graeci dicunt, unguiculis es cognitus. Here some intepret a

teneris unguiculis as 'thoroughly,' and hence as parallel with de tenero ungui;
others as ' from eaily youth.' The latter seems to me unquestionably right ; cf.

Thes. Ling. Lot. s.v. ab, I. p. 37, 1. 39. I believe that there was, originally at

least, a clear distinction between ex (ab, de) ungui (unguiculis}, Plaut. Stick.

761 ; Apul. Met. x. 22 ; the Greek els Svvxa- ^ MXU "I and de tenero ungui

(unguiculis), the Greek i diraXiDy 6vvxuv ; see Liddell and Scott, s.v. 6wj-. See

further Otto in A.L.L. v. 375 f., who cites Apost. vii. 51
a

, Q etiraXwv MXWV:
dirrl TOV vr)Tri6&fv, but recognizes the possibility of a different interpretation in

our passage.

The adjective tener in the Latin examples, and the same seems to be true of

ajroX6s in Greek, certainly suggests at once the idea of youthfulness, on account

of the many expressions in which it has that meaning : e.g. Ov. ex Pont. ii. 3. 73
teneris ab annis ; Virg. Georg. iii. 73 a teneris; Vitr. I. I. 12 a teneris aetatibus;

Hor. Epist. i. 2. 64 fingit equum tenera docilem cervice magister ; Suet. Ner. 7

tener adhuc necdum matura pueritia ; Tib. 44 pueros primae teneritudinis ; Stat.

Theb. vi. 121 teneros manes, of the shades of children; etc.

In the light of this list the interpretation of tenero in de tenero ungui, as

conveying a meaning other than that of youthfulness, certainly requires strong

evidence in its favor. The usual explanation is that it means ' to the quick,'

where the nails are tender, and hence 'to the fingertips,'
'

thoroughly.' But this

idea is expressed by ex unguiculis without an adjective. When an adjective is

used we have ab imis unguibus, e.g. Cic. Rose. Com. 7. 20. Cf. eh AKOOVS TOI>S

6wxa *> Eur. Cycl. 159, and the adverb dxpovvxl, Anth. Pal. 12. 'To the quick
'

is differently expressed: e.g. Hor. Serin, i. 10. 71 vivas et roderent ungues ; Cic.

Lael. 5. 1 8 neque id ad vivum reseco; etc. There seems to be absolutely no

authority for interpreting de tenero ungui and similar expressions as ' to the

fingertips.'

On the other hand, there are serious objections to taking de tenero ungui as

meaning
' from early youth.' Bentley connects iam nunc and de tenero ungui,

citing Hor. Epist. ii. I. 127. His feeling for the general relationship of tenero

(tenerum) and iam nunc seems to me entirely correct in both passages; yet in

neither, it seems to me, can the two phrases be directly connected. In the first

place, Horace elsewhere uses iam nunc alone, without a modifying phrase ; and,

secondly, while such expressions as iam a, iam inde a, iam inde usque a, statim a,
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are common enough, I have nowhere found an instance of iant nunc modified by
such a prepositional phrase.

Furthermore, while de is occasionally found of Time after (German nach), e.g.

Plaut. Most. 697 non bonust somnus de prandio, and in such idiomatic phrases

as de die, de node, etc., I find no instance of its use in the sense of German von

. . . an, like ab in a pueris, a pueritia, etc. My opinion is that Horace has

combined two different idioms in de tenero ungui, and that the meaning is
' with

all her youthful soul.' To this interpretation matura is no obstacle, for de tenero

ungui, and similar expressions, do not connote infancy, but merely youthfulness,

and that extreme youthfulness is consistent with the meaning of matura is shown

by Harkness, TAPA. xxvii. p. 35 ff.

If there is after the time of Horace a tendency to take ^ aira.\&t> 6ri>x<av in the

sense of ' with all one's soul,' we may charge the confusion to his use of de tenero

ungui in this passage and to a misunderstanding of its full force. Porphyrio, for

instance, finds no difficulty in taking it as equivalent to a prima pueritia. I have

examined all the passages which I have been able to find in both Latin and

Greek, and I doubt whether diraXwi/ bvd-^^y, or its Latin equivalents, ever

mean ' with all one's soul.' In Plut. de Lib. Educ. 5 there seems to be no

authority for airaXtiv, and in the only passage in which the phrase is generally

interpreted as ' to the fingertips
'

(Anth.Pal.\. 129), the other meaning is certainly

possible, and is preferred by Liddell and Scott. It may be added that while the

diminutive and the primitive are used in Latin without apparent difference of

meaning, the latter only is used in Greek.

On the meaning of canicula.

Lewis and Short, s.v. canicula, give as one meaning
' the lesser dog-star (ram's

minor}? citing Hor. Carm. i. 17. 17, and other passages. The commentators on

Horace, however, if they express an opinion at all, mostly explain canicula as

referring to Sirius, and that is, I believe, the meaning of the word in all cases.

The lesser dog-star was properly called Procyon or anticanis ; the only passage

in which either word is used in a non-technical sense appears to be Hor. Carm.

iii. 29. 1 8.

Canis, too, is always used in the sense of cants maior. The examples cited by
the lexicons for the meaning canis minor rest on a misconception; for while the

reference as a whole is obviously to the lesser dog-star, canis has simply the mean-

ing
'

dog.' Thus in Ov. Fast. v. 732 nocte sequente diem canis Erigoneius exit,

the phrase canis Erigoneius,
' the dog of Erigone,' designates the lesser dog-star,

but canis alone means simply
'

dog.'

This view of the meaning of canicula is confirmed by the words of Pliny,

N. H. xviii. 263 Aegypto vero Procyon matutino aestuosus, quod sidus apud
Romanos non habet nomen, nisi caniculam hanc volumas intellegi, hoc est

minorem canem. Evidently canicula = canis minor was not a familiar term to

Pliny, and in N. H. ii. 123; xviii. 272 he calls the constellation (sidus) Canis

Major canicula.

The use of the diminutive is peculiar to Latin, and does not occur in Greek.

It probably arose first in the sermo rusticus, perhaps as a (euphemistic) term of

affection. Although it occurs first in poetry (the earliest instance cited is in Hor.
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Serm. ii. 5. 29), it probably was not used metri gratia, since the most reasonable

explanation of the f is that of Priscian, ii. 106. 5 k, that it is due to metri

necessitas. This is the view of Stolz, Hist. Gr. \. 579, who curiously cites the

word only from Juvenal. It occurs in the Odes and Sermones of Horace, in

Ovid, Manilius, and Persius ; the lexicons and indices do not cite it from

Juvenal.

It is noteworthy that the color of Sirius has changed materially since the first

century. The color adjective applied to it by the Romans is rubra, and that it is

a genuine color term, and is not suggested merely by the heat associated with the

dog-star, is clear from Sen. Nat. Quaest. i. I. 7 cum in caelo quoque non unus

appareat color rerum, sed acrior sit caniculae rubor, Martis remissior.

3. On Varro, Z. Z. v. 3.

Wolfflin has pointed out, in the Kev. de Phil. xiv. (1890) 120, that in Ter.

Enn. 728 postquam surrexi, neque pes neque mens satis suum omcium facit, the

rhyme of neque pes neque mens requires that the last word be pronounced mes.

A parallel case, which I noted some years ago, but have not seen referred to,

is found in Varro, Z. Z. v. 3 ita fieri apparet, quod recto casu quom dicimus

impos obscurius est esse a potentia quam quom dicimus impotem ; et eo obscurius

tit si dicas pos quam impos, videtur enim pos significare potius pontem quam
potentem. The words of Varro are clear only if the pronunciation of pos and

that of pans were practically identical.

4. Notes on ellipsis.

(These will be published in full elsewhere.)

32. The Pestilences mentioned by Livy, by Professor R. B. Steele,

Vanderbilt University (read by title) .

The account by Thucyclides of the plague at Athens in 430 B.C. gave to later

writers both Greek and Latin the model for the presentation of pestilences, but

the parallel passages in Livy are not numerous, and the details given seem neces-

sary, generally stating merely the simplest facts in regard to the cause and the

destructiveness without regard to preceding descriptions, unless we assume that

scattered details are the membra disiecta of some original. Livy might have given

an elaborate account of a plague about 430 B.C., but this he did not do. Of those

occurring between 437 and 429 B.C., most are incidentally mentioned because of

the effect on military operations.

The wrath of the gods is the cause most frequently given, and, as a result, the

help of the divinities was sought to effect a cure. An obsccraiio or a supplicatio

was the common means, but sometimes in seasons of dire distress the sacred

books were consulted, and from this came an extension of their religious rites, in

the introduction of the lectisternium, the driving of a clavus, and services to

individual gods, especially the bringing of Aesculapius from Epidaurus.
The description by Vergil, A. 3, 137 seqq., resembles several given by Livy when

the pest fell on crops and beasts and men. Of the common people little is said,

as in 3, 6, 7 et per ignota capita late vagata est vis morbi, but there is frequently

given the names of the famous dead, especially of the priests.
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Omitting symptomal details and presenting other features with considerable

fulness, it is the religious significance which is made most prominent by Livy,

evidencing the care of the priest in keeping the records, and his own devoutness,

though he sometimes mentions the failure of the religious formulae to stay the

noisome pestilence, and this failure did not pass without criticism by Christian

writers. Cf. Augustine a: Civ. Dei, 3, 17.

33. Nature Aspects of Zeus,
1

by Dr. Arthur Stoddard Cooley, of

the Allen School, West Newton, Mass, (read by title).

II. Closely akin to the notion of Zeus as the Heaven or the aid-ftp is the idea

that he is the Air. A passage of Ennius well sets this forth. It is quoted by
Varro (De Ling. Lat. V. 65, Miiller), who says:

"These same gods, Heaven and Earth, are Jupiter and Juno, because, as

Ennius states,
' There is he whom I call Jupiter, whom the Greeks call the air,

which is wind and cloud, afterward rain, and from rain becomes cold, later wind,

then air again. These things which I mention to you are Jupiter for this reason,

because he helps mortals and cities and beasts.'
"

Here Jupiter apparently is
" the father who aids," from iuvo,

Of great importance on account of its age is fragment 48 (Bergk) of Alcman :

" Such things as the Dew nourishes, daughter of Zeus and Selene."

Plutarch (Quaest. Conviv. iii. 10, 3, p. 659 B) explains this as follows:
" At the time of the full moon the air drops dew most plentifully, being

melted, as Alcman, the melic poet, also says in one place, enigmatically, that the

dew is the daughter of the air and the moon."

Compare also De facie in orbe lunae, 25, p. 940 A:
" For now he calls the air Zeus, and says it is turned into dewdrops, being

liquefied by the moon." 2

And Natalis (Com. Myth. iii. 255) says:
" Certain have taught that the moon was the wife of the air by whom she con-

ceived and brought forth a son, the Dew, as Alcman, the melic poet, states in

that poem of his :

'The dew, son of the moon and the air, makes the mule-grass grow.'
"

This opinion, that Zeus is the air, was held by Diogenes Apolloniates, a

philosopher of the fifth century B.C., but his contemporary Democritus, according

to Clement of Alexandria (Protrep. V. 68, p. 59, Pott.), declared that "few

of the learned say . . . that all which we Greeks now call air is Zeus, thinking

this knows and gives and takes away all and is king of all."

The statement of Diogenes (Fr. 6, Mullach, F.P.G. i. p. 254 b) is as follows:

"... That which has intelligence is what is called air by men . . . this both

governs all things and controls all things. For it appears to me that this is the

source of mind, and has reached everything and arranges all and is in everything."

Probably it is this Diogenes who Philodemus (De pietate, p. 70, Gomp.) says
"
praises Homer for discoursing about the divine, not as in myths, but truly; for

1
Continuing and completing a paper entitled

" Zeus the Heaven," presented at the meeting

of the Association at Harvard University in July, 1901; see PAPA., 1901, pp. cxl-cxlii.

1 See also Plut. Act. Phys. 24, p. 918 A.
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he says he regards the air as Zeus, because he declares Zeus knows everything

and ." Here the quotation breaks off.

A most charming statement of this notion in the next century is by Philemon,

the comic poet (Fr. 91, Kock) :

" Whom not a one escapes, nor single deed one does or means to do or has

done long ago, or god or man, that one am I, the Air, whom you might e'en

call Zeus. And I am everywhere, - who but a god is such? right here in

Athens, in Patras, in Sicily; in all the cities, in the houses all, in all of you;

there's not a place where Air is not. And being present everywhere all by

necessity he knows, for everywhere he is." 1

III. The conception of Zeus as the Sun was a favorite one in post-classical

times,
2 but before 300 B.C. we find a few indications of it. An old inscription on

a rock at Amorgos has the words "
Zei)s"H\[io]s,'' of which Dubois says {B.C.H.

vi. (1882), p. 191) :
"

It is the first mention of Zeus Helios in these remote times.

The other examples are of the Roman period."

One Pherecydes, as Laurentius Lydus has recorded (de Mens. iv. 3), thought
Zeus to be the sun. I doubt whether this is Pherecydes of Syros, for according

to Hermias (Irris. Gent. Philos. c. 12) he taught plainly that Zeus was the

Heaven. Yet he may have changed his opinion.

A third example is in a doubtful fragment of Sophocles (1017, Nauck). An
unknown biographer of Aratus says: "Those who think Zeus the sun state that

Sophocles also calls Zeus the sun, when he says:
' O Sun, may'st thou pity me, whom the wise declare to be the begetter of

gods and father of all.'
"

Possibly we might find a fourth instance in the O. T. w. 660, 66 1 :

"Not the Sun, the chief god of all,"

but comparison with such passages as Aristotle, Fr. 621 (p. 1583 a, 2) and

Menander, fr. 609 (Kock) make this somewhat doubtful.

Finally the epithets AUKCUOS and iravb-irr^ might well apply to Zeus as the sun.

IV. There are scholars, among them the late Professor F. D. Allen of Har-

vard, who incline to think Zeus originally the Lightning, which later became one

of his chief attributes. There is some support for this idea even in early writers.

Such passages as that in Iliad, K, 5,

" As when the husband of fair-haired Hera lightens,"

are so easily explained in another way that they can hardly be adduced as evi-

dence, but Heraclitus the Obscure, who taught that fire is the prime element of

all things, seems to refer to Zeus, when he says, on the authority of Hippolytus

(Haeres. ref. ix. 10, p. 283, Miller = fr. 50, Mullach) :

" The lightning holds the helm of all things."
8

1 For other passages see Chrysippus ap. Philodemus, De pitt. p. 80; Aratus, ap. Schol. Lat.

Arat. ii. p. 36 (ed. Buhle); Crates, cited in the same scholia, ii. p. 37; Schol, Nov. Aesch.

Prom. 428.
! Eg. Plut. Aet. Rom. 77, p. 282 B; Heraclides, Alleg. Horn. c. 26; Arnob. adv. Nationes,

iii. 30; Laur. Lyd. De rttens. iii. to; same, De ostentts, 46, p. 174 D (ed. Hase).
* Quoted also by Philodemus, De piet. p. 70.
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Aristophanes in the Lysistrata (1285) uses the expression "Zeus blazing with

fire," and Sophocles (O.C. 95) has "Or earthquake or some thunderclap or gleam
of Zeus."

The scholiast explains the first as "
blazing or setting ablaze with thunderbolts,"

and the Sophocles passage may be rendered " a gleam from Zeus," which seems

more probable, as in O.C. 1471, Zeus apparently is identified with the aW-fip.

Another passage of Sophocles (Philoct. 1198, 1199) :

" Not even if the fire-bearing lightener shall come setting me on fire with gleam-

ing thunderbolts,"

perhaps looks this way, though it easily admits another explanation, as does

Aristophanes, Peace, 722 :

" Harnessed to the chariot of Zeus he bears the lightning."

Perhaps the strongest evidences for the conception of Zeus as the lightning

are the epithet Karai^dr^s, used by Aristophanes (Peace, 42),
J and an old inscrip-

tion at Mantinea (Roehl, I.G.A. 101), which has the words Ai6j ntpavvd.

V. Finally we have one ancient statement of a theory held by certain phi-

losophers of the Alexandrine and Roman periods; namely, that Zeus is the

Universe or All Things. Two verses are ascribed to Aeschylus (fr. 70, Nauck) by
Clement of Alexandria (Sirom. V. 14, 115, p. 718, Pott) :

" Zeus is the aidr/p, Zeus the earth, and Zeus the Heaven. Yea, Zeus is all

things and whatever transcends these."

Perhaps I may add one other passage clearly post-classical, but found in a

book on the Universe ascribed to Aristotle (c. 7, p. 401 a, 25) :

" And to speak in general (Zeus) is ofy>cicios and x66vios, having surnames

from everything in nature and from every occurrence, inasmuch as he himself is

the cause of all. And so it is well said in the Orphic poems :

'Zeus came into being first, Zeus last he of the gleaming thunderbolt.

Zeus is the head and Zeus the middle, and from Zeus are all things made. Zeus

is the foundation of both earth and starry heaven. Zeus is a male, Zeus an

immortal nymph. Zeus is the breath of all and Zeus the rush of tireless fire,

Zeus the root of the sea, Zeus sun and moon. Zeus is king, Zeus ruler of all

he of the gleaming thunderbolt. For after concealing all (men?) he brings

them up again into the gladsome light out of his sacred heart, doing deeds of

mischief.'
"

To sum up, in classical times before 300 B.C., we have literary evidence of the

identification of Zeus with the Heaven, air, sun, lightning, and finally the whole

universe.

34. The Persian ^ao-tXiytoi 0eoi of Herodotus III. 65, V. 106, by

Professor H. C. Tolman, of Vanderbilt University (read by title).

THE SUPREME GOD : The formulaic phraseology of the Old Persian inscrip-

tions describes Ormazd as "
greatest of gods

" MaQiSta baganam (Darius, Per-

sepolis; Xerxes, Elvend, Van. cf. Pahlavi Dinkarod 8. 15 "highest of gods"

1 Sec also Liddell and Scott, tv ; Clearchus ap. Athen. xii. 522 F; Lycophron, Alrx. 1370;

Paus. V. 14, 10; Plut. Demet. 10, p. 893; Cornutus, Theol. Gr. 9; AtAr. apx- 1890, 144.
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\bakdn\); also as "creator of earth and heaven, of man and bliss for man,"

Hya imam bumim add hya avam asmdnam add hya martiyam ado. hya iiydtim

add martiyahyd (Dar. Elv., Suez c, Naks-i Rustem a, b; Xerx. Pers. a, b, ca,

[cb], da [db], Elv^Van; Artaxerxes, Pers. Cf. Avestan Yasna, 37, i). But most

especially is he that sovereign Lord which gives to the Achaemenidae the

divine right of kings, vaind A*uramazddhd,
"
By grace of God "

(Dar. Inscr.

41 times; Xerx. Inscr. 6 times; Art. II. Inscr. once); A^uramazdd xfafram

mand frabdra,
" Ormazd intrusted the realm to me "

(Dar. Inscr. 7 times) ; Hya
(nidm) x'SdyaQiyam akunauS, "who made me king" (Dar. Inscr. 5 times;

Xerx. Inscr. 6 times ; Art. III. Inscr. once). Very likely it was religious and

political zeal as well as dialectical differences that led to the stereotyped

A^uramazdd of the inscriptions (but vafnd A*urahya Mazddha, Xerx. Pers. ca,

[cb]) beside the Avestan Ahura Mazda "Lord Wisdom" (cf. Jackson, Zoro-

aster, the Prophet ofAncient Iran, p. 171 ; Easton,JA OS., XV. 199 fg.). As we
should expect from the unfortunate confusion of foreign gods in the classical

writers, Herodotus identifies Ormazd with Zeus : o 3 vo/xlfjuiri Aii tfwrlas

IpSeip, rbv KIJK\OV v6.vTa.rov ovpavov Ala (caX6>rej, I. 131.

Similar identification appears in the Greek-Pahlavi Inscription of Xaks-i-

Rustem. (Cf. Dieulafoy, L?Art Antique de la Perse, V. 1 14.) As we infer from

late reports from Dr. Koldewey {Mittheilungen der deutschen Orientgesellschaft

cf. Tolman PAPA. 32 XCVI.) our historian, in his description of the temple of

Zeus Belos of Babylon (1. 183), cites under the name of Zeus, not Marduk of

Esagila, but Nabft of Borsippa.

OTHER GODS : Herodotus as well as other classic writers (cf. Rapp, Die

Religion und Silte der Perser und iibrigen Iranier nack den griechischen iind

r'omischen Quelten, ZDMG., XXX. 143 fg.) speaks of a plurality of Persian gods :

0eot)$ TOI)S /3o3"iXijlot;s, III. 65 ; 6eoi>s tTr6fii>vfj.i robs |3a<nXTjloys, V. 106 ; roiffi

Oeolffi ot Hepo-Lda. yrjv \f\6yxaa
'

l > VII. 53. Polytheism seems clearly marked in

the Deirmenjik Inscription of Darius (TTJV \nrtp 0ewj> fwv SidGecriv, cf. Cousin-

Deschajnps. Bull, de corr. hell. 13, 530). Although, as we shall see later, such

phraseology may be due simply to political considerations, yet even the Achae-

menian inscriptions are by no means entirely monotheistic. On the contrary, a

polytheistic tone (cf. Stave, Einfluss des Parsismrts auf das Judenlum,^. 119)

is evident in the passages cited below, where occurs undoubted recognition of

other gods than Ormazd : Ahuramazdd tuaiy upastdm abara utd aniyd bagdha

tyaiy hantiy, "Ormazd gave me aid and the other gods which are" (Bh. IV. 6l,

63) ; MaliUa bagdndm "greatest of the gods
"

(see above) ; mdm A^uramazdd

pdtitv hadd bag.iibti,
"
May Ormazd protect me with the gods

"
(Xerx. Pers. b.

ca [cb] twice, da [db], Van).
The interpretation of the somewhat doubtful phrase viOaibiS bagaibti (Dar.

Pers. d [three times]) has an important bearing here, since upon the old

meaning ''clan gods" de Harlez (Afttseort, XIV, 363) based his belief that

there is no allusion in the inscriptions to the Amesaspentas and Yazatas, but

simply to the bagd of the vi9. Such inference may be set aside should we accept

Bartholomae's rendering "all the gods" (vi9a fr. Ui-*o. Cf. Grundr. d. iran.

Philol. I. 226 ; Foy, KZ., XXXV. 70 ; Gray, JA OS., XXI. 181). It by no means

follows, however, that we should seek to identify the "
all gods

" with the " clan

gods," as Brunnhofer will have us do. Certainly among the viOaibit bagaibii are
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to be included the divinities in Herodotus I. 131 as well as the 0ol /3a<riXi)tot of

III. 65 and V. 106.

In I. 131, Herodotus has confused Mithra and Anahita. Since these deities

are not mentioned in the inscriptions of Darius or Xerxes, the occurrence of

their names in the empty formulism of Artaxerxes II. and III. seems to mark

a decay of religious ideas : Ahuramazdd Anahita utd Mi9ra (Afitra) mam
pdtuv, "May Ormazd and Anahita and Mithra protect me" (Art. Susa, a,

Hamadan) ;
mam Ahuramazdd uta Mifra baga pdtuv,

"
May Ormazd and the

god Mithra protect me" (Art. Pers. a, [b]).

DUALISM : Although there is no mention of Ahriman (Anra Mainyu) in the

ancient Persian inscriptions, yet, without going into the mooted question of the

Zoroastrianism of the Achaemenian kings (Wilhelm, ZDMG., XL. 105 ; de

Harlez, Museon, XIV. 363 ; Horn, Beilage zur Allg. Ztg., 1895 ; Bang, ZDMG.,
XLIII. 533; Darmesteter, Zend-Avesta, III. 70; West, SEE., XLVII. Introd.

79; Foy, KZ., XXXV. 69; Jackson-Gray, JA OS., XXI. 170). we can safely

note the recognition of a spirit of evil. Ormazd, as guardian of Truth and

Avenger of Deceit, is opposed to that force embodied in the Lie (Foy, KZ.,
XXXV. 71). Herodotus testifies to the Persian veneration of truth and abomina-

tion of deceit : ala-^iffrov 5t a&Toiffi TO ^etf5e<r0ai vci>6purTat, I. 138; TratSffovfft

dt TOI)S ira?5as -rpta /JLOVVO., lirireijciv ical ro%e<L>eiv Kal dXijOlfeffOai (I. 136).

The DruJ {Drauga,
" Lie " of the inscriptions) is certainly a personification of

Evil (cf. Jackson, Grundr. d. iran. Philol., II. 630). It is the DruJ which is

the source of rebellion : draugadil hamifriyd akunaui,
" The Lie made them

rebellious" (Bh. IV. 34). The prayer of Darius is that his country may be

saved from the DruJ ; imam dahyaum Ahuramazdd pdtuv hacd haindyd hacd

duiiydrd hacd draugd,
" May Ormazd keep this realm from Invasion "

(Avestan

haena), from Drought (Avestan duzydirya), from the Lie" (Pers. d. 3); abiy

imam dahyaum ma djamiyd ma haind md duiiydram ma dratiga,
"
Upon this

realm let come no Invasion, nor Drought, nor the Lie" (Pers. d). The same

king warns his successor to guard against the DruJ and to punish the liar ; hacd

drauga darsam patitayauvd mar(tiya hya) draujana ahatiy avam h
ufrasatam

(cf. Bartholomae, Iran. Gr. I. lio) parsd (Bh. IV. 38 ; cf. Bh. IV. 68). It was

because Darius was not under the influence of the DruJ that he became the

favorite of Ormazd : Ahuramazdd upastdm abara yaOa naiy draujana Aham,

"Ormazd helped me because I was not a liar" (Bh. IV. 63). Morality is to

walk in the path of Truth paOim tydm rdstdm (Dar. Nr, a, 59. Cf. Avestan

razi3tem). This personification of the Avestan DruJ in the Old Persian Drauga
found, as we should expect, no correspondence in the Babylonian thought (cf.

Gray, JAOS., XXI. 181). How strikingly is this seen in the contrast between

Drauga dahyauvd vasiy abara, "The DruJ (the Lie) dominated the provinces,"

and the lame Babylonian version par-sa-a-tu ina mdtdti In ma-du i-mi-du,
" in

the land lies became numerous" (Bh. I. 34). So each rebel is represented as a

follower of the DruJ (adurujiya occurring in Bh. over twenty times, Babyl. to

ip-ru-su urn-ma).
In Herodotus, as well as in the native inscriptions (cf. de Harlez, Museon,

XIV - 373) tnere is no reference to Zoroaster (ZaraQtiStrd). The following

citation of Cephalion in Georgius Syncellus (cf. Jackson, Zoroaster, p. 155,

=JAOS., XVII. 5) may be taken to imply that at least the name of the prophet
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of Iran was known to Herodotus : apxonai ypd<f>etv a<j> &v AXXot re

leal rd irpuTa 'EXXaw^s re 6 A6r/3toj Kal Krriffit]s 6 \\viSios, eireira 'Hp65oTos 6

'AXtKapvacretfj elr'^irdyei ytvcffiv e/.updfj.tws Kal Zwpodcrrpou ^(701; itrei V^TTJS

Nlvov /SacnXefas, I. 315.

RECOGNITION OF FOREIGN GODS : Herodotus speaks of the Persian fondness

of adopting foreign customs: ewicd 5 v6fw.ia Htpffai irpolevrai avdpuv /xoXtora

(I. 135). It was doubtless purposes of statecraft that led the Achaemenidae to

represent themselves as the proteges of the gods of other countries. The same

king who repeatedly declares on his own monuments that Ormazd gave him his

kingdom, allows himself to be called in the Egyptian inscription of Tell el-

Maskhutah " the son of the goddess Neith, image of Ra, who put him, Darius, on

the throne and helped to conquer his enemies" (cf. Gray, JAOS., XXI. 183).

Again the Greek inscription of Darius at Deirmenjik (which has been noted

above) shows presumably a diplomatic recognition of foreign divinities. So

Cyrus styles himself in the language of the Babylonian kings
" builder of

Esagila and Ezida," while the Jews, in their turn, believed him the servant of

Yahweh (cf. Ezra I. 2). Cambyses, as we learn from an Egyptian inscription,

presented offerings to Osiris and restored the temple of Neith at Sais (cf. Nikel,

Herodot. und die Keilschriftforschung, p. 88 ; Tolman-Stevenson, Herodotus

and Empires of the East, p.. 93) . Bang {Melanges de Harlez, 1 1 ) has already

pointed out how the curse upon the would-be destroyer of the royal memorial, imam
han

dugam apagaudaydhy (Ah
uramaz) datay jatd biyd, "who would destroy this

monument, let Ormazd slay thee" (Bh. IV. 58) resembles in the Babylonian ver-

sion, lirur, "may he curse" (cf. Foy, KZ., XXXV. 72), the phraseology of an

inscription of Asur-nasir-pal ; Asur bilu rabu-u Hit a5-$u-ru-u bll ii-ma-a-ti

3(i-m)a-ti-$u li-ru-ur ip-$i-ti-3u lu-na(k-ki)-ir, "Ashur the great Lord, the

Assyrian God, Lord of Fate, may he curse the fate of him (who destroys this

monument) and annihilate his works" (Schrader, Keilinschriftliche Bibliothek,

Vol. I. p. 122).

Furthermore, I do not agree with the view of many scholars concerning

the account of the Gaut&ma rebellion that Magian fanaticism was directed chiefly

against the sanctuaries (Persian dyadana ; Elamite <"
ziyan

on
nappanna ; Baby-

lonian bitdli 3a Hani) of foreign gods.

35. Notes on Cicero, De natura deoruni, I, by Professor Mortimer

Lamson Earle, of Columbia University (read by title) .

I. The broken connection of thought is to be mended thus : de qua {(amen)
tarn variae sunt doctissimorum hominum, etc.

3-4. The original order may well have been as follows : Sunt enim philosophi

et fuerunt qui omnino nullam habere censerent rerum humanarum procura-
tionem deos. Quorum si vera sententia est, quae potest esse pietas, quae sanctitas,

quae religio ? Sin autem di neque possunt nos iuvare nee volunt nee omnino

curant nee quid agamus animadvertunt nee est quod ab Us ad hominum vitam

permanare possif, quid est quod ullos dis immortalibus cultus, honores, prices

adhibeamus ? Haec enim omnia pura atque caste tribuenda deorum ita sunt, si

, animadvertuntur ab its et si est aliquid a dis immortalibus hominum generi tri-

butum. In specie autem Jictae simulationis, sicut reliquae virtutes, item pietas
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inesse non potest, cum qua simul sanctitatem et religionem tolli necesse est ; atque
haud scio an pietate adversus deos sublata fides etiam et societas generis humani
et una excellentissima virtus, iustitia, tollatui; quibus sublatis perturbatio vitae

sequitur et magna confusio. In the Mss. the words Haec enim omnia . . . homi-

num generi tril>utum follow quae religio ? and the words quibus sublatis . . .

confusio follow tolli necesse est. The transposition of the latter sentence seems

first to have been suggested by Wyttenbach.

1 6. We should, I think, read : Peripatelicos, qui honesta (ita) commiscerent

cum commodis, ut ea . . . differrent.

22. We should probably read : Quid autem erat quod concupisceret deus

mundum signis et luminibus, tanquam aedilis, ornare? Si, ut ipse melius habi-

taret, etc., omitting the word deus between ut and ipse.

25. For Anaximandri autem opinio est nativos esse deos longis intervallis

orientes occidentesque, eosque innumerabiles esse mundos should probably be read

Anaximandri autem opinio est nativos esse deos, eosque . . . mundos longis inter-

vallis orientes occidentesque.

37. In the explicative clause qui aether nominatur should be written rather

than q. ae. nominetur.

88. Cicero seems to have written : Itafit ut mediterranei mare esse non cre-

dant (af)quf sint tantae animi angustiae, ut, si Seriphi natus esses . . . non

crederes, etc. For (af)que sint the Mss. have quae sunt.

90. The traditional text is: sed hoc dico, non ah hominibus formae figuram
venisse ad deos; di enim semper fuerunt, nati numquam sunt si quidem
aeterni suntfiituri ; at homines nati ; ante igitur humana forma quant homines

ea qua erantforma di immortales : non ergo illorum humana forma, sed nostra

divina dicenda est. The conclusion of the syllogism I would correct thus : ante

igitur quam (qua) homines ea qua erant forma di immortales : non ergo illo-

rum humana, sed nostra divina dicenda est.

101. A particle needs to be inserted thus: Dant enim arcum sagittas, hastam

clipeum, fuscinam fulmen ; (ttani), etsi actiones quae sint deorum non vident,

nihil agentem tamen deum non queunt cogitare.

107. I conjecture that we should read : Quo modo illae ergo (so Reid) et quo-

rum ? omitting, as a mere gloss, the traditional imagines after quorum.

36. The Use of the Infinitive in Lucan, Valerius Flaccus, Statius,

and Juvenal, by Dr. Willard K. Clement, of Evanston, 111. (read by

title).

Three years ago (A.J.P. XX. 195-197) I discussed briefly the use of the infinitive

in Silius Italicus, showing the utterly unsatisfactory treatment of the subject by

the accepted authorities, Schinkel 1 and Schmidt.2 At the time I expressed the

hope that I might be permitted to extend my investigations to Lucan and Vale-

rius Flaccus, also treated by Schmidt in his dissertation, as I believed such study

would prove rich in results. I am at last able to present my collections, together

with those from Statius and Juvenal. Lest I be accused of failing to practise

1 Quaestionef Silianae, Leipzig, 1884.
* De utu infinitivi apud Lucanum, I'alrrium Flaccum, Silium Italicum, Halle, 1881.
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what I have constantly advocated as the first requirement in all syntactical work,

completeness, I wish to say at the outset that I shall make no attempt to give all

instances of the occurrence of the infinitive in the four authors, although they

have been carefully noted. When two dissertations, in more than 150 pages, con-

tain omissions by the hundreds, it would be an utter impossibility, in the limited

space at my disposal, to give what they have failed to do. I shall give, however,

a complete list of words occurring with the infinitive in each author. That my
gleaning has not been in vain is best shown by the results 62 new words in

Lucan, 60 in Valerius Flaccus, 77 in Statius, and 32 in Juvenal.

A word or two on the dissertations themselves, which, as I have said, have

hitherto been cited as authoritative, and without criticism. Of Schmidt's treatment

of Lucan and Valerius Flaccus, I can but repeat my criticism expressed in my earlier

paper. The dissertation is of decidedly uneven character, with marked excel-

lences and serious defects. He had read widely, far more than scholars of his

age usually do, and his collections contain a wealth of passages from all periods

of classical Latinity. Had Schmalz and other syntactical authorities read him

with the care he merits, more than one of their statements would have been

changed to conform to the facts of usage. It is to be regretted that so much
that is meritorious should be marred by careless proof-reading and numerous

omissions. Reference after reference I have been unable to verify, while not

content with omissions of many words, h_- gives several instances of a usage, only

to omit as many or more.

Lohr's work x is far inferior. Scarcely a reference is made to any author out-

side his special field, and if his range of reading be wide, he never betrays it;

He is not guilty of the false references with which Schmidt is chargeable, though
the omissions are as numerous. He gives long lists of constructions parallel to

the infinitive, leaving his reader half-grateful, half-exasperated, grateful for the

information given, exasperated because the time spent in collecting the material

might have been employed in making his discussion complete and satisfactory.

I shall now give the words occurring in the various authors, alphabetically

arranged (nouns, adjectives, adverbs, and verbs), in each instance giving first

Schmidt's and Lohr's lists and then my additions. I trust this arrangement will

prove clear rather than the reverse.

LUCAN.

animus, ars (artis), adsuetus, audax, avidus, adfero, adspicio, aveo ; causa,

crimen, cura, certus (certum), consuetus, contentus, crudele, cupidus, cano, celo,

cerno, certo, cesso, cogo, compello, comperio, concessum est, contingit, euro ;

damnum, decus, decorus, difficilis, docilis, doctus, decerno (decretum), deprecor,

deprehendo, desino, desisto, dico, dignor, do, duro; eximius, expertus, extremum;

emereo, erubesco, evaleo; fabula, fama, fas, fides, foedus, funus, furor (et licentia),

facilis, felix, facio (palam), fero (animus), festino, fido, fingo, fleo; gloria, genitus,

gnarus, gaudeo; habilis, horridus; ius (iuris), ignavum, impar, impatiens, indig-

natus, indignus (indignum), indocilis, impello, impero, incipio, incoho, indignor,

invideo, iuvat ; labor, laus, luctus, lentus (lenti), laboro, liquet ; merces, mos,

munus, melior, meum, mirum, miserum, memini, mentior, mereo, metuo, minor,

1 De infinitivi afud P. Pap. Statfum et Juvenalem usu, Marburg, 1879.
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monstro ; nefas, nescius, nego, nocet, nosco ; omen, oppositus, oUiviscor, opto.

ordior; pietas, poena, potestas, pudor, paratus, patiens, peius, perosus, pollens,

promptus (promptum), pronus (pronum), pulchrum, palam, paenitet, parco, paro,

paveo, permissum est, peto, piget, placet (placitum est), pono (positum est),

praesto, precor, probo, prodest ; res, robur, rumor, recuso, refero, relinquo

(relictum est), rogo ; saevitia, salus, secta, sors, spes, summa, segnis, sufficiens,

sollicito, sperno, stimulo, superest, sustineo ; tanti, turpe, tutum, tempto, tester,

timeo, trepido ; venia, virtus, vacat, vaco, valeo, venio, vindico, vito.

abstineo, accipio, adsuesco, audeo ; coepi, conor, conspicio, constituo, cor-

rumpo, credo, cupio ; damnatus, debeo, decet, doceo, doleo, dubito, duco
; fallo,

fateor; gratum, gaudeo; iubeo; laetor, libet, licet
; malo, miror, moneo; necesse,

notus, nequeo, nescio, nolo; praemium, potens; patior, perdo, possum, prohibeo,

puto; quaero, queo, queror; reor; solamen, solitus, satis, scio, sentio, sino, solet,

specto, spero, stimulo; timor, tardus; vereor, veto, video, videor, volo.

VALERIUS FLACCUS.

animus (est), ars, aequum, assuetus, abnuo, admon--o, adspicio, aggredior,

agito, ago, ardeo, aveo; bonus; cura, certus, contentus, cano, cerno, certo, cogito,

cogo, conticeo, contingit, cunctor, euro ; dolus, dignus, docilis, doctus, durus,

desino, destino, differo, dignor, disco, dissimulo, do ; est ; facultas, fama, fas, furor,

facilis, fero, fingo, fleo, for, fremo
; gemo ; hortor; ignarus, immemor, impello,

impero, incipio, insto, invigilo, iuvat; lex, libertas, locus; mens (stat), mos, mereo,

mereor, meo, metuo, molior, moneo, monstro; nefas, nuntius, nego, nosco; opus,

opto, ordior, oro; potestas, pretium, pudor, paratus, patrium, parum, parco, paro,

permissum est, pergo, persto, piget, placet, posco, praecipito, precor, proclamo,

prodest, promitto, pudet; queo; recuso, require, restat, rogo; sors, spes, sturlium,

serum, suetus, sedet, significo, sileo, spargo, stat, stupeo, suadeo, sufficio, suspicio,

sustineo; tempus, tanti, turpe, tempto, tendo, tribuo; voluptas, venio, volo (-are),

vulgo.

accipio, aio, audeo, audio ; calleo, coepi, conor, conspicio, credo, cupio ;

dictum, dignum, debeo, decerno, decet, doceo, doleo, duro; fateor, fert (rumor);

gaudeo; hoc; iubeo; laetor, libet, licet ; mandatum, malo, miror; nequeo, nescio;

obicio ; pluris, pote, patet, patior, paveo, possum, prohibeo, puto ; quaero,

queror ; refero, reor ; satis, scio, sentio, sino, soleo, spero, spondee, statuo ;

tardus, timeo, tueor ; vacat, veto, video, videor, volo.

STATIUS.

amor, animus, ardor, audacia, aequus (aequum), aptus (aptum), audax, avidos,

ablatum, abnuo, accelero, adnuo, adorior, adparo, affect o, aggredior, ago, ambeo,

arceo, ardeo, aspernor, assuesco, audeo ; blandus, bonus ; calor, causa, cupklo,

cura, calens, capax, certus, clarus, contentus, cupidus, certo, cesso, coepi, cogito,

cogo, compello, concede, connitor, conor, consuesco, contemno, contendo, con-

tigit, credo, cupio, euro; degener, difficilis, dignus (dignum), docilis, doctus,

dubius, dulce, durum, decerno, decet, demonstro, deprecor, descendo, desisto,

destino, dico, dignor, disco, do, doceo, doleo, domo, dono, dubito ; egregius,

elect us, exiguus, edomo, eligo, emptum, eo, erubesco, exeo, exhortor, exposco,

extimeo; facultas, fas, fiducia, furor, furtum, facilis, fatale, fertilis, fortis, frequens,
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fretus, facio, fateor, fatisco, fero, festino, fido, flagro, fremo, fugio, furo
; grande,

grave, gaudeo, gemo, gestio, glorior ; honor, horror, hortamen, habilis, hilaris,

habeo, hortor ; impetus, ius, ignarus, ignotum, immanis, immeritus, incertus,

indocilis, inscius, impello, impero, incipio, indignor, indulgeo, insto, iubeo, iuvat ;

labor, lex, licentia, ludus, luxus, laetus, longum, laboro, libet, licet, luctor
; mens,

metus, modus, munus, maestus, manifestus, melior, memor, meritus, minor, mise-

rum, maereo, mando, memini, metuo, miror, mitto, moneo, monstro, moror ;

nefas, nefastum, nescius, notus, necesse, nego, nescio, novi
; opus, ordo, optimus,

oportet, opto, ordior, oro ; pond us, potestas, pretium, pudor, paratus, parvus,

potior, praecipuum, promptus (promptum), pronum, propior, pulchrum, parum,

paenitet, paro, parco, patior, pergo, permitto, persevero, persto, peto, piget, placet,

praebeo, praecipito, praestat, precor, probo, proclamo, prodest, prohibeo, prolabor,

propero, pudet, puto; quantum, quietus, quaero, queror; reverentia, reus, recuso,

relictum, reor, rogo, ruo ; sententia, sitis, solamen, species, spes, studium, sudor,

secundus, serum, servatus, sellers, suetus (suetum), supervacuum, satis, scio, sedet,

sequor, servo, simulo, sino, soleo, sperno, spero, spondeo, stat, studeo, suadeo,

subeo, sudo, sufficio (it), sum, superbio, superest ; tempus, timor, tanti, triste,

turbidus, turpe, taedet, tempto, tendo, tester, timeo, transmitto, trepido ; urgeo ;

virtus, vis, voluntas, voluptas, votum, velox, vile, vaco, vado, valeo, venio, vereor,

veto, video, vinco, vocifero, voveo.

auctor, adsuetus, accipio, adigo, admoneo, adspicio, appeto, aio, audio, auguror;

cordi, curae, comis, consuetus, cano, cerno, coepi, committo, conqueror, conspicio,

contueor; debeo, deprehendo, differo; experientia, extremum, edisco, edo, evaleo,

exspecto, exsulto ; fama, fides, ferale, fortius, fingo ; hoc
; invidia, insuetus,

iustius, iacto, ingemino, ingemo, immineo, impono; lectus, laetor, luo; mos, malo,

mereo, mereor ; nuntius, narro, nequeo, nolo, noto, nuntio ; obtestor ; patrium,

palam, pendeo, perfero, perhibeo, possum, potior, prospicio; queo; religio, recuso,

refero, renuo, respicio, restat, retexo, rideo; sentio, subigo; tardus, tutius, trado;

videor, volo, vulgo.

JUVENAL.

abnuo, affecto, audeo ; dementia, constantia, contentus, calleo, cesso, cogito,

cogq, concede, constituo, contigit, convenit, credo, cupio, euro; deterius, difficile,

dignus (dignum), doctus, durum, decet, destino, disco, doceo, dubito ; est ; fas,

furor, facile, fateor, festino; grave, gaudeo ; incipio, indignor, iubeo ; leve, libet,

licet ; maestitia, mos, miserum, memini, metuo ; nefas, nescius, necesse ; opus,

oportet, opto; poena, pretium, paratus, parum, paro, patior, piget, placet, prodest,

propero, propono, pudet, puto ; saevus, superbus, scio, soleo, sufficit, sustineo ;

tempus, turpe, tempto, tendo, timeo; utile; venerabile, valeo.

anticum (et vetus), adfirmo, audio; coepi; debeo, dico, duco; fructus, facilis,

fingo ; instituo ; longum (et tardum) ; malo, mereor, monstro ; narro, nequeo,

nescio, nolo ; patior, perago, pereat, possum ; queo ; rumor, respondeo ; sentio,

sino; veto, videor, volo, voveo.

It will be seen that the largest list is that used by Statius, the smallest that

found in Juvenal, who approaches prose usage the most closely of the four. It is

in Juvenal, too, that the percentage of omissions is relatively the largest. It will

be admitted that many of the omissions are those of common words, which occur

or are likely to occur in every author ; but as Professor Postgate (who has antici-
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pated part of my criticism) justly observes in the Classical Review for May, 1902,

"the professed investigator of some detail of syntax through a liteiature or a con-

siderable number of authors has the general reader entirely at his mercy; and he

is in literary honor bound to see that his material is complete before he prints a

line." Still more is the criticism deserved, when, as in the present instance, the

investigation is limited to two or three authors.

A full, complete treatment of the infinitive should include every instance,

whether the verb, adjective, or noun is followed by an infinitive with a subject

accusative or not. When no limitations are set in the preface, and no exceptions

expressly made, the only logical conclusion is that the words do not occur. In

the same way, when it is distinctly stated that there are six or eight instances of a

usage, one does not expect to find, as I have done repeatedly in the preparation

of the present paper, that there are twelve or fifteen.

The classes of omission are varied. It is not so hard to explain the non-

appearance of such words as nescio, puto, sentio, and volo, for they are almost

universal in their occurrence. Why, however, Schmidt should .cite queo from

Valerius Flaccus, but omit it from Lucan is not clear. What led Lohr to mention

the occurrence of quaero and queror in Statius and Schmidt to fail to do so in

Lucan is a mystery. Such instances might be multiplied. There are other words

(this is probably true of the nouns and adjectives) which are not common, some

quite unusual. Here there is no excuse. Haste or carelessness or both must be

held responsible. It is not my purpose to go farther into details. Scholars

interested can easily make their comparisons and draw their own conclusions.

37. The Uses of the Preposition cum in Plautus, by Professor

William E. Waters, of New York University (read by title).

In all cum occurs about 814 times ; 60 per cent of the instances of its use,

including manner, time, means, show the sense of accompaniment ; in the other

40, it has the added force otvicissim, i.e. signifying mutuality in the action of the

verb or verbal noun with which it is connected. I. Signifying accompaniment, it

is strengthened by simul or ana or by both. Where the accompaniment is one

of rest or motion in one place, the force of the preposition shades into that of

apud. Esse, aetatem, agere (degere, exigere), vivere, employ cum in its most

literal use. Perpctare, cenare, prandere, are used with cum = apud. These two

uses of cum exhaust 120 of all its occurrences. II. With transitive and intransi-

tive verbs of motion cum has its most abundant use. This includes expressions

of anger, as Gas. 612: eas in maximum malam crucem cum hoc; Most. 148:

cum fundamento perierint (aedes~), "lest the house perish, foundations and all";

also some fifty instances of its superfluous use, as in Aul. 449 : id niecttm feram,

with which cf. Bacch. 939 : habere secum. More puzzling is its classification in

Rud. 1380: quicum habeam iutiicem, or Cas. 966, Most. 557. III. It occurs

between nouns with the force of et, as in Am. 422 : cum quadrigis Sol exoriens.

The development of this usage out of the primary sense of accompaniment is

apparent. IV. But cum thus used easily shades into the sense of habens, or

gestans, or continent, or fcrens. In at least 1 1 instances cum = habens, as in

Aul. 256 : filiam despondebo cum ilia dote, = habentem illam dotem ; so 1. 554 :

cocos cum manibus senis. Closely resembling cum = habem is cum = gestans,
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of which there are some 27 instances, as Am. 117: processi sic cum servili

schema, ^gestans servilem schemam. Equally frequent is cum =ftrens, as in

Am. 149 : cum lanterna adventt ; As. 147 : cum fustist ambulandum. So cum
= continent in Men. 702; Most. 248. In all there are about 122 cases (=15 per

cent) of cum et or a participle signifying possession, and joined with a noun or

pronoun. V. Closely allied with cum indicating possession is its use to indicate

with its noun some quality or description, especially when that noun is modified

by an adjective. At times no certain line of demarcation can be drawn between

possession, especially of some peculiar bodily member, and description. There

are but four clear instances of cum with a mere noun indicating description :

Bach. 398 cum cura esse, "be watchful" ; Cap. 203 cum catenis sumus, "we are

in chains
"

;
cf. Poen. 852 and Trin. 219. But of cum with the ablative limited by

an adjective, and denoting possession with the added sense of description, there

are at least some 47 instances ; and about one-half of them indicate a bodily

description, as Aul. 41, circumspectatrix cum oculis emissiciis.

VI. Of cum denoting manner there are about 48 cases ;
in 18 there is no

word limiting the noun. Examples are Am. 17$, ferendum hoc onust cum labore ;

Aul. 68 1 ; Men. 785. This latter case furnishes some evidence of how easily the

primary sense of accompaniment passes over into the sense of manner. Compare
Cure. 291. One of the most striking uses is cum eo cum quiqui in Poen. 536 a

and 588, in the sense of cum hoc condicione cum quaqua condicione,
" with this

proviso, with any proviso at all," on which cf. BuechL-ler, Archiv I, 280. Another

striking usage occurs in M.G. 1351, ite cum dis benevolentibus ; cf. Pers. 332. In

both passages the accompaniment of the favoring gods becomes the manner of

the action. The expression is of Greek origin; compare //. ix. 49; Od. xiii. 391 ;

Pind. jVem. viii. 28. The remaining 30 cases of cum with the ablative expressing

manner have a limiting adjective. Here belong those threats and imprecations

in which cum tuo malo magno, or cum cruciata maxumo and like phrases occur.

Of these there are 16 instances.

VII. Of cum and its noun denoting an accompanying circumstance, but with

the added sense of "time when," there are not more than six cases. Am. 631,

cum vino simitu ebibi imperium tuum is a doubtful example. Compare Am.

743 ; Cist. 525 ; Merc. 255 ; Stich. 364 ; True. 660.

VIII. The use of cum with its noun to express means is naturally rare. Com-

pare Cure. 289, suffarcinate cum sportulis and cum libris, and Rud. 937, hie rex

cum aceto pransurust. Whether in Capt. 1003 we have a fourth case is doubtful.

So far cum expresses some accompaniment or union. There remains about

40 per cent of the instances of the use of cum, in which it has the sense of

"
mutuality

" or "
reciprocity," whether affectionate, hostile, or neutral.

First are the instances of cum after osculari (all in the Miles) or limare caput.

Once amare cum occurs, viz. Bach. 564 ; cf. voluptatem capere cum in Am. 1 14 ;

morigerare cum, which implies mutuality more clearly than vivere or aetatem

degere cum. Nubere cum or its equivalent occurs seven times.

Next is cum after pugnare and the like, and litigare and the like. Of this

use there are some 29 instances.

Commoner, however, in the third place, is cum expressing the mutuality of

ordinary commercium between men. Agere cum occurs 24 times ; rem or nego-

tium or quid rei (= quid negoti) habere is found with cum 30 times.
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Fourth ; the dative with loqui is supplanted by cum and its ablative some 31

times; and on the model of loqui cum Plautus has in Epid. 651 the opposite,

taceas tecum. There are 14 other instances in which verbs or expressions similar

to loqui are used with cum and the ablative, in all of which the reciprocity of

conversation is indicated.

Fifth; peculiar to Plautus is cum with orare. There are at least 12 instances.

Compare As. 662; Bach. 554; Pers. 117; Rud. 773.

Sixth ; about 19 cases of cogitari cum belong here, in some of which it is

difficult to decide whether or not cum may have a different sense from that o(

mutuality. Thus in cogitari cum animo a common expression in Plautus, cum
animo may denote means, and is so understood by Holtze.

Seventh ; cum is used after verbs of harmony, agreement, and the like, many of

which already have the prepositional prefix con ; cf. coniungere cum, senlio and con-

sent cum, consociare, convenire,pacisci, and the like, of which there are about 27.

Finally, cum occurs seven times after verbs of dividing and sharing.

Cum also occurs after a large number of verbal nouns, or nouns implying some

action, in which the same reciprocal idea rests. There are at least 45 cases.

Examples are bellum, litigium, cum ; inimicitia, cum ; sermo, controversia,

postulatio, mentio, cum; gratia, pactio, pignus, fides, amicilia, mutuom, tessera,

signum, pax, commercium, cum and the like.

Lastly ; of instances of cum after adjectives of likeness there are five. In

Capt. 302 occurs aequabilis cum; in Cist. 532 and Trin. 452, aequus cum; in

Poen. 47 aeque cum ; in Trin. 467 aeqtiiperabilis cum. Alternus cum is found

once: in As. 918. This usage, I believe, is extremely rare. Communis cum
occurs thrice. One very good example of a common Greek brachylogy occurs in

Capt. Arg. 6: suo cum domine veste versa, "his coat having been changed with

his master," i.e.
"
having been changed with the coat of his master."

Naturally it is only a small number of the uses of cum in Plautus that can be

pointed out as exceptional or noteworthy. In comedy, and with such a free and

easy writer as Plautus was, such exceptional uses would be found in those cate-

gories where the preposition is used with some force superadded upon the strict

and literal force it usually has, or where for picturesqueness it supplants some

well-established but too prosaic construction. Such constructions are noteworthy
therefore as amare cum, where the direct object would naturally be used ; aedes

cum fundamento as a Hellenism, meaning
" house foundations and all

"
; scire

or nescire cum aliquo,
" to know " or "to be ignorant as much as anybody else ";

pignus or tessara cum, where inter with a plural accusative might have been

expected ; cum cura esse,
" to be with care," i.e.

"
careful," somewhat as in Eng-

lish " to be with child
" = " to be pregnant "; ire cum dis benevolentibus,

" to go

fortunately"; osculari cum, "to kiss with," where the direct object would be

natural; and loqui cum, where the dative after the verb would be the normal

construction.

38. On Aristophanes's Testimony to Social and Economic Condi-

tions in Athens, by Professor Arthur Fairbanks, of the State University

of Iowa (read by title).

This article will appear in the American Journal of Sociology.
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39. The Asyndeton of Participles in the Attic Orators, by Professor

Robert R. Radford, of Elmira College (read by title).

An abstract c?f this article has not been furnished.

40. Notes on Sophocles's Antigone, by Professor Mortimer Lamson

Earle, of Columbia University (read by title).

This paper will be printed in the Classical Review.

The Committee to Nominate Officers for 1902-1903, through Pro-

fessor Hart, made the following nominations :

President, Charles Forster Smith, University of Wisconsin.

Vice-Presidents, George Hempl, University of Michigan.

Mortimer Lamson Earle, 1'arnard College.

Secretary and Treasurer, Herbert Weir Smyth, Harvard University.

Executive Committee, The above-named officers, and

Sidney G. Ashmore, Union University.

Francis A. March, Lafayette College.

Morris H. Morgan, Harvard University.

James M. Paton, Wesleyan University.

Bernadotte Perrin, Yale University.

The Secretary was instructed to cast the ballot of the Association

for the persons named, and they were declared duly elected.

The Committee on Time and Place of Meeting in 1903, through

Professor Harry, recommended that the Association accept the invita-

tion from Yale University to hold the thirty-fifth annual session at

New Haven, beginning July 7. Adopted.
The Committee to audit the Treasurer's accounts reported, through

Professor Paton, that the Committee had examined the books and

vouchers submitted, and found them correct in every particular.

On behalf of the Committee on Spelling Reform, Professor March

then reviewed the work of the Committee during the past year.

The following motion was then presented by Professor Morgan,
and unanimously adopted :

Resolved, That the members of the American Philological Association,

assembled in Schenectady for the thirty-fourth annual session, heartily thank the

President of Union College and Mrs. Raymond for the hospitable and kindly

welcome with which they have been received in this beautiful spot ;
that they

are grateful to the ladies of the college and of the city for pleasant entertainment

and for many acts of kindness, and to the college fraternities for the use of their

chapter houses ; and that to Professor Sidney G. Ashmore they are under much

obligation for the careful arrangements made by him for their comfort and

convenience.

Adjourned.
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PHILOLOGICAL ASSOCIATION OF THE PACIFIC COAST.

The Third Annual Meeting was held in the Lecture Room of the

Mark Hopkins Institute of Art on December 26, 27, and 28, 1901.

SAN FRANCISCO, December 26, 1901.

The Association was called to order at 2.30 P.M. by the President,

Professor Ewald Fliigel, of Leland Stanford Jr. University.

The Secretary of the Association, Professor John E. Matzke, of

Leland Stanford Jr. University, presented the following report :

1. The Executive Committee has elected the following new members
of the Association :

Mr. Albert H. Allen, 1601 Taylor Street, San Francisco, Cal.

Miss Mary Bird Clayes, 2420 Dwight Way, Berkeley, Cal.

Mr. A. Horatio Cogswell, 2135 Santa Clara Ave., Alameda, Cal.

Prof. L. W. Cushman, Nevada State University, Reno, Nev.

Mr. Winthrop L. Keep, Mills College, Cal.

Mr. Tracy Randall Kelley, 1809 Jones Street, San Francisco, Cal.

Prof. H. B. Lathrop, Leland Stanford Jr. University, now University of Wisconsin,

Madison, Wis.

Rabbi Jacob Nieto, 1719 Bush Street, San Francisco, Cal.

Prof. A. Putzker, University of California, Berkeley, Cal.

Miss Beatrice Reynolds, 1020 Polk Street, San Francisco, Cal.

Prof. F. G. G. Schmidt, University of Oregon, Eugene, Ore.

Through transfer from the American Philological Association there have

been added :

Prof. J. E. Church, Jr., Nevada State University, Reno, Nev.

Dr. B. O. Foster, Leland Stanford Jr. University, Cal.

Dr. H. W. Prescott, University of California, Berkeley, Cal.

Prof. M. M. Ramsey, Leland Stanford Jr. University, Cal.

2. Upon the suggestion of the Executive Committee the Secretary of

this Association proposed to the Secretary of the American Philological

Association that the Philological Association of the Pacific Coast be per-

mitted to have its distinct membership list, elect its own new members, and

collect its own dues. All of these requests were readily granted. In regard

to the collection of the annual dues, Professor H. W. Smyth, Secretary

of the American Philological Association, wrote as follows under date of

October 5, 1901 :
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" At the last meeting we voted that the Treasurer of your Association should

collect its clues, and that the same be forwarded to the Treasurer of this Associa-

tion in June."

In consequence, the members of this Western Branch of the American

Philological Association will receive their annual bills henceforth directly

from the Treasurer of this Association, who will forward the aggregate
sum once a year to the general Treasurer of the American Philological

Association.

Professor Matzke then presented his report as Treasurer of the

Association. The collection of dues was undertaken after the receipt

of the above cited letter from Professor Smyth.

RECEIPTS.

Membership dues, Oct. 5 to Dec. 24, 1901 $33.00

EXPENDITURES.

Treasurer's and Secretary's books 3 1.65

Stationery 2.20

Postage 8.73

Printing I 3-75

Total $26.33

Balance, Dec. 24, 1901 6.67

$33-
The President appointed the following committees :

Nomination of Officersfor 1901-02 : Professors Fairclough, Rich-

ardson, and Lange.
To Audit the Treasurer's Report: Professors Merrill and Murray.
On Time and Place of Meeting in 1002 : Professors Pease and

Schmidt and Dr. J. T. Allen.

The Association then proceeded to the reading and discussion of

papers.

i. On Hiatus in Pindar, by Professor E. B. Clapp, of the Uni-

versity of California.
1

Hiatus in general is far less frequent in Pindar than in Homer.

I. In detail, apparent hiatus [due to an obsolete consonant], which occurs in

Homer with an average frequency of once in nine verses, appears in Pindar only

about once to the Teubner page. This difference is due to several causes,

(a) About 30 of Homer's digammated words do not occur in Pindar. (/) A
number of words which are digammated in Homer show no trace of the influence

of an omitted consonant in Pindar's usage. (<r) Even in the case of the 24
words or stems which show the influence of the digamma, the consonant is

1 This paper will form a part of a more comprehensive discussion of hiatus and elision in the

Greek melic poets, and is therefore withheld from publication in full for the present.
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ignored by Pindar almost twice as often as it is respected, while in Homer,

according to Hartel, the force of the consonant is felt six times as often as it is

neglected. Only in the case of
/rot

is Pindar's usage overwhelmingly in favor of

the digamma.
2. Hiatus after a diphthong or long vowel [usually with the metrical value of

a short syllable] occurs in Homer about ten times to the page; in Pindar but

twice to the page. The diphthong or long vowel is shortened in 215 cases out

of 230, or more uniformly than in Homer, (a) In 162 out of the 215 cases, the

correption appears in a diphthong consisting of a short vowel followed by i.

These cases are easily explained in accordance with the views of Hartel and

Grulich, viz. that the i passes into the corresponding consonant sound, prevent-

ing hiatus, and the preceding vowel is thus left alone, and takes its natural

[short] quantity. (b~) The diphthong -ov is shortened 23 times, always as a

genitive ending, to be explained as an elided -oo [so F. D. Allen], (f) The

diphthong -y is shortened 14 times, always as a dative ending. This is best

explained, with Grulich [see under (a)], as due to the old dialectic dative

in -01. (</) The diphthong -q. is shortened eight times, always as a dative ending.
These cases are usually left unexplained, or accounted for by analogy. The writer

would suggest that there seems to be abundant evidence for the existence of an

old dialectic dative singular of the first declension in -a*, which would bring
these cases, too, within the sphere of the law of Grulich, cited above. (^) The
vowels -a, -17, -u are shortened in hiatus eight times.

The metrical range of this shortening of diphthongs or long vowels in hiatus

is very limited. Of the 215 cases of this license, 206 appears in dactylic feet,

viz. 149 in the third syllable, 57 in the second syllable, the latter group being

mostly confined to cases of xal as short. In cretics the correption occurs four

times, in tribrachs three times, in trochees twice. In both places where the

shortening takes place in trochees [O. 14. i, P. 8. 96, Christ's edition of 1896],

emendations have already been proposed on other grounds. These emendations

should be accepted, since the correption in a trochaic foot is scarcely justifiable.

The diphthongs and vowels which remain long in hiatus are : (<*) -a* in I. 8. 56,

to be emended with Hermann or Schroeder. () -on in X. 9. 55, I. I. 16, Frag.

177. 4. Read, in each case, -01' [-010] for -oi>, comparing O. 13. 35, P. i. 39.

(c) -p, -tf, seven times. These cases fall under Grulich's law, and offer no diffi-

culty. (</) a, -17, -w, four times. These cases seem to be anomalous, but see

Mommsen, Supplement, on O. 13. 34.

3. Hiatus strictly 'illicit
'

scarcely occurs in Pindar. See O. 5. II, N. 5. 32, in

both of which places p is suspected.

Note on Elision in Pindar.

1. -a is elided 444 times [257 times in endings of declension, 69 times in

prepositions].

2. -o is elided 86 times [41 times in verbal endings, 29 times in prepositions].

3. -i is elided 68 times [56 times in prepositions, nine times in verbal endings,

once in -<rt of the dative plural, once in In].
1

4. -at is elided 22 times, always in verbal endings.
1

1 Yet Christ [on O. 12. 6] says
" ut enim clisio vocalis -i rara est, ita frequent elisio diph-

thongi -ai."
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The following table shows that Pindar felt a marked preference, in the case of

certain words or endings in -at, for elision as against shortening or hiatus, and

vice versa. >

Elided. Shortened.

KO.I O So

-Tttt O IQ

-jucu 2 9
-ff6ai 8 3

-JTCU 12 I

Remarks were made on this paper by Professor Richardson and

Miss Reynolds.

2. An Important but Neglected Elizabethan Dramatist, Henry

Porter, by Professor C. M. Gayley, of the University of California.

The writer attempted to show (i) that the identity of Porter was not as

hitherto conjectured; that our knowledge of the author of the Two Angry
Women extended over a period of three years and included several facts not

ordinarily known concerning the esteem in which he was held by contemporaries

of his profession.

(2) That, in the comedy of manners and of the ' characteristic
'
or humour, he

should be regarded as closely connected with Ben Jonson ; that if his Two Angry
Women was first known as the Comodey of Umers he anticipated Jonson in that

style of drama, but that even if this cannot be proved, his importance in the
' humours' movement was as great in 1598 as that of Chapman or Jonson.

The article as a whole will appear in the first volume of the writer's

Representative English Comedies, published by the Macmillan Com-

pany.

The paper was discussed by Professor Fltigel.

3. Some Notes on the Sources of Deloney's Gentle Craft, by
Professor Alexis F. Lange, of the University of California.

In attempting to ascertain the source or sources of each of the six tales of the

Gentle Craft (Parts I. and II.), as well as Deloney's use of his raw material, it

was found necessary to include his poems and the novels that preceded the Gentle

Craft within the scope of study, and to trace the origin and development of his

story-writing. Only these wider aspects of the problem were discussed in the

paper presented. For the whole discussion, see the writer's edition of the Gentle

Craft, Palaestra, Vol. XVIII.

1. Deloney's extant ballads fall into two main classes, the journalistic and

the historical. The sources of the former are contemporary actualities; of the

latter oral tradition and English chronicles. The treatment of the themes of the

first class is realistic; of the second essentially romantic.

2. The change from ballad-writing to prose fiction involved to a large extent

only a change of medium of expression, the themes being supplied by the life,
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traditional lore, and documentary history of industrial civic instead of agricultural

feudal society, and the realistic mode of handling being combined with the

romantic.

3. The point of view remains that of the popular ballad. Thomas of Reading,

Jack of Xfwliury, the Gentle Craft, exhibit in varying degree the influence

of the romances of chivalry and of the rogue tale, but the characteristic attitude

disclosed by the principle of selection is that of popular English traditions.

4. The method of plot-construction appears to have been influenced less by

contemporary fiction than by the popular drama, which depended for its material

on the same kind of sources.

5. So far as sources are concerned, the stories of the Gentle Craft exemplify
the following formula : Two separate threads, spun out of historical or legendary
stuff for the warp; the filling actuality, reminiscences, and the yarn of fancy.

The paper was discussed by Professor Fliigel.

4. The Genuineness of the Greeting in the Letters to Appius, by
Professor E. M. Pease, of the Leland Stanford Jr. University.

No abstract of this paper is available.

5. The Fountain Episode in Chretien de Troies's Yvain, by Pro-

fessor O. M. Johnston, of the Leland Stanford Jr. University.

In this episodic poem Chretien relates a curious adventure of Yvain at the

fountain of Barenton in the forest of Broceliande. The fountain was a boiling

spring, colder than marble and overshadowed by the fairest of trees. On the

trunk hung an iron bowl, by a chain that reached to the fountain; beside was a

stepping-stone, and opposite a small chapel. When Yvain filled the bowl and

poured the water on the stone, there arose such a storm that the entire forest

was destroyed. When the tempest was past, the pine sheltering the fountain was

covered with singing birds. Before they had ended their song Yvain was assailed

by Esclodos le Ros, the protector of the fountain and the husband of Laudine,

who dwelt in a castle near by. After a hard battle, Yvain killed his foe and

married Laudine. Soon after the marriage, Yvain was granted a year's leave of

absence by his lady. But remaining away from her longer than the time agreed

upon, her love for him was changed into hatred, and it was only after having

performed wonderful feats of courage in company with his faithful lion that he

regained her favor.

In this episode two sets of Celtic stories have been welded together.

The principal theme of the fountain myth is the rain-producing stone, which

probably goes' back to the Welch tradition connected with lake Dulyn, or to the

Irish legend of Gilla Daker. A protector of the fountain similar to the one

described in the Yvain is also found in the Irish story of Gilla Daker. The

chapel that stands near the fountain is a relic of the Druids, and its original

purpose was doubtless to appease the fountain when disturbed (compare Giraldus

Cambrensis's description of a fountain in the Irish province Munster, Topographia

Hibernica, 2, 7). The tree with its singing birds KSlbing traces back to the

Brandan legend (Zeitschriftfur Vergleichende Litteraturgeschichte, XI. 443).
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According to Gaston Paris and Ahlstrom (Romania, XXVI. 106), the legend
of Laudine is a variant of the swan-maiden story. One will readily see, however,

that the usual motives of the swan-maiden story are not found in Chretien's

account of the episode of Laudine, Esclodos le Ros, and Yvain. There is noth-

ing in the Yvain that would lead one to believe that Laudine is a swan-maiden.

Besides, the way in which the heroes come into relations with the heroines in

the two stories is entirely different. The swan-maiden is forced to marry a young
man \vho gets possession of her clothes while she is bathing in the fountain, and

refuses to give them up until she grants him her love. On the other hand,

Laudine is induced to marry Yvain through the persistent effort of her maid

Lunete. Another difference between the swan-maiden story and the legend of

Laudine lies in the attitude of the fairies toward the heroes after marriage. In

the original story of Wayland and the swan-maidens, the fairy required no prom-
ise of the hero. Laudine, on the contrary, makes Yvain promise not to remain

away from her longer than a year. Finally, the companion of Laudine is her

servant, while the companions of the swan-maiden are her equals.

The basis of the legend of Laudine is the Celtic fairy tale in which a superior

being, receiving a mortal into favor, requires some promise or a test of obedience

in the resistance of some temptation. The temptation is usually not resisted, and

the penalty of such disobedience is, as a rule, temporary banishment from the

presence of the fairy.

This Celtic fairy tale lies at the basis of the Lanval cycle of lays. In the lay

of Lanval, as in the legend of Laudine, it is a question of love between a mortal

an.I a supernatural being. In both cases a maid of the heroine prepares the way
fjr the meeting and marriage. In both cases the relations of the hero and the

heroine are broken off because the hero fails to keep his promise. Even the

incident where Yvain takes leave of Laudine to return to his country finds a

parallel in the lay of Guingamor, which is connected with the Lanval cycle of

lays, although the swan-maiden story has been inserted. Guingamor married a

fairy with whom he lived three hundred years, at the end of which time he asked

permission to return to his own country. The fay granted his request, but corn-

man led him not to eat or drink anything after crossing a certain river until he

should reach his destination, else he should become old and decrepit. The hero

broke his promise, and was punished therefor.

The principal theme of the Celtic fairy tale, of which the legend of Laudine

is a variant, is also found in Partenopeus de Bloist Floriant et Florete, Le Bel In-

connu, La Chdtelaine de Vei-gi, Ogier le Danois, and in the lays of Desire and

Graelent. However, in some of these legends, the swan-maiden episode has been

inserted in the original fairy story.

It is possible that Chretien took the material for his fountain episode from a

story in which the fountain traditions and the fairy tale had already been com-

bined. However, it is more probable that he found the fountain story in a form

similar to the one given in his poem, and that he added to this the legend of

Laudine. Having described the faithfulness of Enide in the castle of Limors,

he desired to give the picture of an unfaithful woman in the castle near the foun-

tain of Barenton (the Yvain being the counterpart of the rgc).

Adjourned at 5.20 P.M.
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SECOND SESSION.

The Second Session was called to order by the second Vice-presi-

dent, Professor Pease, at 8 P.M., to listen to the address of the Presi-

dent, Professor Ewald Fliigel, of the Leland Stanford Jr. University, on

the subject of 'The History of English Philology and its Problems.'

The address gave a list of the main representatives and an outline of the prin-

cipal achievements in the field of English Philology. The paper will be published

in full in the Anglia. The conclusions were summarized as consisting (i) in the

recognition of the aim and purpose of Philology as the comprehensive Science of

the Life of the Human Soul as revealed in the Word; (2) in the absolute recog-

nition of the Historical Method &> applied to all the different branches of English

Philology.

The development of this recognition is the History of English Philology. It

dawned in the seventeenth century, and was worked out 'in the period between

Hickes and Grimm. It had not to wait for Darwin, as some seem to think; on

the contrary, the Philological Sciences may proudly assert that the careful observa-

tion of the development of their object was an established working principle with

them before it was ever applied to the Natural Sciences; it was the working-

principle of Junius, Wallis, and Hickes.

1. The recognition of the Historical Method in the GRAMMATICAL FIELD was

accomplished when Grammar gave up being categoric and legislative, when it

emancipated itself from the ' Thou shall
' of Mediaeval Latin Grammar and from

practical ends; when it became descriptive, observing the Phenomena as they

are, when it became Historical.

2. In the LEXICOGRAPHICAL FIELD this method was established when the

Dictionary, although for practical purposes still arranged in the unscientific alpha-

betical order, gave up dictating as to the right or wrong use of words, and more

humbly tried to serve as a storehouse of information as to word-history, to give the

biography of words.

3. In the field of LITERARY HISTORY it became established when histories of

literature ceased to be biographical Dictionaries, catalogues of authors, summaries

of this part of literature or that, when the private individual likes and dislikes

ceased to be the standard of measuring, when the literary studies ceased to be

directed by, and depend upon, individual enjoyment of literature ; when the

History of Literature was recognized as the connected account of literary move-

ments, as one of the most important disciplines dealing with the development of

the intellectual and spiritual life of mankind; when the critique, the tauserie, and

the eulogistic biography became History; when dilettantism gave way to Science.

4. In the field of TEXTUAL CRITICISM this recognition became established when

the edited texts were not polished up and wilfully changed to suit the linguistic

and aesthetic standards of modern times, but when the purity of the literary tradi-

tion, its preservation or rehabilitation, became the editorial ideal.

That it took a long time for this critical-historical method to conquer, that there

were relapses and standstills, is one of the instructive facts which we observe.
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The more important problems that seem to be still waiting their solution are :

In the grammatical field English Philology still lacks a comprehensive Phonology
of Middle English Dialects, careful investigations (phonological, morphological,

and lexicographical) of the language of the sixteenth century, of the language

during its important transition period from Middle to Modern English. Another

desideratum is a comprehensive Historical Syntax of the language. Lexicography
is waiting for a comprehensive Anglo-Saxon Historical Dictionary, for a Middle-

English Dictionary based on exhaustive collections of the Old French as well as

the Late Latin Language. Only when these preparatory works shall be completed,

will a final History of English Words become possible; a History of Words which

in its turn will serve as a sound basis for an English Semasiology, for which the

fulness of time has not yet come. An Early English Onomasticon is still waiting

for its compiler. In the field of English Antiquities a great deal of systematic

scholarly work is still to be done. A serious desideratum is a comprehensive

English Palaeography.

As far as editions, texts go, the relics of Anglo-Saxon Prose are not yet com-

pletely collected, neither are the Glosses. We have not yet a Collection of the

Earlier English Songs "(to the sixteenth century), no complete collection even

of such an important branch as the Historical Songs. Further, we want critical,

conscientious, and accurate editions of all the Elizabethan and Jacobean dramatists.

And, finally, THE
'

History of English Literature '

is still to be written.

Drawing some lessons from the history of English Philology, we see

I. The truth of Dollinger's saying: that all progress in science was brought
about by men who had the mastery of more than one discipline and study;

2. we see that even the greatest promoters of English Philology were merely links

in a great chain, that even the greatest results grew from small beginnings, and

that cooperation, unselfish international cooperation, has been most fruitful.

3. \Ve see that the highest work has resulted from unselfish devotion, a clear

recognition of the problems and true enthusiasm. It seems that the more recent

class of scholars has the first element, but lacks the proper perspective, the courage

to tackle great problems and that divine enthusiasm which inspired the great

Masters.

THIRD SESSION.

The Third Session was called to order by the first Vice-president,

Professor Clapp, at 9.45 A.M.

6. On the So-called Iterative Optative in Greek, by Dr. James T.

Allen, of the University of California.

This paper is printed in full in the TRANSACTIONS.

7. Homeric Song and the Mode of Rhapsodizing, by Professor

H. R. Fairclough, of the Leland Stanford Jr. University.

This paper has been published in full in the Studies in Honor

of Basil Gildersleeve, pp. 205-229.
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8. The Semasiology of Germ, schenken, Engl. skink, by Professor

Hugo Schilling, of the University of California.

Jacob Grimm tried to explain the obvious connection of schenken ' to pour or

serve drink ' with schenkel, schinken ' shank '

by assuming that at some early

period a shank bone had been used as a tap or faucet on casks. This theory was

generally accepted until Johann Franck declared it to be a mere "
einfall"

unsupported by any evidence, and proposed to derive schenken from schank,

attributing to this word the primary meaning
"

Gestell fur Trinkgerate" i.e.

'

cupboard, buffet.' But in this he obviously reverses the natural order of things.

The verb *skankjan must have existed long before a cupboard was thought of;

the very invention of such a contrivance presupposes extensive skinking ; the

verb is common to most of the Germanic dialects, and dates back to Primitive

Germanic, while Franck's "
primary

"
meaning of schank is found only in German,

and even there only in certain dialects. A similar anachronism is involved in the

more recent theory of Francis A. Wood, who thinks it probable
" that ' shank '

was named because it was hollow like the horns or drinking cups in use," and

who would derive O.E. scencan 'give to drink ' from scene 'cup,' in view of "the

similar correspondence between O.E. steap
'

drinking vessel
' and O.N. steypa

'

pour out,'
" and of O.E. scencing-cuppe

'

cup. from which drink is poured.' In

point of fact, the probability is that shank got its name earlier than the horn or

drinking cup, especially if, as Wood thinks possible, the cup was at first a hollow

bone (shank bone) ; O.N. steypa does not come from staup, O.E. sleap, but is a

causal answering to stupa 'stoop, sink down'; and the modifying element scene-

ing shows that a scencing-cuppe was not an ordinary drinking cup, but like the

analogous skenki-fat of the O.S. Prudentius glosses, a cyathus or calathus, a

dipper or ladle.

As between schenken and the cognate nouns schank, schenk, sc/ienke, O.E.

scene, O.N. skenkr, everything points to the priority of the verb. The relation

of schank to schenken was primarily that of a verbal extract, like schrank<.

schr'dnken, trank<tranken ; its original meaning
' the serving of drink' is the

only one attaching to the O.N. equivalent skenkr, and has survived in German to

the present day. From this meaning alone can all the variant meanings found

in different periods and localities be easily and naturally derived. It developed

along two lines : I. (i) the pouring or serving of drink, (2) the drink served,

(3) the vessel containing the drink, (4) a liquid measure holding about the quan-

tity ordinarily served; II. (i) the pouring or serving of drink ; (2) the place

where drink is poured or served: a. a buffet; b. a tavern. Compare ircD/ia

'

drink, draught ';
'

drinking cup '; Latin potus
' a drinking ';

'

drink, draught ';

'

drinking cup.'

The final problem of explaining the undeniable connection of schenken with

schenkel ' shank ' admits of a perfectly simple solution. The earliest large recep-

tacles for liquids were, of course, skins. For obvious reasons a skin would be

filled through its largest aperture, the neck, while inversely, except in the case

of very small skins, the drawing of the contents would best be done by means

of the long and tapering skin of the shank. That this was actually the general

practice is shown both by archaeological and philological evidence. A wall

painting in a tavern in Pompeii represents a market scene where a wine vender
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fills the amphora of a customer from the shank of a large skin resting on a

wagon. Another similar picture in the same house shows the string with which

the shank had been tied up hanging loose from the lower part of the shank. The

peculiarly shaped Greek cup termed d<rc6j, which is fashioned, as the name

indicates, in imitation of the wine skin, shows likewise at one end a large open-

ing for use in filling, and at the other a long, tapering spout. In the Medea of

Euripides Aigeus tells Medea (1. 679) that the oracle has enjoined him

AffKOv fte TOV vpo^xOVTa M'J X0<reu 7r68a.

Paley's note on this passage reads :
" \vffai iroda. or irodeuva. dffKOv signified

' to

untie the foot-skin of a wine-bag,' i.e. to let out the liquor through the projecting

skin of the animal's foot, which served (as it still does in wine-producing coun-

tries) as a spout or tap/' The scholiast explains :
" dffKOv oZv TTJS yaffrpos, iroba.

St TO /jApioy, irapoaov o?s 6 iro5eu>v TOV atriov irpo^xet. Compare the definition of

irodeuv in the lexicon of the patriarch Photius : Kvpltas TOV d<r/coO T& irpovxovra,

iJTOl TWV TTOS(4>V TO. StpfJUlTa..

Schenken, accordingly, is derived from the Germanic noun skank- as applied

to the leg of the wine-skin, and means literally
' to shank out.'

Incidentally an interesting vista is opened by the derivation of the synonymous

zapfen
' to tap

' from zapf(eit)
'

tap,' cognate with zipfel
'

tip
' = iroSeuv in its

extended meaning of a thin, tapering end generally.

9. The Fable in Archilochus, Herodotus, Livy, and Horace, by
Professor H. T. Archibald, of Occidental College.

1

Fable is nowhere in Greek or Roman literature defined or limited. The

terminology, as in modern usage, is everywhere generic. But generic fable pre-

sents too broad a field for a connected literary study. Hence, fable proper has

been limited, for convenience, to the following : a fictitious narrative wherein one

or more animals or inanimate objects are introduced as speaking or acting, or

both, in the manner of types, to illustrate either a parallel set of circumstances

or a general principle, personification being normally employed only in so far as

to enable the characters to set forth their typical relationships.

Four typical phases of the literary use of fable may be shown in two Greek

and two Roman writers, one each in prose, one in poetry. The contrast is

emphasized by the grouping: Herodotus, Livy; Archilochus, Horace.

I. Herodotus maybe taken as denoting the type of nearest approach in litera-

ture to the norm of fable as a popular literary form. The characteristics of the

fable of Herodotus (Piper and Fishes, Bk. I, c. 141) are: (i) a^fXeia, indicated

by: (a) order of words, being almost without exception subject verb object,

with adjuncts also in similar " natural "
order; () dptj^vq X^fis very pronounced;

(c) gen. abs. of conversational type ; (</) direct, unadorned style, with no

descriptive adjectives, no type coloring. (All these naive qualities appear also

in the fables of Aristotle (ftket. II, 20), and these as well: non-avoidance of

1 A full treatment of the fable as a literary form in Hesiod, Aristophanes, Xenophon, Callima-

chus, Babrius, Phaedrus, Avianus, etc., besides the above-mentioned, is to be published by

Benj H. Sanborn and Co., Boston.
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repetition; strong dpffbrijt; story-telling imperfect; clear types.) (2) ivdpytia,

shown in (a) SpijuwrTjs of avoidance of 7r\a-yto(r/x6j, the O.O. form also heighten-

ing the effect of the few words in O.K.; (<$) characterization, in irony, surprise,

etc.; (<:)
accurate use of prepositions and technical terms; (</) charm of Ionic,

with poetical terms added; (e) picturesqueness of scene.

II. In striking contrast is the fable of Livy (Belly and Members, II, 32), a

manner of \6vos ivaytbi>i.os. It is marked by : () continued antithesis and

parallelism of phrase and of thought, accompanied by alliteration; () tautology

and variety of phrase; (r) the use of descriptive adjectives and poetical phrase-

ology; (</) vivid personification, showing even the passion of conflict; (<?) /ia/cpo-

\oyla; (/) rhetorical use of types.

III. The fable in Archilochus ((i) Fox and Eagle, frgs. 94. 86. 38, 88. 109.

87, 1 10. 126, 96. Bk.; (2) Fox and Ape, frg. 89) is pure invective. To this end

are employed both artistic and popular elements. Distinctly artistic are : (a} the

dramatic setting, plot, and characterization ; () poise, variety, and finish of

dialogue; (c) the use of epic epitheton ornans, semi-epic word-pairing, a quasi-

epic patronymic. Partly artistic and partly popular elements are the metre and

the animal types, (i) The iambic metre is popular in its origin, and suited to

dialogue, being also the most practical of metres. It is artistic in its epodic form,

suited to lampoon, and in the mock-sportive modification of the epode to heighten

the effect of sarcastic iteration (cf. frg. 89). (2) The types are well known and

pronounced, hence popular. The Eagle, as a bird-character, is fanciful (cf.

Hesiod's Hawk and Nightingale, Op. 203 ff.). So with the secret meeting of the

Fox and Ape. The passion back of these clear types is vulgar, and reenforced by
metre and scene produces a very effective lampoon.

IV. Horace has more of fable than any other classical writer (nine fables in

all, five by way of allusion). He does not use fable as invective, as Archilochus

and Lucilius, or as a motif of boorishness, as Aristophanes does. Like Phaedrus,

he denies that he is writing purely popular poetry, makes the humor of the fable

a means to an ethical end, and never makes fun with malice prepense; but,

besides, Horace has always a direct satiric purpose, and his fable is personal and

subjective. The fable imago typifies the phase of life he is dealing with and draws

the lesson.

The importance of the fable as a vehicle of Horatian Satire is shown by the

variety of themes with which it deals ; hypocrisy, fickleness, greed, integrity,

false emulation, and the relation of luxury to happiness, the last treated from

three sides. The satiric effect is heightened by sly humor, table turning, clear

and popular types, inevitable appropriateness.

The range is from the distinctly popular to the highly ornate, (i) The former

maybe illustrated in the Frog and Calf (Sat. II, 3. 3140".). Significant are:

(a) the parody of the popular tenets and teaching of the Stoics, with a thrust also

at the prevailing vices of the day; (3) the imparting of tragic color by modifying

the story, and the increasing of irdOos by the use of rime and alliteration; (c) the

six well-marked colloquialisms in five lines, with broken metre and short abrupt

cola; (</) complete animal dialogue. (2) The most artistic fable is the City

and Country Mouse (Sat. II, 6. 79 ff.) : () in its natural rise from theme and

scene; (&) its realistic portrayal of contrasted types, heightened by contrast of

scene and by mock-heroic touches; (<r)
its grace, dignity, and sympathetic de-
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velopment; (</) the attractive and pointed enforcement of the moral, the lesson

Horace himself had learned from experience.

This paper was discussed by Professor Pease.

10. The Anglo-Norman poet Simund de Freine, by Professor

John E. Matzke, of the Leland Stanford Jr. University.

Simund de Freine is the author of two hitherto unpublished Old French

poems, one being the Roman de la Philosphie, the oldest known French adapta-

tion of Boethius, the other a Vie de Saint Georges, containing a version of the

passion of this saint. Both poems are unique from the point of view of versifica-

tion, inasmuch as they are written in lines of seven syllables, riming in pairs.

The question of authorship is solved by the acrostic Simund de Freine me fat,

found in the opening lines of both.

The Roman de la Philosophie is known to exist in three manuscripts, in

London, Brit. Mus. 20 B. XIV., in Oxford, Bodleian Library, Douce 210, and

in Cheltenham, Sir Thomas Philipps Library, 8336. The Vie de Saint Georges
is found only in Paris, Bibl. Nat. F. Fr. 902.

Nothing is known about the personality of the author. The few facts which

may be established are based on the study of two Latin poems addressed by him

to Giraldus Cambrensis, published Giraldi Cambrensis Opera, Rolls Series, I.

p. 382. From these it appears that he was a Canon at the Cathedral of Here-

ford in Wales. The first was written in the year 1203; the second according to

the traditional explanation is said to refer to an incident which took place in

1216, but the matted does not seem entirely clear, and Simund de Freine appears
to refer to himself as older than Giraldus, who was born in 1 147.

A study of the language of the French poems shows that they belong between

Chardri (beginning . of the thirteenth century) and Adgar (about 1160), but

seemingly nearer to the former than to the latter. The Roman de la Philosophie

seems to have been written first. The Vie de Saint Georges must, without ques-

tion, be referred to the return of the members of the third crusade under Richard

Cceur de Lion (1189-1193). In fact this expedition had camped for six weeks

at Lydda near Jerusalem, where one of the most famous churches of Saint George

stood, and after this crusade Saint George became the patron saint of English

knights. In 1222, the 23d of April, the calendar day of the saint, was desig-

nated as a national holiday at Oxford. The version of this legend, utilized by
Simund de Freine, differs from that current in Western Europe in the tenth to

the thirteenth centuries, and it agrees with the original form of the legend
known in Asia Minor and Palestine.

An edition of both poems prepared by the present writer has been accepted
for publication by the Societe des Anciens Textes and a study of the legend of

Saint George is in course of publication in the Publications of tfie Modern Lan-

guage Association, Vol. XVII.

Adjourned at 12 M.
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FOURTH SESSION.

The Fourth Session was called to order by the President at 2.30 P.M.

The Committee to audit the Treasurer's Report reported through
the Chairman, Professor Merrill, that the statement had been exam-

ined and found correct. The report was accepted.

Upon motion of Professor Clapp the Secretary was instructed to

send telegrams of greeting to the Archaeological Institute in session

at Columbia University, and to the Modern Language Association in

session at Harvard University.

11. The Position of the Greek Fleet at Salamis in the light

of the account given by Aeschylus and Herodotus, by President B. I.

Wheeler, of the University of California.

This paper is published in full in the TRANSACTIONS.

The paper was discussed by Professors Clapp and Murray.

12. On Certain Sound Properties of the Sapphic Strophes as

employed by Horace, by Professor L. J. Richardson, of the Univer-

sity of California.

The paper is published in full in the TRANSACTIONS.

The paper was discussed by Professor Merrill.

13. "La Moglie Involata" in the Orlando Innamorato I. XXII.,

by Professor Colbert Searles, of the Leland Stanford Jr. University.

Brandimarte and Orlando having rescued Leodilla from some giants, she tells

them her history. She had been married against her will to an old man, Fol-

derico. In spite of the jealous watchfulness of her husband, her old lover,

Ordauro, succeeds in carrying her off by means of an underground tunnel. This

story is evidently taken from the Historia Septem Sapientinm, or the Italian

version known as / Sette Sam, published by D'Ancona, Pisa, 1864, in which our

story bears the title "La Moglie Involata"; in other versions it is sometimes

called " L' Inclusa." According to the editor this story of La Moglia Involata

furnished Bojardo with material for his Folderico episode. However, Bojardo's

version differs in some details from that of / Sette Savi, and these may be traced

back to the Miles Gloriosus of Plautus, the first two acts of which in a general

way resemble this story. We conclude therefore that Bojardo's version is a

fusion of the two rather than a renovation of the one.

This paper is in course of publication in Modern Language Notes,

Vol. XVII.
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14. Chinese Poetry, by Professor John Fryer, of the University

of California.

For the ordinary Chinaman, with his prosaic, utilitarian nature, his queer-

sounding language, and his awkward-looking writing, to be capable of satisfying

all the different requirements of poetry, seems at first sight to be an impossibility.

Yet, strange to say, when our European ancestors were little better than savages,

Chinese poets had already begun to flourish. Their poems, handed down from

ancient times, were collected about three thousand years ago in that grand old

book called the Shi-king. The art has gone on progressing ever since, so that

poetry forms one of the most interesting, voluminous, and important parts of the

national literature.

To appreciate thoroughly Chinese poetry one must learn the language in which

it is written. No translation can begin to give more than a vague notion of its

many excellent features. Sir John F. Davis, Professors James Legge and Herbert

Giles, Mr. C. Stent and other Sinologues have published translations of more or

less merit, varying from extreme dryness, through a slavish attempt to be literal,

up to extreme freedom, through the desire to produce something pleasant to read.

A middle course, such as is generally taken in the translations of the poetry of

other nations, whether ancient or modern, is evidently what should be aimed at.

I. CONSTRUCTION.

In considering the construction or outward form of Chinese poetry, we have to

take into account some of the rules for sounds, tones, accents, metrical feet, the

caesura, rhyme, parallelism, brevity, and denouement.

There is no poetical difficulty in the sounds of the Chinese language, which are

not less euphonious than those of English or German. The tones are of great

assistance in giving cadence and modulation. There are only two accents recog-

nized, which are the "p'ing" or even and the "tse" or deflected. These bear

some resemblance to our grave and acute accents. The rules for metrical feet

require the "p'ing" and the "ts" to follow in a prescribed order in every line;

while those in one line have to balance or oppose those in another. For example,

in a verse of regular poetry with five words to a line one of the usual formulae

is as follows :

1. p'ing p'ing . . . ts8 ts6 p'ing.

2. ts8 tsS ... p'ing p'ing tsS.

3. ts ts ... tse p'ing p'ing.

4. p'ing p'ing . . . p'ing tse tse.

Here it will be noticed that the accents of the first and third lines are opposite;

and also those of the second and fourth.

Another requirement is the caesura or pause. This comes between the second

and third words of each line of five-word poetry, and between the fourth and fifth

in seven-word poetry. The position of the caesura is not fixed in irregular poetry,

but depends considerably on the sense of the words or on the construction of_the
sentence.

As to rhyme, it is considered one of the first essentials in Chinese poetry. In

regular four-line poetry it occurs at the ends of the lines of even number; that is

to say, the second and the fourth. The rhymes were fixed a thousand or more
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years ago. As the pronunciation has since varied, the sound is now no criterion;

but the rhyming dictionary settles which words ought to rhyme and which not.

Irregular or popular poetry depends mostly on modern sounds for its rhymes.

Parallelism is another important feature, and bears a close analogy to that

found in Hebrew poetry. The characters of one line have to bear a certain

relation to those in another line, such as synonymous, antithetic, and synthetic.

In no other language could these parallelisms be carried to such a high pitch

of ingenious word-for-word correspondence. English translations cannot begin

to show this feature, much less to do it justice. The patient ingenuity displayed

in some of these poetical compositions is almost incredible.

Brevity is highly essential. As a rule, four or eight lines, or twenty to twenty-

eight words, is the limit for an ordinary poem; which is valued not so much for

what it actually says as for what it implies, leaving the sense to go on, as it were,

in the reader's mind.

Lastly may be noticed the surprise or denouement in the last line, and growing
out of the preceding lines which lead up to it. This denouement contains the

gist of the whole poem, and shows the idea that the poet had in view.

II. SPIRIT.

The spirit or inwardness of Chinese poetry is most difficult to understand or

appreciate. However good may be the style and language, if it is not animated

by something which appeals directly to the heart and soul, it falls flat and useless,

so that it at once goes into oblivion. It is strange, but true, that some of the

poems most prized by the Chinese have their counterpart, as far as sentiment is

concerned, in the works of our ancient and modern Western poets. Some are so

closely allied as to show this resemblance almost word for word throughout. Our

limited space will admit of only one illustration.

China's greatest poet, Li-tai-po, who lived in the T'ang dynasty, when poetry

was at its highest point of development, wrote a poem which has been translated

by Sir J. F. Davis as follows :

See how the gently falling rain

Its vernal influence sweetly showers;

As through the calm and tepid eve,

It silently bedews the flowers.

Cloudy and dark the horizon spreads,

Save where some boat its light is burning;

But soon the landscape's tints shall glow

All radiant with the morn's returning.

The twenty-second ode of Anacreon, as translated by Thomas Moore, reads thus :

Observe when mother earth is dry

She drinks the droppings of the sky;

And then the dewy cordial gives

To every thirsty soul that lives.

The vapors that at evening weep
Are beverage to the swelling deep;

And when the rosy sun appears

He drinks the ocean's misty tears.
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The likeness of the ideas is so strong and the order so perfect that it would

almost appear as if the great Chinese poet had, a thousand years after Anacreon's

time, studied his' odes and made a Chinese adaptation of them.

Justness of sentiment, beauty of imagery, and harmony of construction are the

great essentials of poetic composition in China ;
while the emotional element,

which we value so highly, seems only a secondary consideration.

III. CLASSIFICATION.

The Chinese classify their poetry under four general heads, according to the

closeness of its conformity to the fixed rules. A more practical arrangement is

under three great divisions : first, the ancient odes and songs, or classical poetry,

such as that in the Shi-king; second, the moral and didactic poetry, which con-

veys the doctrines and precepts of teachers and sages, and often contains satirical

and mythological allusions; third, the descriptive and sentimental rhymes, which

form the most important and attractive element, and which revel in the expression

of the romantic and picturesque.

Two varieties of poetry are almost unknown in China. One is the epic and the

other is the pastoral. The former is unsuited to the genius and requirements of

Chinese poetry, while the other is not to be expected from a people strictly agri-

cultural rather than pastoral, having beef and milk tabooed as articles of diet.

In conclusion, Chinese poetry is worth a far better acquaintance than has

hitherto been accorded to it. Our Chinese friends show in it that they are richly

endowed with imagination. Their verse has helped to lift them above the level

of the savage, and has enabled them to frame an ideal world, wide and spacious,

filled with forms of nobleness and beauty. We have hardly yet begun to enter

into that world of theirs, and hence the Chinese are still to us a comparatively

sealed book. If they can only engraft some of our Western ideas upon theirs,

there is no knowing what such a good old stock is not capable of developing.

The future will show.

The Committee on Nomination of Officers presented the following

nominations for the year 1901-02 through the Chairman, Professor

H. R. Fairclough.

President, C. M. Gayley, University of California.

Vice-Presidents, E. M. Pease, Leland Stanford Jr. University.

W. A. Merrill, University of California.

Secretary and Treasurer, J. E. Matzke, Leland Stanford Jr. University.

Executive Committee, The above-named officers and

F. G. G. Schmidt, University of Oregon.

J. Goebel, Leland Stanford Jr. University.

M. L. Margolis, University of California.

F. M. Padelford, University of Washington.

Upon motion of Professor Clapp the Secretary was instructed to

cast the ballot of the Association for the gentlemen as nominated.
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15. The Middle English Origin of Many a Man and Similar

Phrases, by Mr. Edward K. Putnam, of the Leland Stanford Jr.

University.

In Old English many a man was expressed by manig mann, or by menigu
monna. A study of this and of corresponding phrases in Layamon throws light

on the origin of the parasitic a found in the modern idiom. The nominative

manig appears regularly in the A text as moni (14356). In no case is there a

trace of a following a or an. Nor does a following article occur in the neuter

accusative, also uninflected in Old English. In the inflected cases, on the other

hand, the terminations are often confused with the corresponding forms of the

indefinite article, and are frequently detached. Cf. for the accusative masculine or

neuter (O.E. manigne) : monine, 2282; monienne, 7993; moni enne, 6591; and

moni without inflection, 2283. For the dative (O.E. manigum) : moniane,

28966; moni ane, 5 1 3 1 ; and uninflected moni, 7515. For the feminine genitive

and dative (O.E. manigre) : moniare, 14905, and moni are, 555. In the other

cases the forms confused with the indefinite article seem to be due to analogy.

Cf. for the masculine genitive (O.E. man(i)ges) : the regular monies, 1710, and

moniennes, 7554. For the accusative feminine (O.E. man(i)ge) : the regular

monie, 27966, and moniane, 17977, and moni ane, 2285. The plural is regularly

monie, which may possibly have aided in the introduction of the a in the nomi-

native singular. In the A text of Layamon, therefore, the a or one following

many is found only in the inflected cases, where the inflectional terminations of

many have become confused with the forms of the indefinite article, and in some

instances have become detached. In its origin the a or one is merely the sur-

vival of a detached inflection, carried by analogy to all cases.

In the case of each the situation is similar. In the uninflected nominative the

regular form in the A text is ale, 1996 (possible exceptions, 1825, 4262, 13145).

On the other hand, the dative (O.E. alcum) has for its regular form alchen or

alche, 13940, 2511, but ale an appears 14593, and elc ane 24153, each time in

the epic phrase,
" Of each evil he was ware." This a following each is interest-

ing, because in modern English it has become lost except in the Scotch dialect

(ilka bird, Burns). In late Middle English, however, it is not uncommon, espe-

cially in such phrases as on eche side (cf. Chaucer, upon ech a syde, D, 256). In

these phrases the dative inflection of each is preserved in much the same way
as in the occasional petrified dative nouns in Chaucer (cf. on lyve, alive, G. L.

Kittredge : Language of Troilus, 14).

Another common idiom in Layamon, which may be explained as a case of

detached inflection, is wunder ane swiSe, 18599, and he u<es launder ane long,

14222. The ane cannot be the conjunction and, the article a, or an adverb

meaning
"
only." This epic phrase corresponds with the O.E. wundrum fceger,

Phcenix, 85 (cf. Beowulf, 1451, 2687). With the restoration of the syncopated

vowel, and the weakening of the termination to -on and -an (eventually -en),

this dative adverb would become wunderan (cf. O.E miclttm> muchelen, 5256;

muchele, 4346). With the addition of a final e, which though irregular is not at

all unusual in Layamon, ivunderan would become wunderane (cf. mtichelene,

1746). In a phrase like this the separation into wunder ane would present no

great difficulties, especially as wunder exists in an uninflected form and as a and
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an occur in so many different forms, and with so many different meanings, that

their appearance would cause no surprise until some reflective man discovered

that they had no meaning. The scribe of the B text did this, for in practically

every case he has changed this idiom to something more easily understood, as

wunderliche, 18599. (As in the other steps, the actual separation is paralleled by
miclum. Cf. mucle an, 2209, and muchul a, 3202.) It seems safe to assume,

then, that the ane in this idiom is a survival of the detached inflection, and that

the phrase wunder ane is derived from O.E. wundrzim.

If the possibilities of inflections becoming detached, and remaining as more

or less permanent parasites, is kept in mind, the origin of a number of idiomatic

expressions may be explained. Some are obvious, as the use of his for the geni-

tive -es, and the transfer of the final from the article to the noun in for the

nonce. Others are more complex and demand further study, but the results are

none the less interesting. This paper is based on a study of the A text of

Layamon, but work on later writers tends to confirm the results here obtained.

Any language changes, especially in such periods of confusion as early Middle

English, can generally be traced to more than one cause, so that positive exclusive

statements one way or the other are dangerous. In the present paper nothing
more is attempted than to place emphasis on one way, perhaps one of several, in

which these parasitic particles may have originated.

Remarks on this paper were made by Professor Fliigel.

Adjourned at 5 P.M.

FIFTH SESSION.

The Fifth Session was called to order by the President at 9.30 A.M.

1 6. Nicander and Vergil, by Dr. B. O. Foster, of the Leland Stan-

ford Jr. University.

" Nicandrum frustra secuti sunt Macer atque Vergilius ?
" These words of

Quintilian (fnst. Or. 10. i. 56) raise the question,
' In what way and to what

extent did Vergil imitate Nicander ?
' The slight evidence furnished by ancient

writers has already been presented (see e.g. H. Morsch De Graecis auctoribus

in Georgicis a Vergilio expressis. Halle, 1878). Macrobius (Sat. 5. 22. 9)

notes that the story of Pan and Luna ( Gear. 3. 391) is derived from Nicander,

and this is confirmed by Servius (addit. Dan. ad loc.}. Again, on Geor. 2. 214,

Servius says that Vergil's statement about the haunts of watersnakes is denied by
Nicander. On Geor. \. 399, alcyones, Probus indicates Nicander as a source

for the myth. Finally, Columella, 9. 23 f., gives Nicander as authority for the

Cretan origin of bees (cf. Geor. 4. 153).

From the extant works of Nicander modern scholarship has also gleaned a few

sources of Vergilian inspiration. Of these the most noteworthy is Theriaca 366-371,

from which passage Vergil has borrowed for his description of the Calabrian

serpent (Geor. 3. 425-439). Compare also Ther. 51-56 with Geor. 3. 414 ft.;

Ther. 179 f. with Geor. 3. 421; Ther. 138 svith Geor. 3. 437. These places and

one or two more are discussed by Wagenigen, dt Vergili Georgicis, Utrecht,
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1888. Without dwelling upon this phase of the study it may be regarded as

shown that the Roman poet knew the poems of the Greek and several times

assimilated portions of them, and further, that these borrowings were now in the

field of practical precepts and again in matters of poetical adornment.

But Quinlilian's words cannot have been based on these few, mostly unim-

portant, imitations, and we turn naturally to the fragments of Nicander's other

works for further light. Only two of these can have been of help to Vergil in the

composition of his Georgics. These are the Yfupyiicd, a hexameter poem in two

books, and the MeXiffffovpyiicd, a work on bee-keeping.

Of these two books we have twenty-six fragments. Unfortunately these are

nearly all excerpts made by Alhenaeus for his cook-book, and are so short as to

afford very little evidence for the subject matter or treatment of the whole book.

It is therefore a task requiring some imagination as well as ingenuity to recon-

struct the poem. O. Schneider (Nicontlri*, Lips., 1856) has perhaps come
as near to doing this as is possible without more evidence than has come down to

us. From the mode of citation in Athenaeus we learn that it was in two books.

Frag. I (Schneider) is about groats and is cited as from book I . It was in book I

then that tillage was treated. Here belong, probably, 22 and 23 about gathering

straw, and plowing. The mention of the oak (2) is cited as from book 2. In

this book then are to be placed the other fragments which deal with trees. This

book also contained the instruction in gardening, for 3 and 5, mentioning turnips

and pumpkins, are cited as belonging here. It is a plausible assumption that

book 2 contained also the directions for the cultivation of grapes, for this subject

must have been included in the treatise, though the only fragment mentioning
the subject is not cited as from this particular work. Flower-gardening was

apparently discussed at some length. The longest fragment is about flowers, and

occupies seventy-two verses. Probably they were treated of in the second work

also. It seems unlikely that stock-raising was quite ignored, though one may not

be able to follow Schneider in holding a mention of '

wood-pigeons
'
in 6 as

evidence that Nicander wrote De tota re pecuaria.

We may safely conclude that the Tewpyucd was, as the name implies, a genuine
treatise on farming, not, as Bernhardy thought, a work on medical botany. Bern-

hardy contends that among so many fragments we should find some trace of

similarity with something in Vergil were it true that Nicander wrote on a similar

theme, but we cannot lay too much stress upon the singular source of our cita-

tions from the book. Moreover, Cicero (Je Oral. I. 69) says that Nicander

wrote De rebus rusficis, addingpoetica quadam facultate, non rustice . . . praeclare.

What was the nature of Vergil's indebtedness to this book ? Morsch {of.

cit.} went to an absurd extreme, as subsequent studies in Vergil's sources have

shown, in claiming for Nicander a relationship to the Georgics similar to that of

Theocritus to Vergil's Bucolics. Schneider errs as far on the other side. He
holds that Quintilian means that Vergil was incited to the composition of the

Georgics by the perusal of Nicander's poem, but that the resemblance went no

farther. But this is a strange interpretation to put upon the words of Quintilian,

who must have been aware that this sort of "
following

" was no criterion of

Nicander's worth. A poor book might, by its very inadequacy, incite another

man to the preparation of a better. The second book would, however, by no

means reflect credit upon the first.
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Wagenigen's theory makes the imitation consist in the selection of suitable

subjects for poetic treatment and in the arrangement, order, and general method

of composition. Tkis view is as little satisfactory as the others, for it robs the

Roman poet of one of his peculiar titles to greatness; namely, the rare taste and

unfailing discrimination shown in the structure and proportions of his poem, and

the grace with which he introduces more or less extraneous embellishments.

It is more probable that Vergil's debt to Nicander was, like his debt to Varro,

of a more practical sort. Wagenigen has shown that in books I, 3, and the

earlier portion of 4, Varro was Vergil's great storehouse of imitation. Morsch

has made out a good case for Hesiod's 'Hotot as the source of the latter part of

book 4. This leaves book 2 (trees and vines) unaccounted for, and it is just here

that I think lay Vergil's chief indebtedness to Nicander, who wrote on this topic,

as we have seen, in his second book. Doubtless, other portions of the Teupyiitd

were used by Vergil for poetic adornment or practical suggestions in various

parts of his poem. Taken in connexion with a substantial borrowing, such as I

suppose in the case of book 2, these would help to make the impression which

Quintilian records in his question, but of themselves they would net be enough
to justify so sweeping a judgment.

1 7. Some Notes on Chaucer's Treatment of the Somnium Scipionis,

by Professor E. P. Anderson, of the Leland Stanford Jr. University. .

1. The book alluded to in 1. 19 ff. of Chaucer's Parlament of Foules was a

Ms. of Macrobii in Somnium Scipionis ex Libro Sexto Ciceronis de Kepublica

Eruditissima Explanatio. This appears from 'the fact that Macrobius is men-

tioned, and the high opinion of the Somnium Scipionis expressed by him at the

end of the second book of his commentary is spoken of in 1. 1 1 1 of the Parlament,

and the classification of dreams which he gives in his first book is alluded to in

1. 99 ff. It is also apparent that a Latinist like Chaucer need not read " al the

day" (1. 28) and "The longe day ful faste . . . and yerne
"

(1. 21) upon the

228 lines of easy Latin, which we find in Jan's edition of the Somnium, unless

he concerned himself with something besides the bare text. Moreover, after

examining Jan's Prolegomena and the Catalogue of Harleian Mss. in the British

Museum, the author of the paper was unable to discover any separate Ms. of the

text of the Somnium, which was extant in Chaucer's time.

2. The expression
"
chapitres sevene," in Chaucer's Parlament of Foules, 1. 32,

refers, not to seven old chapter divisions in the Ms. of the Somnium, as

Mr. Skeat suggests in his Chaucer : The Minor Poems, Oxford, 1888, and in The

Complete Works of Geoffrey Chaucer, Oxford, 1894, but to the seven main heads

or topics of the Somnium. This appears from the absence of chaptering in

editions before about 1700 A.D., while the later editions have nine chapters; from

the unequal divisions that would result if these topics were taken as chapters, and

from the contemporary use of the word capitulum to mean main topic, as given
in Du Cange, Glossarium Mediae et Infimae Latinitatis, and in Forcellini, Totius

Latinitatis Lexicon, and of chapitre to mean main topic, as cited by Murray in

New English Dictionary of the Philological Society for 1400 A.D., from Apol.

Loll. 51, and for 1393 A.D. from Gower's Confessio Amantis.
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3. Although Chaucer says :

"
Chapitres sevene it had of hevene and helle

And erthe and soules that therinne dwelle,"

and Mr. Skeat adds in his note on this passage :
" The treatise speaks, as Chaucer

says, of heaven, hell, and earth, and men's souls," there is no mention of hell, or

Tartarus, or Avernus, or the underworld in the Somnium, the nearest parallel

being in the kind of purgatory mentioned in the last sentence but one of the

Somnium, and interpreted by Chaucer in Stanza 12 of the Parlament. A parallel

passage in Dante's Inferno, 5. 31-38, may have led Chaucer to speak of it as

" helle."

4. In his interpretation of Stanza 9 of the Parlament, Skeat is wrong in

making the priinum mobile the ninth sphere, inasmuch as the Somnium, which

Chaucer is interpreting, says nothing of a priinum mobile, but makes the earth

itself the ninth sphere or globe. This sphere, being conceived as unmoved, must

be thought of as producing no sound. Two of the remaining eight spheres are

said by Cicero to have eadem vis. Commenting on the words :

" And after that the melodye herde he

That comth of thilke speres thryes thre,"

Mr. Skeat says :
" Chaucer makes a mistake in attributing this harmony to all

of the nine spheres," but Chaucer simply says that the melody comes from the

nine spheres, not that each individual sphere unites in making the harmony.
As to the two spheres that have eadem vis, Mr. Skeat says :

"
By the two that

are sounded alike, the spheres of Saturn and the fixed stars must be meant ; in fact,

it is usual to ignore the sphere of fixed stars and consider only those of the seven

planets. Macrobius in his Comment., lib. II. c. 4, quite misses this point, and

clumsily gives the same note to Venus and Mercury." But the sphere of the

earth, being motionless, is soundless, and only eight spheres remain to produce
sounds. Those revolving at a greater distance from the earth are thought of by

Cicero as whirling with greater rapidity to perform their daily circuit, and thus

producing a shriller sound. So the lunar sphere produces the gravest, and the

sphere of fixed stars the shrillest sound, an 1 the only way in which two can be

thought of as having eadem vis is by their bung in unison at the interval of an

octave. This unison can only occur between the first and the eighth. This

agrees with the ancient astronomical theory of music, as given in the article on

the "
History of Music "

in the Encyclopaedia Britannica, by Sir. George A. Mac-

farren. According to this, each of the spheres beyond the earth corresponded

to a different string of the lyre and so to a different note of the scale, except the

starry sphere, which could therefore be the only one which had eadem vis with

one of the others, but Cicero implies that the starry sphere produces the acutest

sound, hence eadem vis must mean, not the same sound, but a sound in unison,

and the starry sphere can only be in unison with the eighth or lunar sphere an

octave away.

Remarks on this paper were made by Professors Clapp, Foster,

Matzke, and FlUgel.
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18. Cicero's Lost Oration, Pro Muliere Arretina, by Professor

F. S. Dunn, of the University of Oregon.

This paper was Ihe first of a projected series of studies on the " Lost Orations

of Cicero." An analysis of the locus classicus, Pro A. Caec. 33, 97, reveals the

following suggestive facts : The Pro Muliere Arretina is the earliest of the lost

orations of which mention is made. It is the only lost oration that can be

referred to the first two years of Cicero's career as orator, forming with the Pro

Quinctio and Pro S. Roscio the only three orations known to have been delivered

in this period, though we know there were a great many more. The case is

decidedly unique, as being the only one, so far as known, in which Cicero advo-

cated directly or indirectly the claims of a woman. It was a indicium privatum
of the sort known as actio in rein, the plaintiff in this instance seeking to wrest

from the woman by law the concession of servitus. It was a causa liberalis,

hence referred to the decemviri litibus iudicandis one of the few direct evi-

dences that such a court existed at all, and especially at this time. The Pro

Muliere Arretina is the only case mentioned by name as having been brought

before this ancient tribunal, thus standing out sui generis in the history of Roman

jurisprudence. Cicero's defence of the woman as citizen of a town that had been

disenfranchised by Sulla entailed magnificent courage on the part of the young

orator, for it meant practically an impeachment of Sulla's edicts. The arguments
he probably employed in her defence may be safely assumed to be identical with

those advanced in Pro A. Caec. 33-35, and Pro Domo Stta, 29 and 30,

namely, once a citizen, always a citizen, and no edict of dictator or people could

legislate otherwise.

The paper was discussed by Professor Richardson.

19. Faust as a Document of Goethe's Inner Life, by Professor

J. Goebel, of the Leland Stanford Jr. University (read by title).

20. Plutarch's Theory of Poetry, by Professor F. M. Padelford, of

the University of Washington.

Intrinsic excellence in poetic criticism is not found in the Moralia of Plutarch,

but the essays are of historical significance, as showing the attempts of decadent

( ireece to deal with an art which had been the glory of the classical period.

Accordingly, this paper attempts to formulate Plutarch's theory of poetry from a

synthetic study of his essays. The subject is treated under the following heads:

the more apparent differences between poetry and prose, the relation of poetry
to nature and to truth, the end of fine art.

Wherein do poetry and prose differ? Although Plutarch does not follow

Aristotle in threatening the tradition which made metrical form essential to

poetry, he does agree with him that the nature of the subject largely determines

whether a composition is poetry or prose. With quaint disdain he criticises the

early Greek philosophers and naturalists for presenting didactic subjects metri-

cally: "The verses of Empedocles and Pannenides, Nicander's verses on anti-

dotes to poisons, and the maxims of Theognis borrowed the poetic form and
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dignity only as a sort of riding carriage, to avoid footing it." Didactic subjects

are purely intellectual, but poetry is highly emotional, and demands the sensu-

ousness of verse. Further, poetic power is a gift, though a gift that must be

refined by training.

The relation of poetry to nature and to truth. Does poetry copy nature or

transcend it, is it truthful or untruthful, is it universal or restricted? Plutarch's use

of the word imitation, studied with respect both to the subjects of imitation and

its nature, shows that he regards poetry as reproducing life with only an accept-

able degree of probability; as inferior to philosophy, which expresses the largest

measure of truth. In this conception of artistic imitation he falls far short of

Aristotle, who holds that poetry is more truthful than history, because, not being

limited to the actual deeds of men \vho have lived, it portrays men nobler than

nature, though such as nature's tendencies would ideally produce.

The end offine art. The claim of pleasure to be the end of fine art, a claim

half timidly recognized by Plato and championed by Aristotle, is ignored by

Plutarch, who follows the traditional Greek view that poetry is a kind of ele-

mentary philosophy, and that pleasure is to be regarded as a sauce for making

palatable those doctrines which would fail to interest if stated in philosophical

and serious form. Poetry should be the fitting school for philosophy, the vesti-

bule to its temple ; it should "
prepare and predispose the young man's mind to

the teachings of philosophy," so that " without prejudice he may advance to the

study of it in a gracious, friendly, and congenial spirit."

This paper constitutes a part of the Introdttction to a translation of the essays

on poetry (IIQS AEI TON NEON IIOIHMATftN AKOTEIN and AOFOS
HPOS TOTS NEOTS, OHQS AN E3 EAAHNIKON Q^EAOINTO AOriiN),

by Plutarch and Basil the Great, which is to appear as No. XII. of the Yale

Studies in English, under the title of Essays on the Study and Use of Poetry.

This paper was discussed by Professors Clapp and Flugel.

2 1 . History of the Word Religio in the Middle Ages, by Professor

Ewald Flugel, of the Leland Stanford Jr. University.

This paper gave the preliminary results of an extended investigation of the

history of the word religion in England. By way of introduction the fate of the

word religio was traced in Late Latinity (the Church Fathers, the Vulgate, etc.)

and Old French. The earliest uses of the word in the sense of " monastic order,

monastery," etc. (sixth century), occur apparently on French soil.

From the time of the earliest introduction into Middle English the word is

used in the narrower sense, as well as in the older, broader one; the narrower

sense gaining gradually the upper hand until during the second half of the four-

teenth century the old broad sense becomes extinctum, as Wycliffe states (De

Apostasia 2).

The endeavors of Wycliffe to rehabilitate the word are strongly opposed in the

fifteenth century by Pecock, but the old, broad sense of the word was finally

recovered during the age of the Reformation. (An excursus dealt with the

earlier history of the word in German, especially in Luther.)

The phrase man of religion, homo religionis, homme de religion, was never
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used in English, Latin, or French in the sense of a "
pious man," but exclusively

in the sense of a man belonging to a religious order.

The paper will be published in full in the Anglia.

Adjourned at 11.45 A-M -

SIXTH SESSION.

The Sixth Session was called to order by the first Vice-President,

Professor Clapp, at 1.30 P.M.

22. Some Phases of Alliteration and Rime in Modern English and

German, by Charles R. Keyes, Esq., of the University of California.

This paper was in the nature of a preliminary report on a large and, as yet,

not fully defined subject. It concerned itself principally with that considerable

body of alliterative and riming expressions in both modern English and German,

which have unconsciously passed into common use and become, as it were, part

and parcel of the living, spoken language. These usually exist in word pairs, in

which the parts are often so closely connected that one is seldom used without

the other. Some classification seems possible.

(i) By far the largest class of alliterative expressions is that in which the

words used are either identical in meaning, similar in meaning, or connected in

the same line of thought. Such are in English
"
might and main,"

" hale and

hearty," "warp and woof"; in German "ganz und gar," "Wert und \\~urde,"
" Land und Leute." Hundreds of examples could be given. (2) These expres-

sions contain words which are in contrast or opposition, thus giving two distinct

ideas, whereas the preceding, in many cases, give only one. In English we have

"do or die," "weal or woe"; in German " Freund und Feind," "Wohl und

Weh." This class is not so large as the last, still examples are numerous.

(3) Compound adjectives, in which the two components alliterate, constitute

another and still less numerous group. Examples are "
weather-wise,"

" storm-

staid," "purse-proud," "nagelneu,"
"
fehlerfrei." (4) English contains a large

number of alliterative and ablauting pairs; that is, pairs which give the appear-

ance of ablaut. Many examples could be given, such as "
knick-knack,"

"
sing-

song," "dilly-dally." In German these seem to be less popular. Examples are
"
zickzack," "wirrwarr," "gickgack." (5) Stock comparisons and, to some

extent, proverbs are given to alliteration. We say
" as blind as a bat,"

"
busy as

a bee,"
"
good as gold,"

"
give an inch, take an ell,"

" so grim wie Gras,"
" so

rot wie ein Rubin," "vergeben ist leichter als vergessen." (6) Aside from

these there are a number of more or less set expressions which are not easy to

classify, but which seem to be used in their present form because they alliterate.

Such are, "the favored few," "wear the willow," "widow's weeds/' and many
others.

So far as riming expressions are concerned, they do not appear to differ in

their inner essence from the alliterative ones, and they might almost have been

treated together. English evidently does not contain many. Five examples

only have been noted: "high and dry," "wear and tear," "name or fame,"
" hook or crook,"

" make or break." They seem to be much more numerous in
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German. " Gut und Blut,"
" Not und Tod,"

" Saus und Braus,"
"
Legen und

pflegen," are a few examples out of many.
The question of the unconscious use of alliteration and rime is a much broader

one than here indicated. It pertains to all of the Indo-Germanic languages,

apparently, so that, for practical purposes, further investigation will have to seek

some limited field. Further study will also naturally seek to explain modern

phenomena by a constant reference to history.

This paper was discussed by Professors Matzke, Schilling, and

others.

23. Sudermann's Dramatic Development, by Professor F. G. G.

Schmidt, of the University of Oregon.

At the close of the nineteenth century, German literature has again entered

upon an epoch of unrest and disturbance that resembles at first sight an eddy or

whirlpool, rushing and roaring with prodigious energy, apparently leading nowhere.

Modern critics have therefore styled the latest literary movement in Germany
" Modern Storm and Stress," believing that German literature is once more to

take the lead in the strife for social progress. That the leading note of German
literature is

" revolt
" can hardly be doubted, but whether this will lead to a

classic epoch of social regeneration is a question that cannot be answered for

some time to come. Much indeed is expected from the present school of German

dramatists, but our hopes and expectations have yet to be realized. To make
with literary clearness a classification at once satisfactory a*nd definite, seems

impossible, especially in regard to Sudermann, who is undoubtedly a most

fiercely disputed problem in German literature. To give a conclusive judgment
about the dramatic development of an author who is not more than forty-four

years of age, would be hazardous. In the first place, new products of his genius

might contradict the result of our speculations, and then again the literary move-

ments of the present time do not permit a critic to gain a firm standpoint from

which he could survey with objective calmness the present tendencies. It has

been emphasized by Professor Francke 'that the literary career of Sudermann has

from the very outset been distinguished by a deep moral fervor, by a holy zeal for

truth, by a passionate longing for purity of thought and life, and that even his

darkest and seemingly hopeless pictures of social distress and depravity have a

glow of that enthusiasm that must fill the heart of a sceptic even with some hope
for the future of the German drama.' Every one of Sudermann's dramas betrays

the environment of the years of his literary development in Berlin. There his

formative years were those of ferment and revolution. His profession as a jour-

nalist brought him into closest touch with all the literary
' fads and fashions of

the day,' which moulded the character of the struggling young author who had

always been more or less susceptible to outside literary influences. He has been

an observant student of Zola, Maupassant, Daudet, and Sardou. He has studied

Ibsen and the Russian authors Tolstoi and Turgeneff. To some extent his dramas

as well as his novels reflect all the passing phases of German literary development

during the past twenty-five years. They even show to a marked degree the

influence of the philosophy of Nietzsche, the apostle of the " Uebermensch."

To appreciate Sudermann's works, one must be in touch with his environment.
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It is in Berlin that he became acquainted with city life and the social problems

of the time. It is from that point of view then that we must examine his dramas

during the last twelve years. Some have called him a pessimist, others a

naturalist. He cannot be classed with any school or cult.

In discussing the different plays of Sudermann it was emphasized, that the

success of his first drama, Die Ehre (1890), entitled the public to the highest

hopes of a national dramatic revival. The author has followed the principle of

dramatic development. Critics had every reason to see in Sudermann a dramatist

of unusual talent, in spite of the unsatisfactory ending of the play. The second

play, Sodom's Ernie, showed an advance in power and technique. From an

elhical point of view, it is an indiscreet play. With his third drama, Heimat

(i893)> also called Magda in England and America, because of its principal role,

Sudermann has reached ' the greatest maturity of his talent.' The author who
had so rapidly risen in public favor met with a most crushing disaster in his

comedy Schmetierlingsschlacht, 1894. The characters are arbitrarily exaggerated

and overdrawn for the sake of comic effect. Its ending is unnatural. Das Glikck

im Winkel (1895) 's an improvement upon the unsuccessful play just mentioned.

The same can be said of his three one-act plays that appeared in 1896 under the

collective title Morituri. The dramatic poem Die drei Reiherfedern cannot be

classed with his other dramas, and received but little attention. In 1898 the

tragedy Johannes was published. It is based upon the biblical incident of John
the Baptist, Herodias and Salome. From a strictly biblical point of view the

picture of the hero is not true to facts as represented in the Scriptures. This

play, however, as well as the following fotiunnis/etter (1900), furnishes convinc-

ing proof of Sudermann's mastery of the art of dramatic construction.

It has repeatedly been emphasized 'that Sudermann has not yet joined his

faculties in their happiest combination, nor realized our highest expectations.'

His latest drama, Es lebe das Leben, issued a short time ago, must likewise be

considered a disappointment. The question is whether he will adhere to his

radical programme to the very last. In his attitude toward reality he is all for

truth. As a '

champion of unhampered individuality
' he has shown unparalled

boldness, apparently caring more for results than for the consistency in the obser-

vance of any school dogma. He evidently believes in selecting from different

systems or sources according to his taste and judgment, and adjusting his practice

more or less to the taste of the times. Perhaps he finds it easier to follow the

public taste than to form it. And the result is, that his works show not the

development in genuine artistic power and high literary quality so much as in

technique. His success is in great measure due to his dramatic talent and theat-

rical skill, and perhaps also to the subject matter of the dramas. In his inten-

tions, which Sudermann shares with his associates of the modern drama 'to

battle for the reconstruction of society
' he seems to be backed by a strong

popular opinion, which is surely a matter of no slight moment in noting the

tendency of his poetic development. In his radical programme he has propounded
the most intricate questions. We are still waiting for the answers. Lack of

consistency in the prosecution of his own cause is his greatest fault.

Remarks on this paper were made by Professors Schilling and

Chambers.
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24. Two German Parallels to the Daphnis-myth, by Dr. Henry W.

Prescott, of the University of California.

The Sicilian version of the Daphnis-myth, the essential features of which are

reported consistently by Timaeus in Parthenius irepi tpwriKuv waO-ri/jidTuv 29,

Diodorus 4. 84, Aelian Var. Hist. IO. 18, Ps.-Servius and Philargyrius on Vergil

Eel. 5. 20 (cf. Harvard Studies in Classical Philology, X. 121-125), should be

added to the material which Professor Child has gathered in connection with the

several versions of the Clerk Colvill Ballad {English and Scottish Popular Ballads,

II- 370- 1

The Greek myth shows a closer resemblance to some than to others of the

stories collected by Professor Child. It resembles the accounts of Clerk Colvill's

experiences and the version current in the early part of this century of Hitter von

Stangenberg's amour (Sagen aus Baden und der Umgegend, published anony-

mously in 1834, pp. 107-122), in so far as the supernatural woman concerned

is a water-sprite. It belongs to a small subdivision, recognized by Professor

Child, of stories in which the mortal lover's faithlessness is the cause of his pun-

ishment; the hero is not guiltless; his intercourse with his supernatural mistress

precedes his marriage with one of his own kind. Finally, both versions of the

German story the poem of the fourteenth century (Zwei Altdeutsche Kitter-

maeren, edited by Schroder) and the oral version of the present century have

in common with the Daphnis-myth a definite understanding, between the mortal

and his supernatural mistress, of the pains and penalties incident to faithlessness

on his part (cf. also the story of Rhoecus and the Hamadryad in the scholia on

Apollonius Rhod. 2. 477). The form of punishment in the Daphnis-myth, and

the wiliness of the mortal mistress, may perhaps be peculiar to the Sicilian story.

While the reading of this paper was in progress, a message of greet-

ing was received from the Modern Language Association.

25. On the Early History of Conditional Speaking, by Dr. H. C.

Nutting, of the University of California.

All investigators assume a paratactic stage of conditional speaking, out of

which the hypotactic construction arose. Attention has been centered mostly on

the problem of reconstructing a parataxis that would explain the presence of other

moods than the indicative in protasis. The current theories refer such protasis

(eg. in the case of the subjunctive) to a volitive or like origin. These theories

are open to question for the following reasons :

(<*) They take for granted that early modal usage was clear-cut and distinct,

as in the historical period.

(<*) They neglect the elliptical nature of a parataxis whose first member is

{e.g.) a bona fide volitive expression.

(c) They fail to note that the change from a parataxis whose first member is

a volitive or like expression to a hypotactic conditional period involves something

more than a normal change from parataxis to hypotaxis.

1 1 owe the reference to Professor G. L. Kittredge.
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The paper closed with some suggestions looking toward psychology for light

on the history of conditional speaking.

The paper was discussed by Professor Pease and Mr. Gleason.

The Committee on Time and Place of the next Meeting then

recommended through the chairman, Professor Pease, that the fourth

annual meeting be held at the Mark Hopkins Institute of Art in San

Francisco on December 29, 30, and 31, 1902. The report was

adopted.

On motion of Professor Pease a vote of thanks was passed to the

Regents of the University of California for the use of the room in

which the meetings of the Association were held.

26. Jeremiah a Protesting Witness of the Act of 621, by Professor

Max L. Margolis, of the University of California.

The "book of the law," found, promulgated, and accepted as the law of the

Judean realm in the eighteenth year of Josiah, 621 B.C. (2 Kings xxii. and xxiii.),

is identified by the majority of critics with the "
kernel," i.e. chapters xii.-xxvi., of

our book of Deuteronomy.

Jeremiah became a prophet in the thirteenth year of Josiah (Jer. i. 2).

There is a marked resemblance between the phraseology of Jeremiah and that

of Deuteronomy. Colenso made of Jeremiah the author of Deuteronomy ;

Cheyne, in his Life of Jeremiah, calls the prophet an itinerant preacher of the

Josianic law book. Driver believes Jeremiah influenced by Deuteronomy. On
the other hand, Wellhausen has proved to himself that those passages in Deuter-

onomy which -have a phraseology of Jeremianic coloring are modelled upon the

productions of Jeremiah, and represent, therefore, late accretions to the original

law book. And Duhm, the latest and ablest commentator of Jeremiah, con-

siders the "
secondary

"
portions of the book of Jeremiah influenced by

Deuteronomy.
The French scholar, M. Vernes, would make of Deuteronomy in its entirety

a production subsequent to Jeremiah. He maintains that the prophet's portrayal

of the religious life and practices of his day is such as to preclude the possibility

of a reformation in the spirit of Deuteronomy.
The German an:l English critics answer : Jeremiah alludes either to the

practices in vogue before the act of 621, or else to the recrudescence of earlier

superstitions under Jehoiakim, Josiah's successor.

A careful study of the book of Jeremiah has led me to distinguish three main

layers in the book, each with the inevitable accretions peculiar to the prophetic

literature : () The prophecies in poetical form, in so far as they are genuine,
are on a level with the "kernel" of Deuteronomy; neither "borrows" from

the other, but naturally enough, as products of the same age, we may say
of the same day, they speak sometimes the same language. (3) The por-
tions in which Jeremiah speaks of himself in the first person were committed to

writing, or better, reduced to literary form by younger men who belonged to the
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school from which came the supplemented of Deuteronomy; the "secondary"

parts of Jeremiah and the "
secondary

"
parts of Deuteronomy are contemporary

productions, hence verbal similarities. (<) There are a number of chapters in

Jeremiah in which the prophet is referred to in the third person; these "
tertiary

"

portions were later than the "
secondary

"
parts of Deuteronomy, and are replete

with language borrowed from them, quite as much as the so-called Deuterono-

mistic supplements in the book of Kings. So much for the phraseology.

Did Jeremiah know of the contents and introduction of the Josianic law

book? Of course he did. He could not help being a witness of the act of 621;

but and this is my thesis he was a protesting witness.

Jer. xi. 1-14, and the related account, iii. 6-10, belong to the layer designated
above as B. When that document was written the Deuteronomic law book had

become invested with a sacred character. Jeremiah's lack of enthusiasm for it

was explained as due to disappointing experiences in Jehoiakim's reign. The
reformation of 621 was ineffectual, half-hearted (in xi. 9 read " falsehood "

for

"a conspiracy ").

In Jer. vii. 21-27, verses 21 and 22 alone are genuine; the rest is spurious.

As Amos, Hosea, Micah, Isaiah before him, Jeremiah (see vi. 20) emphatically

1
r jtests against the doctrine of the Deuteronomic law book, which would make

of the sacrificial cultus a divine and Mosaic institution.

Jer. viii. 8,
" Mow do ye say we are wise, and the law of the Lord is with us?

Indeed, in vain hath labored the pen of the scribes," proves beyond doubt that

Jeremiah was acquainted with a written law. But the prophet protests against

its pernicious effects, for, for its sake, the living "word of the Lord" (verse 9) is

being placed in the background.
These two protests may be said to come from the time of Jehoiakim, but

chapters ii.-iv. 4 clearly belong to the earliest utterances of the prophet; iii. 6

and following verses belong to layer B. There are also toward the end of the

chapter spurious additions. In chapter ii. we have a number of genuine frag-

ments welded together. One set speaks of the foreign alliances; another

ii. 20-28 (omit supplements), 33-35; iii. 1-5; iv. 3, 4 of idolatry. Now the

commentators claim that the prophet is alluding to pre-Deuteronomic practices.

So Duhm. I claim that Jeremiah speaks in full view of the Deuteronomic

reformation. Jeremiah, indeed, speaks of the past. But the prophet is mainly

concerned in its bearing upon the present. After so sinful a past, there is no

return possible (iii. i). Jeremiah knows himself in full accord with Amos.

The conduct of the people who are a party to the Deuteronomic compact is

likened to that of a harlot. With a harlot's countenance, Judah plays the inno-

cent, faithful spouse, and caressingly calls the national God the companion of

her youth (iii. 3 and 4). Ignoble fear of national disaster is the motive of this

return at the eleventh hour. It is a time of evil (ii. 28) ; perhaps that the

divine anger may be turned away (ii. 35 according to the Septuagint; iii. 5 a).

The whole thing is a farce. For "thou spokest, but didst evil things" (iii. 5 ).

Let thy gods help thee (ii. 28). No lye or soap will wash away the stain of thy

past sins (ii. 22). These introductory chapters provided we leave out the

spurious supplements are not "
largely consolatory," but absolutely without a

ray of hope. There was indeed a "
far-reaching contrast between the men of

Deuteronomy and Jeremiah." To the prophet this act of 621 was a compromise,
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a sowing among thorns (iv. 3 ). The soil should be broken up entirely (iv. 3 a).

The people of Judah are called upon to circumcise the foreskin of their heart

(iv. 4). A reformation in externals will be ineffectual; a moral, spiritual regen-

eration is what the people are in need of. The right kind of a law is one put in

one's inward parts, written in the heart (xxxi. 33).

Such, I maintain, was the attitude of Jeremiah towards the promulgation of

the Deuteronomic code. No wonder that the men of Deuteronomy were forced

to look around for another sponsor of their undertaking. Huldah the prophetess

gave the sanction which a Jeremiah was compelled to refuse (2 Kings xxii. 14

and following verses).

So the law of Deuteronomy was launched without the aid of Jeremiah. His

was a different spirit. It was reserved for a younger generation to infuse it into

the framework of the "
secondary

"
portions of Deuteronomy. It is those chap-

ters that constitute what is best in Deuteronomy ; there is much in them of the

language and spirit of the great protesting prophet.

27. Is " We "
the Plural of " I" ? by Professor C. B. Bradley, of

the University of California.

In the absence of the author this paper was read by Professor

Clapp. It was discussed by Professors Padelford and Matzke.

The paper has appeared in full in Modern Language Notes, VoL

XVII, col. 1-6.

The Chair then declared the meeting adjourned at 4.15 P.M.
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Music, Greek : liii.

, when weakened before fricative :

1 68.

Names, abstracts used as : 158.

Nasal weakening in Latin, chronology
of: 1 68.

ne after meinom : 165.

ne . . . quidem : 165.

Negatives, two : 165.

net, as final conjunction : 154.

neisi written not si : 155.

neque (nee) . . . neque (tiec) in Livy :

58.

Nicander and Vergil: xcvi.

nise(f) = ntst? 156.

noisi =. neisi: 155.

non modo . . . sed etiain in Livy: 6l-

65-

Numeral corruptions in a ninth century
Ms. of Livy : 45 ff.

nutic . . . nunc in Livy: 65.

oi > ei > t in Latin : 152, 153, 156.
oi written for ei : 155.

opetos : 157.

Optative conditions in Greek : 105 ff.,

114.

Optative, the iterative, in Greek : 101-

126.

optimus : 157.

optio : 158.

optj : 158.

-os as plural ending : 152.
Panaitius the Stoic : 146.

partim . . . partim in Livy : 59.

Pasiphon of Eretria : 139-149.
Persaeus : 145.
Phaetlo's dialogues : 146 f.

Philoctetes reminiscent of Prometheus :

5; reminiscent of Ajax and Tra-

chinians : 6.

<t>povpeiv with fyi/xa and x^Pa: I2 -

Pindar, hiatus in : Ixxx.

Plato, citations from, in Clement : xiL

Plautus, cum (prep.) in : Ixxv.

Plutarch's Nicias : 139-149.
Plutarch's theory of poetry : c.

Poisoned garment in Medea and Tra-

chinians : 17.

Porphyrius, Publilius Optatianus, car-

menfiguratum : xliii.

postid': 154.

primum . . . deinde in Livy : 67-68.
Psalms: 4. 8: 99; 21. i: 89; 23. I:

99; 27.9: 88; 28. 10: 98; 32. 22:

98; 33. 9 and 23: 99; 115. 8 and 12:

99; 67. 2: 97; 83. 13: 99; 88. 12:

99; 90.1: 99; 102.4: 96; 105. 4 f.:

96; 112. 7: loo; 113. 24: 99; 117.

26 f.: 87; 120. 8: 94; 139. i: 97.

Psyttaleia: 127.

Punctuation, ancient : 151.

q written for qu : 161.

qoi: 154.

qua . . . qua in Livy : 58.

quantum . . . tantum in Livy : 75-76.

quemadmodum . . . ita or sic in Livy :

73-

quinaria : 32.

Reflexive, position of: 162.

religio, history of the word in the Mid-

dle Ages : ci.

Result clauses in complemental state-

ments: 77-80.

pevfta, Aesch. Pers. 415: 129, 138.

Rhotacism, time of, in Latin: 160.

Rhythm, Greek : liii.

Rime in Mod. Eng. and Germ. : cii.

Romans 8. 31 : 100.

Rome, water supply of: 30 ff.

Salamis: Herodotus's account of the

battle of: 127 ff.
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Sat(urnos) : 150, 152.

schenken, semasiology of : Ixxxvii.

Seneca's management of the poison of

Nessus: 182.

Seneca, Medea 191, 194-196, 301-339,

385~387 390-39I. 566-567: viii;

378-382: vii.

seorsum . . . seorsum in Livy : 69.

simul . . . simul in Livy : 59.

Simund de Freine : xc.

sive (sett) . . . sive (seu) in Livy: 57.

skink, semasiology of: Ixxxvii.

Socratic dialogues: 144 ff.; as source

for biography: 147.

Sotnnium Scipionis as treated by Chau-

cer: xcviii.

Sophocles's method of using Euripides's

plays in composing Trachinians :

14.

Sophocles's Trachinians, most obvious

likenesses of, to Alcestis : 9-11; v. 25
defended: 16; 144-146 a complete
reminiscence of Homer: g

1
; 248 ff.,

perhaps reminiscent of Alcestis: 15;

322-328 reminiscent of Alcestis, 136-

140 and 1131-1146: 6; 537 and 538
to change places: ig

1
; 868-870 remi-

niscent perhaps of Alcestis and Medea :

8; 914 emended: 12; 914 and 915
not to be separated : 12 ; 1044 f.,

reminiscent of Alcestis, 144 : 12; 1069

spurious: 27; 1118 reminiscent of

Alcestis, 1118 and, perhaps, of the

Medea: 8.

Spirits spoken of as thin : 163.

Statius, infinitive in : Ixxi.

ffrevip, tv a-recy, Aesch. Pers. 416: 138.

Stohr's Algebra der Grammatik : xi.

sto, meaning of: 167.

Subjunctive conditions in Greek : 105 ff.,

l^-
Subordinate clauses in complemental

statements: 76-80.

Sudermann's dramatic development :

ciii.

t, weak voiceless, in Latin : 154.

Tacitus, Agr. 31. 5 : xlix.

tarn . . . quant in Livy : 74-75.

Tarpeia : Iviii.

Te(n}sia: 158.

Tbemistocles at Salamis: 129, 134.

Theopompos: 140, 143, 149.

Tours, calligraphic school of Alcuin at :

45 ff.

Trisagion: 82-86.

rpo<j>6s, as character in Euripides: 17.

turn . . . turn in Livy : 66.

lost in -nuo-\ 162.

ueis written uois : 155.
uois = ueis : 155.

urguens translating I-VVOIKOVV: 26.

ut following a demonstrative in Livy :

77-80.
ut . . . ita or sic in Livy : 72.

ut or sicut . . . quoque in Livy : 74.

ut . . . tamquam in Livy : 73.

utrimque . . . utrimque in Livy : 69.

Van Leeuwen, on the date of the Tra-

chinians : 13; on Sophocles's revision

of his plays: 13.

Varro, L. L. 5. 3 : Ixiv.

Vei(ouis) : 150, 152.

Velleius 2. 4. 2 : x.

vel . . . vel in Livy : 57.

velut . . . ita or sic in Livy : 73.

Vergil and Xicander : xcvi.

Water supply of Rome : 30 ff.

Weil's conjecture in Ale. 139 disproved :

81
.

Word order in Latin: 162.

Xenophon, Anabasis, poetical words in :

xxiv.

Xerxes and Salamis : 1 27 ff.

Zeus, nature aspects of: Ixv.

Zielinski on co/xA"Ss: lo1
; belief in pri-

ority of Trachinians to Alcestis : 13.
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BIBLIOGRAPHICAL RECORD.

JULY i, 1901, TO JULY i, 1902.

The Bibliographical Record is designed to contain not only publications dis-

tinctly philological in character, but also such as deal with the educational aspects
of the study of language and literature. It has been compiled from information

furnished, at the request of the Executive Committee, by the members themselves.

The Record is intended to include only such publications as have appeared within

the above-mentioned year.

ABBREVIATIONS : AHR = American Historical Review; A JA = American Journal of

Archaeology; A JP = American Journal of Philology; A JSL = American Journal of Semitic

Languages; AJT= American Journal of Theology; Arckiv = Archiv fur latein. Lexicographic;
Booknt . = The Bookman; CR = Classical Review ; CSCP = Cornell Studies in Classical Phi-

lology; EK = Educational Review; HSCP = Harvard Studies in Classical Philology; HSPL =
Harvard Studies and Notes in Philology and Literature; IF= Indogermanische Forschungen:
JA OS = Journal of the American Oriental Society; "JBL Journal of Biblical Literature;

JGP = Journal of Germanic Philology; JHUC = Johns Hopkins University Circulars; MLA =
Publications of the Modern Language Association ; MLN= Modern Language Notes; 7V~W=The
New World ; PA PA = Proceedings of the American Philological Association ; Nat. = The Nation ;

SR= School Review; TAPA = Transactions of the American Philological Association; UPB =
University of Pennsylvania Bulletin; WRUB = Western Reserve University Bulletin.

CHARLES D. ADAMS.

The Harpalos case; TAPA., xxxii.

(1901), 121-153.

FRANCIS G. ALLINSON.

Lucianea; HSCP., xii. (1901), 181-

190.

On causes contributory to the loss of

the optative, etc., in later Greek;
Studies in Honor of Basil L. Gil-

dersleeve, pp. 353-356.

ALFRED WILLIAMS ANTHONY.

Rev. of Weiss's Die Vier Evangelien
im Berichtigten Text; AJT., v.

(July, 1901), 559-S6 '

Rev. of Bigg's A critical and exegeti-

cal commentary on the epistles of

St. Peter and St. Jude; AJT., vi.

(April, 1902), 344-347-
Rev. of D'Arcy's Ruling ideas of our

Lord; Biblical World, xix. (May,

1902), 39I-392-

The higher criticism in the New
Testament, pp. 30; Boston: Morn-

ing Star Pub. House, 1901.

The historical setting of the New
Testament Evangel, chap, vii.,

pp. 165-190, in New wine skins;

Present day problems; Boston:

Morning Star Pub. House, 1901.

SIDNEY G. ASHMORE.

On Bennett's Critique (Cornell

Studies, No. 9) of Elmer's Theory
of the subjunctive of obligation or

propriety; PAPA., Special Ses-

sion, xxxii. (1900), v-ix.

On the so-called prohibitive in Ter-

ence, Andr. 392, and elsewhere;

PAPA., xxxii. (July, 1901), Ixxxv-

Ixxxviii.

A brief survey of the life and writ-

ings of Quintus Horatius Flaccus,

pp. 48; New York: The Grafton

Press.

FRANK COLE BABBITT.

An ancient herm from Trachones;

AJA., Second Series, vi. (1902),

24-25.
A grammar of Attic and Ionic Greek ;

New York : The American Book

Co., 1902.

FRANCIS KINGSLEY BALL.

The elements of Greek, pp. ix-f283;
New York : The Macmillan Co.,

1902.
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J. EDMUND BARSS.

Writing Latin (bk. i., second year

work), pp. 77 ; University Publish-

ing Co., 1902.

A few pedantries in classical teach-

ing; SK., April, 1902, pp. 290-291.

WILLIAM N. BATES.

The early Greek alphabets in the

light of recent discoveries in

Egypt; PAPA., xxxii. (1901),
Ixxvi-lxxvii.

The dating of the Iphigenia in

Tanris of Euripides; PAPA.,
xxxii. (1901), cxxii cxxiv.

The coinage of the ancient Greeks;

Proceedings ofthe Numismatic and

Antiquarian Society, 1899-1901,

73-84.

CHARLES E. BENNETT.

Horace, odes and epodes; Boston :

Allyn & Bacon, 1901.

A Roman Waring; Atlantic Monthly,

March, 1902.

As editor :

Horace, satires and epistles, by J. C.

Rolfe; Boston: Allyn & Bacon,

1901.

Graurud, J. E., Roman constitu-

tional history; Boston: Allyn &
Bacon, 1901.

Plautus, Mostellaria, by E. W. Fay;
Boston: Allyn & Bacon, 1902.

Newton, H. C., The epigraphical evi-

dence for the reigns of Vespasian
and Titus; CSCP., xvi., 1901.

Louis BEVIER, JR.
The vowel a (as in hat) ; Physical

Review, March, 1902.

The vowel g ; Ib., April, 1902.

MAURICE BLOOMFIELD.

On the Sanskrit original of the

Pranou Oupnekhat (Pranava

Upanisad) in the Persian transla-

tion of the Upanisads; Miscellanea

linguistica in onore di Graziado

Ascoli, pp. 31-36; Turin, 1901.
The Kashmirian Atharva-Veda

(School of the Paippaladas), re-

produced by chromophotography

from the manuscript in the Uni-

versity Library at Tubingen ; edited

under the auspices of the Johns

Hopkins University in Baltimore,

and of the Royal Eberhard-Karls-

University in Tubingen, Wiirttem-

berg, by Maurice Bloomfield and
Richard Garbe. Three volumes.

Pages iii, plates 544. Baltimore,

1901.

The symbolic gods; Studies in

Honor of Basil L. Gildersleeve,

pp. 37-48; Baltimore, 1902.

GEORGE MELVILLE BOLLING.

The participle in Apollonius Rhodius%
in Studies in Honor of Basil L.

Gildersleeve, pp. 449-470; Balti-

more, 1902.

Rev. of Goodwin's Demosthenes on

the Crown; Catholic University

Bulletin, vii., 490-492.

GEORGE WILLIS BOTSFORD.

Rev. of Abbott's Roman Political

Institutions and Greenidge's
Roman Public Life; Nat.

Rev. of Greenidge's Roman Public

Life; AHK.
Rev. of Grundy's Great Persian War;
Nat.

B. L. BOWEN.
A First Scientific French Reader,

pp. 293; Boston: D. C. Heath &
Co., 1902.

Rev. French Literature; MLN.,
vol. xvii., col. 98-101!

JAMES W. BRIGHT.

Concerning grammatical ictus in

English verse; An English Mis-

cellany Presented to Dr. Furni-

vail ; Oxford : Clarendon Press,

1901, pp. 23-33.
The rhetoric of verse in Chaucer;

MLA., xvi., pp. xl xliii.

Chaucer's bees ; MLN., xvii., pp. 1 10-

iii.

Notes on Chaucer; MLN., xvii.,

pp. 139-140.
Brief mention of books; MLN.,\\\.
and xvii.
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ISAAC B. BURGESS.

Rev. of A drill vocabulary for Virgil,

pp.2i; Boston: Silver, Burdett &
Co.

The strength and weakness of the

public high school; The Conserva-

tive, Nebraska City, Neb., Nov. 28,

1901.

CURTIS C. BUSHNELL.

Exercises for Latin prose composi-

tion, pp. 12; Syracuse: R. N.

Perry, 1901.

A study of Browning's Agamemnon :

PAPA., xxxii. (1901), xcvii-xcix.

Readings from Latin verse, with

notes, pp. 74; New Haven: J. T.

Hathaway, 1902.

MITCHELL CARROLL.

The Athens of Aristophanes, in

Studies in Honor of Basil L. Gil-

dersleeve, pp. 241-252; Baltimore :

The Johns Hopkins Press, 1902.

Abstract of same; PAPA., xxxii.,

xiii-xiv.

GEORGE H. CHASE.

The shield devices of the Greeks;

HSCP., xiii. (1902), 61-127.

WILLARD K. CLEMENT.

The Latin prohibitive and Professor

Elmer; CR., xvi., 172-176.

ARTHUR STODDARD COOLEY, PH. D.

Ancient Corinth uncovered (illus-

trated and with a map by the

writer) ; Records ofthe /'^/(Wash-
ington, D.C.), February and

March, 1902, vol. i., pts. ii. and iii.,

PP- 33-44, 77-88.
Rich finds in Aegina, in Boston

Evening Transcript, Oct. 23(?),

1901.

The Mycenaean palace at Phaistos;

lb., Nov. 9, 1901.

Statues from the sea; The preserva-
tion of a Hermes; Ib,, Dec. 21,

1901.

Excavations in Crete; Report of

Miss Boyd's lecture at Boston be-

fore the Archaeological Institute;

lb., Jan. 15, 1902.

Acropolis restoration; Ib., Feb. n,
1902.

Zeus the heaven; PAPA., July, 1901,

pp. cxl-cxlii.

WALTER DENNISON.

Rev. of Virgil's Aeneid, with an

introduction, notes, and vocabu-

lary, by Henry S. Frieze, late

professor of Latin, University of

Michigan, pp. 829; American
Book Co., 1902.

BENJAMIN L. D'OoGE.

Latin composition, based upon selec-

tions from Caesar, pp. 88 ; Boston :

Ginn & Co., 1901.

Cicero, select orations, in the Stu-

dents' Series of Latin Classics,

pp. Ixxxvii + 518; Boston: Benja-
min H. Sanborn & Co., 1901.

MORTIMER LAMSON EARLE.

Rev. of Gildersleeve's Syntax of

classical Greek, pt. i.; Bookm.,

xiii., 566-568.
The opening of Sophocles's Antig-

one ; CR., xvi., 3-5.

On two passages of Sophocles's
Electra ; CR., xvi., 5-7.

Miscellanea critica; PAPA., xxxii.,.

xxviii. sq.

Notes on the nominative of the first

person in Euripides; PAPA^.
xxxii., xcix-ci.

Ad Eur. Hipp., pp. 43-46 ; Mne~

mosyne, xxx., 136.

Notes on the Greek alphabet; AJA^
vi., 46 sy.

H. J. EDMISTON.

Rev. of Saintsbury's History of

criticism; Nat., Ixxiii., 113-114.

WILLIAM A. ELLIOTT.

A day at old Troy; Methodist

Review, Sept-Oct., 1901, pp. 733-

740.
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H. C. ELMER.

The subjunctive of obligation or

propriety;, The Nnu York Latin

Leaflet for Oct. 7, 1901.

The subjunctive after forsitan;

TAP.-i., xxxii., 205-217.
Ne emisseSj ne poposcisses, and

similar expressions; Studies in

Honor of Bas^l L. Gildersleeve,

pp. 123-129.

Clement's Prohibitives in Silver

Latin; CR., xvi., 107-1 IO.

Is there still a Latin potential sub-

junctive? PAPA., xxxii., cxvii-cxx.

ARTHUR FAIRBANKS.

Souls in the Aether and Sophocles,

Ajax 1192 f.
; CK., xv. (1901),

431-432.
Recent discoveries of Greek sculp-

ture; Current Encyclopaedia, i.

(1901), 278-280.
Excavations of Corinth; Jb., 326

327-
The Cretan labyrinth ; Ib., 729-730.
Crete: Excavations in 1901; Ib., ii.

(1902), 1245-1248.

HENRY RUSHTON FAIRCLOUGH.

The connection between music and

poetry in early Greek literature, in

Studies in Honor of Basil L.

Gildersleeve, pp. 205-227; Balti-

more, 1902.

The Antigone of Sophocles, trans-

lated by H. R. Fairclough and

A. T. Murray, pp. 63; San Fran-

cisco: Elder and Shepard, 1902.

The presentation of a Greek play, in

The Stanford Sequoia, May, 1902,

pp. 381-384.

EDWIN W. FAY.

Latin Mille again : IF., xi., 320-323.
Prometheus in India; Kukris Zeil-

schrift, xxxvii., 154-155.

Etymology and slang; AJP., xxi.,

197-199.
On Plautus's Mostellaria, vs. 409-

418; Berliner Philologische Wo-

chenschrift, xx. (June 30, 1900),
828.

Rev. of Lane's Latin grammar; CR,,

xiv., 316-322.
An erroneous phonetic sequence;

Studies in Honor of Basil L. Gil-

dersleeve, pp. 189-203.

EDWARD FITCH.

Binnehill ; Dialect Notes, vol. ii., pt.

iii. (1901), i3i-34-
Rev. of Seaton's Apollonii Rhodii

Argonautica; AJP., xxii., 326-331.

HAROLD NORTH FOWLER.

A history of ancient Greek literature;

x., 501 pp., 12 mo; New York:

D. Appleton & Co. (Twentieth

century text-books.)

Editor of news, discussions, and

bibliography in AJA.

SUSAN BRALEY FRANKLIN.

Public appropriations for individual

offerings and sacrifices in Greece;

TAPA., xxxii. (1901), 72-82.

THOMAS D. GOODELL.

Chapters on Greek metric, pp. 25 1 ;

New York: Chas. Scribner's Sons,

Aug., 1901.

"Tfytvos
'

A.vSpS>v, T$
jrave-iTLffTrifjiitf tirl

Sevr^pq. efcaropTaeTT/ptSt; New
Haven, Ct., Oct., 1901.

The same, with music for male voices

and orchestra by Horatio Parker,

pp. 40; New York: G. Schirmer,

1901.

The same, Greek text with notes;

CR,, xvi. (Feb., 1902), 67 f.

Louis HERBERT GRAY.

Indo-Tranian phonology with special

reference to the middle and new
Indo-Iranian languages, pp. xvii.,

264; New York: Columbia Uni-

versity Press (The Macmillan Co.,

Agts.), (Columbia University Indo-

Iranian Series, vol. ii.).

Contributions to Avestan syntax : the

subordinate clause; JAOS,, xxii.

(1901), i45-'76-

Indian glosses in the lexicon of

Hesychios, in collaboration with
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Montgomery Schuyler, Jr.; AJP.,

xxii., 195-202.
Review of Jackson's Zoroaster; the

prophet of ancient Iran; Archiv

fur Religionswissenschaft, iv., 358-

365.
Armenian dialectology, abridged

translation from the Russian of

Dr. Levon Mseriantz; PAPA.,
xxxii., cxxvii-cxxix.

An early allusion to Omar Khayyam ;

Nat., Ixxiv., no-ill.

EDWIN L. GREEN.

IIp in Thucyclides, Xenophon, and

the Attic orators; PAPA^ xxxii.

(1901), cxxxv-cxxxvi.

MiJ for 01) before Lucian; Studies in

Honor of Basil L. Gildersleeve,

pp. 471-479; Baltimore, 1902.

ALFRED GUDEMAN.

P. Cornelius Tacitus' Agricola and

Germania, with introduction and

notes, pp. Ixxi + 295 ; Allyn &
Bacon, College Latin Series.

Sources of Tacitus' Germania;

TAPA., xxxi., 93-1 14.

Rev. of Gomperz's Greek thinkers, in

Baltimore Sun, May, 1901.

Rev. of Warr's Oresteia of Aeschylus;

Ib., Oct., 1901.

The Codex Toletanus of the Agricola,

CR., xvi (1902), 37 f.

The sources of Plutarch's Life of

Cicero, in University of Pennsyl-
vania Studies, viii. (1902), 112.

P. Cornelius Tacitus, Agricola, in

Haupt & Sauppe Sammlung,

pp. 117; Berlin: Weidmann, 1902.

Bemerkungen zum codex Toletanus

des Agricola, in Berliner Philol.

Wochenschr., xxii. (1902), No. 25.

HOLLISTER ADELBERT HAMILTON.

The negative compounds in Greek,

PP- 63; Johns Hopkins Disserta-

tion, Baltimore.

An abstract of the above; JHUC.,
vol. xxi. (1902), No. 155, pp. 32-

34-

WILLIAM A. HAMMOND.

The significance of the creative

reason in Aristotle's Philosophy;

Philosophical Review, xi. 3 (May,

1902), 240-248.
Aristotle's Theory of imagination;

PAPA., xxxii. (1901), xxx-xxxi.

Rev. of Windelband's Platon; Philo-

sophical Review, x. 4 (July, 1901),

430-436.
Rev. of Taylor's Ancient ideals ; Ib.,

x. 5 (Sept., 1901), 570-571.
Rev. of Hatzfeld's Pascal; Psycho-

logical Review, May, 1902, pp. 302-

308.

ALBERT HARKNESS.

Caesar's Gallic war (with Charles H.

Forbes) ; American Book Co.

KARL P. HARRINGTON.

Propertius as a poet of nature;

PAPA., xxxii. (1901), xx-xxii.

The birth year of Tibullus; PAPA.,
xxxii. (1901), cxxxvii-cxxxviii.

A canard, a quarry, a query; AJA.t

vi. (1902), 46.

J. E. HARRY.

A misunderstood passage in Aeschy-
lus (Prom., 119); TAPA., xxxii.

(1901), 64-71.
Indicative questions with /r?J and apo

H.4); Studies in Honor of Basil L.

Gildersleeve, pp. 427-434.

N. WILBUR HELM.

Rev. of D'Ooge's Cicero's select ora-

tions; Journ. of Ped., Dec. 1901,

pp. 170-172.
Private life in the small towns of

Italy during the 1st century, A.D.;

Princeton University Bulletin,

Dec., 1901, pp. 22-31.

Browning's Philosophy of religion

and theory of life; Methodist Re-

view, Jan., 1902, pp. 47-62.
Notes on Horace, Satire I. 5; New

York Latin Leaflet, vol. ii.,No. 27,

pp. 1-2.
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GEORGE HEMPL.

The Variant Runes on the Franks

Casket; TAPA., xxxii., 186-195.

Etymologies: manus, man, manna,
inensch, minx, manwus, geman,
manag, many, gemang, among,

eggnog, mencgan, minge, mingle,

mangian, monger, mango; AJP.,

xxii., 426-431.
Review ofGreenough and Kittredge's
Words and their Ways in English

Speech ; Nat., June 19, 1902,

486-487.

Old-English h&rfest ; JGP., iv., 47-
49-

The Runes and the Germanic Shift ;

JGP., iv., 70-75.

EDWARD WASHBURN HOPKINS.

The great epic of India; Scribner's,

1902, pp. xvii., 485.

India, old and new; Scribner's, 1902,

pp. viii., 342.

Reviews and reports in Nation, on

Weber, Hunter, etc.

Yoga-technique in the great epic;

JA OS., xxii., 333 ff.

Notes on the C_vatavatara, the

Buddhacarita, etc.; lb., 380 ff.

HENRY HWERNAT.
Oriental schools, I., The Talmudic

Jewish primary school; Catholic

University Bulletin, vii., 285-294.
An ancient Syriac lexicographer;

Catholic University Bulletin, viii.,

58-74.
Vie de Sainte Marine, IV Texte

Copte et Traduction; Revue de

r Orient Chretien (1902), No. I,

pp. 136-152.

A. V. WILLIAMS JACKSON.
Sketch of a visit to India; Columbia

University Quarterly, iii. (Sept.,

1901), 385-389-
Into the Khyber Pass; Collier's

Weekly, xxviii. (Nov. 23, 1901), 5.

University extension syllabus of the

English language and its history

(revised ed.); University of the

State of New York syllabus,

85.

Notes from India; JA OS., xxii., 321-
332.

The Chinese chair as a new branch
of Oriental study; Columbia Uni-

versity Quarterly, iv., 144-146.
Some suggestions for studying Shake-

speare; Anniversary Number of
the Veltin School, pp. 1720.

Rev. of Hopkins' India old and new,
and the Great Epic of India;

Bookm., xv., 170-172.
Rev. of Ten Brink's Language and

meter of Chaucer, translated by
M. Bentinck Smith; Educational

Rez'iew, xxiii. (May, 1902), 528-

553-

Special introduction to Dabistan, or

School of Manners, translated from
the original Persian by Shea and
Trover ; Washington and London :

Dunne.

Article ' Avesta '; TheJewish Ency-
clopedia, ii.

CHARLES W. L. JOHNSON.

The motion of the voice in connec-

tion with accent and accentual

arsis and thesis, in Studies in

Honor of Basil L. Gildersleeve,

pp. 57-76; Baltimore, 1902.

MARTIN KELLOGG.

Language and literature, in Univer-

sity Chronicle, University of Cali-

fornia, vol. v., No. 2.

GEORGE DWIGHT KELLOGG.

The pronunciation of Italian ; Chau-

tauquan, xxxiv. (Nov., 1901), 182-

183.

Critical notes on Cicero's letters;

PAPA., xxxii., iv-v.

Greetings to Yale from a great num-
ber of American and foreign

institutions ; Bicentennial Xo.

Yale Alumni Weekly, (1902),

p. 182.

Report of Philologus, in AJP., xxiii.,

94-100.
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WILLIAM HAMILTON KIRK.

Ad Catull., xxx., 4-5, in Studies in

Honor of Basil L. Gildersleeve,

pp. 29-36; Baltimore, 1902.

JOHN C. KIRTLAND, JR.

The poems of Ovid, selections, edited

by Charles Wesley Bain, in Mac-
millan's Latin Series, edited by

John C. Kirtland, Jr.; New York:

The Macmillan Co., 1902.

Latin composition in the school;

Report of Conference of Classical

Teachers, held at Dartmouth Col-

lege, May 8, 9, 10, 1902.

EMORY B. LEASE.

Rev. of Schmalz's Lateinische Syntax

und Stilistik, Dritte Auflage; AJP.,
xxi., 448-456.

Elision in the diaeresis of the Pen-

tameter of Catullus; CR., xv., 362.
The use of atque and ac in Silver

Latin; Studies in Honor ofBasil

L. Gildersleeve, pp. 413-425.

Apotheosis among the ancients;

Methodist Review, Nov., 1901,

pp. 941-955-
Rev. of Der Hannibalweg neu unter-

sucht und durch Zeichnungen und

Tafeln Erlautert von Wilhelm

Osiander; AJP., xxii., 453-455.
On the use of neque and nee in Silver

Latin; CR., xvi. (1902), 212-214.

OMERA FLOYD LONG.

The attitude of Alcuin toward Vergil,

in Studies in Honor of Basil L.

Gildersleeve, pp. 377-386; Balti-

more: The Johns Hopkins Press,

1902.

D. O. S. LOWELL.

Teaching as a profession; Munsey's

Magazine, March, 1902, pp. 874-

878.

English in the secondary schools;

SR., May, 1902, pp. 351-363.
Also reprinted (with other papers)
for N. E. Ass'n of Teachers of

English, June, 1902.

H. W. MAGOUN.

Notes on Tacitus and Vergil ; PAPA.,
xxxii. (1901), Ixxix-lxxx.

The metrical reading of Latin poetry,
and The treatment of elided sylla-

bles in Latin verse; PAPA., xxxii.

(1901), civ-cxii.

The tendency to displace Greek and
Latin from high school and college

courses; South Dakota Educatory

March, 1902, pp. 26-28.

J. IRVING MANATT.

The cause and cure of brigandage;
New York Independent, Oct. 24,

1901, pp. 2509-2512.

Ridgeway's Early age of Greece; Ib.,

Oct. 31, 1901, pp. 2590-2595.
Ithacan days; Atlantic Monthly,

December, 1901, pp. 808-819.
A May morning in Alopeke; Inde-

pendent, May 22, 1902, pp. 1236-

1239.

Keller's Homeric society; Yale Re-

view, May, 1902, pp. 107, 108.

TRUMAN MICHELSON.

A note on the Achmenian inscription,

Bk. i., 18, lines 86-87; AJT->
xxii., 317-318.

Some text emendations to the Rig-

Veda, Atharva-Veda, and Kena

Upanishad; PAPA., xxxii. (1901),
Ixxvi-lxxix.

GEORGE F. MOORE.

Articles: Leviticus, Massebah, Mo-

loch, Nature worship, Numbers,

Philistines, in Cheyne-Black, En-

cyclopaedia Biblica, vol. iii. ; New
York : The Macmillan Co. [Lon-
don: A. and C. Black], 1902.

Index to the Journal of the American

Oriental Society, vols. i.-xx. (with

Mary H. Moore) ; New Haven :

The American Oriental Society,

1902.

M. H. MORGAN.

Rain-gods and rain-charms ; TAPA.,
xxxii., 83-109.
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E. P. MORRIS.

On principles and methods in Latin

syntax; New, York: Charles

Scribner's Sons.

LEWIS F. MOTT.

The Provencal lyric, pp. 57; New
York: William R. Jenkins, 1901.

Practical hints on composition, in

New York Teacher? Monographs,
voL iii., No. 3, pp. 9-12.

AUGUSTUS TABER MURRAY.

Corrections to Liddell and Scott's

Greek lexicon, eighth edition;

PAPA., xxxii. (1901), Ivii.

Greek composition for colleges,

pp. 193; Scott, Foresman & Co.,

1902.

The Antigone of Sophocles, translated

by H. R. Fairclough and A. T.

Murray, pp. 63; San Francisco:

Elder & Shepard, 1902.

The interpretation of Euripides'

Alcestis, in Studies in Honor of
Basil L. Gildersleeve, pp. 329-338;

Baltimore, 1902.

WILFRED P. MUSTARD.

Report of Rheinisches Museum fur

Philologie, vol. Ivi.; AJP. t xxii.,

PP- 335-337 and 464-466.
Homeric echoes in Matthew Arnold's

1 Balder Dead,' in Studies in Honor

of Basil L. Gildersleeve, pp. 1928;
Baltimore, 1902.

H. C. NUTTING.

A supplementary Latin composition,

pp. iv + 63 ; Boston : Allyn &
Bacon, 1901.

Method in study of the modes; CR.,

xv., pp. 420-422.
The unreal conditional sentence in

Plautus; AJP., xxii., pp. 297-316.

JAMES MORTON PATON.

Article on Archaeology; Inter-

national Year-Book for 1901 ;

New York: Dodd, Mead & Co.,

1902.

JOHN PATTERSON.

Cyclops of Euripides; Paisley and
London: Alexander Gardner;
New York : The Macmillan Co.

CHARLES W. PEPPLER.

Comic terminations in Aristophanes
and the Comic fragments (pt. i. :

Diminutives, Character names,

Patronymics), pp. 53; Baltimore:

Johns Hopkins Dissertation, 1902.

B. PERRIN.

Plutarch 's Themistocles and Aristides

newly translated, with introduc-

tion and notes
;

New York :

Charles Scribner's Sons, 1901.

(Also in the Yale Bicentennial

Series.)

Rev. of Ridgeway's Early age of

Greece, and Shuckburgh's Short

history of the Greeks; AHR.,\\\.,

Jan., 1902.

SAMUEL BALL PLATNER.

The archaic inscription in the Roman
Forum; PAPA., xxxii. (1901),
xiv-xvii.

The credibility of early Roman his-

tory (President's address, APA.,

July, 1901) ; PAPA., xxxii. (1901),

Ixxxi-lxxxiii, and AHR., vii. (1902),

233-253-
The Pomerium and Roma Quadrata;

AJP., xxii. (1901), 420-425.

WILLIAM K. PRENTICE.

A mosaic inscription from the bath

at Serdjilla (Central Syria) ; Revue

Archeologique, xxxix. (Juillet-Aoflt,

1901), 68-76.
The sanctuary of Zeus Madbachos on

the Djebel Shekh Berekat in Syria,

a paper read before the Archaeo-

logical Institute, Dec. 26, 1901;

abstract in AJA., vi. (1902), 27-
28.

Die Bauinschriften des Heiligthums
auf dem Djebel Shekh Berekat;

Hermes, xxxvii. (1902), 91-120.
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ROBERT S. RADFORD.

Personification and the use ofabstract

subjects in the Attic orators and

Thukydides, pt. i., pp. iii + 495

Baltimore: The Friedenwald Co.,

1901.

Use of the suffixes -anus and -tnus in

forming possessive adjectives, in

Studies in Honor of Basil L. Gil-

dersleeve, pp. 95-111; Baltimore,

1902.

Remains of synapheia in Horace and

Roman Tragedy; PAPA., xxxii.

(1901), ix-xii.

Caesar's judgment upon the vis of

Terence; PAPA., xxxii. (1901),

xxxix-xli.

LEON JOSIAH RICHARDSON.

On the form of Horace's Lesser As-

clepiads; PAPA., xxxii. (1901),

Ixiv-lxv.

The same, published in full; AJP. t

xxii., 283-296.
Herman Grimm; The University

of California Magazine, vii.

(1902), 72-81.

ERNST RIESS.

The study of Latin; an historical

study; The New York Latin

Leaflet, vol. ii., 1902.

JOHN C. ROLFE.

The diction of the Roman matrons

Plin., Epist., I. 1 6. 6; CR., xv.

(Dec., 1901), 452.

The recent changes in the require-

ments for the degree of A.B. at

the University of Michigan;
abstract in SR., x. (Feb., 1902),

156-

The making and use of a Latin lexi-

con; abstract in SR., x. (May,

1902), 375.

The language and style of Diocle-

tian's edict De Pretiis Venalium

Rerum ; abstract in AJA., vi.

(1902), 50.

Q. Horati Flacci Sermones et Epis-

tulae, with introduction and notes,

pp. li + 406; Allyn & Bacon, 1901.

As editor :

Roman Constitutional History, by

John E. Graurud; Boston : Allyn &
Bacon.

Horace, Odes and Epodes, by Charles

E. Bennett.

HENRY A. SANDERS.

The younger Ennius; PAPA., xxxii.,

23-

Some explanations and emendations

to Livy; PAPA., xxxii., 124-126.

Recent changes in the curriculum of

the Prussian gymnasium ; SR.,

June, 1902, vol. x., pp. 456-473.
The annals of Varro; AJP., xxiii.,

28-45.

HUGO K. SCHILLING.

Altsachsische Namen im Ganders

heimer Plenar ; Beitrage zur

Geschichfe der deutschen Sprache
und Literatur, xxvi., 558-560.

JOHN J. SCHLICHER.

The psychological background of

indirect discourse; SR., x. (May,

1902), 399-49-
Word-accent in early Latin verse;

AJP., xxiii., 46-67.

F. G. G. SCHMIDT.

Kalenderverse aus dem XV. Jahr-

hundert; Alemannia, ii. (29),

77-80 (1901).
Der mynnen chrieg mit der sel. From

a Ms. of XV. century; MLA.,\\\.,

4. xxxiii-xxxvi, 1901.

Geistliches Schauspiel aus dem XVII.

Jahrhundert : Der bethlehemit-

ische Kindermord und die drei

Weisen aus dem Morgenlande;

Zcitschriftfur hochdeutsche M. A.,

ii. 6., 296-326, 1901.

Some unpublished Mss. of the library

of Maihingen; PAPA., lii-liii.

EDWARD S. SHELDON.

Rev. of Timothy Cloran's The dia-

logues of Gregory the Great trans-

lated into Anglo-Norman French

by Angier; MLN., xvi. (1901),

coll 481-485.
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Practical philology; MLA., xvii.

(1902), 91-104.

GRANT SHOWERMAN.
Rev. of Cumont's Textes et monu-

ments figures relatifs aux mysteres

de Mithra; AJP., xxii., 443-453-

E. G. SlHLER.

Caesar's affinity for Menander;

PAPA., xxxii.

As to Cicero's vocabulary in oratory

and philosophy; Latin Leaflet, ii.,

Nos. 29 and 31.

Augustus Princeps; Studies in Honor

of Basil L. Gildersleeve, pp. 77-

86; Baltimore, 1902.

A quarter century of Johns Hopkins;
New York Times, Feb. 21, 1902.

The Hubner collection of classics

and archaeology; New York Even-

ing Post, May 30, 1902.

Seventy Years, a history of New
York University (with Chancellor

MacCracken), in Universities and
their Sons; Boston: Herndon

Company, 1901.

M. S. SLAUGHTER.

Notes on the collation of Parisinus

7900 A; AJP., vol. xxiii., No. I,

pp. 84-86.

E. H. SPIEKER.

The pentapody in Greek poetry;
Studies in Honor of Basil L. Gil-

dersleeve, pp. 137149.

R. B. STEELE.

The ablative absolute in Livy;

PAPA., xxxii., xxxiii xxxvi.

Anaphora and Chiasmus in Livy;
TAPA. t xxxii., 154-185.

Chiasmus in the epistles of Cicero,

Seneca, Pliny, and Fronto ; Studies

in Honor of Basil L. Gildersleeve,

PP- 339-352.

EDGAR H. STURTEVANT.

Contraction in the case forms of the

Latin to- and ja-stems, and of deus,

is, and idem, pp. 36; Chicago:
Scott, Foresman & Co., 1902.

FRANK BIGELOW TARBELL.

A signed Proto-Corinthian lecythus;

Kevue archeologique, January-Feb-

ruary, 1902, pp. 41-46.

HENRY ALFRED TODD.

Cooperative Bibliography; MLA.,
New Series, vol. ix., No. 4, Ap-

pendix, pp. xi-xv.

HERBERT GUSHING TOLMAN.

Assyrian and Babylonian contracts

(with Aramaic reference notes),

transcribed from the originals in

the British Museum, with trans-

literation, translation and notes by

J. H. Stevenson, edited in the Van-

derbilt Oriental Series (vol. iii.) by
Herbert CushingTolman andJames

Henry Stevenson, pp. 208; New
York: American Book Co., 1902.

The Temple of Zei>s BijXos; PAPA.,
xxxii., xcvi.

MINTON WARREN.
On some ancient and modern ety-

mologies; TAPA., xxxii., 1 10-120.

WILLIAM EVERETT WATERS.
Cena Trimalchionis of Petronius, text

with introduction and commentary,

pp. xlvi -f- 143; Boston: B. H.
Sanborn & Co., 1902.

Town life in ancient Italy, a transla-

tion of Friedlander's Stadtewesen

in Italien im ersten Jahrhundert,

pp. 62; Boston : B. H. Sanborn &
Company.

ANDREW F. WEST.
A Latin grammar for schools; New
York : D. Appleton & Co., 1902.

JOHN WILLIAMS WHITE.
Tzetzes's notes on the Aves of Aris-

tophanes in Codex Urbinas 141,

with plates; HSCP., xii., 69-108.

HARRY LANGFORD WILSON.
The use of the simple for the com-

pound verb in Persius, in Studies

in Honor of Basil L. Gilderslceve,

pp. 49-55.
The Bodleian fragments of Juvenal,

in AJP., xxii. (1901), 268-282.
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Prof. Frederic Stanley Dunn, 76 Hillside Avenue, Arlington Heights, Mass. 1899.

Miss Emily Helen Dutton, Vassar College, Poughkeepsie, N. Y. 1898.

Prof. Mortimer Lamson Earle, Columbia University, New York, N. Y. 1890.

Prof. William Wells Eaton, Middlebury College, Middlebury, Vt. 1882.

Dr. Herman L. Ebeling, Haverford College, Haverford, Pa. 1892.

Prof. William S. Ebersole, Cornell College, Mt. Vernon, la. 1893.

Prof. W. A. Eckels, Miami University, Oxford, O. 1894.

Thomas H. Eckfeldt, Concord School, Concord, Mass. 1883.

Dr. Homer J. Edmiston, Bryn Mawr College, Bryn Mawr, Pa. 1894.

Prof. George V. Edwards, Olivet College, Olivet, Mich. 1901.

Prof. Katharine M. Edwards, Wellesley College, Wellesley, Mass. 1893.

Prof. James C. Egbert, Jr., Columbia University, New York, N. Y. 1889.

Prof. Wallace Stedman Elden, Ohio State University, Columbus, O. (1462 Neil

Ave.). 1900.

Prof. A. Marshall Elliott, Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, Md. 1884.

Prof. W. A. Elliott, Allegheny College, Meadville, Pa. 1897.

Prof. Herbert C. Elmer, Cornell University, Ithaca, N. Y. 1887.

Prof. L. H. Elwell, Amherst College, Amherst, Mass. 1883.

Miss E. Antoinette Ely, The Clifton School, Cincinnati, O. 1893.

Prof. Edgar A. Emens, Syracuse University, Syracuse, N. Y. (727 Grouse Ave.).

1895.

Prof. Annie Crosby Emery, Brown University, Providence, R. I. 1896.

Prof. George Taylor Ettinger, Muhlenberg College, Allentown, Pa. 1896.

Rev. Orishatukeh Faduma, Troy, N. C. 1900.

Prof. Arthur Fairbanks, State University of Iowa, Iowa City, la. 1886.

Prof. Charles E. Fay, Tufts College, Mass. 1885.

Prof. Edwin W. Fay, University of Texas, Austin, Tex. 1889.

Pres. Thomas Fell, St. John's College, Annapolis, Md. 1888.
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F. J. Fessenden, High School, Pottstown, Pa. 1890.

Dr. George Converse Fiske, University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wis. (609 Lake

St.). 1900.

Prof. Edward Fitch, Hamilton College, Clinton, N. Y. 1890.

Prof. Thomas Fitz-Hugh, University of Virginia, Charlottesville, Va. (Life mem-

ber). 1902.

Miss Helen C. Flint, Mount Holyoke College, South Hadley, Mass. 1897.

Dr. Benjamin O. Foster, State Normal School, Ypsilanti, Mich. 1899.

Prof. Herbert B. Foster, University of South Dakota, Vermilion, S. D. 1900.

Prof. Frank H. Fowler, Lombard College, Galesburg, 111. 1893.

Prof. Harold N. Fowler, Western Reserve University (College for Women), Cleve-

land, O. (49 Cornell St.). 1885.

Prof. D. E. Foyle, Georgetown College, Georgetown, Ky. 1901.

Dr. Wilmer Cave France, Bryn Mawr College, Bryn Mawr, Pa. 1900.

Dr. Susan B. Franklin, Bryn Mawr, Pa. 1890.

Dr. I. F. Frisbee, 8 Story St., Cambridge, Mass. 1898.

Prof. Charles Kelsey Gaines, St. Lawrence University, Canton, N. Y. 1890.

Dr. William Gallagher, Thayer Academy, South Braintree, Mass. 1886.

Frank A. Gallup, Packer Collegiate Institute, Brooklyn, N. Y. 1898.

Prof. Henry Gibbons, University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pa. (405 South

4ist St.). 1890.

Prof. Seth K. Gifford, Haverford College, Haverford, Pa. 1891.

Prof. John Wesley Gilbert, Payne Institute, Augusta, Ga. 1897.

Prof. Basil L. Gildersleeve, Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, Md. 1876.

E. W. Given, Newark Academy, Newark, N. J. 1902.

Clarence Willard Gleason, Roxbury Latin School, Roxbury, Mass. (6Copeland St.).

1901.

Prof. Thomas D. Gooclell, Yale University, New Haven, Conn. (35 Edgehill Road).

1883.

Prof. Charles J. Goodwin, Lehigh University, South Bethlehem, Pa. 1891.

Prof. William W. Goodwin, Harvard University, Cambridge, Mass. (5 Follen St.).

1870.

William Elford Gould, Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, Md. 1902.

Prof. Roscoe Allan Grant, Fisk University, Nashville, Tenn. 1902.

Dr. Louis H. Gray, 53 Second Avenue, Newark, N. J. 1900.

Prof. E. L. Green, South Carolina College, Columbia, S. C. 1898.

Prof. Herbert Eveleth Greene, Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, Md. 1890.

Prof. John Greene, Colgate University, Hamilton, N. Y. 1902.

Prof. Wilber J. Greer, Miami University, Oxford, O. 1892.

Prof. Alfred Gudeman, Cornell University, Ithaca, N. Y. 1889.

Dr. Roscoe Guernsey, Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, Md. 1902.

Prof. Charles Burton Gulick, Harvard University, Cambridge, Mass. (18 Walker

St.). 1894.

Miss Elizabeth Hazelton Haight, Vassar College, Poughkeepsie, N. Y. 1902.

Prof. William Gardner Hale, University of Chicago, Chicago, 111. 1882.

Prof. Arthur P. Hall, Drury College, Springfield, Mo. 1886.

Prof. F. A. Hall, Washington University, St. Louis, Mo. (531 Spring Ave.). 1896.

Frank T. Hallett, Brown University, Providence, R. I. (283 George St.). 1902.
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Prof. T. F. Hamblin, Bucknell University, Lewisburgh, Pa. 1895.

Prof. Adalbert Hamilton, Elmira College, Elmira, N. Y. 1895.

Miss Clemence Hamilton, Vassar College, Poughkeepsie, N. Y. 1901.

Prof. William A. Hammond, Cornell University, Ithaca, N. Y. (29 East Ave.).

1897.

Principal John Calvin Hanna, High School, Oak Park, 111. (209 South East Ave.).

1896.

Prof. Albert Harkness, Brown University, Providence, R. I. 1869.

Prof. Albert Granger Harkness, American School of Classical Studies, Rome, Italy.

1896.

Pres. William R. Harper, University of Chicago, Chicago, 111. 1887.

Prof. Karl P. Harrington, University of Maine, Orono, Me. 1892.

Prof. W. A. Harris, Richmond College, Richmond, Va. (403 Lombardy St.).

1895.

Prof. William Fenwick Harris, Harvard University, Cambridge, Mass. (8 Mercer

Circle). 1901.

Prof. J. E. Harry, University of Cincinnati, Cincinnati, O. 1896.

Dr. Carl A. HarstrOm, The Folly, Norwalk, Conn. 1900.

Prof. Samuel Hart, Berkeley Divinity School, Middletown, Conn. 1871.

Eugene W. Harter, Erasmus Hall High School, Brooklyn, N. Y. (264 Grand St.,

Newburgh, N. Y.). 1901.

Prof. Paul Haupt, Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, Md. 1884.

Dr. Edward Southworth Hawes, Polytechnic Institute, Brooklyn, N. Y. 1888.

Rev. Dr. Henry H. Haynes, 6 Ellery St., Cambridge, Mass. 1900.

Prof. Adeline Belle Hawes, American School of Classical Studies, Rome, Italy.

1902.

Prof. F. M. Hazen, Mount Holyoke College, South Hadley, Mass. 1896.

Dr. Theodore Woolsey Heermance, American School of Classical Studies, Athens,

Greece. 1897.

Prof. W. A. Heidel, Iowa College, Grinnell, la. 1900.

Prof. F. B. R. Hellems, State University of Colorado, Boulder, Col. 1900.

Prof. Otto Heller, Washington University, St. Louis, Mo. 1896.

N. Wilbur Helm, Princeton University, Princeton, N. J. 1900.

Prof. George Hempl, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Mich. (1027 East Uni-

versity Ave.). 1895.

Prof. G. L. Hendrickson, University of Chicago, Chicago, 111. 1892.

Prof. John H. Hewitt, Williams College, Williamstown, Mass. 1886.

Edwin H. Higley, Groton School, Groton, Mass. 1899.

Prof. Henry T. Hildreth, Roanoke College, Salem, Va. 1896.

Prof. James M. Hill, Central High School, Philadelphia, Pa. 1900.

H. H. Hilton, 29 Beacon Street, Boston, Mass.

Dr. Gertrude Hirst, Barnard College, Columbia University, New York, N. Y.

1902.

Archibald L. Hodges, Wadleigh High School, H4th St., near 7th Ave., New York

City. 1899.

Prof. Arthur W. Hodgman, Ohio State University, Columbus, O. (164 West Ninth

Ave.). 1896.

Charles Hoeing, University of Rochester, Rochester, N. Y. 1899.
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Prof. Horace A. Hoffman, University of Indiana, Bloomington, Ind. 1893.

Dr. D. H. Holmes, Eastern District High School, Brooklyn, N. Y. (878 Driggs

Ave.). 1900.

Prof. W. D. Hooper, University of Georgia, Athens, Ga. 1894.

Prof. E. Washburn Hopkins, Yale University, New Haven, Conn. (235 Bishop

St.). 1883.

Dr. Herbert Miiller Hopkins, Trinity College, Hartford, Conn. (4 Trinity St.).

1898.

Prof. Joseph Clark Hoppin, Bryn Mawr College, Bryn Mawr, Pa, 1900.

Prof. William A. Houghton, Bowdoin College, Brunswick, Me. 1892.

Prof. Albert A. Howard, Harvard University, Cambridge, Mass. (12 Walker St.).

1892.

Prof. Frederick H. Howard, Colgate Academy, Hamilton, N. Y. 1894.

Prof. George E. Howes, American School of Classical Studies, Athens, Greece.

1896.

Prof. Frank G. Hubbard, University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wis. 1896.

Prof. J. H. Huddilston, University of Maine, Orono, Me. 1898.

Dr. Ray Greene Huling, English High School, Cambridge, Mass. (101 Trow-

bridge St.). 1892.

L. C. Hull, Polytechnic Institute, Brooklyn, N. Y. (29 Schermerhorn St.). 1889.

Prof. Milton W. Humphreys, University of Virginia, Charlottesville, Va. 1871.

Prof. A. J. Huntington, Columbian University, Washington, D. C. (1010 N St.,

N. W.). 1892.

Dr. George B. Hussey, East Orange, N. J. 1887.

Frederick L. Hutson, 5727 Monroe Ave., Chicago, 111. 1902.

Dr. Walter Woodburn Hyde, Northampton, Mass. 1902.

Prof. Henry Hyvernat, Catholic University of America, Brookland, D. C. 1897.

Prof. J. W. D. Ingersoll, Yale University, New Haven, Conn. (311 Crown St.).

1897-

Andrew Ingraham, Swain Free School, New Bedford, Mass. (39 Grove St.). 1888.

Prof. A. V. Williams Jackson, Columbia University, New York, N. Y. 1884.

Prof. George E. Jackson, Washington University, St. Louis, Mo. 1890.

Prof. M. W. Jacobus, Hartford Theological Seminary, Hartford, Conn. (14

Marshall St.). 1893.

Prof. Hans C. G. von Jagemann, Harvard University, Cambridge, Mass; (113
Walker St.). 1882.

Miss Anna S. Jenkins, Girls' High School, Brooklyn, N. Y. 1899.

Dr. Charles W. L. Johnson, Princeton University, Princeton, N. J. (156 Nassau

St.). 1897.

Henry C. Johnson, 35 Nassau St., New York, N. Y. 1885.

Prof. William H. Johnson, Denison University, Granville, O. 1895.

Prof. Eva Johnston, University of the State of Missouri, Columbia, Mo. 1902.

Dr. George W. Johnston, University of Toronto, Toronto, Can. 1895.

Principal Augustine Jones, Friends' School, Providence, R. I. 1896.

Prof. J. C. Jones, University of the State of Missouri, Columbia, Mo. 1902.

Dr. Robert P. Keep, Free Academy, Norwich, Conn. 1872.

Dr. George Dwight Kellogg, Yale University, New Haven, Conn. (307 Welch

Hall). 1897.
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Prof. Francis W. Kelsey, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Mich. 1890.
Prof. John B. Kieffer, Franklin and Marshall College, Lancaster, Pa. 1889.
Prof. William Hamilton Kirk, Rutgers College, New Brunswick, N. J. 1898.
Chancellor J. H. Kirkland, Vanderbilt University, Nashville, Tenn. 1887.

J. C. Kirtland, Jr., Phillips Exeter Academy, Exeter, N. H. 1895.

Prof. George Lyman Kittfedge, Harvard University, Cambridge, Mass. (9 Hilliard

St.). 1884.

Dr. William H. Klapp, Academy of the Protestant Episcopal Church, 1324 Locust

St., Philadelphia, Pa. 1894.

Prof. Charles Knapp, Barnard College, Columbia University, New York, N. Y. ( 1 773

Sedgwick Ave.). 1892.

Charles S. Knox, St. Paul's School, Concord, N. H. 1889.

Prof. Gordon J. Laing, University of Chicago, Chicago, 111. (5833 Monroe Ave.).

1902.

Prof. A. G. Laird, University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wis. 1890.

Prof. William A. Lamberton, University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pa. 1888.

Prof. W. B. Langsdorf, Miami University, Oxford, O. 1895.

Prof. Charles R. Lanman, Harvard University, Cambridge, Mass. (9 Farrar St.).

1877.

Lewis H. Lapham, 28 Ferry St., New York, N. Y. 1880.

Prof. H. B. Lathrop, University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wis. 1900.

Prof. William Cranston Lawton, Adelphi College, Brooklyn, N. Y. (17 Clifton PL).

1888.

Prof. Abby Leach, Vassar College, Poughkeepsie, N. Y. 1888.

Dr. Arthur G. Leacock, Phillips Exeter Academy, Exeter, N. H. 1899.

Dr. Emory B. Lease, College of the City of New York, N. Y. (1161 Amsterdam

Ave.). 1895.

Dr. J. T. Lees, University of Nebraska, Lincoln, Neb. 1888.

Prof. Thomas B. Lindsay, Boston University, Boston, Mass. 1880.

Prof. Henry F. Linscott, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, N. C. 1896.

Prof. Charles Edgar Little, University of Nashville, Nashville, Tenn. 1902.

Miss Dale Livingstone, noo Harmon Place, Minneapolis, Minn. 1902.

Prof. Gonzalez Lodge, Teachers College, Columbia University, New York, N. Y.

1888.

Prof. O. F. Long, Northwestern University, Evanston, 111. 1900.

Prof. George D. Lord, Dartmouth College, Hanover, N. H. 1887.

D. O. S. Lowell, Roxbury Latin School, Boston, Mass. 1894.

Prof. Frederick Lutz, Albion College, Albion, Mich. 1883.

Prof. A. St. Clair Mackenzie, State College of Kentucky, Lexington, Ky. 1901.

Pres. George E. MacLean, State University of Iowa, Iowa City, la. (603 College

St.). 1891.

Miss Grace H. Macurdy, Vassar College, Poughkeepsie, N. Y. 1894.

David Magie, Jr., Princeton University, Princeton, N. J. (33 Prospect Ave.). 1901.

Prof. H. W. Magoun, Redfield College, Redfield, S. D. 1891.

Prof. J. H. T. Main, Iowa College, Grinnell, la. 1891.

Prof. J. Irving Manatt, Brown University, Providence, R. I. 1875.

Prof. John M. Manly, University of Chicago, Chicago, 111. 1896.

Prof. W. G. Manly, University of the State of Missouri, Columbia, Mo. 1902.
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Prof. F. A. March, Lafayette College, Easton, Pa. 1869.

Prof. F. A. March, Jr., Lafayette College, Easton, Pa. 1884.

Prof. Allan Marquand, Princeton University, Princeton, N. J. 1891.

Prof. Winfred R. Martin, Trinity College, Hartford, Conn. 1879.

Miss Ellen F. Mason, I Walnut St., Boston, Mass. 1885.

Dr. Maurice W. Mather, 13 Mt. Auburn St., Cambridge
1

, Mass. 1894.

Prof. Nelson G. McCrea, Columbia University, New York, N. Y. 1890.

Dr. Walton Brooks McDaniel, University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pa, 1901.

Prof. J. H. McDaniels, Hobart College, Geneva, N. Y. 1871.

Prof. George F. McKibben, Denison University, Granville, O. 1885.

Miss Harriet E. McKinstry, Lake Erie College, Painesville, O. 1881.

Prof. H. Z. McLain, Wabash College, Crawfordsville, Ind. 1884.

Prof. W. J. McMurtry, Yankton College, Yankton, S. D. 1893.

Dr. John Moffatt Mecklin, Washington and Jefferson College, Washington, Pa.

1900.

Prof. Frank Ivan Merchant, University of South Dakota, Vermilion, S. D. 1898.

Prof. Elmer T. Merrill, Wesleyan University, Middletown, Conn. 1883.

Truman Michelson, Harvard University, Cambridge, Mass. 1900.

Prof. C. W. E. Miller, Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, Md. 1892.

Prof. Walter Miller, Tulane University, New Orleans, La. 1900.

Dr. Richard A. v. Minckwitz, De Witt Qinton High School, Manhattan, New York,

N. Y. (Amsterdam Ave. and loaad St.). 1895.

Charles A. Mitchell, Asheville School, Asheville, N. C. 1893.

Prof. Clifford Herscbel Moore, Harvard University, Cambridge, Mass. (34 Shep-
ard St.). 1889.

Prof. Frank G. Moore, Dartmouth College, Hanover, N. H. 1 888.

Prof. George F. Moore, Harvard University, Cambridge, Mass. (Divinity Ave.).

1885.

Prof. J. Leverett Moore, Vassar College, Poughkeepsie, N. Y. 1887.

Prof. Lewis B. Moore, Howard University, Washington, D. C. 1896.

Paul E. More, 265 Springdale Ave., East Orange, N. J. 1896.

Prof. Edward Clark Morey, Allegheny College, Meadville, Pa. 1899.

Prof. James H. Morgan, Dickinson College, Carlisle, Pa. 1897.

Prof. Morris H. Morgan, Harvard University, Cambridge, Mass. (45 Garden St.).

1887.

Prof. Edward P. Morris, Yale University, New Haven, Conn. (53 Edgehill Road).
1886.

Frederick S. Morrison, Public High School, Hartford, Conn. 1890.

Prof. Lewis F. Mott, College of the City of New York, N. Y. (17 Lexington Ave.).

1898.

Prof. George F. Mull, Franklin and Marshall College, Lancaster, Pa. 1896.

Prof. Wilfred P. Mustard, Haverford College, Haverford, Pa. 1892.

Prof. Francis Philip Nash, Hobart College, Geneva, N. Y. 1872.

Dr. K. P. Neville, University of Illinois, Champaign, 111. (904 S. Busey Ave.,

Urbana, 111.). 1902.

Dr. Charles B. Newcomer, Drury College, Springfield, Mo. 1900.

Prof. Barker Newhall, Kenyon College, Gambier, O. 1891.

Prof. Frank W. Nicolson, Wesleyan University, Middletown, Conn. 1888.
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Dr. William A. Nitze, Columbia University, New York, N. Y. 1902.

Prof. Richard Norton, American School of Classical Studies, Rome, Italy (Via

Vicenza 5). 1897.

Charles James O'Connor, University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wis. 1900.

Dr. George N. Olcott, Columbia University, New York, N. Y. 1899.

Prof. Edward T. Owen, University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wis. 1896.

Prof. W. B. Owen, Lafayette College, Easton, Pa. 1875.

Prof. William A. Packard, Princeton University, Princeton, N. J. 1872.

Prof. Arthur H. Palmer, Yale University, New Haven, Conn. (42 Mansfield St.).

1885.

Miss Elisabeth H. Palmer, Vassar College, Poughkeepsie, N. Y. 1902.

Prof. Charles P. Parker, Harvard University, Cambridge, Mass. (1075 Massa-

chusetts Ave.). 1884.

Prof. James M. Paton, Wesleyan University, Middletown, Conn. 1887.

John Patterson, Louisville High School, Louisville, Ky. (1117 Fourth St.). 1900.

Prof. Joseph Francis Paxton, University of Oklahoma, Norman, Okla. 1902.

Dr. Charles Peabody, Phillips Academy, Andover, Mass. (Brattle Street, Cam-

bridge, Mass.). 1894.

Prof. E. M. Pease, 1423 Chapin Street, Washington, D. C. 1887.

Prof. Harry Thurston Peck, Columbia University, New York, N. Y. 1887.

Prof. Tracy Peck, Yale University, New Haven, Conn. 1871.

Miss Frances Pellett, Kelly Hall, University of Chicago, Chicago, 111. 1893.

Dr. Daniel A. Penick, University of Texas, Austin, Tex. 1902.

Prof. Charles W. Peppier, Emory College, Oxford, Ga. 1899.

Miss Alice J. G. Perkins, Schenectady, N. Y. 1899.

Prof. Emma M. Perkins, Western Reserve University (College for Women), Cleve-

land, O. 1892.

Prof. Bernadotte Perrin, Yale University, New Haven, Conn. (136 Farnam Hall).

1879.

Prof. Edward D. Perry, Columbia University, New York, N. Y. (542 West U4th

St.). 1882.

Prof. William E. Peters, University of Virginia, Charlottesville, Va. 1892.

Prof. John Pickard, University of the State of Missouri, Columbia, Mo. 1893.

Dr. William Taggard Piper, 179 Brattle St., Cambridge, Mass. 1885.

Prof. Samuel Ball Platner, Adelbert College of Western Reserve University,

Cleveland, O. (24 Cornell St.). 1885.

Prof. William Carey Poland, Brown University, Providence, R. I. (53 Lloyd St.).

1872.

Prof. William Porter, Beloit College, Beloit, Wis. 1888.

Prof. Edwin Post, De Pauw University, Greencastle, Ind. 1 886.

Prof. Franklin H. Potter, University of Iowa, Iowa City, la. 1898.

Henry Preble, 42 Stuyvesant Place, New Brighton, Staten Island, N. Y. 1882.

Prof. William K. Prentice, Princeton University, Princeton, N. J. (12 Nassau St.).

1895.

Prof. Ferris W. Price, Swarthmore College, Swarthmore, Pa. 1895.

Prof. Benjamin F. Prince, Wittenberg College, Springfield, O. 1893.

Prof. John Dyneley Prince, New York University, University Heights, New York.

N.Y. 1899.
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Prof. Robert S. Radford, Elmira College, Elmira, N. Y. (710 Park Place). 1900.

Dr. Edward Kennard Rand, Harvard University, Cambridge, Mass. (104 Lake

View Ave.). 1902.

Prof. John W. Redd, Centre College, Danville, Ky. 1885.

Prof. A. G. Rembert, Woford College, Spartansburg, S. C. 1902.

Prof. Horatio M. Reynolds, Yale University, New Haven, Conn. (213 Durfee Hall).

1884.

Dr. Ernst Riess, De Witt Clinton High School, Manhattan, N. Y. 1895.

Prof. Edmund Y. Robbins, Princeton University, Princeton, N. J. 1895.

Dr. Arthur W. Roberts, Brookline High School, Brookline, Mass. 1884.

Prof. James J. Robinson, Hamilton College, Clinton, N. Y. 1902.

Prof. W. A. Robinson, Lawrenceville School, Lawrenceville, N. J. 1888.

Prof. Joseph C. Rockwell, Buchtel College, Akron, O. 1896.

Prof. F. E. Rockwood, Bucknell University, Lewisburg, Pa. 1885.

George B. Rogers, Phillips Exeter Academy, Exeter, X. H. 1902.

Prof. John C. Rolfe, University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Penn. (4408 Locust

St.). 1890.

C. A. Rosegrant, Potsdam State Normal School, Potsdam, N. Y. 1902.

Prof. August Rupp, College of the City of New York, New York, N. Y. 1902.

Dr. Arthur W. Ryder, Harvard University, Cambridge, Mass. (72 Perkins Hall).

1902.

Dr. Julius Sachs, Classical School, 38 West Fifty-ninth St., New York, N. Y. 1875.

Benjamin H. Sanborn, Wellesley, Mass. 1890.

Dr. Henry A. Sanders, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Mich. (213 South

Thayer St.). 1899.

Prof. John A. Sanford, Adelphi College, Brooklyn, N. Y. 1901.

Prof. Myron R. Sanford, Middlebury College, Middlebury, Vt. 1894.

Miss Catharine Saunders, Vassar College, Poughkeepsie, N. Y. 1900.

Joseph H. Sawyer, Williston Seminary, Easthampton, Mass. 1897.

Prof. W. S. Scarborough, Wilberforce University, Wilberforce, O. 1882.

Prof. J. J. Schlicher, State Normal School, Terre Haute, Ind. 1901.

Prof. H. Schmidt-Wartenberg, University of Chicago, Chicago, 111. 1894.

Edmund F. Schreiner, 486 N. Clark St., Chicago, 111. 1900.

Dr. Charles P. G. Scott, Radnor, Pa. 1880.

Prof. John Adams Scott, Northwestern University, Evanston, 111. (2110 Orrington

Ave.). 1898.

Miss Annie N. Scribner, University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wis. 1900.

Prof. Henry S. Scribner, Western University of Pennsylvania, Allegheny City, Pa.

1889.

Dr. Helen M. Searles, Mount Holyoke College, South Hadley, Mass. 1893.

Charles D. Seely, State Normal School, Brockport, N. Y. 1888.

Prof. William J. Seelye, Wooster University, Wooster, O. 1888.

J. B. Sewall, 17 Blagden St., Boston, Mass. 1871.

Prof. T. D. Seymour, Yale University, New Haven, Conn. (34 Hillhouse Ave.).

I873-

Prof. Charles H. Shannon, University of Tennessee, Knoxville, Tenn. 1900.

Prof. R. H. Sharp, Jr., Randolph-Macon Woman's College, Lynchburg, Va. (College
Park P.O.). 1897.
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Prof. J. A. Shaw, Highland Military Academy, Worcester, Mass. 1876.

Prof. Edward S. Sheldon, Harvard University, Cambridge, Mass, (i I Francis Ave.).
1881.

Prof. F. W. Shipley, Washington University, St. Louis, Mo. 1900.

Prof. Paul Shorey, University of Chicago, Chicago, 111. 1887.

Dr. Grant Showerman, University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wis. 1900.

Dr. Edgar S. Shumway, University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pa. 1885.

Prof. E. G. Sihler, New York University, University Heights, New York, N. Y. 1876.

Prof. Charles F. Sitterly, Drew Theological Seminary, Madison, N. J. 1902.

Prof. M. S. Slaughter, University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wis. 1887.

Princ. M. C. Smart, Claremont, N. H. 1900.

Prof. Charles Forster Smith, University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wis. 1883.

Prof. Charles S. Smith, Columbian University, Washington, D. C. (2122 H St.).

1895.

Prof. Clement L. Smith, Harvard University, Cambridge, Mass. (64 Sparks St.).

1882.

Prof. Harry de Forest Smith, Amherst College, Amherst, Mass. 1899.

Prof. Josiah R. Smith, Ohio State University, Columbus, O. 1885.

Prof. Kirby F. Smith, Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, Md. 1897.

Prof. Herbert Weir Smyth, Harvard University, Cambridge, Mass. (91 Walker St.).

1886.

George C. S. Southworth, Salem, Col. Co., O. 1883.

Prof. Edward H. Spieker, Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, Md. 1884.

Dr. Sidney G. Stacey, Erasmus Hall High School, Brooklyn, N. Y. (150 Montague

St.). 1901.

Prof. Jonathan Y. Stanton, Bates College, Lewiston, Me. 1888.

Miss Josephine Stary, 31 West Sixty-first St., New York, N. Y. 1899.

Prof. R. B. Steele, Vanderbilt University, Nashville, Tenn. (2401 West End).

1893.

Prof. J. R. S. Sterrett, Cornell University, Ithaca, N. Y. (2 South Ave.). 1885.

Prof. F. H. Stoddard, New York University, University Heights, New York, N. Y.

1890.

Dr. Duane Reed Stuart, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Mich. 1901.

Dr. E. H. Sturtevant, Maryville College, Maryville, Tenn. 1901.

Dr. Charles W. Super, Ohio University, Athens, O. 1881.

Dr. Marguerite Sweet, 13 Ten Bronck St., Albany, N. Y. 1892.

Prof. Frank B. Tarbell, University of Chicago, Chicago, 111. 1882.

Prof. Joseph R. Taylor, Boston University, Boston, Mass. 1902.

Prof. Julian D. Taylor, Colby University, Waterville, Me. 1890.

Prof. Glanville Terrell, Georgetown College, Georgetown, Ky. 1898.

Prof. William E. Thompson, Hamline University, Hamline, Minn. 1877.

Dr. Charles H. Thurber, 29 Beacon St., Boston, Mass. 1901.

Prof. F. W. Tilden, Indiana University, Bloomington, Ind. 1902.

Prof. Fitz Gerald Tisdall, College of the City of New York, N. Y. (80 Convent Ave.).

1889.

Prof. Henry A. Todd, Columbia University, New York, N. Y. 1887.

Prof. H. C. Tolman, Vanderbilt University, Nashville, Tenn. 1889.

Prof. Edward M. Tomlinson, Alfred University, Alfred, N. Y. 1885.
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Edward M. Traber, State Agricultural College, Fort Collins, Colo. 1896.

Prof. J. A. Tufts, Phillips Exeter Academy, Exeter, N. H. 1898.

Prof. Milton H. Turk, Hobart College, Geneva, N. Y. 1896.

Prof. Esther Van Deman, American School of Classical Studies at Rome, Italy.

1899.

Addison Van Name, Yale University, New Haven, Conn. (121 High St.). 1869.

Dr. W. H. Wait, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Mich. 1893.

Dr. John H. Walden, 13 Mt. Auburn St., Cambridge, Mass. 1889.

Prof. Arthur T. Walker, University of Kansas, Lawrence, Kan. 1895.

Dr. Alice Walton, Wellesley College, Wellesley, Mass. 1894.

Dr. Edwin G. Warner, Polytechnic Institute, Brooklyn, N. Y. 1897.

Andrew McCorrie Warren, care of Brown, Shipley & Co., Founders' Court, London.

1892.

Prof. Minton Warren, Harvard University, Cambridge, Mass. (105 Irving St.).

1874.

Prof. William E. Waters, New York University, University Heights, N. Y. (604
West iisth St.). 1885.

Dr. John C. Watson, Cornell University, Ithaca, N. Y. 1902.

Prof. Helen L. Webster, Wellesley College, Wellesley, Mass. 1890.

Prof. Raymond Weeks, University of the State of Missouri, Columbia, Mo. 1902.

Miss Mary C. Welles, Yale University, New Haven, Conn. (33 Wall St.). 1898.

Prof. Andrew F. West, Princeton University, Princeton, N. J. 1 886.

Prof. J. H. Westcott, Princeton University, Princeton, N. J. 1891.

Prof. J. B. Weston, Christian Biblical Institute, Stanfordville, N. Y. 1869.

Prof. L. B. Wharton, College of William and Mary, Williamsburg, Va. 1888.

Albert S. Wheeler, Sheffield Scientific School, New Haven, Conn. (P.O. Box 1298).

1871.

Prof. Arthur L. Wheeler, Bryn Mawr College, Bryn Mawr, Pa. 1899.

Prof. James R. Wheeler, Columbia University, New York, N. Y. 1885.

Prof. G. M. Whicher, Normal College, New York, N. Y. 1891.

Dr. Frederic Earle Whitaker, St. Paul's School, Garden City, L. I. 1900.

Dr. Andrew C. White, Cornell University, Ithaca, N. Y. (424 Dryden Road).
1886.

Prof. John Williams White, Harvard University, Cambridge, Mass. (18 Concord

Ave.). 1874.

Vice-Chanc. B. Lawton Wiggins, University of the South, Sewanee, Tenn. 1892.

Prof. Alexander M. Wilcox, University of Kansas, Lawrence, Kan. 1884.

Prof. Henry D. Wild, Williams College, Williamstown, Mass. 1898.

Charles R. Williams, Indianapolis, Ind. 1887.

Prof. George A. Williams, Kalamazoo College, Kalamazoo, Mich. 1891.

Prof. Mary G. Williams, Mt. Holyoke College, South Hadley, Mass. 1899.

Prof. Harry Langford Wilson, Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, Md. 1898.

Dr. J. D. Wolcott, University of Chicago, Chicago, 111. 1898.

Prof. E. L. Wood, Amherst College, Amherst, Mass. 1888.

Prof. Henrv Wood, Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, Md. 1884.

Dr. Willis Patten Woodman, Princeton University, Princeton, N. J. (27 William

St.). 1901.

Prof. Frank E. Woodruff, Bowdoin College, Brunswick, Me. 1887.
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Prof. B. D. Woodward, Barnard College, Columbia University, New York, N. Y.

(462 West 22nd St.). 1891.

C. C. Wright, University of Virginia, Charlottesville, Va. 1902.

Prof. Ellsworth D. Wright, Lawrence University, Appleton, Wis. 1898.

Prof. Henry P. Wright, Yale University, New Haven, Conn. (128 York St.). 1883.

Prof. John Henry Wright, Harvard University, Cambridge, Mass. (38 Quincy St.).

1874.

Prof. Clarence H. Young, Columbia University, New York, N. Y. (312 West 88th St).

1890.

Prof. R. B. Youngman, Lafayette College, Easton, Pa. 1901.

[Number of Members, 507.]
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WESTERN BRANCH.

MEMBERS OF THE PHILOLOGICAL ASSOCIATION OF
THE PACIFIC COAST.

(ESTABLISHED 1899.)

Membership in the American Philological Association prior to the organization

of the Philological Association of the Pacific Coast is indicated by a date earlier

than 1900.

W. H. Alexander, University of California, Berkeley, Cal. (2601 Durant Ave.). 1900.

Albert H. Allen, Visalia, Cal. 1900.

Dr. James T. Allen, University of California, Berkeley, Cal. (1633 Arch St.). 1898.

Miss Mary G. Allen, 240 Thirteenth St., San Francisco, Cal. 1901.

Dr. E. P. Anderson, Leland Stanford Jr. University, Stanford University, Cal.

1901.

Prof. Louis F. Anderson, Whitman College, Walla Walla, Wash. 1887.

Prof. M. B. Anderson, Leland Stanford Jr. University, Stanford University, Cal.

1901.

Prof. H. T. Archibald, Occidental College, Los Angeles, Cal. 1901.

Prof. Mark Bailey, Jr., Whitworth College, Tacoma, Wash. 1901.

Dr. J. W. Basore, University of California, Berkeley, Cal. 1902.

Prof. C. B. Bradley, University of California, Berkeley, Cal. (2639 Durant Ave.).

1900.

Rev. William A. Brewer, San Mateo, Cal. 1900.

Valentine Buehner, High School, San Jose, Cal. 1900.

Elvyn F. Burrill, 2536 Bancroft Way, Berkeley, Cal. 1900.

Prof. Luella Clay Carson, University of Oregon, Eugene, Ore. 1900.

Martin Centner, University of California, Berkeley, Cal. 190x3.

Samuel Chambers, University of California, Berkeley, Cal. 1900.

Prof. J. E. Church, Jr., State University of Nevada, Reno, Nev. 1901.

Prof. Edward B. Clapp, Froben str. 36 '% Berlin. 1886.

Miss Mary Bird Clayes, 2420 Dwight Way, Berkeley, Cal. 1900.

A. Horatio Cogswell, 2135 Santa Clara Ave., Alameda, Cal. 1900.

Prof. W. A. Cooper, Leland Stanford Jr. University, Stanford University, Cal. 1901.

Mrs. Frank A. Cressey, Modesto, Cal. 1900.

Prof. L. W. Cushman, Nevada State University, Reno, Nev. 1900.

J. Allen De Cou, Red Bluff, Cal. 1900.

Prof. J. Elmore, Leland Stanford Jr. University, Stanford University, Cal. 1900.

Prof. H. Rushton Fairclough, Leland Stanford Jr. University, Stanford University,

Cal. 1887.

G. E. Faucheux, University of California, Berkeley, Cal. 1900.

Dr. W. S. Ferguson, University of California, Berkeley, Cal. 1899.

Prof. Ewald Fliigel, Leland Stanford Jr. University, Stanford University, Cal. 1900.

Prof. P. J. Frein, Leland Stanford Jr. University, Stanford University, Cal. 1900.

Prof. John Fryer, University of California, Berkeley, Cal. 1900.

Dr. John Gamble, Haywards, Cal. 1900.
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Prof. Charles Mills Gayley, University of California, Berkeley, Cal. 1895.

Charles Bertie Gleason, High School, San Jose, Cal. 1900.

Prof. Julius Goebel, Leland Stanford Jr. University, Stanford University, Cal. 1900.

Walter H. Graves, 1220 Linden St., Oakland, Cal. 1900.

Miss Rebecca T. Greene, Salinas, Cal. 1900.

Prof. James O. Griffin, Leland Stanford Jr. University, Stanford University, Cal.

1896.

Prof. A. S. Haggett, University of Washington, Seattle, Wash. 1901.

E. V. Henderson, University of California, Berkeley, Cal. 1901.

Edward Hohfeld, 14 Grove St., San Francisco, Cal. 1900.

Miss Lily Hohfeld, Siskiyou Co. High School, Yreka, Cal. 1900.

C. H. Howard, University of California, Berkeley, Cal. 1900.

M. C. James, High School, Berkeley, Cal. 1900.

Prof. Oliver M. Johnston, Leland Stanford Jr. University, Stanford University, Cal.

1900.

Winthrop Leicester Keep, Mills College, Alameda Co., Cal. 1900.

Tracy R. Kelley, 2214 Jones St., San Francisco, Cal. 1900.

Prof. Martin Kellogg, University of California, Berkeley, Cal. 1884.

Chas. R. Keys, University of California, Berkeley, Cal. 1901.

Prof. S. F. Lange, University of California, Berkeley, Cal. 1900.

Rev. James O. Lincoln, San Mateo, Cal. 1900.

Miss Alice Marchebout, Girls' High School, San Francisco, Cal. 1900.

Prof. Max L. Margolis, University of California, Berkeley, Cal. 1900.

Prof. John E. Matzke, Leland Stanford Jr. University, Stanford University, Cal.

1900.

Prof. William A. Merrill, University of California, Berkeley, Cal. 1886.

Francis O. Mower, Napa High School, Napa, Cal. 1900.

Edward J. Murphy, Cabias, Nueva Ecija, Philippine Islands. 1900.

Prof. Augustus T. Murray, Leland Stanford Jr. University, Stanford University, Cal.

1887.

Carl H. Nielsen, Vacaville, Cal. 1900.

Rabbi Jacob Nieto, 1719 Bush St., San Francisco, Cal. 1900.

Dr. George R. Noyes, University of California, Berkeley, Cal. 1901.

Dr. H. C. Nutting, University of California, Berkeley, Cal. (2 125 Cedar St.). 1900.

Dr. Andrew Oliver, San Mateo, Cal. 1900.

Prof. F. M. Padelford, University of Washington, Seattle, Wash. 1901.

Prof. F. V. Paget, University of California, Berkeley, Cal. 1900.

E. Pitcher, High School, Alameda, Cal. 1900.

Dr. Henry W. Prescott, University of California, Berkeley, Cal. 1899.

Dr. Clifton Price, University of California, Berkeley, Cal. 1899.

E. K. Putnam, Leland Stanford Jr. University, Stanford University, Cal. 1901.

Prof. A. Putzker, University of California, Berkeley, Cal. 1900.

Prof. M. M. Ramsey, Leland Stanford Jr. University, Stanford University, CaL

1894.

Prof. S. B. Randall, California College, Oakland, Cal. 1900.

Miss Cecilia L. Raymond, 2407 S. Atherton St., Berkeley, Cal. 1900.

Prof. Karl G. Rendtorff, Leland Stanford Jr. University, Stanford University, Cal.

1900.
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Miss Beatrice Reynolds, 244 Myrtle Ave., San Francisco, Cal. 1900.

Prof. Leon J. Richardson^ University of California, Berkeley, Cal. 1895.

Prof. H. W. Rolfe, Leland Stanford Jr. University, Stanford University, CaL

1901.

Prof. H. K. Schilling, University of California, Berkeley, Cal. 1901.

Prof. F. G. G. Schmidt, University of Oregon, Eugene, Ore. 1900.

Prof. Colbert Searles, Leland Stanford Jr. University, Stanford University, CaL

1901.

Prof. Henry Senger, University of California, Berkeley, Cal. 1900.

Principal Leigh Richmond Smith, Santa Clara High School, Santa Clara, Cal.

1896.

Rabbi Jacob Voorsanger, 1249 Franklin St., San Francisco, Cal. 1901;

C. M. Walker, Lowell High School, San Francisco, Cal. 1900.

President Benjamin I. Wheeler, University of California, Berkeley, Cal. 1879.

Miss Catherine E. Wilson, 3043 California St., San Francisco, Cal. 1900.

[Number of Members, 87. Total, 507 + 87 = 594.]
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THE FOLLOWING LIBRARIES AND INSTITUTIONS (ALPHABETIZED BY TOWNS)
SUBSCRIBE FOR THE ANNUAL PUBLICATIONS OF THE ASSOCIATION.

Albany, N. Y. : New York State Library.

Amherst, Mass. : Amherst College Library.

Ann Arbor, Mich. : Michigan University Library.

Auburn, N. Y. : Theological Seminary.

Austin, Texas : University of Texas Library.

Baltimore, Md. : Johns Hopkins University Library.

Baltimore, Md. : Peabody Institute.

Berkeley, Cal. : University of California Library.

Boston, Mass. : Boston Public Library.

Brooklyn, N. Y. : The Brooklyn Library.

Brunswick, Me. : Bowdoin College Library.

Bryn Mawr, Pa. : Bryn Mawr College Library.

Buffalo, N. Y. : The Buffalo Library.

Burlington, Vt. : Library of the University of Vermont.

Cambridge, Mass. : Harvard College Library.

Champaign, 111. : University of Illinois Library.

Chicago, 111. : The Newberry Library.

Chicago, 111. : Public Library.

Chicago, 111. : University of Chicago Library.

Clermont Ferrand, France : Bibliotheque Universitaire.

Cleveland, O. : Library of Adelbert College of Western Reserve University.

College Hill, Mass. : Tufts College Library.

Columbus, O. : Ohio State University Library.

Crawford sville, Ind. : Wabash College Library.

Detroit, Mich. : Public Library.

Easton, Pa. : Lafayette College Library.

Evanston, 111. : Northwestern University Library.

Gambier, O. : Kenyon College Library.

Gyjencastle, Ind. : Library of De Pauw University.

Hanover, N. H. : Dartmouth College Library.

Iowa City, la. : Library of State University.

Ithaca, N. Y. : Cornell University Library.

Lincoln, Neb. : Library of State University of Nebraska.

Madison, Wis. : Library of the University of Wisconsin.

Marietta, O. : Marietta College Library.

Middletown, Conn. : Wesleyan University Library.

Milwaukee, Wis. : Public Library.

Minneapolis, Minn. : Athenaeum Library.

Minneapolis, Minn. : Library of the University of Minnesota.

Nashville, Tenn. : Vanderbilt University Library.

Newton Centre, Mass. : Library of Newton Theological Institution.

New York, N. Y. : Astor Library.

New York, N. Y. : Library of Columbia University.

New York, N. Y. : Library of the College of the City of New York (Lexington

Ave. and Twenty-third St.).
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New York, N. Y. : Union Theological Seminary Library (700 Park Ave.).

Olivet, Eaton Co., Mich. : Olivet College Library.

Philadelphia, Pa. : American Philosophical Society.

Philadelphia, Pa. : The Library Company of Philadelphia.

Philadelphia, Pa. : The Mercantile Library.

Philadelphia, Pa. : University of Pennsylvania Library.

Pittsburg, Pa. : Carnegie Library.

Poughkeepsie, N. Y. : Vassar College Library.

Princeton, N. J. : Library of Princeton University.

Providence, R. I. : Brown University Library.

Rochester, N. Y. : Rochester University Library.

Springfield, Mass. : City Library.

Tokio, Japan : Library of Imperial University.

Toronto, Can. : University of Toronto Library.

University of Virginia, Albemarle Co., Va. : University Library.

Vermilion, South Dakota : Library of University of South Dakota.

Washington, D. C. : Library of the Catholic University of America.

Washington, D. C. : United States Bureau of Education.

Wellesley, Mass. : Wellesley College Library.

Worcester, Mass. : Free Public Library.

[Number of subscribing institutions, 64. ]

To THE FOLLOWING LIBRARIES AND INSTITUTIONS THE TRANSACTIONS ARE

ANNUALLY SENT, GRATIS.

American School of Classical Studies, Athens.

American School of Classical Studies, Rome (Via Vicenza 5).

British Museum, London.

Royal Asiatic Society, London.

Philological Society, London.

Society of Biblical Archaeology, London.

Indian Office Library, London.

Bodleian Library, Oxford.

University Library, Cambridge, England.
Advocates' Library, Edinburgh, Scotland.

Trinity College Library, Dublin, Ireland.

Asiatic Society of Bengal, Calcutta.

Bombay Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society.

North-China Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society, Shanghai.

Japan Asiatic Society, Yokohama.

Public Library of Victoria, Melbourne, Australia.

Sir George Grey's Library, Cape Town, Africa.

Reykjavik College Library, Iceland.

University of Christiania, Norway.

University of Upsala, Sweden.

Stadsbiblioteket, Goteborg, Sweden.
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Russian Imperial Academy, St. Petersburg.

Austrian Imperial Academy, Vienna.

Anthropologische Gesellschaft, Vienna.

Biblioteca Nazionale, Florence, Italy.

Reale Accademia delle Scienze, Turin.

Societe Asiatique, Paris, France.

Athenee Oriental, Louvain, Belgium.

Curatorium of the University Leyden, Holland.

Bataviaasch Genootschap van Kunsten en Wetenschappen, Batavia, Java.

Royal Prussian Academy of Sciences, Berlin, Germany.

Royal Saxon Academy of Sciences, Leipsic.

Royal Bavarian Academy of Sciences, Munich.

Deutsche Morgenlandische Gesellschaft, Halle.

Library of the University of Bonn.

Library of the University of Freiburg in Baden.

Library of the University of Giessen.

Library of the University of Jena.

Library of the University of Konigsberg.

Library of the University of Leipsic.

Library of the University of Toulouse.

Library of the University of Tubingen.

Imperial Ottoman Museum, Constantinople.

Smithsonian Institution, Washington, D. C.

[Number of foreign institutions, 43.]

To THE FOLLOWING FOREIGN JOURNALS THE TRANSACTIONS ARE ANNUALLY

SENT, GRATIS.

Athenseum, London.

Classical Review, London.

Revue Critique, Paris.

Revue de Philologie (Adrien Krebs, n Rue de Lille, Paris).

Societe de Linguistique, a la Sorbonne, Paris.

Berliner Philologische Wochenschrift, Berlin.

Deutsche Litteraturzeitung, Berlin.

Indogermanische Forschungen (K. J. Trubner, Strassburg).

Literarisches Centralblatt, Leipsic.

Musee Beige (Prof. Waltzing, 9 Rue du Pare, Liege, Belgium).

Neue Philologische Rundschau, Gotha (F. A. Perthes).

Wochenschrift fur klassische Philologie, Berlin.

Rivista di Filologia, Turin (Ermanno Loescher).

Direzione del Bolletino di Filologia Classica, Via Vittorio Amadeo ii, Turin.

Zeitschrift fur die osterr. Gymnasien (Prof. J. Coiling, Maximilians Gymnasium,

Vienna).

L'Universite Catholique (Prof. A. Lepitre, 10 Avenue de Noailles, Lyons).

[Total (594 + 64 + 43 + I + 16) = 718.]
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CONSTITUTION

OF THE

AMERICAN PHILOLOGICAL ASSOCIATION.

ARTICLE I. NAME AND OBJECT.

1. This Society shall be known as "The American Philological Associa-

tion."

2. Its object shall be the advancement and diffusion of philological knowl-

edge.

ARTICLE II. OFFICERS.

1. The officers shall be a President, two Vice-Presidents, a Secretary and

Curator, and a Treasurer.

2. There shall be an Executive Committee of ten, composed of the above

officers and five other members of the Association.

3. All the above officers shall be elected at the last session of each annual

meeting.

ARTICLE III. MEETINGS.

1. There shall be an annual meeting of the Association in the city of New
York, or at such other place as at a preceding annual meeting shall be deter-

mined upon.

2. At the annual meeting, the Executive Committee shall present an annual

report of the progress of the Association.

3. The general arrangements of the proceedings of the annual meeting shall

be directed by the Executive Committee.

4. Special meetings may be held at the call of the Executive Committee, when
and where they may decide.

cxliv
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ARTICLE IV. MEMBERS.

1. Any lover of philological studies may become a member of the Association

by a vote of the Executive Committee and the payment of five dollars as initiation

fee, which initiation fee shall be considered the first regular annual fee.

2. There shall be an annual fee of three dollars from each member, failure in

payment of which for two years shall ifso facto cause the membership to cease.

3. Any person may become a life member of the Association by the payment
of fifty dollars to its treasury, and by vote of the Executive Committee.

ARTICLE V. SUNDRIES.

1. All papers intended to be read before the Association must be submitted

to the Executive Committee before reading, and their decision regarding such

papers shall be final.

2. Publications of the Association, of whatever kind, shall be made only under

the authorization of the Executive Committee.

ARTICLE VI. AMENDMENTS.

Amendments to this Constitution may be made by a vote of two-thirds of

those present at any regular meeting subsequent to that in which they have been

proposed.

\



PUBLICATIONS OF THE ASSOCIATION.

THE annually published "Proceedings" of the American Philo-

logical Association contain an account of the doings at the annual

meeting, brief abstracts of the papers read, reports upon the progress

of the Association, and lists of its officers and members.

The annually published "Transactions" give the full text of such

articles as the Executive Committee decides to publish. The Pro-

ceedings are bound with them as an Appendix.

The following tables show the authors and contents of the volumes

of Transactions thus far published :

1869-1870. Volume L

Hadley, J. : On the nature and theory of the Greek accent.

Whitney, W. D. : On the nature and designation of the accent in Sanskrit

Goodwin, W. W. : On the aorist subjunctive and future indicative with oirws and

OV ,U7).

Trumbull, J. Hammond : On the best method of studying the North American

languages.

Haldeman, S. S. : On the German vernacular of Pennsylvania.

Whitney, W. D. : On the present condition of the question as to the origin of

language.

Lounsbury, T. R. : On certain forms of the English verb which were used in the

sixteenth and seventeenth centuries.

Trumbull, J. Hammond : On some mistaken notions of Algonkin grammar, and

on mistranslations of words from Eliot's Bible, etc.

Van Name, A. : Contributions to Creole Grammar.

Proceedings of the preliminary meeting (New York, 1868), of the first annual

session (Poughkeepsie, 1869), and of the second annual session (Rochester,

1870).

1871. Volume H.

Evans, E. W. : Studies in Cymric philology.

Allen, F. D. : On the so-called Attic second declension.

Whitney, W. D. : Strictures on the views of August Schleicher respecting the

nature of language and kindred subjects.

Hadley, J. : On English vowel quantity in the thirteenth century and in the nine-

teenth.

March, F. A. : Anglo-Saxon and Early English pronunciation.

Bristed, C. A. : Some notes on Ellis's Early English Pronunciation,

cxlvi
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Trumbull, J. Hammond : On Algonkin names for man.

Greenough, J. B. : On some forms of conditional sentences in Latin, Greek, and

Sanskrit.

Proceedings of the third annual session, New Haven, 1871.

1872. Volume m.
Evans, E. W. : Studies in Cymric philology.

frumbull, J. Hammond: Words derived from Indian languages of North

America.

Hadley, J. : On the Byzantine Greek pronunciation of the tenth century, as illus-

trated by a manuscript in the Bodleian Library.

Stevens, W. A. : On the substantive use of the Greek participle.

Bristed, C. A. : Erroneous and doubtful uses of the word such.

Hartt, C. F. : Notes on the Lingoa Geral, or Modern Tupi of the Amazonas.

Whitney, W. D. : On material and form in language.

March, F. A. : Is there an Anglo-Saxon language ?

March, F. A. : On some irregular verbs in Anglo-Saxon.

Trumbull, J. Hammond : Notes on forty versions of the Lord's Prayer in Algon-
kin languages.

Proceedings of the fourth annual session, Providence, 1872.

1873. Volume IV.

Allen, F. D. : The Epic forms of verbs in CUD.

Evans, E. W. : Studies in Cymric philology.

Hadley, J. : On Koch's treatment of the Celtic element in English.

Haldeman, S. S. : On the pronunciation of Latin, as presented in several recent

grammars.

Packard, L. R. : On some points in the life of Thucydides.

Goodwin, W. W. : On the classification of conditional sentences in Greek syntax.

March, F. A. : Recent discussions of Grimm's law.

Lull, E. P. : Voc4 Julary of the language of the Indians of San Bias and Cale-

donia Bay, Darien.

Proceedings of the fifth annual session, Easton, 1873.

1874. Volume V.

Tyler, W. S. : On the prepositions in the Homeric poems.

Harkness, A. : On the formation of the tenses for completed action in the Latin

finite verb.

Haldeman, S. S. : On an English vowel-mutation, present in cag, keg.

Packard, L. R. : On a passage in Homer's Odyssey (X 81-86).

Trumbull, J. Hammond : On numerals in American Indian languages, and the

Indian mode of counting.

Sewall, J. B. : On the distinction between the subjunctive and optatives modes in

Greek conditional sentences.

Morris, C. D. : On the age of Xenophon at the time of the Anabasis.

Whitney, W. D. : *i5ae or 0(<r(i natural or conventional?

Proceedings of the sixth annual session, Hartford, 1874.
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1875. Volume VL

Harkness, A. : On the formation of the tenses for completed action in the Latin

finite verb. 1

Haldeman, S. S. : On an English consonant-mutation, present in proof, prove.

Carter, F. : On Begemann's views as to the weak preterit of the Germanic verbs.

Morris, C. D. : On some forms of Greek conditional sentences.

Williams, A. : On veiL -Duplication as a means of expressing completed action.

Sherman, L. A. : A grammatical analysis of the Old English poem
" The Owl

and the Nightingale."

Proceedings of the seventh annual session, Newport, 1875.

1876. Volume VIL

Gildersleeve, B. L. : On '

with the future indicative and 4dt> with the subjunctive

in the tragic poets.

Packard, L. R. : On Crete's theory of the structure of the Iliad.

Humphreys, M. W. : On negative commands in Greek.

Toy, C. H. : On Hebrew verb-etymology.

Whitney, W. D. : A botanico-philological problem.

Goodwin, W. W. : On shall and should in protasis, and their Greek equivalents.

Humphreys, M. W. : On certain influences of accent in Latin iambic trimeters.

Trumbull, J. Hammond : On the Algonkin verb.

Haldeman, S. S. : On a supposed mutation between / and u.

Proceedings of the eighth annual session, New York, 1876.

1877. Volume VUL

Packard, L. R. : Notes on certain passages in the Phaedo and the Gorgias of

Plato.

Toy, C. H. : On the nominal basis on the Hebrew verb.

Allen, F. D. : On a certain apparently pleonastic use of us.

Whitney, W. D. : On the relation of surd and sonant.

Holden, E. S. : On the vocabularies of children under two years of age.

Goodwin, W. W. : On the text and interpretation of certain passages in the

Agamemnon of Aeschylus.

Stickney, A. : On the single case-form in Italian.

Carter, F. : On Willmann's theory of the authorship of the Nibelungenlied.

Sihler, E. G. : On Herodotus's and Aeschylus's accounts of the battle of Salamis.

Whitney, W. D. : On the principle of economy as a phonetic force.

Carter, F. : On the Kurenlierg hypothesis.

March, F. A. : On dissimilated gemination.

Proceedings of the ninth annual session, Baltimore, 1877.

1878. Volume IX.

Gildersleeve, B. L. : Contributions to the history of the articular infinitive.

Toy, C. H. : The Yoruban language.

Humphreys, M. W. : Influence of accent in Latin dactylic hexameters.

Sachs, J. : Observations on Plato's Cratylus.
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Seymour, T. D. : On the composition of the Cynegeticus of Xenophon.

Humphreys, M. W. : Elision, especially in Greek.

Proceedings of the tenth annual session, Saratoga, 1878.

1879. Volume X.

Toy, C. H. : Modal development of the Semitic verb.

Humphreys, M. W. : On the nature of caesura.

Humphreys, M. W. : On certain effects of elision.

Cook, A. S. : Studies in Heliand.

Harkness, A. : On the development of the Latin subjunctive in principal clauses.

D'Ooge, M. L. : The original recension of the De Corona.

Peck, T. : The authorship of the Dialogus de Oratoribus.

Seymour, T. D. : On the date of the Prometheus of Aeschylus.

Proceedings of the eleventh annual session, Newport, 1879.

1880. Volume XL

Humphreys, M. W. : A contribution to infantile linguistic.

Toy, C. H. : The Hebrew verb-termination un.

Packard, L. R. : The beginning of a written literature in Greece.

Hall, I. H. : The declension of the definite article in the Cypriote inscriptions.

Sachs, J. : Observations on Lucian.

Sihler, E. G. : Virgil and Plato.

Allen, W. F. : The battle of Mons Graupius.

Whitney, W. D. : On inconsistency in views of language.

Edgren, A. H. : The kindred Germanic words of German and English, exhibited

with reference to their consonant relations.

Proceedings of the twelfth annual session, Philadelphia, 1880.

1881. Volume XII.

Whitney, W. D. : On Mixture in Language.

Toy, C. H. : The home of the primitive Semitic race.

March, F. A. : Report of the committee on the reform of English spelling.

Wells, B. W. : History of the a-vowel, from Old Germanic to Modern English.

Seymour, T. D. : The use of the aorist participle in Greek.

Sihler, E. G. : The use of abstract verbal nouns in -<rtj in Thucydides.

Proceedings of the thirteenth annual session, Cleveland, 1881.

1882. Volume XIIL

Hall, I. H. : The Greek New Testament as published in America.

Merriam, A. C. : Alien intrusion between article and noun in Greek.

Peck, T. : Notes on Latin quantity.

Owen, W. B. : Influence of the Latin syntax in the Anglo-Saxon Gospels.

Wells, B. W. : The Ablaut in English.

Whitney, W. D. : General considerations on the Indo-European case-system.

Proceedings of the fourteenth annual session, Cambridge, 1882.
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1883. Volume XIV.

Merriam, A. C. : The Caesareum and the worship of Augustus at Alexandria.

Whitney, W. D. : The varieties of predication.

Smith, C. F. : On Southernisms.

Weils, B. W. : The development of the Ablaut in Germanic.

Proceedings of the fifteentn annual session, Middletown, 1883.

1884. Volume XV.

Goodell, T. D. : On the use of the Genitive in Sophokles.

Tarbell, F. B. : Greek ideas as to the effect of burial on the future life of the soul

Perrin, B. : The Crastinus episode at Palaepharsalus.

Peck, T. : Alliteration in Latin.

Von Jagemann, H. C. G. : Norman words in English.

Wells, B. W. : The Ablaut in High German.

Whitney, W. D. : Primary and Secondary Suffixes of Derivation and their ex-

changes.

Warren, M. : On Latin Glossaries. Codex Sangallensis, No. 912.

Proceedings of the sixteenth annual session, Hanover, 1884.

1885. Volume XVL

Easton, M. W. : The genealogy of words.

Goodell, T. D. : Quantity in English verse.

Goodwin, W. W. : Value of the Attic talent in modern money.

Goodwin, W. W. : Relation of the IlpdeSpoi to the UpvTciveis in the Attic Bov\4j-

Perrin, B. : Equestrianism in the Doloneia.

Richardson, R. B. : The appeal to sight in Greek tragedy.

Seymour, T. D. : The feminine caesura in Homer.

Sihler, E. G. : A study of Dinarchus.

Wells, B. W. : The vowels e and i in English.

Whitney, W. D. : The roots of the Sanskrit language.

Proceedings of the seventeenth annual session, New Haven, 1885.

1886. Volume XVIL

Tarbell, F. B. : Phonetic law.

Sachs, J. : Notes on Homeric Zoology.

Fowler, H. N. : The sources of Seneca de Beneficiis.

Smith, C. F. : On Southernisms.

Wells, B. W. : The sounds o and in English.

Fairbanks, A. : The Dative case in Sophokles.

The Philological Society, of England, and The American Philological

tion : Joint List of Amended Spellings.

Proceedings of the eighteenth annual session, Ithaca, 1886.
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1887. Volume XVIIL

Allen, W. F. : The monetary crisis in Rome, A.D. 33.

Sihler, E. G. : The tradition of Caesar's Gallic Wars, from Cicero to Orosius.

Clapp, E. L. : ConditionaUsentences in Aischylos.

Pease, E. M. : On the relative value of the manuscripts of Terence.

Smyth, H. W. : The Arcado-Cyprian dialect.

Wells, B. W. : The sounds o and u in English.

Smyth, H. W. : The Arcado-Cyprian dialect. Addenda.

Proceedings of the nineteenth annual session, Burlington, 1887.

1888. Volume XIX.

Allen, W. F. : The Lex Curiata de Imperio.

Goebel, J. : On the impersonal verbs.

Bridge, J. : On the authorship of the Cynicus of Lucian.

Whitney, J. E. : The " Continued Allegory
"

in the first book of the Fairy Queene

March, F. A. : Standard English : its pronunciation, how learned.

Brewer, F. P. : Register of new words.

Proceedings of the twentieth annual session, Amherst, 1 888.

1889. Volume XX.

Smyth, H. W. : The vowal system of the Ionic dialect.

Gudeman, A. : A new source h: Plutarch's Life of Cicero.

Gatschet, A. S. : Sex-denoting nouns in American languages.

Cook, A. S. : Metrical observations on a Northumbrianized version of the Old

English Judith.

Cook, A. S. : Stressed vowels in ^Elfric's Homilies.

Proceedings of the twenty-first annual session, Easton, 1889.

Index of authors,
|
ind index of subjects, Vols. I.-XX.

1890. Volume XXI.

Goodell, T. D. : The order of words in Greek.

Hunt, W. I. : Homeric wit and humor.

Leighton, R. F. : The Medicean Mss. of Cicero's letters.

Whitney, W. D. : Translation of the Katha Upanishad.

Proceedings of the twenty-second annual session, Norwich, 1890.

1891 Volume XXH

Capps, Edw. : The Greek Stage according to the Extant Dramas.

Clapp, Edw. B. : Conditional Sentences in the Greek Tragedians.

West, A. F. : Lexicographical Gleanings from the Philobiblon of Richard de Bury

Hale, W. G. : The Mode in the phrases quod sciam, etc.

Proceedings of the twenty-third annual session, Princeton, 1891.
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1892. Volume XXIII.

Whitney, \V. D. : On the narrative use of imperfect and perfect in the Brahmanas

Muss-Arnolt, W. : n Semitic words in Greek and Latin.

Humphreys, M. W. : On the equivalence of rhythmical bars and metrical feet.

Scott, Charles P. G. : English words which hav gaind or lost an initial con-

sonant by attraction.

Proceedings of the twenty-fourth annual session, Charlottesville, 1892.

1893. Volume XXIV.

Sonnenschein, E. A. : The scientific emendation of classical texts.

Breal, M. : The canons of etymological investigation.

Streitberg, W. : Ein Ablautproblem der Ursprache.

Osthoff, H. : Dunkles und helles / im Lateinischen.

Shorey, Paul : The implicit ethics and psychology of Thucydides.

Scott, C. P. G. : English words which hav gaind or lost an initial consonant by
attraction (second paper).

Hale, W. G. :
" Extended " and " remote "

deliberatives in Greek.

Proceedings of the twenty-fifth annual session, Chicago, 1893.

1894. Volume XXV.

Knapp, Charles : Notes on the prepositions in Gellius.

Moore, F. G. : On urbs aeterna and tirbs sacra.

Smith, Charles Forster: Some poetical constructions in Thucydides.

Scott, C. P. G. : English words which hav gaind or lost an initial consonant by
attraction (third paper).

Gudeman, Alfred : Literary forgeries among the Romans.

Proceedings of the twenty-sixth annual session, Williamstown, 1894.

1895. Volume XXVI.

Bloomfield, M. : On Professor Streitberg's theory as to the origin of certain Indo-

European long vowels.

Warren, M. : On the contribution of the Latin inscriptions to the study of the

Latin language and literature.

Paton, James M. : Some Spartan families under the Empire.

Riess, Ernst : On ancient superstition.

Perrin, B. : Genesis and growth of an Alexander-myth.

Slaughter, M. S. : The Ada Ludorum and the Carmen Saeculare.

Scott, C. P. G. : The Devil and his imps : an etymological inquisition.

March, F. A. : The fluency of Shakespeare.

Proceedings of the special session, Philadelphia, 1894.

Proceedings of the twenty-seventh annual session, Cleveland, 1895.

1896. Volume XXVII.

Riess, E. : Superstition and popular beliefs in Greek tragedy.

Harkness, Albert Granger : Age at marriage and at death in the Roman Empire.
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Allinson, F. G. : On the accent of certain enclitic combinations in Greek.

Wright, John H. : The origin of sigma lunatum.

Proceedings of the twenty-eighth annual session, Providence, 1896.

1897. Volume XXVIII.

Brownson, C. L. : Reasons for Plato's hostility to the poets.

Sihler, E. G. : Lucretius and Cicero.

Bloomfield, M. : Indo-European notes.

Peck, Tracy : Cicero's hexameters.

Fairbanks, Arthur: On Plutarch's quotations from the early Greek philosophers.

March, F. A. : The enlargement of the English dictionary.

Collitz, H. : Traces of Indo-European accentuation in Latin.

Smyth, H. W. : Mute and liquid in Greek melic poetry.

Proceedings of the twenty-ninth annual session, Bryn Mawr, 1 897.

1898. Volume XXIX.

Fay, E. W. : The origin of the gerundive.

Hempl, G. : Language-rivalry and speech-differentiation in the case of race-mixture.

Harry, J. E. : The omission of the article with substantives after OVTOS, 85f, iKctVos

in prose.

Ebeling, H. L. : The Admetus of Euripides viewed in relation to the Admetus of

tradition.

Smyth, H. W. : Mute and liquid in Greek melic poetry (II.).

March, F. A. : Orthography of English preterits.

Wolcott, J. D. : New words in Thucydides.

Proceedings of the thirtieth annual session, Hartford, 1898.

1899. Volume XXX.

Fairclough, H. R. : The text of the Andria of Terence.

Wheeler, A. L. : The uses of the Imperfect Indicative in Plautus and Terence.

Hempl, G. : The origin of the Latin letters G and Z, with Appendix, on the coceulod

orieso of the Salian hymn.

Johnson, C. W. L. : The motion of the voice in the theary of ancient music.

Harkness, A. G. : The scepticism and fatalism of the common people of Rome as

illustrated by the sepulchral inscriptions.

Bates, W. N. : The Lenaea, the Anthesteria, and the temple iv Af/xvoii.

Bates, F. O. : The Deme Kolonos.

Ferguson, W. S. : Some notes on the Archons of the third century.

Proceedings of the thirty-first annual session, New York, 1899.

1900. Volume XXXI.

Rolfe, J. C. : The formation of substantives from Latin geographical adjectives

by ellipsis.

Bonner, Campbell : The Danaid-myth.

Fowler, H. N. : Pliny, Pausanias, and the Hermes of Praxiteles.

Showerman, Grant : Was Attis at Rome under the Republic ?
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Carter, J. B. : The cognomina of the goddess Fortuna.

Smith, C. F. : Traces of epic usage in Thucydides.

Seymour, T. D. : Nates on Homeric war.

Gudeman, A. : The sources of the Germania of Tacitus.

Capps, E. : Studies in G*eek agonistic inscriptions.

Hale, W. G.: Is there still a Latin potential?

Heidel, W. A. : On Plato's Euthyphro.

Hempl, G. : The Salian hymn to Janus.

Chase, G. D. : Sun myths in Lithuanian folksongs.

Wilson, H. L. : The use of the simple for the compound verb in Juvenal.

Bennett, C. E. : The stipulative subjunctive in Latin.

Proceedings of the thirty-second annual session, Madison, 1900.

1901. Volume XXXII.

Wheeler, B. I. : The causes of uniformity in phonetic change.

Clapp, E. B. : Pindar's accusative constructions.

Merrill, E. T. : Some observations on the Arch of Trajan at Beneventum.

Harry, J. E. : A misunderstood passage in Aeschylus (Prom. 119).

Franklin, S. B. : Public appropriations for individual offerings and sacrifices in

Greece.

Morgan, M. H. : Rain-gods and rain-charms.

Warren, M. : Some ancient and modern etymologies.

Adams, C. D. : The Harpalos case.

Steele, R. B. : Anaphora and chiasmus in Livy.

Hempl, G. : The variant runes on the Franks casket.

Bill, C. P. : Notes on the Greek 0ew/x5j and Qeupla.

Elmer, H. C. : On the subjunctive with Forsitan.

Proceedings of the special session, Philadelphia, 1900.

Proceedings of the Philological Association of the Pacific Coast, San Francisco,

190x3.

Proceedings of the thirty-third annual session, Cambridge, 1901.

1902. Volume XXXIII.

Earle, M. L. : Studies in Sophocles's Trachinians.

Morgan, M. H. : Remarks on the water supply of ancient Rome.

Richardson, L. J. : On certain sound properties of the Sapphic strophe as employed

by Horace.

Shipley, F. W. : Numeral corruptions in a ninth century Ms. of Livy.

Steele, R. B. : Some forms of complemental sentences in Livy.

Prentice, W. K. : Fragments of an early Christian liturgy in Syrian inscriptions.

Allen, J. T. : On the so-called iterative optative in Greek.

Wheeler, B. I. : Herodotus's account of the battle of Salamis.

Perrin, B. : The Nikias of Pasiphon and Plutarch.

Hempl, G. : The Duenos inscription.

Proceedings of the thirty-fourth annual session, Schenectady, 1902.

Proceedings of the Philological Association of the Pacific Coast, San Francisco,

1901.
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